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Introduction
This book, designed for adult students of English as a foreign language,
emphasises our research and innovation of language learning
activities, ranging from “A2” to “C” CEFR levels, which can be easily
adapted to other levels of education and students’ characteristics.
Basically, the content of this book centers around the development
of English communicative competence language skills through art.
Learners are engaged in a variety of activities which will make
them aware of understanding differences in art, culture as well as
developing their cultural awareness in today’s world. The activities
also convey a very active and innovative methodology that will lead
students to make their own interpretations based on observation
of a particular work of art regardless of their style (Baroque, Popart, Cubism, Abstract art,..). Using art in language learning is a
challenging task as for many people visiting museums is a boring
activity and also students are sometimes taken to museums to look
at some artworks, which perhaps are later studied in class, whether
they like it or not. Thus, the only relationship between a person and
art is mere being spectator.
The activities in this book go further, learners are not going to be
observers any more but the protagonists of their own learning
process. Artworks are a fascinating pretext and vehicle to explore
and expand vocabulary as well as to practice all learning language
skills and the museum itself is turned into a real classroom where
the works of art are magnificent tools to improve their English and to
enhance creativity, among other things.
A significant number of the activities include innovative uses of ICT
tools such as the use of mobile phones in class, in order to help adult
learners, for example, to develop their digital competence, as well as
the use of QR codes or Augmented Reality, Aurasma. The material,
which has been previously piloted in the different participating
European institutions, is composed of a series of lesson plans
designed to fit any length (sessions ranging from 40-50 min to 120
min ). However, it is up to the user of this book to accommodate the
activities into their own school curriculum or/and teaching syllabus.
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It may also be wondered whether some knowledge of art should
be necessary in order to use this material. Not at all. The activities
presented have been created to develop language linguistic
competences but with an added ingredient: art. This will make the
lessons more interesting and at the same time they will enhance
students’ cultural competences.
Using Art in language learning is also a process in which students
can find the ways of expressing their perception of culture through
creative approaches. By effectively using the suggested activities
in this book, both teachers and learners will also discover a rich
resource to enable them to gain cultural awareness in terms of
cultural values and identity as art interpretation will define their own
creativity through their cultural points of view.
It has to be mentioned that although DECCA Project was originally
intended for teachers of English F/L, other teachers of different
European languages from our institutions, seeing the fruitful results,
decided to join the project, creating their own DECCA activities
in the language they usually teach; as an example of this, some
activities in the German language can be found in this book (English
translation is also provided). Teachers of French, Spanish or Swedish
have translated the activities into their languages to use them in
class with their students. Not only has this new perspective enriched
our work but also it has added a European value to it.
The activities displayed in this Resource book are a result of a joint
European cooperation in which the partner organisations have
contributed their specific expertise and skills in order to develop
innovative and usable material for the foreign language teacher to
be used in the classroom and the museum. Thus, the participating
institutions have successfully known how to join the best of everyone
of their members and integrate the use of smartphones as well as QR
Codes, Aurasma, cultural perspective analysis and content-related
activities in the activities.
What the user of the DECCA Resource book will also profit from is the
constant debate between the partner organisations about cultural
issues, which have enabled them to critically examine their own
standpoints and - above all - improved the quality of the activities
by providing them with a multi-faceted and thus, truly European
perspective.
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Theoretical background of our work
The methodological and pedagogical approach of the activities
have been inspired by Bloom’s Taxonomy and Gardner’s Multiple
Intelligence, as well as Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence to enhance
learners’ self-confidence in language acquisition as well as selfesteem.
Some of the units include an introductory activity based on the
research-based method “Visual Thinking Strategies” (VTS) developed
by the cognitive psychologist Abigail Housen and the veteran museum
educator Philip Yenawine, and their colleagues. “VTS uses art to
teach visual literacy, thinking, and communication skills—listening
and expressing oneself”. This idea introduced to an English class
learning environment works miraculously. Growth is stimulated by
several things: looking at art of increasing complexity, answering
development-based questions, and participating in peer group
discussions carefully facilitated by teachers. The three key questions
which open the debate and the activity are:
1. What’s going on in this picture?
2. What do you see that makes you say that?
3. What more can we find?
Differently from “What do you see in this painting?”, which will lead
students to number what they just merely see in the painting, the
first VTS question “What’s going on in this painting?’” helps students
to tell a meaningful story from their own cultural background and
experiences. There will be a story of stories.
The second question: “What makes you say so?” focuses the debate
on the image itself, making the students justify their own opinions.
However, if we use the question “Why?” the students will only give
you their “reasons” and not their “proves” and this is what we are
looking for!
The third question: “What else can we find?” helps students to be
more careful and detailed in their responses and opinions. It is a
question to be asked not when the students or the teacher may think
that everything has been said but let them know that there is still
something else to tell.
Once the debate has been established, the teacher introduces the
students to other different creative tasks to explore vocabulary and
other language skills. For more information, visit: https://vtshome.
org
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The integration of Visual Thinking Skills (VTS) and further methods, in which students are actively involved, into English language
classrooms, engage students in new and varied language approaches, while gaining emotional positive responses to learning, understanding and communicating their own ideas through art. Besides,
together with developing adult learners’ linguistic competence and
creativity, the activities also seek to bring adults closer to the world
of art and increase their interest in art galleries and museums so as
to build an intercultural awareness.
Some of the benefits of using VTS in class are:
• To have students participate actively, improving their oral
skills.
• To improve listening skills by listening to other students attentively.
• To increase and expand students’ vocabulary by teacher’s
paraphrasing.
• To make students grow their self-esteem and to nurture students’ confidence by validating their opinions and comments,
when speaking in public.
• To foster European democratic values by making students
respect diversity of opinions and contradictory comments
when appreciating everyone’s opinion.
• To explore Art in a more real world.
• To create and enhance critical thinking by having repeated
VTS sessions.
• To make students grow their capacity of observation.
• To launch other language tasks after the full VTS discussion.
• To help teachers introduce a particular teaching /curricular
topic.
• To check, revise or consolidate class vocabulary.
• To bring “the museum” into the classroom.
• To show sociocultural curriculum elements.
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Perspectives
Ever since we met for the first time in 2015 there has been a desire among the participants of the DECCA project to develop innovative and usable material for English teachers. The past two years
have proved to be an outstanding transnational experience that has
sharpened our senses of cultural awareness and mutual respect,
something that has found its way into the final product, the Resource
Book at hand.
Teachers and students from Spain, Sweden, and Germany
have worked intensively on activities which can easily be used in any
European language classroom as they have been devised and piloted
according to carefully chosen criteria such as adaptability, innovation, sustainability throughout the project.
Nearly 90 different activities in the Resource Book cover CEFR
levels ranging from A2 to C2, thus addressing even very heterogenous language learning groups as are so common in today’s European classrooms.
What is more, the integration of new technologies (smartphones,
social media) will cater to the needs of modern language teachers
who are willing to take advantage of the ever-present technological
devices in the hands of the students. Apps, Twitter, Facebook and the
like will be an attractive vehicle to get students of all ages involved
in the activities, generating interest in the field of arts, and at the
same time representing an excellent opportunity of learning a new
language in very individual ways.
The fact that some of the activities not only require collaborative
work by the learners, but also get the students involved in issues like
gender, cultural diversity, and war, will help to foster attributes like
responsibility, cooperation, respect, and tolerance, without which, a
functioning democracy would be unthinkable.
Further aspects around the theme of this project that have appeared
in the course of the two years and that go beyond the capacities of
DECCA comprise e.g. a more intense treatment of Eastern European or Non-European Arts, the integration of younger learners, the
adaption of this learning approach to the field of music or sports, etc.
These are some of the topics which could be covered by a follow-up
project.
With this project we are not only developing our students’ language
competences but also we are helping them to understand the cultural heritage inherited from past generations, maintained and depicted in the works of art shown in this Resource Book as the many of
them include different ways of behaviour, social values, traditions,
customs and beliefs of human activity.
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Museum and class activities have also made our learners aware of
our inmense European cultural heritage and invite them to preserve
it.
What is left is to mention in the very end is the fact that we as
partners in this project want to continue working together on the
topic of art and language learning. That is why we are asking all
readers to kindly give us feedback about any of the activities that
they have used in the classroom / in the museum and we are inviting
everybody to create new activities derived from the original sample
in the Resource Book. They are always welcome to go to the project
blog under http://www.deccaproject.eu and do just that.
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ACTIVITY TITLE
8 March
8 March B1
A mysterious letter
A room with a different view
Adjectives and art
Amazing sculptures
Antonio Padrón and Edvard
Munch: Emotions I, II, III
Arcimboldo and me
Arcimboldo Creativity game
Arcimboldo, German
Are you on a mission...
impossible?
Arnolfini
At a photo exhibition
At the Antonio Padrón museum
Banksy and the environment
Being an art critic
Beautiful City
Bob Dylan as a painter
and visual artist
Bringing museums into the
classroom
Can we still dream?
Canarian artists
Circles
Ciudad Jardín and Miguel
Martín
Colours
Cooking in paintings I
Cooking in paintings II
Cooking in paintings III
Creative Visualisation
Deconstructing the Epithalamium
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ACTIVITY TITLE
Der Stadt, Néstor and César
Manrique
Explore an exhibition
Family portrait
Famous painters
Famous painters and their
paintings
Feast Day
Find someone who...
Freeze Frame
Getting to know Antonio
Padrón
Good Morning
Guess the -ism
In the nudity
Isolation
Kandinsky: From
Expressionism to Abstract Art
Let the music play
Looking at “Scapes”
Male and Female
Market day in Guernica
Meeting an artist
Meeting the artist inside you
Midwinter sacrifice
Moving forward
Narrating: The Ransom
Néstor and the environment
Nuances
Of conversations
One
Painting and prepositions
Paintings from Scratch
Poetry and art
Riddles
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ACTIVITY TITLE
Seasons
Selling my Artworks
Snakes and ladders
Spanish art past and present
Speech bubbles
Swedish painters and their
paintings
Talk to me
Tenses in paintings I
Tenses in paintings II
The Army Hospital
The artist inside me
The Bedroom
The Christmas Card
The Christmas Story
The city, Néstor and César
Manrique
The fountain children
The Great War in paintings and
poetry
The Green Ray
The hidden secrets in old art
The indigenous room
The infidelity
The last supper
The Lovers of Teruel
The meaning of the cards
The story behind a photo
Through my Window
Times of day
Vincent
What transport
When postcards speak
Women in art
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8 March

Level: A2

Time: 120 min

Author: Eugenia González Betancor

Objectives
To learn about women artists.
To raise awareness of the role of women in art.
To do VTS while practising the use of the present continuous for
continuous actions.
Suggested material
student’s worksheet
computer + beamer
screen / board
Teacher’s preparation
- Students first look at three images of women to activate their
interpretation with the question “What are these women saying,
thinking, trying to express?”
- Then they share their thoughts in groups, to practice speaking.
- The third activity consists of matching the artists with their works.
The teacher can explain at this stage who each artist is, what they
are famous for and what their historical background is.
The key for this exercise is:
1 Tamara de Lempicka
2 Camille Claudel
3 Maria Lassnig
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- With all this information, students go back to the same works to
speak about them again and share their feelings about the photos,
sculptures and paintings.
- To finish, students look at different paintings by Carmen Lomas to
do some basic VTS by mainly concentrating on the use of the present
continuous, with the help of the question “What are they doing?”
followed by “What is going on in the picture?” I suggest starting with
“What are they doing?” since the level is A2.
Tip: The activities are sequenced to form a unit, but they may be
done separately.
Choose any of Carmen Lomas’ paintings on her own website: http://
carmenlomasgarza.com/artwork/paintings/

Further activities
Students may act out the dialogues from the last activity.
Intercultural awareness
- The scenes in Carmen Lomas’s paintings may be familiar for some
cultures but very rare for others.
- March 8th is in itself a chance for intercultural awareness.
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Activity

What are these women saying / thinking / trying to express?
1. Write a sentence for each image.
2. In groups, show your sentences.

3. Match the pictures with the artists.

Camille Claudel
(1864-1943)

Maria Lassnig
(1919-2014)

Tamara de Lempicka
(1898-1980)
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4. Look at the pictures again. (Paintings, sculpture)
Talk in pairs or groups. Do you like the pictures? Why? Why not?
5. Look at the women in the paintings that your teacher will show on
the board.
• What are they doing?
• With your partner, make dialogues of what they are probably
saying.
Carmen

Lomas

(Texas,

http://carmenlomasgarza.com/artwork/paintings/

1948)

Credits:

• Camille Claudel‘s photo in 1884 from Wikipedia.
• Camille Claudel‘s sculpture is an extract from: The Age of Maturity, 1899,
bronze, Musée Rodin, Paris, France

• Tamara de Lempicka‘s painting: Autoportrait (Tamara in a Green Bugatti).
1929, oil on panel, 35 x 27 cm, private collection, Switzerland

• Photo of Tamara de Lempicka by Dora Kallmus of d‘Ora Studio, Paris, 1929
• Maria Lassnig‘s painting: Extract from: Maria Lassnig, Selbstporträt mit Stab.
1971. Oil and coal on canvas 193 x 129 cm

• Photo of Maria Lassnig taken in Museum Ludwig, Cologne, Germany in 2009
by Till Niermann
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8 March B1

Level: B1

Time: 90 min

Author: Eugenia González Betancor

Objectives
To learn about women artists.
To raise awareness of the role of women in art.
To read and report the read text.
Suggested material
student’s worksheet
computer + beamer
screen / board
Teacher’s preparation
- Students first look at three images of women to activate their
interpretation with the question “What are these women saying,
thinking, trying to express?” and write a caption for each image.
- Then they share their thoughts in groups, to practice speaking.
- The third activity is a jigsaw reading task. Each student reads
about one artist and gets ready to report the information in their
own words. When they are ready, students get into groups of three
making sure they have information about the three different artists.
Then, each student tells the group about the artist they read.
- They look again at the pictures and answer the question “What is
going on in the picture?” in groups.
- To finish, they talk about how much they value these works.
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Tip: The activities are sequenced to form a unit, but alternative
options include:
- Do just 1 and 2.
- Do everything but the jigsaw reading.
Further activities
- As a follow-up task you could ask your students to concentrate on
one of the pictures and write a short narrative text about what is
going on in the woman’s (women’s) mind(s).
- You could also show some paintings by Carmen Lomas, where she
shows some women roles which may arise discussion.
Intercultural awareness
- March 8th is in itself a chance for intercultural awareness.
- Carmen Lomas’ paintings show some women roles which differ
among cultures.
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Activity

What are these women saying / thinking / trying to express?
1. Write a caption for each image.
2. In groups, share your ideas.

3. Read about the artists. (Jigsaw in groups of three.)
Read a short biography of one of the artists. Then, tell your group
about her.
4. Look at the artworks again. (Photographs, paintings, sculptures)
What else do you think is going on in them?
5. If you took part in an auction, which artwork would you choose?
How much would you pay for it, if you had the money?
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Credits:
• Camille Claudel‘s sculpture is an extract from: The Age of Maturity, 1899,
bronze, Musée Rodin, Paris, France
• Tamara de Lempicka‘s painting: Autoportrait (Tamara in a Green Bugatti).
1929, oil on panel, 35 x 27 cm, private collection, Switzerland
• Maria Lassnig‘s painting: Selbstporträt mit Stab. 1971. Oil and coal on canvas
193 x 129 cm, Maria Lassnig Stiftung
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A Mysterious Letter

Level: B1

Time: 135 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To talk about relationships.
Suggested material
Students’ handout.
PC (or tablet) and projector.
Music and image (see links in Bibliography).
QR code reader.
Teacher’s preparation
Tell students to close their eyes and listen to a musical piece.
It’s important to create a relaxing atmosphere for students to
concentrate and go back to the 17th century.
Continue doing the activities on the students’ handout.
Further activities
Reading comprehension. Do some research on the Internet and find
the ten greatest love letters. Do a matching exercise, like Which
writer...?
Intercultural awareness
Relationships.
Bibliography
Vermeer, Johannes, The Love Letter, circa 1669–1670

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/SK-A-1595
http://www.essentialvermeer.com/catalogue/love_letter.html#.
Vm6s4r82yNk
https://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/vermeer/love-letter/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Love_Letter_(Vermeer)
https://kirjutav.wordpress.com/2013/03/08/an-analysis-of-apainting-love-letter-by-jan-vermeer-van-delft/

Praeludium (Cittern). Creative Commons rights licensing
Magnatune: Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 1.0 Generic

at

http://he3.magnatune.com/all/06-Praeludium%20(Cittern)Jacob%20Heringman-lofi.mp3
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Activity
A Mysterious Letter
1. Close your eyes, listen to this musical piece and try to draw a
setting:
• What instrument is it?
• Who’ s playing the instrument?
• Where’s the person who is playing? Is the person alone?
• Why is the person playing?
• How does the musical piece make you feel?
• What year / century is it?
2. Look at these pictures and in pairs figure out what the relationship
between the two women and the object below is.
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3. Now have a look at the whole picture on the board and complete
the sentence:
This picture shows...
4. Let’s focus on the two women and answer these questions:
• What are they doing?
• What’s the relationship between them? What do you see that
makes you say that?
• What do they look like?
• How are they feeling? What do you see that makes you say that?
Scan this code and read this piece of information:

5. Look at the piece of paper in the hand of one of the women. What
is it?
6. Spot these objects and think about their meaning in the picture.
How do you come to that conclusion?
slippers

broom

painting

cittern

curtain

empty chair

Now scan the code and check your answers. Were you right?

7. Focus on the room. Vermeer painted a typical seventeenth-century
Dutch interior. Describe it in detail. What do the colours tell you? The
curtain? The light?
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8. Think of the smell of the room. What does it smell like? What do
you see that makes you say that?
I think the room is musty because...
9. Look at the picture again. What can you hear indoors and outdoors?
What do you see that makes you say that?
10. In pairs, tell your partner what was happening just before the
maid handed her mistress the letter and just after she read it.
11. Valentine’s Day is the day when people show their affection for
another person or people by sending cards, flowers or chocolates
with messages of love. Do you celebrate this day? What do you do?
12. Going back to the painting, imagine the content of that love
letter. Now as a 21st century absent lover, write a short love note to
the lady.
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TEACHER’S QR CODE TEXTS:
4. The painting depicts a woman and her servant viewed from another
room. The curtain that is supposed to separate the two rooms is
lifted. The curtain refers to the intimacy of the scene – the servant
has just given the lady a …, presumably a .... There is something
conspiratory and private in the way they look at each other.
Adapted

from: https://kirjutav.wordpress.com/2013/03/08/ananalysis-of-a-painting-love-letter-by-jan-vermeer-van-delft/

6. The fact that it is a love letter that the woman has received is
made clear by the fact that she is carrying a lute (more specifically,
a cittern). The lute was a symbol of carnal love; luit was also a slang
term for vagina. This idea is further reinforced by the slippers at the
very bottom of the picture. The removed slipper was another symbol
of sex. The floor brush represents domesticity, and its placement at
the side of the painting may suggest that domestic concerns have
been pushed aside.
Adapted

(Vermeer)

from:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Love_Letter_

The two pictures in the background indicate that the letter is from a
lover. A painting within a painting often indicates the artist’s intention
in the picture. In this case, the lower painting is a seascape. In the
seventeenth-century the sea stood for love, and a ship for a lover.
The upper picture shows a man walking along a sandy path, which
suggests a person on a journey.
Adapted

from:

love-letter/

https://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/vermeer/

Vermeer has incorporated even more references to love into his
picture. A lute symbolises harmony; harmony between two musical
instruments and harmony between two lovers. The lute and sheet
music in Vermeer’s painting The Love Letter suggest that the lady is
waiting for another player. In the foreground a pair of slippers and a
broom probably refer to a more mundane kind of love. Marrying “over
the broom” was a 17th-century Dutch euphemism for living together
out of wedlock. Moreover, loose women were often compared to old
slippers casually thrown around. Sheet music can be seen on a chair.
Perhaps the lady is waiting for a person with whom to play music.
Adapted

from:

love-letter/
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https://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/vermeer/

The tied-up curtain in the foreground creates the impression that the
viewer is looking at an intensely private scene, letting us in.
Adapted

(vermeer)

from:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/the_love_letter_

7. Vermeer painted a typical seventeenth-century dutch interior. It
is a prosperous home, judging from the wall hangings, the elaborate
mantelpiece and the woman’s satin jacket.
Adapted

from:

love-letter/

https://www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/vermeer/

The yellow and blue of the women’s dresses and the treatment of the
light draw the viewer’s attention to the women, turning them into
the central focus of the painting.

‘The Love Letter’ by Johannes Vermeer
oil on canvas
44x38.5cm
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
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A room with a different view

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: Charo González Martín

Objectives
To make students aware of the importance of dreams and imagination.
Suggested material
Photocopies of the activity.
Paintings from the Internet that are at: Antonio Padrón Museum,
The Canarian Parliament, University Foundation of Las Palmas.
Coloured pencils, pieces of paper, pins.
Further activities
Students can write a dialogue and role play it.They could be the
people in Felo Monzon’s painting.
Intercultural awareness
Different people from different cultures living in ‘El Risco’, sharing
their failures and successes.
Bibliography

http://blogdesantiagogil.blogspot.com.es/2011/06/laimprovisacion-de-la-belleza.html
https://www.wdl.org/es/item/13058/
https://www.canarias7.es/hemeroteca/el_poder_de_los_riscosMFCSN217128

El Risco, Oil on canvas 75x102cm,1956, Felo Monzón, Gabinete
Literario. Las Palmas de G.C.
El Risco,oil on canvas, 41x34 cm, ca.1932-1935, Casa-museo Antonio
Padrón, Gáldar, G.C
El Risco, oil on canvas, 350x100 cm, 2009, Fundación Universitaria
Las Palmas (FULP)
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Activity
1. Students walk around the class and look at the three paintings
pinned on the notice boards: El Risco de San Nicolás, a traditional
working-class neighbourhood set in one of the ridges overlooking the
city.
They sit in groups and talk about their differences and similarities.
2. Students choose the painting they like most and stand next to
it. They share their ideas and comments with the students in their
group.
3. Students draw their own ‘Risco’ and pin their drawings on the
notice boards. They explain to their group of students why they
chose those colours and if they painted people or not.
4. Students fill in the gaps of a letter that Oramas could has written.
They answer back to him.
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A room with a different view
1. Students walk around the class and look at the three paintings,
with the same title ‘El Risco’, pinned on the notice boards. El Risco de
San Nicolás is a traditional working-class neighbourhood set in one
of the ridges overlooking the city.
They sit in groups and talk about their differences and similarities.

‘El Risco‘ by Jorge Oramas

‘El Risco‘ by Felo Monzón
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‘El Risco‘ by Ignacio Bordes

2. Students choose the painting they like most and stand next to
it. They share their ideas and comments with the students in their
group.
3. It’s time to draw your own ‘Risco’. Once you have drawn it, explain
to your group why you chose those colours and if you painted people
or not.
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4. Oramas is in the hospital, opposite ‘El Risco’. Imagine he has
painted his picture and written the following letter. Fill in the gaps
with a suitable word from the chart below.
“I have just finished a new painting, I had been dreaming about it for
months, palm trees and bright houses. Somehow I know that I will
be safe in this image forever. When I wrote my name I knew that I
was leaving my (1) ……….....……….. in each of my strokes.
I can only look at what is seen from this window. That’s my whole world.
If I did not paint I would die even if they saw me (2).....……………...
Sometimes I just look and then remember what I saw. The light
hardly appears on the walls of the houses or the objects I see from
my window.
That is why I paint, many times by heart, or by (3) ………...………..
what others do not see, some luminous landscapes where there is
only desolation and misery, and where there is neither money nor
time to put the colour with which I dream houses and landscapes
that I need to imagine to go on living. If I showed it all as I saw it I
would (4)…………..........
I paint with bright colours because I want to feel (5) ………....……….
and because art always defeats time. The more I suffer the more
joyous I dream. Now I am on the other side, trying to paint that joy I
lived then. I only (6) ………......……... in life and in what I see or what
I paint. I breathe deeply and remain concentrated on the sunlight on
one of the palm trees that was already before us on the banks of the
Guiniguada ravine. I’ve always been fascinated by palm trees.
If I do not paint those houses as I see them, nobody would do it.
Each one puts his own gaze on the landscape, and when we see it
we confuse that landscape with all our life experience, with what we
have suffered and with what we have loved. Just when I’m more
crestfallen and more defeated is when I paint more luminous and
more colorful paintings, when I need to transform those cliffs that
today, with the (7) ………….......… of the trade winds that have not
seen the blue of the sky for a week, look more (8) ……….....………...
and grayer than never. If I paint them as I see them, I would die. I
need to put it another way. I paint not to die at all when I leave. I
know I do not have much life left and that it is unfair for any man to
die before he is at least twentyfive“.
soul
dead
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breathing
die

imagining
believe

alive
clouds

5. Imagine you are living in El Risco. You have recently got the letter
above from the painter. Write back explaining what is really going on
in your neighbourhood and try to cheer him up.
Dear Jorge,
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Notes on the painter and answer key
This painting was painted in San Martin Hospital, where the CAAM
(a museum) is situated nowadays. Oramas was taken to hospital
in 1932 because he suffered from tuberculosis. He died three years
later.
This artist gave the Canaries the purest example of the trend of
magical Realism. It was his grandmother who took care of him when
he was orphaned by the death of his parents and siblings because of
tuberculosis, of which he also died when he was only 24. However,
there is no bitterness or resentment in his work, as the light, central
element, erases his difficulties. In his paintings we can see a strange
poetic objectivity, which makes him see the world as it is.
“I have just finished a new painting, I had been dreaming about it for
months, palm trees and bright houses. Somehow I know that I will
be safe in this image forever. When I wrote my name I knew that I
was leaving my soul in each of my strokes.
I can only look at what is seen from this window. That’s my whole
world. If I did not paint I would die even if they saw me breathing.
Sometimes I just look and then remember what I saw. The light
hardly appears on the walls of the houses or the objects I see from
my window.
That is why I paint, many times by heart, or by imagining what
others do not see, some luminous landscapes where there is only
desolation and misery, and where there is neither money nor time to
put the colour with which I dream houses and landscapes that I need
to imagine to go on living. If I showed it all as I saw it I would die.
I paint with bright colours because I want to feel alive and because
art always defeats time. The more I suffer the more joyous I dream.
Now I am on the other side, trying to paint that joy I lived then. I
only believe in life and in what I see or what I paint. I breathe deeply
and remain concentrated on the sunlight on one of the palm trees
that was already before us on the banks of the Guiniguada ravine.
I’ve always been fascinated by palm trees.
If I do not paint those houses as I see them, nobody would do it.
Each one puts his own gaze on the landscape, and when we see it
we confuse that landscape with all our life experience, with what we
have suffered and with what we have loved. Just when I’m more
crestfallen and more defeated is when I paint more luminous and
more colorful paintings, when I need to transform those cliffs that
today, with the clouds of the trade winds that have not seen the blue
of the sky for a week, look more dead and grayer than never. If I
paint them as I see them, I would die. I need to put it another way.
I paint not to die at all when I leave. I know I do not have much
life left and that it is unfair for any man to die before he is at least
twentyfive“.
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Adjectives and art

Level: A2+

Time: 80 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist

Objectives
Learning English adjectives that are connected to art and use them
while describing a piece of art. A way of getting the students to look
at all the art in an exhibition more thoroughly.
Suggested material
A list of adjectives connected to art. A good place to find this can be
at:
http://www.words-to-use.com/words/art

Pieces of art, preferably in a museum.
Blank sheets of paper.
Teacher’s preparation
Form groups of 3-4 students
• Give each of the students a list of adjectives connected with art.
Give them time to translate new words.
• Give the group blank sheets of paper.
• Tell them to go through the exhibition and find a piece of art that
they find interesting. Next step will be to write down five suitable
adjectives from the list and, if possible, put the sheet of paper
next to the painting.
• When time is up – let the groups explain their choices of adjectives
in front of the class.
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Further activities
Instead of using adjectives you could use nouns or verbs as well.
You may also follow up with a writing exercise where they describe
the piece of art.
Repeat the used adjectives next lesson through a wordtest as a
memory. Another way of repitition is to let the students describe the
adjectives that you have written on the whiteboard in peers, one of
which turning the back towards the whiteboard.
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Activity
Form groups of 3-4 students
• Study the list of adjectives given that is connected with art.
Translate new words.
• Take blank sheets of paper.
• Go through the exhibition and find a piece of art that you find
interesting. Next step will be to write down five suitable adjectives
from the list and, if possible, put the sheet of paper next to the
painting.
• When time is up – The whole class will make a Gallery walk where
your group explain their choices of adjectives.
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Amazing sculptures

Level: B2+

Time: 80 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist, Mats Eriksson

Objectives
Getting closer to the wonderful world of sculptures. Practising different word classes. Engage the students´creative talent.
Suggested material
Links to photos of sculptures
Maman:
https://www.guggenheim-bilbao.eus/src/uploads/2012/05/Bourgeois.jpg
Sculpture of anonymous passers-by:
http://www.abc.net.au/news/image/6254452-3x2-940x627.jpg
First Generation:
http://d22ir9aoo7cbf6.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/
sites/2/2016/05/People-Of-The-River-Credit-Travis-via-Flickr1.jpg
The Travellers:
http://www.whudat.de/images/bruno_catalano_sculptures_01.jpg
Boy:
https://i.kinja-img.com/gawker-media/image/upload/s--X49NGBmI--/c_scale,f_auto,fl_progressive,q_80,w_800/18p70zgil8eosjpg.
jpg
The unknown Bureaucrat:
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/ba/dc/69/badc6909aacaabdbf8a701f22b19b8d6.jpg
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Freedom:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/53f662b0e4b083b394ab3f14/54258208e4b0e868894d120c/543564f4e4b0f82b6d
bd6248/1412785397428/06571_0010044629.jpg
Karma:
https://www.albrightknox.org/artworks/201015-karma
Politicians discussing global warming/Follow the leaders:
https://cdn1.pri.org/sites/default/files/photos/2014-March/climate_
street_art_1.jpg
Force of Nature:
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/
LORENZO_QUIN_force_of_nature-3.jpg
Love:
https://www.deviantworld.com/wp-content/uploads/amazing-sculptures-34-57bb02e6aff99__880-810x742.jpg
... or if these links do not work - search for “Amazing sculptures”
on the internet.
Enclosed worksheet with facts about the sculptures.
Different materials for the students to make sculptures of.
About the sculptures
“Maman”-Louise Bourgeois
Maman (1999) is a bronze, stainless steel, and marble sculpture by the
artist Louise Bourgeois. The sculpture, which depicts a spider, is among the
world’s largest, measuring over 30 ft high and over 33 ft wide (927 x 891
x 1024 cm) It includes a sac containing 26 marble eggs and its abdomen
and thorax are made of ribbed bronze. The title is the familiar French word
for Mother. The sculpture was created in 1999 by Bourgeois as a part of her
inaugural commission of The Unilever Series (2000), in the Turbine Hall at
London’s Tate Modern. This original was created in steel, with an edition of
six subsequent castings in bronze.
The sculpture picks up the theme of the arachnid that Bourgeois had first
contemplated in a small ink and charcoal drawing in 1947, continuing with
her 1996 sculpture Spider alludes to the strength of Bourgeois’ mother,
with metaphors of spinning, weaving, nurture
and protection. Her mother Joséphine was a woman who repaired tapestries
in her father’s textile restoration workshop in Paris. When Bourgeois was
twenty-one, she lost her mother to an unknown illness. A few days after
her mother’s passing, in front of her father (who did not seem to take his
daughter’s despair seriously), Louise threw herself into the Bièvre River;
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he swam to her rescue.
“The Spider is an ode to my mother. She was my best friend. Like a spider, my
mother was a weaver. My family was in the business of tapestry restoration,
and my mother was in charge of the workshop. Like spiders, my mother
was very clever. Spiders are friendly presences that eat mosquitoes. We
know that mosquitoes spread diseases and are therefore unwanted. So,
spiders are helpful and protective, just like my mother”.
— Louise Bourgeois
Maman can be found at many places, this photo is from Guggenheims
museum in Bilbao
“The Travelers”- Bruno Catalano
Originally from Morocco, Bruno is the third and last child of a Sicilian family.
In 1970 the Catalano family left Morocco for France. In 1982 he started
working at the Société Nationale maritime Corse Méditerranée. He stayed
there 4 years until 1986. He cites his experience as a sailor as central to
his inspiration.
Catalano was acquainted with sculpting in 1981 in Marseille where
he enrolled in Françoise Hamel’s modeling classes. After two years of
education, he opened his own art practise in 1985 and secured an oven in
which he would bake his first clay figure. Later Catalano began to make big
bronze sculptures. His first works were compact and conventional but the
later series become increasingly expressive. In 2004 a flaw in one of his
characters – a depiction of Cyrano – prompted him to dig and hollow out the
chest. A new path of work ensues. An exhibition took place in Marseille in
September 2013, to celebrate its status as the European Capital of Culture
with ten life-size sculptures exhibited at the port of Marseille.
Bruno Catalano’s bronze sculptures have one thing in common: they’re
drawing a blank, literally. Where there should have been a body, a shirt or
an arm there’s, well, nothing.
Regardless of whether one calls the series by its original name, “The
Travelers” (“Les Voyageurs” in French), or as sometimes suggested, “In
Search of Missing Pieces”, the viewer always has to fill in the blanks.
“First Generation” - Chong Fah Cheong
Chong Fah Cheong is a Singaporean sculptor known for many public
sculptures in Singapore.
Though he worked in a variety of styles from abstract to figurative, his
name is identified with a series of figurative sculptures depicting the life of
people living and working along the Singapore
River.
Chong was born to a large family of a general practitioner. Since the age
of four, he loved to draw and sketch, and displayed talent in art. In school
this talent continued to shine, but he was never good with his academic
subjects. At the age of 14, the young Chong decided to quit school after
completing Form 3 (Year 10) education at the St. Joséph’s Institution,
to join the Lasalle Brothers novitiate in Penang. Chong spent the next 7
years with the teaching order, leading a cloistered life and training to be
a teacher. In 1967, he returned to secular life and began his career as a
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school teacher in Teluk Anson in Malaysia. A year later, he left his job to
read Social Science at the University of Singapore.
In 2001 Chong was commissioned by Wing Tai Holdings to create An
Overture, a 3,700 tonne jade sculpture to be installed at the courtyard
of the House of Tan Yeok Nee. The $80,0000 commission work began
on 14 February that year, and unveiled at the House on 13 July 2001
to complement the finishing of the restoration work on the 115-year-old
national monument, which was completed in September 2000 at a cost of
$12 million.
In 2014, Chong was awarded the Cultural Medallion.
First Generation (2000)
Size: various
Medium: Bronze
Collection: Fullerton Hotel
Location: Cavenagh Bridge, Singapore
The sculpture was created as part of a series of sculptures by various
sculptors, in the Open Air Interpretative Centre project by the Singapore
Tourism Board. Chong’s sculpture was the first to be unveiled on 31
December 2000.
Developing English Communicative Competence Through Art
Boy” -Ron Mueck
Ron Mueck was born in Australia to German parents.
Mueck’s early career was as a model maker and puppeteer for children’s
television and films, notably the film Labyrinth for which he also contributed
the voice of Ludo, and the Jim Henson series The storyteller.
Mueck moved on to establish his own company in London, making photorealistic props and animatronics for the advertising industry. Although
highly detailed, these props were usually designed to be photographed
from one specific angle, hiding the mess of construction seen from the
other side of the facade. Mueck increasingly wanted to produce realistic
sculptures that looked perfect from all angles.
In 1996 Mueck moved to fine art, collaborating with his mother-in-law,
Paula Rego, to produce small figures as part of a tableau she was showing
at the Hayward Gallery.. Rego introduced him to Charles Saatchi who was
immediately impressed and started to collect and commission work. This
led to the piece that made Mueck’s name, Dead Dad, being included in the
Sensation show at the Royal Academy the following year. Dead Dad is a
silicone and mixed media sculpture depicting the corpse of Mueck’s father,
reduced to about two-thirds of its natural scale.
Mueck’s sculptures faithfully reproduce the minute detail of the human
body, but play with scale to produce disconcertingly jarring visual images.
His 5-metre (16 ft) high sculpture Boy 1999 was a feature in the Millenium
Dome, and later exhibited in the Venice Biennale. Today it sits as the
centerpiece in the foyer of the Danish Contemporary Art Museum
ARoS in Aarhus.
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“Freedom” - Zenos Frudakis
Zenos’ father, born in Greece, came to the U.S. as a boy. The oldest of
five children growing up in Greek culture, Zenos admired, respected, and
was drawn to Greek sculpture. Greek art influenced his aesthetic vision;
additional inspiration came from sculptors Michaelangelo,
Bernini, Carpeaux and Rodin. The poetry of Eliot, Frost, Roethke and Graves,
is important to Zenos, as is post-modern, deconstructionist philosophy.
Born in 1951 in San Francisco to Greek musician and poet Vasilis Frudakis
and Kassiani Alexis, Frudakis was raised in Wheeling, West Virginia, and
Gary, Indiana, where he worked in the steel mills. He began sculpting
at a very young age, and in 1972 came to Philadelphia to study at the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. He studied sculpture with two Prix
de
Rome winners: his elder brother, sculptor Evangelos Frudakis, and painter
James Hanes. At the University of Pennsylvania, he earned bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in Fine Art “I wanted to create a sculpture almost anyone,
regardless of their background, could look at and instantly recognize that
it is about the idea of struggling to break free. This sculpture is about the
struggle for achievement of freedom through the creative process.”
- Zenos Frudakis
Freedom Sculpture Specifications
Size: 20 feet long x 8 feet high
Weight: 7,000 pounds
Media: Bronze
Sculptor: Zenos Frudakis
Date of Dedication: June 18, 2001
Location: 16th and Vine Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The Unknown Bureaucrat”-Magnus Tomasson
The sculpture depicts a man from the elbows down in a loose-fitting,
crumpled suit with his left hand in his left pants pocket and his right hand
holding a briefcase down by his right side. From the elbows up, the man
is encased in a large unfinished slab of stone. A plaque embedded in the
stone at the man’s feet reads:
Óþekkti Embættismaðurinn
The Unknown Bureaucrat
1993
Magnús Tómasson
“Several countries have monuments to the Unknown Soldier, but perhaps
only Iceland has a sculpture honoring — and lightly satirizing — the
thankless, anonymous job of the bureaucrat. The 1994 sculpture by Magnús
Tómasson depicts a man in a suit holding a briefcase, with his head and
shoulders subsumed in a slab of unsculpted stone.”
The Unknown Bureaucrat is a popular favourite, as it manages to be both
humorous and provocative, while truthfully depicting something that most
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everyone can relate to, the trivial existence of the working bee. The block
of rock is a perfect metaphor for how everyday life crushes down on us,
while at the same time depicting the narrative of the faceless official who is
only a cog in the wheel, and never a person to most of us. Even the
location is a thoughtful comment on the trivial existence of the Unknown
Bureaucrat, in a closed off back alley. You really have to make an effort to
find him, sealed off from any
relevance, and the rest of the world in his isolated little corner of the
universe.
The sculpture can be seen in Reykjavik, Iceland
“The Force of Nature”- Lorenzo Quinn
Lorenzo Quinn (born May 7, 1966) is an Italian sculptor and former actor,
and the fifth son of actor Anthony Quinn.
Quinn was born in Rome, Italy, and is the son of the Mexican American actor
Anthony Quinn and Iolanda Quinn (Jolanda Addolori). Quinn was raised in
both the United States and Italy and presently lives in Barcelona, Spain.
It was in Rome where he discovered his love for art and started out as a
painter in 1982, training at the American Academy of Fine Arts in New York.
Quinn was attracted to acting where he interpreted roles such as Antonio
Stradivari as the young violin maker with his father Anthony Quinn playing
the elder. Quinn, having started painting, had always been an admirer of
the surrealist artist Salvador Dalí and in 1991 he interpreted the Spanish
artist in the film Dalí, alongside English actress Sarah Douglas portraying
his wife Gala. Quinn achieved the best new actor award at the Biarritz Film
Festival. However, it was by working in this role that Quinn decided his
own career needed a change of direction and so he phased out acting to
dedicate himself solely to art.
The Force of Nature” is a series of sculptures by Italian artist Lorenzo Quinn
depicting mother nature as a woman hurling the planet around in circles.
The sculpture is very symbolic that seeks to remind humans living “with a
false sense of security” of the power of nature, and that she could
awaken to fury at any moment.
Lorenzo Quinn was inspired to create the series after witnessing the
destruction brought on by hurricanes in Thailand, the Southern U.S.
and around the world. Made from bronze, stainless steel and aluminum,
the sculpture has been installed at many places around the world from
England and the United States to Monaco and Singapore.This photo is from
Singapore. Each of the sculpture is slightly different from the other. Quinn
says that his sculpture is a reminiscent of the early statues made as peace
offerings to the Gods in the hope of quenching their anger.
Karma - Do Ho Suh
Karma is an intriguing sculptural installation by Korean artist Do Ho Suh
that presents countless men sitting atop one another while shielding each
other’s eyes. Karma presents figurative sculptures ascending into the sky
like a human ladder. However, in addition to being perched on each other’s
shoulders, they are successively blinding one another which leads one to
wonder: Why?
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Suh was born in Seoul, South Korea in 1962. After earning his Bachelor of
Fine Arts and Master of Fine Arts in Oriental Painting from Seoul National
University, and fulfilling his term of mandatory service in the South Korean
military, Suh relocated to the United States to continue his studies at the
Rhode Island School of Design and Yale University. Suh leads an itinerant
life, hopping from his family home in Seoul (where his father, Suh Seok is a major influence in Korean traditional painting) to his working life
in New York. Migration, both spatial and psychological, has been one of
Suh’s themes, manifested through biographical narrative and emotionally
inflected architecture.
Best known for his intricate sculptures that defy conventional notions of
scale and site-specificity, Suh’s work draws attention to the ways viewers
occupy and inhabit public space. Interested in the malleability of space in
both its physical and metaphorical manifestations, Suh constructs sitespecific installations that question the boundaries of identity. His work
explores the relation between individuality, collectivity, and anonymity.
Suh currently lives and works in London, New York City, and Seoul.
It is odd enough for a collection of men to sit atop the previous man’s
shoulders for what looks like to be infinity. But why is it that everyone’s
eyes are covered? It’s open to interpretation perhaps, but maybe it’s a
critique of blindly following the well beaten path? What do you think?
Karma , 2010
bronze and copper-plated steel
Edition: 1/3 plus 1 artist’s proof
overall (height): 276 inches (701.04 cm)
Collection Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, New York
“Politicians
discussing
Global
Warming
/
“Follow the Leader” - Isaac Cordal
Cordal was born in 1974 in Pontevedra, Galicia, Spain. He studied at the
University of Fine Arts Pontevedra, degree in sculpture. He studied for five
years at the School of Canteiros Pontevedra, a school dedicated to the
conservation of stone crafts. He also trained at Camberwell College of Arts
in London.
Isaac Cordal was a founding member of Alg-a.org, digital art community
from Galicia. He was part of the artistic collective Ludd34560 and Sr. Pause.
He was an active member of the death metal scene in Spain, publishing the
fanzine Exorcism and playing guitar in the band Dismal (1992-1998).
Cement Eclipses is one of his best known projects consisting of small cement
sculptures photographed in urban space His figures can be found pasted
on top of bus shelters, walls, cornices ... by its small size (approximately
15 cm) is necessary to pay much attention to find them. The sculptures
serve for the artist as a metaphor to reflect on politics, bureaucracy, power.
They are presented in various absurd situations in urban space. His work
can be seen both in galleries and urban space. Small nomadic sculptures
have been seen in cities like Brussels, London, Berlin, Zagreb, Nantes, San
José, Barcelona, Vienna, Malmo, Paris, Milan, Bogotá. His work is a critical
reflection on the idea of progress, of human misery, climate change and the
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gradual devaluation of our existence among others topics. Small sculptures
represent primarily a social stereotype apparently next to businessman
dressed in suit jacket and middle-aged, briefcases, timeless beings, as the
gray men of Momo by Michael Ende.
Our gaze is so strongly focused on beautiful, large things, whereas the city
also contains zones that have the potential to be beautiful, or that were
really beautiful in the past, which we overlook. I find it really interesting
to go looking for those very places and via small-scale interventions to
develop a different way of looking at our behaviour as a social mass.
“Politicians discussing Global Warming” is an image of an installation
performed by Isaac Cordal in Berlin in 2011. It became viral on the internet
under the title “Politicians discussing global warming” although really is
part of its series called “Follow the leaders”.
“Love” - Alexander Milov
Ukrainian sculptor Alexander Milov created the sculpture and fondly titled
it “Love” The sculpture includes two huge wire-frame adults seated back
to back, each with an inner child trapped inside reaching out to the other.
Looking at the piece of art provokes a different feeling for all. Milov explains
what the statue means to him on the festival website: “It demonstrates
a conflict between a man and a woman as well as the outer and inner
expression of human nature. Their inner selves are executed in the form of
transparent children, who are holding out their hands through the grating.
As it’s getting dark (night falls) the children chart to shine. This shining is
a symbol of purity and sincerity that brings people together and gives a
chance of making up when the dark time arrives.”
The beautiful message can be felt across borders and cultures, but that’s
not the only reason it is a significant work of art. Milov is also the first
Ukrainian artist to receive a grant from Burning Man to create his art.
The structure measures 59 feet long (18 meters), 18 feet wide (5.5 meters)
and 24 feet high (7.5 meters).
“Anonymous Passers by” – Jerzy Kalina
The monument is located in the busy section of Wroclaw – the crossroads
of Piłsudskiego and Świdnicka streets next to Arkady (the arcade passage).
Wroclaw honored in such a way the anonymous passerby who fell under
the ground. People who were living at the time of the martial law,
know that it is real. The underground is a place where a part of Polish
nation came into on 13 December 1981. Wroclaw took part in the

anticommunist activity.
Before midnight police cars and prisoner-vans drove to the crossroads
and the people who had come to take part in that event could hear
the voice of general Jaruzelski, the sounds of shoots
and the songs by Jacek Kaczmarski. Suddenly few people came
to the monument, took it into the prisoner-van and drove away.
During the martial law secret police took people to prison at night.
Twenty four years later it wasn’t only a symbolic activity. The
monument wasn’t ready then. It was finished before Christmas.
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Fourteen life-size characters were made of bronze. It was Jerzy
Kalina
who had made similar characters in 1977. The gypsum figures were
the prototype of this monument and were stored in the National
Museum in Wrocław. The monument symbolizes the enslavement
of people by communism.
Born in 1944 in Garwolin and residing today in Komorów near Warsaw,
Jerzy Kalina has made a name for himself in Poland and throughout
the world as an action and performance artist, set designer, creator
of animated films and stained glass. He studied at the Painting
Department of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw between 1965
and 1971, receiving his diploma in the studio of Stefan
Gierowski. He was invited in 1989 by the same department of his
alma mater to lead a “guest studio,” which he headed for three
semesters during 1990 and 1991.
The artist developed his individual language of forms early,
delineating his sphere of interests and selecting and experimenting
with materials and objects that would come to characterise his art.
He has coined his own names for his activities, deeming them “ritual
actions,” “determinants” and “living pictograms.”
Teacher’s preparation
Print pictures of sculptures. Use the ones that are sugested here or
do your own search on the internet.
Further activities
There are so many more amazing sculptures to discover.
Work with sculptures that has a political reason, e.g “Politicians
discussing global warming, “Anonymous passers by and find out
more about the history behind the piece of work.
Intercultural awareness
The artists are from different cultures. Discuss if their regional
background can be seen in their art.
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Activity
Amazing scupltures
1. Put all the photos of the sculptures on a table - let the students
say an adjective/noun/verb suitable to a sculpture and let the
others guess which one he/she is thinking about.
2. Let the students, in pairs, pick a sculpture from the table - explain
their choice to another pair or in class
3. Tell them to give an answer to - If you could put it anywhere in the
world - where would it be? What title would you give it?
4. Playthe game “Call my bluff” with titles and basic facts that are
enclosed to this activity – every pair give one correct and two
wrong alternatives for the rest of the students to choose between
in order to find the correct answer.
5. Let the students create a sculpture from given material. This could
be anything really, like some matches, paper and some glue. Or if
you have the means you could use more sofisticated things.
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Antonio Padrón and Edvard Munch:
Emotions I, II, III

Level: B1

Time: 270 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To talk about feelings and emotions by comparing Padrón‘s and
Munch‘s different paintings.
Suggested material
Students‘ handouts.
Coloured pencils.
PC and projector.
Teacher’s preparation
1. Make a word cloud with adjectives of emotions and feelings or use
the one on the student‘s handout.
2. Ask students what those words refer to and tell them to associate
some of them with different situations. E.g., I‘d feel ... if ....
3. Go through the activities as described on the student‘s handout.
4. You can split this activity into 3 parts depending on the length of
your lessons.
Further activities
Tell your students to read about Antonio Padrón and Edvard Munch
and compare their biographies and personality traits.
Intercultural awareness
The expression of feelings in different countries.
Bibliography

http://munchmuseet.no/en/munch
http://www.antonioPadrón.com/
http://www.nasjonalmuseet.no/en/
http://www.theartstory.org/movement-expressionism.htm
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Developing English Communicative Competence Through Art

Activity
Antonio Padrón and Edvard Munch: Emotions I, II, III
ANTONIO PADRÓN AND EDVARD MUNCH: EMOTIONS I

Antonio Padrón. Las tuneras. Oil on hardboard, 92x81 cm, 1965.
© Courtesy of Museo Antonio Padrón, Gáldar, Gran Canaria, Spain.

1.- What do the words in the word cloud refer to? Divide them into 2 groups according to

1. their
What
do orthe
words
in the word cloud refer to? Divide them into 2
positive
negative
meaning.
groups according to their positive or negative meaning.
POSITIVE FEELINGS

positive feelings

NEGATIVE FEELINGS

negative feelings

2.- If you had to express these basic emotions through paintings, how would you depict
them?
Draw and paint your own painting on a piece of paper and show it to your classmates.
a)
b)
c)
d)

anxiety
rage
joy
terror

2. If you had to express these basic emotions through paintings, how
would you depict them? Draw and paint your own painting on a piece
of paper and show it to your classmates.
a) anxiety
b) rage
c) joy
d) terror
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emphasis on ______________.
Both Edvard-Munch and Antonio Padrón were Expressionists. They aimed at distorting
reality to express their emotional perspective.____________ often appear_________ or
_________with_________and__________.They

employed

swirling,

swaying

and

exaggeratedly executed_________ in order to convey their emotional state and reaction to
the
of the
world.
3. anxieties
What do
you
know about Expressionism? Complete the text with

the words in the chart. There is one word you do not need.
bright colors

simple

expressive lines

brushstrokes

images

life

Expressionism

emotions

childlike

Expressionism is the personal representation of the artists’ perspective
on ____________ with emphasis on ______________.
Both Edvard Munch and Antonio Padrón were Expressionists. They
aimed at distorting reality to express their emotional perspective.
____________ often appear
_________ and __________.

_________

or

_________

with

They employed swirling, swaying and exaggeratedly executed
_________ in order to convey their emotional state and reaction to
the anxieties of the world.
4. Look at these paintings by Munch and Padrón and choose an
adjective according to how they make you feel and why.
The paintings make me feel _______________________________
because _______________________.
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Edvard Munch. On the Veranda (Rain). Oil on canvas, 86.5 x 115.5 cm,1902.
Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, Norway.

Antonio Padrón. La Lluvia I (The Rain I). Oil on hardboard, 91x80 cm,1967.
© Courtesy of Museo Antonio Padrón, Gáldar, Gran Canaria, Spain
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5.a Which emotions would you associate the paintings with? Circle
them and compare with your partner.
anxiety, joy, rage, terror, despair, sadness, grief, expectancy,
frustration, embarrassment.
5.b What‘s going on in each painting? What are the similarities and
differences between them in terms of style, people, background and
expression of the emotion?
For Expressionist artists, nature represented a escape from the
crowds and anxiety of the city. Blues, greens, earthy and garish colors
as well as extreme angles and flattened forms become significantly
present in their works allowing them to show the effects of what they
saw.
6. Does the weather affect our mood? Watch this
and answer:

video

From a social point of view, on sunny days, we tend to..................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
From a biological point of view, sunlight provides..........................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
When people are in positive moods, they tend to be more .............
................., so on sunny days they are likely to...........................
..............................................................................................
Negative moods created by gloomy weather ................................
...................... and people are more likely to ..............................
..............................................................................................
The professor finally concludes that.............................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
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7. You will look at two artworks that show one person who cares for
another one.

Edvard Munch. The Sick Child. Oil on canvas, 118.5 x 120 cm, 1885. Nasjonalmuseet, Oslo, Norway.

Antonio Padrón. Niño enfermo (Sick Child). Oil on hardboard, 91 X 80.5 cm,1968
© Courtesy of Museo Antonio Padrón, Gáldar, Gran Canaria, Spain.
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Discuss the following:
a) Which emotions would you associate the paintings with? Circle
them and compare with your partner.
Anxiety, joy, rage, terror, despair, sadness, grief, expectancy,
loneliness, isolation, frustration.
b) What‘s going on in each painting? What are the similarities and
differences between them in terms of style, people, background and
expression of the emotion?
c) What kinds of lines do you see? (straight, curved, thick, thin,
jagged, vertical, etc.)
d) What shapes do you see? (circles, rectangles, triangles, squares,
ovals)
e) What colors do you see? (bright, soft)
f) What warm colors did the artist use?
g) What cool colors did the artist use?
h) How does the artist treat the space in the painting?
The Sick Child depicts Munch‘s personal memories, the trauma of his
sister‘s death. In the same way, Padrón‘s Niño Enfermo (Sick Child)
may represent memories of his childhood, influenced by the loss of
his parents when he was a child and his longing to have a maternal
figure close by.
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8. You will look at two artworks that show a gathering, a celebration.

Antonio Padrón. Cena de brujas (Witches‘ Dinner). Oil on hardboard, 76x90 cm, 1962.
© Courtesy of Museo Antonio Padrón, Gáldar, Gran Canaria, Spain.

Edvard Munch. The Wedding of the Bohemian. Oil on canvas, 134.5 x 178.5 cm, 1925–26.
Munch Museum, Oslo. Photo © Courtesy of Munch Museum.
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a) Which emotions would you associate the painting with? Circle
them and compare with your partner.
Anxiety, joy, rage, terror, excitement, sadness, grief, expectancy,
frustration, embarrassment, jealousy, isolation.
b) What‘s going on in each painting? What are the similarities and
differences between them in terms of style, people, background and
expression of the emotion?
c) Describe:
• what‘s on the tables
• the food and drink on the tables
• what the people are wearing
• what the people are talking about
d) Are there any symbols hidden either in the food or in the crockery?
Which ones?
e) Would you depict a celebration in the same way as Padrón and
Munch? How would it be different or the same? Think of colours,
shapes, people, occasion, etc. and tell your partner.
f) Do you remember your last social gathering? What was it like?
Describe it in detail.
g) Watch this video. What advice are we given about how to behave
in a social gathering? Write your answers here:

h) What do you do when you go to a social gathering and you know
nobody? Discuss with your partner the dos and don‘ts in order to be
successful.
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ANSWER KEY
Task 3:
Expressionism is the personal representation of the artists’ perspective
on life with emphasis on emotions. Both Edvard Munch and Antonio
Padrón were Expressionists. They aimed at distorting reality to
express their emotional perspective. Images often appear childlike
or simple with bright colors and expressive lines. They employed
swirling, swaying and exaggeratedly executed brushstrokes in order
to convey their emotional state and reaction to the anxieties of the
world.
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Arcimboldo and me

Level: B1,B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To improve students’ vocabulary when describing personal
characteristics
To get to know other people in the group.
To develop students’ self steem and create a positive classroom
environment.
To introduce students to the use of QR Codes.
To gain practical experience using QR codes
To use personal mobiles and tablets as learning tools and source of
information
Suggested material
An image of the painting “Vegetables in a Bowl or The Gardener” by
Giuseppe Arcimboldo.
Personal mobiles and/or tablets.
Photocopiable material.
QR codes (Teachers’ material)
Old maganizes, papers, postcards and/or any other interesting
material for a collage.
Coloured pencils, crayons, feltpens,...
Pairs of scissors
Glue
A3 size paper-sheet for portraits (one per student)
Teacher’s preparation
Task 1.1:
Start your lesson by showing the following painting to your students
and ask them these questions:
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-What‘s going on in this panting?
Allow them some time to comment on the painting. Teach them
that these kinds of pictures are called: “Still-life paintings. Explore
vocabulary: onions, carrots, mushrooms, celery, etc.
Task 1.2:
Once finished, show them the same painting but upside down and
tell them that sometimes things are not what they seem.
Tell your students that this picture was painted by Giuseppe
Arcimboldo, an artist who was known for creating imaginative
portrait heads made entirely of objects such as fruits, vegetables,
flowers, fish, and books. He portrayed his models according to how
he saw them and what he could guess from them. Many scholars
think that with his portraits he tried to show and criticise rich and
wealthy people’s behaviour from his time.
Taking into account Arcimboldo’s creativity and imagination, this
lesson is about this: thinking about how people see us and how we
also see them.
Start by asking these questions
Are you worried about how people see you?
How do you see yourself?
Then, tell students to work in pairs and to sit next to a person they do not
know very well, a person they do not usually sit together with in class, ...
Tell your partner about:
How you see yourself as a friend.
How you see yourself as a work colleague or neighbour.
How you see yourself as a partner, father/mother, wife/husband,
son/daughter, etc.,
How do you see yourself?
How do others see you?
Now, tell your students they are going to work with this partner
for the whole class and that they are going to do some activities
together to get to know each other a bit deeper
Task 2: Photocopy. “Getting to know each other”.
In this task we are going to have the opportunity of contrasting and
comparing our mutual judgments on how we see each other.
From the words given in the copy, choose at least 8 characteristics
that are particularly applicable to you personally. Tell students not to
show their words to anybody yet!
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Now, once they have finished, tell them to look at their partners
attentively into their eyes for a minute and circle/underline 8
characteristics they might think that are particularly applicable to
their personally.
Now, tell them to contrast their “personality words” with their partner.
What similarities can they see?
Task 3 :Getting deeper into your partner‘s personality!”
Tell students to continue working with a the same partner (a person
they do not know very well) and encourage them to ask the following
questions in turns. Allow them to find out as much information as
they can. If they like they can add some more questions of their own.
Task 4: QR Code activity.
This can be done before or after the collage.
The main objective is to help learners interact with the world around
them and encourage students to use 21st Century technology .
The activity also helps learners to move around and promotes
exploration.
The activity explores Arcimboldo’s art by working in groups and
scanning QR Codes.
-Make copies of the different QR Codes and place them around the
classroom.
-Split students into small groups of 4-5.
-Give them a questionnaire and encourage them to scan the QR
Codes and find the correct answers. Report to their group.
-If you want to make this activity a bit more challenging ,and
depending on the students level, tell students to take turns to
scan the codes and then, report the information to the group, the
rest of the students remain in their places waiting for their mate’s
information. Continue, until everyone finishes.
-Feedback answers with whole group.
Task 5: My Arcimboldo.
Once the two questionnaires have been finished, students have a
clear picture from their partner’s personality. Now, tell them that they
are going to make a portrait of their partner using the magazines,
papers, etc and set a time for this. This activity really works if
students are encouraged to make the portrait from the information
received from the questionnaires. Once finished, invite students to
explain their portraits to their partners.
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This activity can be done in two ways:
1) In class where all students are working together and once they
have finished, everybody gets their portrait as a present from their
partner.
2) For homework where students do the activity at home. The only
problem with this is that a student might not come the following day
or forget to do or bring their portrait.
Tip: Tell students to download a QR CODE Reader in their mobiles/
tables before the class takes place.
Bibliography
Giuseppe Arcimboldo, The Vegetable Gardener 1587-90
Oil on wood, 36 x 24 cm
Museo Civico “Ala Ponzone”, Cremona
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/
Arcimboldo%2C_Giuseppe_-_Vegetables_in_a_Bowl_or_The_
Gardener_-_1590s.jpg
Giuseppe Arcimboldo [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
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Activity
Part 1
Task 1.1:
Start your lesson by showing the following painting to your students
and ask them these questions:

-What‘s going on in this painting?
Allow them some time to comment on the painting. Teach them
that these kind of pictures are called: “Still-life painting”. Explore
vocabulary: onions, carrots, mushrooms, celery, etc.
Task 1.2:
Once finished, show the same painting but, this time, upside down
and tell them that sometimes things are not what they seem.
Tell your students that this picture was painted by Giuseppe
Arcimboldo, an artist who was known for creating imaginative portrait
heads made entirely of objects such as fruits, vegetables, flowers,
fish, and books. He portrayed his models according to how he saw
them and what he could guess from them. Many scholars think that
with his portraits he tried to show and criticise rich and wealthy
people’s behaviour from his time.
Taking into account Arcimboldo’s creativity and imagination, this
lesson is about this: thinking about how people see us and how we
also see them.
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Start by asking these questions
• Are you worried about how people see you?
• How do you see yourself?
Then, encourage students to work in pairs and to sit next to a person
they do not know very well, a person they do not usually sit together
with in class,...
Tell your partner about :
• How you see yourself as a friend.
•

How you see yourself as a work colleague or neighbour.

• How you see yourself as a partner, father/mother, wife/husband,
son/daughter, etc.,
• How do you see yourself?
• How do others see you?
Now, tell your students they are going to work with this partner
for the whole class and that they are going to do some activities
together to get to know each other a bit deeper.
Procede with rest of the activities:
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Part 2
Task 2.1
In this task we are going to have the opportunity of contrasting and
comparing our mutual judgments on how we see each other.
From the following words, choose at least 8 characteristics that are
particularly applicable to you personally.
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Task 2.2
Pair work. Sit next to a person you do not know or you do not know
very well.
Now, look at your partner attentively into his/her eyes for a minute
and circle/underline 8 characteristics you think that are particularly
applicable to his/her personally.
Once you have finished, share your impressions and see how many
you have guessed.
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Task 3
Getting deeper into your partner‘s personality!
Work with a partner you don‘t know or don‘t know very well, in turns
ask the questions below.
Find out as much information as you can. I you like you can add
some more questions of your own.
Questions to get to know you!!
1.

If you were superman/woman or batman/woman, what would
you do right now?

2.

If you could be doing anything different to what you are doing
now, what would it be?’

3.

If you could work on a project for any company in the world,
who would it be, and why?

4.

Which drink would you be?

5.

If you were allowed to take just one object to a desert island,
what would you take?

6.

What book would you like to write? What could it be about?

7.

What secret would you like to reveal?

8.

What piece of art would you like to have painted or sculptured?

9.

What is your greatest strength?

10. What has been the biggest success in your life?
11. Where do you see yourself in 3, 5, 10 years time?
12. What is the most difficult situation you have ever faced?
13. What is the first thing you would buy if you won a very important
amount of money in the lottery?
14. What country would you like to visit? And Why?
15. How would you like to be remembered?
16. ______________________________________________
17. ______________________________________________
18. ______________________________________________
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TASK 4: ARCIMBOLDO QUIZ
Work with your partner and find the correct answer
1. Arcimboldo’s portraits are made of ordinary objects and..
a) each object is usually related to each other to characterise the
still-life paintings.
b) the objects are placed to match his models
c) his portraits are also still-life paintings
2. For many people he is considered a precursor of surrealism
because of
a) his odd and unusual style.
b) the dark objects he used in his paintings
c) The fact that André Breton mentions him in his Manifesto.
4. Phychologists and therapists use Arcimboldo’s images to
a) discover possible lesions in mental images.
b) discover possible problems in brain hemispheres
c) recognize problems with objects.
4. In 1885...
a) Arcimboldo’s work was forgotten.
b) a surrealist book about Arcimboldo’s painting was published.
c) Arcimboldo’s works came to light again.
5. Some of his paintings..
a) were stolen
b) are grouped in cycles.
c) are about odd professions.
6. Arcimboldo’s art has been seen as...
a) a metaphorical language
b) a combination of unique philosophy.
c) ugly and beautiful at the same time.
7. It
in
a)
b)
c)

has been interpreted that some political symbols can be seen
Arcimboldo’s work
depending on the way the people in the paintings are looking at.
because some of his paintings play with our concept of beauty.
because they depict different symmetric elements.
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KEY- ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
1. Arcimboldo’s portraits are made of ordinary objects but..
a) Each object is usually related to each other to characterise the
still-life paintings.
b) The objects are placed to match his models
c) His portraits are also still-life paintings
2. For many people he is considered a precursor of surrealism
because of
a) His odd and unusual style.
b) the dark objects he used in his paintings
c) The fact that André Breton mentions him in his Manifesto.
3. Physiologists and therapists use Arcimboldo’s images to
a) Discover possible lesions in mental images.
b) Discover possible problems in brain hemispheres
c) Recognize problems with objects.
4. In
a)
b)
c)

1885...
Arcimboldo’s work was forgotten.
a surrealist book about Arcimboldo’s painting was published.
Arcimboldo’s works came to light again.

5. Some of his paintings..
a) Were stolen
b) Are grouped in cycles.
c) Are about odd professions.
6. Arcimboldo’s art has been seen as...
a) a metaphorical language
b) a combination of unique philosophy.
c) ugly and beautiful at the same time.
7. It has been interpreted that some political symbols can be seen
in Arcimboldo’s work
a) depending on the way the people in the paintings are looking at.
b) because some of his paintings play with our concept of beauty.
c) because they depict different symmetric elements.
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TASK 4
QR CODE TEXTS
PORTRAITS
When we look at Arcimboldo’s portraits, they look like normal ordinary
portraits, but, however, we can see that they are originally made of
everyday objects, fruit or vegetables, for example. These objects are
perfectly placed to shape the anatomical figure he wants us to show.
Besides, the objects used are not placed at random, each object is
related to each other and characterise the painting itself. His portraits
show a very witty use of stilllife painting and the art of portraying.
Thus, Arcimboldo does something absolutely new: a portrait which
combines everyday objects as if he were going to paint a still-life
painting.
LEGACY
For many people, Arcimboldo is considered as a precursor of
surrealism, especially because of his bizarre works. André Breton –
the father of Surrealism- mentions him in some of his manuscripts.
Also, painters such as Salvador Dalí, for example, were inspired
by many of his paintings.
Arcimboldo‘s work is also used by psychologists and neuroscientists
to determine the presence of lesions in the hemispheres of the brain
that recognize global and local images and objects.
HERITAGE
After his death, many of his works were lost and his art was soon
forgotten. However, fortunately 20 of his pictures still remain in
Museums and private collections. But it was only in 1885 when an
art critic published a book called “Giuseppe Arcimboldo, Milan Artist“,
coming to light again and focusing the attention on his role as a
portraitist; later he was studied by the Surrealist group.
His most famous pieces include The Four Elements and The Seasons,
which depict the cycle of life. Some of his other paintings are: The
Librarian, The Jurist, The Cook, Cup bearer, for example.
INTERPRETATION
Modern art critics consider Arcimboldo’s work as “absolutely unique”
and some of his paintings play with our concept of ugliness and
beauty, just by inverting the painting. For other critics Arcimboldo’s
art is a kind of philosophy which creates a new metaphorical
language by combining different elements.
His pieces from Seasons and Four Elements are full of symbols. In
each cycle symmetry is very important: two heads look to the right,
and two, to the left and it is said that they
depict political symbols from his time.
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Scan this QR Codes and answer the Arcimboldo Quiz, then
contrast with your partners.
LEGACY

PORTRAITS

INTERPRETATION

HERITAGE

ARCIMBOLDO’S VIDEO
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Arcimboldo
Creativity game

Level: B1

Time: 80 min

Author: José Luis García García

Objectives
Meals, food, ingredients and culinary culture.
Suggested material
Beamer, Paintings, Watercolors, Magazines for the collage, scissors,
glue.
All the pictures are from: Creative Commons Images
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-jc3e2KnKxGc/UX2AzrZ_kZI/AAAAAAAAFPI/
LFoSZc420QA/s1600/_Arcimboldo_Revers_Jardinero.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-6ODU_oXFaCY/UX2MsDZtUhI/AAAAAAAAFPs/
O2ezhHozV48/s1600/_Arcimboldo_4Elementos_Agua_Kusthist.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f7/
Arcimboldo_Invierno.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Invierno.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/28/
Arcimboldo_Verano.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Verano.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/77/
Arcimboldo_Primavera.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Primavera.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/12/
Arcimboldo_Oto%C3%B1o.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Oto%C3%B1o.jpg

Pictures:
“The gardener” Museo Civico ala Ponzone Cremona (Italy)
“The Water”.-Kunsthistorisches Museum (Wien, Austria)
“The 4 elements”.-Kunsthistorisches Museum (Wien, Austria)
Name of the artist: Giuseppe Arcimboldo
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Procedure
In the classroom. Work in groups.
Further activities
Sketch: (imagine a conversation among the 4 seasons. What would
they say?)
Intercultural awareness
Food of the world. Compare the products of the paintings with the
products of other countries.
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Activity
What vegetables do you see here?
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And now compare these two pictures...
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This picture is called “Water”.-What would it say, if it could
speak? What menu would you prepare with these ingredients?
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These pictures belong to the series “The four Seasons” (spring,
summer, autum and winter). Could you find out which picture
corresponds to each season?

1

2

3

4

Interview your Partner:
What is his / her favourite fruit? Favourite food? Favourite season?
Favourite flower? Why?
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Create a funny collage of your partner, teacher or of a famous person. Consider his/her favourite drinks, meals, flowers
and plants. If you are not sure, ask him/her. Once you finish, prepare an exhibition with your collage and your classmates’. Try to
find out which persons are represented on your classmates’ collages.
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Arcimboldo, German

Level: A2+

Time: 80 min

Author: José Luis García García

Objectives
Having fun with paintings and being creative.
Suggested material
All the pictures are from: Creative Commons Images
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-jc3e2KnKxGc/UX2AzrZ_kZI/AAAAAAAAFPI/
LFoSZc420QA/s1600/_Arcimboldo_Revers_Jardinero.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-6ODU_oXFaCY/UX2MsDZtUhI/AAAAAAAAFPs/
O2ezhHozV48/s1600/_Arcimboldo_4Elementos_Agua_Kusthist.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f7/Arcimboldo_Invierno.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Invierno.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/28/Arcimboldo_Verano.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Verano.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/77/Arcimboldo_Primavera.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Primavera.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/12/Arcimboldo_Oto%C3%B1o.jpg/220px-Arcimboldo_Oto%C3%B1o.jpg

Pictures:
“The gardener” Museo Civico ala Ponzone Cremona (Italy)
“The Water”.-Kunsthistorisches Museum (Wien, Austria)
“The 4 elements”.-Kunsthistorisches Museum (Wien, Austria)
Name of the artist: Giuseppe Arcimboldo
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Thema 9
Kreatives Spiel
Welche Gemüse sehen Sie hier?
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Vergleichen Sie jetzt beide Bilder.

Recherchieren Sie im Internet...was könnten Sie über Arcimboldo
sagen?
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Raten Sie mal das Rezept!
Die Malerei heiβt ,,Wasser”.-Was könnte diese Person sagen?
Welches Menü würden Sie mit diesen Zutaten zubereiten?
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Diese sind Bilder aus der Serie Vier Jahreszeiten (Frühling, Sommer,
Herbst und Winter).- Welche Jahreszeit passt zu welchem Bild?

1

2

3

4

Interviewen Sie Ihren Partner/ Ihree Partnerin, bitte.
-Welches Bild gefällt Ihnen besser? Warum? Welche Lebensmittel
mögen Sie? Wann?
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
.............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..........
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Zeichnen Sie doch mit dem Bleistift oder Farbstiften Ihre Partner,
Partnerin oder Lehrer in einer lustigen Collage. Denken Sie mal dran,
was dieser Person schmeckt, gern trinkt oder isst oder was isein/ihr
Lieblingsessen bzw.-getränk ist. Dafür haben Sie auch einige Bilder
als Hilfe. wenn Sie nicht gerne malen bzw. zeichnen Wenn Sie fertig
sind, zeigen Sie mal Ihr Werk. Wir machen eine Ausstellung damit.
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Are you on a mission... impossible?

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 45 - 60 min

Author: Carolina Castellano Ortega

Objectives
To have the students look at details in paintings.
To work collaboratively in teams and make use of ICT.
To have an enjoyable way to experience a museum while speaking
in English.
Suggested material
Cards with printed missions on, colour papers, markers, mobile
phones with a camera and Internet connection, prizes (optional),
pen.
Further activities
In the next session in class, each team can explain their different
missions and tell/show their partners what they accomplished.
Intercultural awareness
This activity was devised for one particular museum -Néstor Museum
on Gran Canaria island. However, it can be adapted for small museums
or museums which are not crowded. You should remind students
that they are in a museum and therefore they must be respectful
and remember that they cannot touch the paintings. When taking
pictures, they should be taken without flash. Nonetheless, make
sure beforehand that taking pictures is allowed inside the museum.
Activity
This activity is intended to be carried out after the students have
made a tour around the museum and even after carrying out some
previous activities in the museum. This would be the last activity in
their visit to the museum.
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Prior to this visit make sure that students can have Internet connection,
they know how to upload pictures on Facebook and they can tweet.
It would be advisable to check everything in class in advance. You
should also change the links to Facebook and Twitter on the cards
here for the ones that suit your group. Also, make sure that students
have downloaded a QR app on their mobile phones. At least one
student per team should have Internet connection.
- Cut up the different ‘missions’ from the handout to give each
team some cards with the missions. Each group should be given a
combination of cards to make up a total of 90 points. You can give
out the same card more than once to different teams (but try not to).
Each team should decide on their own captain to represent them.
- Have the soundtrack from the film ‘Mission: Impossible’ ready on
your mobile phone/tablet and get the students together to distribute
the cards and give them the instructions ‘to go on a mission’ while
the soundtrack is playing.
- Students should follow the instructions for each mission on their
card. If they cannot accomplish a mission, they will not get points for
that particular stage in their mission.
- Agree on one place to meet when they have accomplished their
mission. The first team to finish should come to the teacher/s to
check that they have successfully accomplished their missions. Count
all the points and see who the winner is (first team in with the most
number of points). If you decide to give students a prize, you can
get a point scheme and decide on a different prize according to the
points.
- If you are doing the further activity included herein, the captain of
each team should keep their cards for the next class.
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Activity
1. Are you on a mission… 2. Are you on a mission…
impossible?
impossible?
You can find some botanical
elements in four completed
paintings out of the series Poem
of the Earth. Each task on the
mission is worth 10 points.
Mission:

Néstor shows a strong link with
the sea in one of his series of
paintings. Each task on the
mission is worth 10 points.
Mission:

1. Name this series and all the
1. Name the four botanical paintings included in the series
elements (you can write them (either in English or in Spanish).
down in Spanish).
2. How many paintings can you
2. Write down the names of find where the children look
those four paintings and the disturbed? Write down the name
room where they are exhibited. of those paintings.
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3. Take a selfie next to one of
those four paintings. You must
show a big caption with the name
of the painting in the selfie.

3. Tweet your previous answer
on
#DECCAProjectErasmus+
and @sepiegob with the name of
the paintings.

4. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc”
and
“@deccaerasmusplus”
Facebook briefly describing your
mission (you should show your
picture to your teacher to get
your points).

4. Choose one painting of that
series. Each member of your
group must take a selfie as if you
were kissing one of the
fish in the paintings.

Total points:

Total points:

5. Upload your selfies to “@eoilpgc”
and
“@deccaerasmusplus”
Facebook briefly describing your
mission (you should show your
picture to your teacher to get
your points).

3. Are you on a mission… 4. Are you on a mission…
impossible?
impossible?
The dragon tree is a native tree The artist designed Canarian
to the Canary Islands. Each task folk costumes for special events.
on the mission is worth 10 points. Each task on the mission is worth
10 points.
Mission:
Mission:
1. Find the paintings depicting
this element and write their 1. Name two paitings depicting
these designs and the room
names and the rooms
and floors where they are where they are exhibited.
exhibited.
2. Take a selfie with the people
2. Your group must take two in your group next to the biggest
pictures: each one next to a painting depicting folk costumes.
different painting showing
3. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc”
the dragon tree.
and
“@deccaerasmusplus”
3.
Upload
your
pictures Facebook briefly describing your
to
“@eoilpgc”
and
“@ mission (you should show your
deccaerasmusplus”
Facebook picture to your teacher to get
your points.).
briefly
describing your mission (you
should show your picture to your
teacher to get
your points).
Total points:

Total points:
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5. Are you on a mission… 6. Are you on a mission…
impossible?
impossible?
Néstor
also
designed
an
You will find that some of Néstor’s architectural idea to be developed
paintings
include
botanical in an urban planning idea he
elements together with human dreamt for the Canaries. Each
figures. Each task on the mission task on the mission is worth 10
is worth 10 points.
points.
Mission:

Mission:

1. Name the paintings and the 1. Find two paintings depicting
painting series, if any, and the architectural elements and write
rooms where they are exhibited. their names down. Remark: The
paintings mustn’t have the same
2. Take a selfie with the people name.
in your group next to the one of
2. Take a selfie with the people in
those paintings.
your group next to one of those
3. Tweet the name of the paintings.
paintings and the selfie on
#DECCAProjectErasmus+ and @ 3. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc”
“@deccaerasmusplus”
sepiegob (take a screen shot of and
that tweet and show it to your Facebook briefly describing your
mission (you should show your
teacher to record your points).
picture to your teacher to get
your points).
Total points:
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Total points:

7. Are you on a mission… 8. Are you on a mission…
impossible?
impossible?
Among Néstor’s portraits, you
can find an unfinished portrait
whose figure has blue eyes. Each
task on the mission is worth 10
points.

In one of Néstor’s paintings we
can see two women carrying a
clay water jug on their heads.
Each task on the mission is worth
10 points.

Mission:

Mission:

1. Find the painting, write down 1. Write down the name of the
its name and the place where it painting and where it is exhibited.
is exhibited.
2. Describe what dominant
2. Find out the relationship colours there are in the painting.
between the person in that
painting and Néstor. Find that 3. Take a selfie of your group
information on this QR code (last next to the painting.
but one paragraph).
4.Tweet
your
answer
together with the selfie on
#DECCAProjectErasmus+ and @
sepiegob (take a screenshot of
that tweet and show it to your
teacher to record your points).

3. Tweet the name of the
person in the painting and the
relationship with the artist on
#DECCAProjectErasmus+ and @
sepiegob (take a screenshot of
that tweet and show it to your
teacher to record your points).
Total points:

Total points:
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9. Are you on a mission… 10. Are you on a mission…
impossible?
impossible?
As a symbolist painter, Néstor Find two paintings with children
included fruit in his paintings. but no sea around. Each task on
Each task on the mission is worth the mission is worth 10 points.
10 points.
Mission:
Mission:
1. Write down the name of the
1. Find the paintings and murals paintings and where they are
with bananas and write down the exhibited.
names of those paintings.
2. Choose one of those paintings
2. Take a selfie with the people and take a selfie next to it with
in your group next to one of the people in your group imitating
those paintings. Everyone in the the posture of some or
picture should be pointing at the all the figures in the painting.
bananas.
3. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc”
3. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc” and
“@deccaerasmusplus”
and
“@deccaerasmusplus” Facebook briefly describing your
Facebook and post “this is going mission (you should show your
on now” (you should show your picture to your teacher to get
picture to your teacher to get
your points.).
your points).
4. Tweet that post and your selfie
on #DECCAProjectErasmus+ and
@sepiegob (take a screenshot of
that tweet and show it to your
teacher to record your points).
Total points:
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Total points:

11. Are you on a mission… 12. Are you on a mission…
impossible?
impossible?
Imbued with the concept of
colour of the Pre-Raphaelite
movement, we can see intense
bright colours in a lot of Néstor’s
paintings. Each task on the
mission is worth 10 points.
Mission:
1. Find two paintings in which
red is the dominant colour.
Write down the names of those
paintings and where they are
exhibited.
2. Two members of the group
will take a selfie next to one of
those paintings and the other
two members with a different
painting.
3. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc”
and
“@deccaerasmusplus”
Facebook and post “this is going
on now” (you should show your
picture to your teacher to get
your points.).

The hair ornament, known as
‘peineta’ in Spain, is very popular
especially in the south of Spain.
We can find this hair ornament in
some of Néstor’s paintings. Each
task on the mission is worth 10
points.
Mission:
1. Find 2 paintings and 1 sketch
depicting this ornament. Write
down the name of the 2 paintings
and the sketch and where they
are exhibited.
2. Take a selfie next to one of
those paintings with a big caption
in your hands showing the name
of the painting.
3. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc”
and
“@deccaerasmusplus”
Facebook and post “this is going
on now” (you should show your
picture to your teacher to get
your points).
4.
Tweet
your
selfie
on
#DECCAProjectErasmus+ and @
sepiegob (take a screen shot of
that tweet and show it to your
teacher to record your points).

Total points:

Total points:
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13. Are you on a mission…
impossible?
In this museum there is only one
painting depicting a person (an
adult one) with a broad smile.
Each task on the mission is worth
10 points.
Mission:
1. Find the painting and write
down its name and where it is
exhibited.
2. Take a selfie next to the
painting with the people in your
group showing a big smile and a
big caption with the name of
the painting.
3. Upload your selfie to “@eoilpgc”
and
“@deccaerasmusplus”
Facebook and post “this is going
on now” (you should show your
picture to your teacher to get
your points).
4.
Tweet
your
selfie
on
#DECCAProjectErasmus+ and @
sepiegob (Take a screen shot of
that tweet and show it to your
teacher to record your points).
Total points:
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ANSWER KEY
1.
Name
the
four
botanical
elements: dragon tree, elephant
ear fig tree, prickly pear cactus,
Canary Island spurge or Hercules
club (Euphorbia canariensis).
Write down the names of those
four paintings and the room
where
they
are
exhibited:
Midday.
Autumn.
Summer.
Spring. Dawn. Night. (Top floor:
Poem of the Earth)
3.
Find at least two paintings
depicting this element and write
their names and the rooms and
floors where they are exhibited:
Midday (Top floor: Poem of the
Earth), Dragon Tree - Dracaena
Draco (Top floor).
5.
Name the paintings and the
painting series, if any, and the
rooms where they are exhibited:
The Water Carriers (Room 2).
Dawn. Midday. Autumn. Summer.
Spring. Night. (Top floor: Poem
of the Earth).
7.
Find the painting, write down its
name and the place where it is
exhibited: Gustavo Durán (Room
2 or Portrait room).

2.
Name this series and all the
paintings included in the series:
Poem of the Atlantic: Dawn,
Low tide, Stormy Sea, Calm
Sea, Noon/Midday, High Tide,
Afternoon, Night.
How many paintings can you
find where the children look
disturbed? Write
down the name of those
paintings: Dusk, The Night, High
Tide.
4.
Name two paintings depicting
these designs and the room
where they are exhibited: Visions
of Gran Canaria. Albergue de la
Cruz de Tejeda. Canarian
Celebration (Room 8/Top floor).
6.
Find two paintings depicting
architectural elements and write
their names down: Albergue de la
Cruz de Tejeda. Pueblo Canario.

8.
Write down the name of the
painting and where it is exhibited:
Visions of Gran Canaria 2 (Room
8/Top floor).
Describe what dominant colours
there are in the painting: mauve,
light pink, white…
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ANSWER KEY
9.
Find the paintings and murals
with bananas and write down the
names of those paintings:
Epithalamium (The mural by the
entrance).
Faun:
Satyr
of
the Valley of the Hesperides
(Room 2 or Portraits). Canarian
Celebration (Room 8). Visions of
Gran Canaria (Top floor/Room
8).
11.
Find two paintings in which red is
the dominant colour. Write down
the names of those paintings and
where they are exhibited: Lace
Veils. The Sister of the Roses
(Room 2). Afternoon. (Dome
Hall).
13.
Find the painting and write
down its name and where it is
exhibited: The Black Pearl (Top
staircase).
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10.
Write down the name of the
paintings and where they are
exhibited: Enrique Moss’s Wife.
The Boy Archer (Ground floor).

12.
Find 2 paintings and 1 sketch
depicting this ornament. Write
down the name of the 2 paintings
and the sketch and
where
they
are
exhibited:
Costumes for Fandango Candil
(Top floor), Lace Veils. Majas
(Room 2).

Arnolfini

Level: B1-B2

Time: 120-180 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
• To enable students to make predictions about a well-known piece
of art and justify their answers according to ideas.
• To describe a piece of art.
• To read a text about and to find possible answers from a given
questionnaire.
• To contrast different pieces of art and find differences and
similarities.
Suggested material
Arnolfini Portrait Image (National Gallery London)

http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/jan-van-eyck-thearnolfini-portrait

Modern Arnolfini Couple by Cristóbal Guerra.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnolfini_Portrait
http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/jan-van-eyck-thearnolfini-portrait

Teacher’s preparation
1) Tell students you are going to show them a picture of two people
holding hands.
2) (DO NOT SHOW THE PICTURE AT THIS MOMENT OF THE ACTIVITY)
Ask these questions:
“-Who might/could they be? “
“-Who do you hold hands with?”
Elicit answers: A couple of friends, boyfriend and girlfriend, mother
and son, …
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Let students give as many answers as possible. If you consider it,
group answers according to categories: Family, friends,
-Ask again “When do you usually hold hands?” E.g.. Going for a
walk, romantic dinner, in the cinema, ...
3) Project picture on the board and ask learners to look at the picture.
Explain where the picture is and who painted it.
4) Explore / Pre-teach unfamiliar vocabulary: velvet, chandelier, fur,
clogs, ...
5) Group-work: Divide students into groups of 3 and encourage them
to do activity 1. Remember all answers need to be justified. Allow
some time to discuss answers in the group.
6) Whole class: Elicit answers from whole class.
7) Activity two: Do activity 2. Ask students to read the text and find
possible answers in the text. Discuss answers with whole groups.
8) Activity three: Encouraging learners to outline (not paint) a
drawing. Remember to tell them to outline a picture of themselves
holding hands with another person (as in Arnolfini’s). Who might this
person be?
Allow some time to outline their portraits and ask them to explain
them to their partners, giving reason why they have chosen this
particular person and those particular objects. Do they mean anything
important to them?
9) Activity 4: Project Modern Arnolfini Portrait by Cristóbal Guerra
Tell students they are going to contrast a modern picture inspired by
Arnolfini’s portrait and find the differences and similarities.
Tip: It is a good idea to focus on the different parts of the painting or
copy on a slide and then project, so learners can have a better view
of the different parts of the portrait.
Further activities
1. Ask students to write a paragraph noticing the main differences
in the two pictures and their personal opinion about the two pieces
of art.
2. Persuade them to watch and listen to some information on the
internet about The Portrait of Arnolfini.
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Activity
Activity 1
The Arnolfini Portrait was painted by Jan van Eyck in 1434 in oil on
wood and can be seen at the National Gallery, London. We know he
was probably from a village near Maastricht, and was of the gentry
class. He possibly died in Bruges.
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Read and discuss these statements with your partner. Say if they are
TRUE or FALSE.
Justify your answers.
1.

From the picture, we can guess that the couple belongs to the
upper class.

2.

The picture was painted to celebrate their wedding ceremony.

3.

The woman is expecting a baby.

4.

The room they are standing in is where their guests are usually
received

5.

From the oranges by the window, we know that the picture was
painted in Spain or Italy.

6.

Despite the fact that it is daylight, there is a candle lit on the
chandelier.

7.

Mr Arnolfini has his right hand raised because he was in the
middle of making a vow.

8.

They look very serious because they were not in love at all. It
was an arranged marriage.

9.

On the far wall, there is a mirror reflecting the Arnolfini couple
from behind together with some other people.

10. From the clothes they are wearing, we can guess it’s summer
time.
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Activity 2:
Read the following text and find answers to the statements. Were
you right?
As long as people have made art there have been portraits. Portraits,
whether drawn, painted or sculpted, were mostly reserved for those
important enough to be honoured with a work of art. They were the
rich and powerful: mostly royalty, nobility and important religious
and historic figures. In Europe, kings and queens had their own court
painters. Over time, however it became more common for middleclass people.
It is believed that The Arnolfini Portrait represents Giovanni Arnolfini
and his wife, a wealthy Italian married couple, from Lucca, who were
living in Bruges and it is also possible that the painting was ordered to
immortalize his wedding vows, although experts are still discussing
the real meaning.
The National Gallery Catalogue states that the portrait is not intended
as a record of their wedding and it also says that the woman is not
really pregnant but holding up her dress in the contemporary fashion
(she is possibly wearing a cushion under her dress). On the other
hand, it has also been suggested that the painting shows a kind of
memorial portrait dedicated to Arnolfini’s dead wife, who appears to
be pregnant.
Besides, the painting, by itself, does not resemble a wedding
ceremony although It must be said that at those times it was possible
to get married at someone’s home instead of having a ceremony in
a church.
Whatever it represents, it is absolutely clear that the painting does
not show an ordinary wedding portrait.
The couple does not seem to be celebrating anything in particular;
for example, the husband’s solemn expression on his face is a bit
sad and his wife’s hand seems to escape from her husband’s, totally
unromantic for a wedding ceremony. But, however, the painting
reminds us of the couple taking part in a sacred religious ritual as
some some elements can be noticed: the rosary hanging on the wall,
the biblical scenes around the mirror and their shoes (clogs) on the
floor, in a corner.
The portrait also shows the richness of the couple. They belonged
to very important merchant families and it might have been an
arranged marriage. Also, we can see some oranges on a table, a
very expensive imported fruit (oranges are not grown in Bruges),
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unaffordable for the majority of the people.
Besides. the Arnolfini are possibly shown in their best room, perhaps
the room they used to receive their guests; notice that beds were
usually placed to decorate the most beautiful rooms in the household,
sometimes for pregnant women to rest or as part of the decoration.
We can see the Anatolian rugs on the floor and the luxurious pieces
of furniture of the room. They are wearing their most elegant highquality expensive clothes: “velvet dress”, “fur coat”, “veil”, “gold
chains”, … They are also surrounded by other important elements:
the dog, a mirror, oranges, a chandelier, the clogs, the bed …
Nowadays, thanks to photography, if you do not have the money
to have your own portrait, you can have a photo of yourself, your
family or friends easily, just with a camera or a mobile phone. Many
of these pics are sent through the internet and publicly shown on
social networks.
Useful Vocabulary:
Wedding vows
cushion clogs
fur coat
unaffordable
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resemble
velvet dress
arranged marriage
chandelier

Activity 3:
Imagine you have the possibility of having a portrait of yourself
painted, What other person would you choose to appear next to you?
Your husband, wife, girlfriend, boyfriend, a colleague… ?
Which room would you like to be painted in? Your bedroom, living
room, studio, office, …?
What important personal elements would you like to have included
in your painting for future generations to see?
Now make an outline of your future portrait and explain it to your
partners by saying why you have chosen that special person to
be with you. You should also talk about the room and the objects
accompanying you.
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Activity 4
Now have a look at this modern picture from 2001, inspired by
The Arnolfini Portrait from 1434. This modern painting belongs to
an exhibition entitled “Dutch interiors” by Cristóbal Guerra (Gran
Canaria, Gáldar, 1960), a collection of colourful oil-canvases which far
from being dark as the word “interior” might infer and suggest, they
all reflect light. Curiously, all of them were painted in the darkness
of the night, where silence reigns. “The night” for the painter himself
is the decisive moment where the daylight gives way to another
light, which illuminates his “interior”: the painter’s interior, now
transformed into an orange and ochre room. A world of windows
overlooking his dreams.
•
•
•

What main differences can you perceive in both pictures?
How do you interpret the modern picture vs. the one from 1432?
What elements are still in the modern picture?

What changes can you perceive? Give reasons for your answer.

Illustration 1: Cristóbal Guerra (2001) Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria, Spain.
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At a photo exhibition

Level: B1

Time: 90 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To talk about current issues through photos.
Suggested material
- Posterboards.
- Printed pictures.
- Adhesive notepaper.
- Glue.
Teacher’s preparation
1. Choose 5 pictures from different online newspapers. They should
be thought-provoking and not too obvious. (Keep the story too).
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2.

Print the pictures and stick them on 5 posterboards.

3.

Divide the class into 4 groups.

4.

Students are given adhesive notepaper (each group a different
colour).

5.

They spend some minutes walking around and looking at the
photos.

6.

Each group has to write words on the adhesive notepaper about
what’s going on in the pictures. Each group has a category:
nouns, adjectives, verbs and emotions.

7.

Students stick the pieces of notepaper on the posterboards.

8.

The posterboards with the pictures are stuck on the classroom
walls and in groups of 4, students answer the questions: What’s

going on in this picture? What do you see that makes you say
that?, What more can you find? The vocabulary on the notepaper
will help them with vocabulary difficulties.
9.

Students imagine they have to post a commentary about these
photos on a website. The question is, ‘What’s going on in this
picture?’

10. Students write their own commentaries and stick them on the
posterboards.
11. In groups, students read and say if they agree or disagree with
their classmates’ commentaries.
12. Print the real story behind each photo and hand it out.
13. Feedback.
Further activities
At home, students browse this webpage and read commentaries
about different pictures and stories.

http://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/category/lesson-plans/whatsgoing-on-in-this-picture/

Intercultural awareness
Society.
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Activity

Photo: Sollok29

PROCEDURE:
1.

Choose 5 pictures from different online newspapers. They should
be thought-provoking and not too obvious. (Keep the story too).

2.

Print the pictures and stick them on 5 posterboards.

3.

Divide the class into 4 groups.

4.

Students are given adhesive notepaper (each group a different
colour).

5.

They spend some minutes walking around and looking at the
photos.

6.

Each group has to write words on the adhesive notepaper about
what’s going on in the pictures. Each group has a category:
nouns, adjectives, verbs and emotions.

7.

Students stick the pieces of notepaper on the posterboards.

8.

The posterboards with the pictures are stuck on the classroom
walls and in groups of 4 students answer the questions:
What’s going on in this picture?
What do you see that makes you say that?
What more can you find?
The vocabulary on the notepaper will help them with vocabulary difficulties.

9.
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Students imagine they have to post a commentary about these
photos on a website. The question is, ‘What’s going on in this
picture?’

10. Students write their own commentaries and stick them on the
posterboards.
11. In groups, students read and say if they agree or disagree with
their classmates’ commentaries.
12. Print the real story behind each photo and hand it out.
13. Feedback.
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At the Antonio Padrón museum

Level: B1

Time: 120 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To get to know the Antonio Padrón Museum and the artist’s work.
Suggested material
- Photocopies of the activity.
- A mobile phone or tablet.
- QR reader.
- Aurasma app (optional).
Teacher’s preparation
1.- Give out the photocopies on the way to the museum for students
to read the activities beforehand.
2.- Students do the activities in pairs in the museum.
Further activities
See the students’ handout.
Intercultural awareness
The country lifestyle.
Bibliography

https://sites.google.com/site/Padróngaldar/biografia
http://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/themes/expressionism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expressionism
http://www.spain.info/en/que-quieres/ciudades-pueblos/otrosdestinos/galdar.html
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Activity

You are going to visit the Antonio Padrón
House Museum, located in Gáldar, in
the northwest of Gran Canaria. Opened
in 1971, the museum comprises two
remarkable architectural styles typical
of the mid-20th century architecture in
the Canary Islands: on the one hand,
the Canarian style reflected in his studio,
designed by José Luis Jiménez, and on the
other hand, the influence of Rationalism
in the artist’s home, created by Miguel
Martín Fernández de la Torre and Richard
von Oppel.

Antonio Padrón. Self- portrait, Oil on canvas 46x34 cm,1949
© Courtesy of Museo Antonio Padrón, Gáldar, Gran Canaria, Spain.

In order to understand Antonio Padrón’s work, we must know some
facts about his hometown.
Gáldar was the old aboriginal capital of the island. Located at the
foot of a volcano, tomatoes, potatoes, corn and bananas are mainly
grown in the rural area. Apart from that, stockbreeding plays an
important role in the economy of the town. The cheese made from
sheep’s milk is famous as a gastronomic delicacy. Gáldar also has
several places of interest, such as the Painted Cave (with aboriginal
cave paintings) and the Antonio Padrón Museum.
Before we enter the place, have a look at the surroundings and
tell the person next to you what you can see around you: kinds of
buildings, facilities, shops, etc. Then write:
I was struck by the fact that the museum is located ____________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Here is a map of the museum. As you can see, the museum consists
of two different venues, and as stated before, showing different
architectural styles.
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© Courtesy of Museo Antonio Padrón, Gáldar, Gran Canaria, Spain.

1.- The Artist’s Gallery
We’ll start our visit in what is called ‘The Artist’s Gallery’. Antonio
Padrón was an artist: not only was he famous for his paintings but
he was also a sculptor, ceramicist and composer. Antonio Padrón was
born in Gáldar on 22nd February 1920. At that time, the population
mainly worked in agriculture, mostly in banana plantations and the
banana trade. Some wealthy families, Padrón’s father’s included,
owned the land.
In his early childhood, his parents died. Antonio and his brothers
and sisters found shelter with some relatives. In spite of the fact
that Antonio was affectionately looked after by some aunts on his
mother’s side, he never got over the loss of his parents.
He studied in Arucas and Las Palmas and he was always fond of
drawing. In 1949 he graduated in Fine Arts from the San Fernando
School in Madrid. Finding it difficult to adapt to a different lifestyle in
Madrid, he decided to return to his hometown in 1951. Despite the
explosion of artistic activity in Las Palmas at that time, Antonio Padrón
shut himself away, until 1954 when he staged his first individual
exhibition at the Museo Canario. The reasons why he was reluctant
to be part of that social life lie, on the one hand, in the fact that he
used to think that people wouldn’t like his work.
On the other hand, his own shy, introverted personality, made him
live in isolation, only surrounded by silence and solitude.
Throughout his life, Antonio’s behaviour was closely linked to the
countryside and its people: he shared their tastes, he lived like them
and he led the same simple and austere life as them.
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He died of a heart attack on 8th May 1968, in his hometown.
His art can be described as Expressionist. Expressionism originated
in Germany at the beginning of the 20th century. Its typical trait
is to present the world in a distorted way in order to evoke moods
or ideas. Expressionist artists sought to express the meaning of
emotional experience rather than physical reality. They looked for
inspiration in native folk traditions and tribal art.
As regards Padrón as an Expressionist, his work shows the country
life he was involved in, its culture, traditions and folklore, which also
link him with the Indigenist movement.
a) Now that you have a context and a background, have a look at
the paintings in this room and write down the topics that inspired his
work.
1.- ___________________

6.- ____________________

2.- ___________________

7.- ____________________

3.- ___________________

8.- ____________________

4.- ___________________

9.- ____________________

5.- ___________________

10.- ____________________

b) Take a photo of your favourite painting.
What’s going on in the picture? What can you see that makes you
say that?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
c) What do the paintings have in common? Think of colours, feelings,
shapes, etc.
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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2.- The Garden: The blue fountain.
After leaving the room, you’ll have to cross a garden before going
into the other building. Take advantage of the peace and quiet sitting
in the garden, enjoying the colours, light, sounds and smell you can
feel all around, just like the ritual Antonio Padrón used to perform
before he went into his studio to paint, as a source of inspiration and
relaxation.
a) Take photos of the different plants and trees you can see in the
garden and try to identify them.
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Photo: José Luis García García

b) Scan this code about the blue fountain. What have you learnt?
3.- The Friends’ Gallery: Indigenism
In this room, you can find a display of some of the most unique works
of art of the Indigenist movement. It’s called The Friends’ Gallery
because Antonio Padrón displayed his latest work (also paintings he
didn’t want to get rid of) here so that his friends could enjoy it.
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a) Have a look at the paintings and write down the names of the
artists whose pictures are displayed here. Who’s your favourite
artist? And painting? Why?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
4.- The Artist’s Studio.
a) Going up the stairs, we finally get to Antonio Padrón’s studio.
Nobody was ever allowed to enter this room. Apart from paintings on
the wall, what else can you see?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
b) Stand for a minute in front of Piedad (1968), an unfinished work.
It’s said Antonio Padrón had a heart attack when he was painting it.
Tell your partner what you see and how you feel in this atmosphere.
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
FURTHER ACTIVITIES:
1.- In pairs, work on a presentation which will help you explain to
your classmates what you’ve found out about the museum and the
artist. You’ll play the role of a museum guide!
2.- Once you’ve chosen your favourite painting, you’ll become an
expert on it! Do some research on it and record a two minute video
which will eventually be an aura (with Aurasma, an Augmented
Reality app) in our permanent exhibition at school.
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Banksy and the environment

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: Eugenia María González Betancor

Objectives
To reflect and speak about environmental problems through some of
Banksy’s works.
Suggested material
The Simpsons opening by Banksy, photos of Banksy’s graffiti with an
environmental message and website of Banksy’s hotel in Palestine.
Further activities
Banksy is not only an artist but an activist too. Tell students about
his hotel in Palestine: The Walled Off Hotel http://www.banksy.co.uk.
The name of the hotel is in itself a message to highlight (compare
pronunciation of ‘The Walled Off’ to ‘The Waldorf’).
Intercultural awareness
Students discuss a global problem through the eyes of a British artist
and activist.
Activity
1. Play ‘The Simpsons opening’ by Banksy and have a discussion.
What’s the message?
2. Display pictures of Banksy’s graffiti on the wall and have students
walk around and say what they mean for them.
Students then sit down in groups and choose the ones that most
struck them and speak about them in more detail. Find two examples of Banksy’s art on the following page.
3. Students write a manifesto with the ideas gathered during the
speaking.
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1. Watch The Simpsons opening by Banksy. Then, talk to your
partners. What‘s the message?
2. Walk around the classroom and look at Banksy‘s graffiti on the
environment. What‘s going on in them? Discuss with your partners
as you walk around. The following are two examples of the graffiti
you will see on the walls.

Skeleton Rower graffiti on Thekla in 2005, moored at The Grove, East Mud Dock, Bristol, England. Photo by Adrian
Pingstone.

Graffity in London. Photo by Matt Brown

3. What have you learnt today after this discussion through Banksy‘s
art? What do you think people should consider with relation to the
protection of the environment? Write a manifesto of 5-10 statements
with your group.
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Being an art critic

Level: B1-C1

Time: 60 minutes + Project
work

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To develop students critical analysis and thinking.
To make students aware of modern art.
To increase students vocabulary
Suggested material
Photocopiable material
Teacher’s preparation
-Write the words “ART CRITIC on the board and elicit all answers.
-Get students’ responses and
Ask students if they know of any artist who has received hostile
criticsm during his/her life.
-Tell students they are going to be art critics and explain they are
going to critique a work of art seen at an art gallery.
-Divide students in pairs and allow them time to prepare their tasks.
-Once finished, set a time for a short debate between them.
-If time, do the same activity with different controversial pieces.
The second part of the activity consists of a project work students
have to do on their own by responding to the final task activity
questions.
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This activity is very interesting as it allows them to understand and
to delve into modern art
Get general feedback with the whole class and analyse questions in
detail to make the most of them.
Intercultural awareness
Why people are so reluctant to understand or accept Modern Art.
Bibliography
Fountain by Marcel Duchamp, 1950 (replica of 1917 original) Courtesy
by www.philamuseum.org
© Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris / Estate of
Marcel Duchamp
http://www.philamuseum.org/collections/permanent/92488.
html?mulR=71817021|4#

Piero Manzoni, Artist’s shit (1961)

https://www.wikiart.org/en/piero-manzoni/artist-s-shit-1961

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/manzoni-artists-shit-t07667
Robert Smithson, Map of Broken glass (Atlantis) (1969)

http://www.diaart.org/collection/collection/smithson-robertmap-of-broken-glass-atlantis-1969-2013-027

Tracey Emin, My bed (First created in 1998) Tate London

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/9d/Emin-My-Bed.jpg
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/emin-my-bed-l03662

Activity
STUDENT A
What is an art critic?
Art critics write articles where they give their interpretation and
analysis of a piece of work, an exhibition or the whole work of an
artist. An art critic is like a journalist or a reporter. Many art critics
have years of experience teaching art history or working in galleries
or museums.
On many occasions art critics attend conferences and give lectures,
they write books and their criticism about a piece of work can
sometimes be absolutely important for an artist. Art critics’ -opinions
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are usually debated in art circles and in many cases they can favor
an artist and promote their artist career or alternatively, be so severe
so as to destroy them. Many famous artists had to deal with rejection
and negative criticism during their lifetime, such as Claude Monet,
Vincent Van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, El Greco, and many others.
Being an art critic
Your teacher is going to give you an illustration of a particular work
of art that has aroused public hostility. Your role as an art critic is to
defend and praise the piece of art.
Look at these questions to help you:
1.

What is your first impression when you look at the painting/
sculpture?

2.

Does the title guide your interpretation of the artwork?

3.

What‘s the symbolism in the artwork? How unusual, unexpected,
controversial or intriguing is it?

4.

How do the textures, colours, and shapes in the piece help you
to interpret it?

5.

What about line, forms, and space? Is there anything that draws
your attention into or across the painting/sculpture?

6.

Does this artwork have a purpose?

7.

Does it remind you of anything?

8.

What feelings do you get from this piece?

9.

What does the painting/sculpture/installation inspire in you?

10. Why is it important to exhibit artworks like this in a museum?

Now write down your notes and be prepared to defend your views.
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BEING AN ART CRITIC

STUDENT B
What is an art critic?
Art critics write articles where they give their interpretation and
analysis of a piece of work, an exhibition or the whole work of an
artist. An art critic is like a journalist or a reporter. Many art critics
have years of experience teaching art history or working in galleries
or museums.
On many occasions art critics attend conferences and give lectures, they write books and their criticism about a piece of work
can sometimes be absolutely important for an artist. Art critics’
opinions are usually debated in art circles and in many cases they
can favour an artist and promote their artist career alternatively,
be so severe so as to destroy them. Many famous artists had to
deal with rejection and negative criticism during their lifetime, such
as Claude Monet, Vincent Van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, El Greco, and
many others.
Being an art critic
Your teacher is going to give you an illustration of a particular work
of art that has aroused public hostility. Of course, you think there
is no artistic vision at all. Your role as an art critic is to critique that
piece of art in a negative way:
Look at these questions to help you:
1. What is your first impression when you look at the painting/
sculpture/installation?
2. What do you think of the title?
3. Is there any symbolism in the artwork?
4. What textures, colors, and shapes are there in the piece?
5. Why is the artwork so controversial?
6. Does this artwork have a purpose?
7. Does it remind you of anything?
8. What feelings do you get from this piece?
9. What does this painting/sculpture/installation inspire in you?
10. Why shouldn’t pieces like this be exhibited in a museum?
Now write down your notes and be prepared to defend your views.
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BEING AN ART CRITIC
As an art critic, you have just attended a very important Art Exhibition and you have seen this piece at the gallery. The piece has
aroused all kinds of comments among the public and art specialists.
Follow the instructions given by your teacher, be prepared to debate your views with your partner.

Fountain by Marcel Duchamp, 1950 (replica of 1917 original)
© Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris / Estate of
Marcel Duchamp
www.philamuseum.org
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Other images for discussion:
Piero Manzoni, Artist’s shit (1961)

https://www.wikiart.org/en/piero-manzoni/artist-s-shit-1961
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/manzoni-artists-shit-t07667

Robert Smithson, Map of Broken glass (Atlantis) (1969)

http://www.diaart.org/collection/collection/smithson-robertmap-of-broken-glass-atlantis-1969-2013-027

Tracey Emin, My bed (First created in 1998) Tate London

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/9d/Emin-My-Bed.jpg
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/emin-my-bed-l03662

Final task: Project work
You are going to do a little project research on these images. Find
as much information about the artworks and respond:
• Why these artworks are in a museum.
• How the artist has contributed to Art with this piece/installation.
• What was the artists’ intention with that piece.
• Why a 4-year old child could not have done it
• What the artist wants to explore or/and transmit with that
particular artwork.
Contrast with whole class.
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Beautiful City

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To develop students’ communication skills.
To develop students’ vocabulary related to the topic of cities and
how to describe them, including town/city services.
To help students understand and discuss what city life is.
To get to know different artists who got inspired in cities and describe
their paintings.
Suggested material
Images from suggested paintings.
Photocopiable material.
Further activities
Tell students to take a photo of their favourite place in their city/town
and then, using their mobiles, encourage them to record a 2 minutes
description of that special place.
Invite them to email the recording to you. Give them your feedback.
Print the photos and exhibit them in class. Ask students to explain
their classmates the reasons for taking that particular picture.
Intercultural awareness
Cities in the world and ways of living.
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Activity
1. Write on the board the word “City” and draw a mind-map, adding
branches such as: services, benefits, problems, architecture, ...
2. Present the painting “A city of fantasy” and ask students: “What’s
going on in this painting?” Then, tell them that this painting is called:
“ A city of fantasy” and encourage them to explain why the artist
called it like that. Elicit answers with whole class.
Part 1
This is a group work to promote discussion among students. Encourage
them to use the “useful language” in their discussions.
Part 2, 3 and 4
It is important to tell students not to show their paintings at the
beginning of the activity. Follow rest of instructions in copies.
Group work. Make a copy per group.
Part 5
Give students a copy of the matching exercise or project it on a
board.
Help students with unfamiliar words from the texts.
Part 6
It is advisable to have different sets of copies from the different
paintings.
Part 7
Exercise to help students check and revise vocabulary. Set for
homework, if you like.
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Activity
Cities have always been a wonderful source of inspiration for painters
and photographers. Cities are static but at the same time they
are purely dynamic. Monuments, streets, panoramic views,... are
painted or photographed revealing the different visions the artists
want to depict: architecture, the people who live there, problems,
their beauty, …
The city is perhaps the symbol of modernity. People flock to cities
in search of better opportunities, leaving the countryside and their
small villages behind. This lesson explores the city as the place
where “many things happen“, an urban space seen through the eyes
of different artists.

A City of Fantasy mid (19th century)
Oil on canvas
Gift of Edgar William and Bernice Chrysler Garbisch National Gallery of Art
https://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/Collection/art-object-page.50822.html

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Services in your city or town
Talking about your painting.
Showing your painting.
Guessing
Key To Matching Exercises
Images to be used in activity
Word Seach

Part 1. Services in your city or town
Architecture

Police

Cemeteries

Schools and education services

Children’s services

Shopping centres

Community centres

Sport centres

Care fo the elderly

Street vendors

Electricity

University

Emergency services

Water distribution

Feasts and cultural events

Traffic regulation

Garbage and recycling

Street drains /gutters

Gas

_________________

Health centres

_________________

Care for the Homeless

_________________

Hospitals

Useful language:
In my opinion, …
In my eyes, ...
To my mind, …
As far as I am concerned,...
Personally speaking, ...
From my point of view, ...
My view /opinion/ belief /impression/
is that
I have the feeling that
I have no doubt that ...
I am sure / I am certain that …

Housing / public housing
Immigration Services
Jail
Libraries
Local transport
Museums and art galleries
Parking
Parks and green areas
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Part 2: Talking about your painting
1. Your teacher is going to give you a painting about a city. Look
carefully at it.
2. Just in case you are familiar with the painting, please, do not show
or reveal the artist’s name to your partner/s.
3. Look at the questions below and looking at your painting, ask these
questions to yourself. Then, tell your partner/s about the painting
and allow them some time to imagine the painting you have in your
hands. Be as explicit as you can in your description.
a ) Questions
• Explain how you imagine living in this city. How hard/easy could
life be?
• What people do for a living.
• What people do in their free time.
• How stressful / relaxing living here is.
• How they go from one place to another: the means of transport
they use, etc.
• What municipal services are like, for example: health, schooling,
electricity, water, garbage, recycling, etc.
• If you would like to live in this city and why.
Remember to give full answers to the questions. For example, start like
this: “I think/believe that in this city people live very... because... and...”

•
•
•
•
•

b) Now, imagine you were inside this painting. Answer the following
questions but remember to give full answers:
What would you see?
What would you smell?
What would you hear?
What might you taste?
What could you touch?
c) Once your partners have finished, in turns, describe your painting
to your partner, use the appropriate vocabulary: In the foreground,
in the middle, the background, etc.
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d) Artist and painting style
·Guess who might have painted it
I think/believe/ suppose this painting could/might have been painted
by... because...
·Can you recognise the painting style, period, year, century, etc.
I think/believe/ suppose this painting could/might... because...
·What do you think the title of this painting might be?
·What do you see in the painting that makes you want to give it that
title?
Part 3: Showing your painting.
1. Now show your paintings to your partners and contrast what you
have said with the image your partners have created in their minds.
• How much do they differ?
• Did they have the same images, colours, shapes, … in their minds?
2. Take a look at the cards with the artists’ information. Can you
match the artist with the real painting? Can you also match the artist,
the painting and the original title?
3. If you had to choose one of the paintings, which one would you
choose? Why? Explain your reasons to your partners.
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Part 4: Guessing
1. Match the following artists with their corresponding painting. Can
you guess who painted them? Find the answer key at the end of the
whole activity.
Artists:
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1.
George
Grosz
(18931959), together with Otto Dix
and Max Beckmann, Grosz is
one of the artists associated
with the movement called Neue
Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity),
a movement in German art that
arose during the 1920s as a
reaction against Expressionism.
Grosz focussed his art on social
critique; his paintings and
drawings depict satirical and
critical aspects from German
society. When Hitler ruled the
country Grosz moved to the
United States of America. It
is said that he lost his faith in
humanity; later his style changed
from political propaganda to
criticize the inhabitants of New
York. He saw society as immoral
and corrupt.

2. Marc Chagall. His art is
figurative but he also absorbed
ideas from Fauvism and Cubism.
He was born in Russia but moved
to France in 1910, where he
became a very important figure.
Later he moved to the States
and he had the image of being
a ”wandering Jew”. As a Jew, he
tried to combine Jewish traditions
with modern art. When Matisse
died, Pablo Picasso said: Chagall
will be the only painter left to
understand what colour really is.

3. Piet Mondrian (1872-1994).
In his paintings we can recognise
the purity of the elements, which
he simplifies until achieving
-what he calls- a sort of spiritual
universe. Everything is reduced
to lines and shapes. Everything
was reduced to the most basic
elements. He believed that
art reflected the spirituality of
nature.

4. Edward Hopper (18821967). If there is an artist who
captures the isolation within the
modern city, this artist is Edward
Hopper. Although his style seems
to be realistic, his paintings evoke
a sense of loneliness which not
only is depicted in modern cities,
but in life in the country as well.
Hopper was born in New York
and since he was a child he was
encouraged to pursue his artistic
natural talent.

5. Fernand Léger (1881–
1955). He was a French painter,
sculptor, and film-maker and
considered as a forerunner to
pop art. Although he was initially
considered a cubist, he changed
his style on different occasions,
going from a more figurative
art to abstraction. His work is
influenced by the chaos of urban
spaces, which he explores using
primary colours and, at the same
time, expressing in his paintings
the noise, the movement and
speed from new technology and
machinery.

6. Gustave Caillebotte (18481894). He was a French artist
fascinated by the influence
of
industrialization
and
modernization of the city of Paris
and its inhabitants. He has been
considered
an
Impressionist
artist but perhaps we can say that
his paintings can be categorized
into Realism. He liked to paint
themes from everyday life and
was an enthusiastic collector of
photographs and it was known
that he used photographs taken
by his brother in some of his
works.

7. André Derain (1880-1954).
Together with Matisse, he was
responsible for Fauvism, a
movement
characterised
by
vivid colours, free treatment of
form, and a resulting vibrant and
decorative effect. Later he was
influenced by his friend Picasso’s
Cubism, which he eventually
abandoned. The city as a subject
was a popular theme in his
paintings, being the “London
series” his most famous ones.
He was accused of collaborating
with the Nazis at World War II.

8. Umberto Boccioni (18821916) We may say that he is one
of the most influential Italian
Futurist artists. He introduced
visual
innovations
into
his
paintings, perhaps influenced
by scientific advances and
modernity. His belief was to
represent “movement” in his
paintings and how objects may
penetrate and transcend the
viewers.
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2. Match the following titles with the corresponding paintings and
texts.
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Metropolis

Nighthawks

New York City

Paris Street; Rainy Day

The city

Paris through the window

The street enters the
house

Waterloo Bridge

Part 5. Key To Matching Exercises

Texts

Title

1

Metropolis, George Grosz.
1971

4

Nighthawks, Edward Hopper,
1942

3

New York City, Piet Mondrain,
1941

6

Paris Street; Rainy Day, Gustave Caillebote,
1877

5

The city. Fernand Léger,
1919

2

Paris through the window. Marc Chagall,
1913.

8

The street enters the house, Umberto Bocciani,
1911

7

Waterloo Bridge, André Derain,
1906
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Part 6: Images to be used in the activity
Images can be found at these sites:
George Grosz. Metropolis,1971
Oil on canvas
©Fundación Thyseen-Bornemiza Madrid. Spain

https://www.museothyssen.org/coleccion/artistas/grosz-george/
metropolis

Edward Hopper, Nighthawks, 1942
Oil on canvas.
©The Art Institute of Chicago. USA

http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork/111628

Piet Mondrian, New York City, 3 (unfinished), 1941
Oil, pencil, chalk and coloured tape on canvas. 117 x 110 cm
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid ©Mondrian/Holtzman Trust
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/mondrian-piet/new-york-city-3-unfinished

Gustave Caillebote, Paris Street; Rainy Day, 1877
Oil on canvas
©The Art Institute of Chicago. USA.

http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork/20684

Fernand Léger, The city. 1919
Oil on canvas.
Philadelphia Museum of Art. USA

http://www.philamuseum.org/collections/permanent/53928.html?mulR=219167861|2

Marc Chagall, Paris through the window,1913
Oil on canvas.
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Solomon R. Guggenheim Founding Collection.
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/793

Umberto Bocciani, The street enters the house, 1911
Oil on canvas. Sprengel Museum, Hanover, Germany.

http://www.sprengel-museum.com/painting_and_sculpture/individual_artists/umbertoboccioni1.htm?bild_id=48092822

André Derain, Waterloo Bridge (1906)
Oil on canvas. 80.5 x 101 cm
© Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid

https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/derain-andre/waterloo-bridge
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Part 7: Word Search City Services
Can you find the hidden words?

1.

9.

2.

10.

3.

11.

4.

12.

5.

13.

6.

14.

7.

15.

8.

16.
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Part 7: ANSWER KEY (starting letter: x, y)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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MUSEUMS(13,14)
SOCIAL SERVICES(15,7)
HEALTH CENTRES(2,3)
STREET DRAIN(4,4)
UNIVERSITY(11,6)
CEMETERIES(4,2)
TRAFFIC(2,14)
STREET VENDORS(14,1)
POLICE(3,14)
HOSPITALS(2,15)
JAIL(13,10)
GAS(14,14)
GARBAGE(5,8)
ELECTRICITY(1,13)
PARKS (10,5)
PARKING (4,13)

Bob Dylan as a painter
and visual artist

Level: B1

Time: 120 min

Author: Eugenia María González Betancor

Objectives
To show Bob Dylan as a painter and visual artist.
To make up a story inspired by the artist’s works.
Suggested material
–– a selection of prints of Bob Dylan’s paintings
–– the same selection of paintings but card-sized
–– song: “Blowing with the wind” by Bob Dylan
–– video: “No more auction block” performed by John Legend
–– students’ handouts
Teacher’s preparation
ONE
Display a selection of prints by Bob Dylan on the classroom walls.
Students stand up and look at them for a minute.
TWO
In groups, students discuss questions on a handout.
––
––
––
––

What is the mood of the paintings?
What or who do they represent?
What do the paintings “say” to you personally?
Do you know when they were painted?

THREE
Each pair of students gets a set of card-sized paintings (the same
selection of prints on the walls but card-sized).
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They look at the paintings again (card size) and choose some (three,
four, five, ...) which could make a story altogether.
They make up the story. Each painting illustrates a part of the story.
They give their story a title.
FOUR
Students get into groups of four or six (two or three pairs). In turns,
they place the cards that illustrate their story on the table in the
right order and tell their story.
FIVE
Students stay in the same groups. Ask the class if they know the
author. If they do not, play a guessing game to see which group
guesses the name first. Go reading statement by statement slowly,
until a group guesses.
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

It’s a man.
He’s 75 years old.
He’s American.
His surname is Zimmerman.
He’s also a singer.
He won an Oscar.
He won the Nobel Price in Literature.

Whole-class activity: Ask “What do you know about Bob Dylan?”
Write items on board to create a cloud with the information. You may
want to use any app (Mentimeter, Wordle and the like) or just the
class board.
SIX
Show any Bob Dylan’s picture at his iron works studio you can find
on the Internet. Ask: “What do you think Bob Dylan is doing in the
picture?” Someone may say that it’s a sculpture. Reveal that Bob
Dylan is a visual artist, too. Show pictures on http://www.halcyongallery.com/artists/bob-dylan or https://www.canvasgallery.com/

artists/bob-dylan/overview/

SEVEN
Play “Blowing in the wind” for a fill-in-the-gap exercise and to follow
up ask the students what they think the message is.
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Tell them that the song was actually inspired by “No more auction
block”. The video is available here: http://www.history.com/topics/

black-history/slavery/videos/no-more-auction-block

EIGHT
To finish show questions on board for a general discussion:
–– After today’s lesson on Bob Dylan, give your opinion on his music,
paintings, sculptures.
–– Do you know more artists who sing and paint?
–– Who is your favourite singer? Why?
–– Do you think singers should receive the Nobel Prize for literature?

Intercultural awareness
Bob Dylan portrays his particular view of ordinary life in his home
country and abroad. Students will learn about US ordinary life through
Bob Dylan’s paintings.
Bibliography

https://www.halcyongallery.com/artists/bob-dylan
https://www.canvasgallery.com/artists/bob-dylan/overview/
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Activity
HANDOUT 1
ONE
Stand up and look at these paintings for a minute.
TWO
Discuss the following questions in groups.
What is the mood of the paintings?
What or who do they represent?
What do the paintings “say” to you personally?
Do you know when they were painted?
THREE
In pairs, look at the paintings again (card size) and choose some
(three, four, five, …) which could make a story altogether.
Choose one of the following prompts to start your story, or make up
your own start.
I have always liked the sunflowers in the backyard.
My parents’ flat was small but cozy.
Helen was waiting outside.
Who was that man?
I saw them every Monday evening.
Make up your story. Each painting illustrates a part of your story.
Give your story a title.
FOUR
Get into groups of four or six (two or three pairs). In turns, place the
paintings that illustrate your story on the table in the right order and
say the title of your story. Then, tell your story.
FIVE
Listen to your teacher’s instructions.
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HANDOUT 2
SIX
Look at the picture on the board. What do you think Bob Dylan is
doing?
SEVEN
Listen to Blowing in the wind and fill in the gaps in the worksheet
your teacher will give you.
What‘s the message of the song?
Watch No more auction block video, which inspired Dylan to write
Blowing in the wind.
EIGHT
Answer the following questions in groups:
• After today‘s lesson on Bob Dylan, give your opinion on his music, paintings, sculptures.
• Do you know more artists who sing and paint?
• Who is your favourite singer? Why?
• Do you think singers should receive the Nobel Prize for literature?

Want to know more? Check these sites:

https://www.halcyongallery.com/artists/bob-dylan
https://www.canvasgallery.com/artists/bob-dylan/overview/
http://www.history.com/topics/black-history/slavery/videos/nomore-auction-block
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Bringing museums into
a classroom

Level: B1

Time: 90 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
- To get to know students’ interest in art.
- To introduce the museum issue and raise art awareness.
- To introduce art debates through Visual Thinking Strategies.
Suggested material
- A projector.
- A computer / tablet.
- Some images of paintings and installations.
- Photocopies with questions.
Teacher’s preparation
1. Tell students they are

going

to

discuss

museum

visits.

2. Show pictures with different scenes taking place in a
museum. Ask the questions on the photocopy. Feedback.
3. Students watch a video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_y7n7OGslg . Discussion.
4. Divide the class into 2 groups and hand out a question to each
student. In each group, each student asks their classmates and
writes down their answers.
a. What kind of museums do you like? (museums for art,
information, re-enactments, military and war, transportation,
science, open air, virtual…)
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Why do people go to museums? What about you?
What do you expect from a museum?
What don’t you like about museums?
What do you do before you go to a museum? Do you do research
or plan your visit in advance? (about the exhibits, history of the
museum, activities, entrance charge,etc.)
f. What do you do during your visit? Do you take breaks? Do you
take friends and share perspectives?
g. During your visit, do you try to find out what the artist was
thinking when they made their work? Do you ask yourself the
question, ‘What’s going on in this picture?’
h. What do you do after your visit? Do you talk about the exhibition
at home? Do you share your feelings with friends?
b.
c.
d.
e.

4. First Visual Thinking Strategies session with a painting and an
installation.

Tip: Before starting a Visual Thinking Strategies session, a short
explanation might be needed for the students to understand the
procedure.
Further activities
Students read http://www.wikihow.com/Enjoy-a-Museum
Bibliography

http://www.wikihow.com/Enjoy-a-Museum
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_y7n7OGslg
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Activity
1. Look at the different pictures showing different scenes at a
museum. In groups of three, answer the questions: What’s going
on in these pictures? How do they make you feel?

Photo: André Lage Freitas
Photo: David Shankbone

Photo: CCO Public Domain

2. Watch a video about what a museum means to some people and
compare your answers. Do you agree?

3. Your teacher will hand out a question about museum
visits. Ask everyone in your group and write down your
answers. Then share your findings with the whole class.
4. Now be ready to take part in an art discussion!
5. Further reading practice:
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Can we still dream?

Level: B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Karsten Bremke

Objectives
Making students think and speak about dreams.
Suggested material
Handouts of the activity.
Further activities
Students could collect individual dreams, i.e. interview family and
friends about their dreams. They could then make a collage from this
collection.
Intercultural awareness
What kinds of dreams do people from different cultures have? What
are these dreams influenced by (media, experiences, upbringing,
education, history, politics, etc.)?
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Activity
1. What can a dream be? Choose and find more adjectives that can
in your opinion describe the nature or the effect of a dream.
•
•
•

important
unsettling
encouraging

•
•
•

•
•
•

2. Write about your dreams. What is your favourite dream? What has
been your most terrible dream? Please write about them as detailled
as possible.
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‘Sleeping Gipsy‘ by Henri Rousseau

3. Describe the painting, i.e. motif, setting and colours.
4. Discuss with your partner whether this painting depicts a nice
dream or a nightmare!
5. Imagine the life of the person lying in the foreground, sleeping
and dreaming. What is her name, her age, her profession, her family
situation, etc. – anything that could be important in her life.
6. What does your dream world look like? Draw a sketch illustrating
three or more elements that make up your dream world!
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Canarian artists

Level: B1

Time: 120 min

Author: José Luis García García

Objectives
To get to know Canarian artists.
To recognise their work and the places where these works are
exhibited.
Suggested material
Projector, internet conection, computer/laptop
Teacher’s preparation
Participants must:
- Read the information on the attached document.
- Fulfill the exercises by searching online.
- Match the photos with the artists and write the letter.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Néstor_Martín-Fernández_de_la_Torre
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/César_Manrique
antonioPadrón.com/el-artista
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juan_Ismael

Tip: To combine this activity with the activity “The city”.
Further activities
Visit to the selected museums, combined with the activity “The City”.
Previous to the visit, the artists’ biographies will be discussed in the
classroom.
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Intercultural awareness
Comparative study of:
- The different artists.
- Their work and the locations where this work is represented /
exhibited.
- These works and locations with the places of origin of the participants.
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Activity
1. Reflecting on art in the province of Las Palmas.
What artists do you know from the province of Las Palmas?
What do you know about the art created here?
2. Judging the artists
Internet search
Search in Internet pictures or portrait of: Juan Ismael, César
Manrique, Antonio Padrón and Néstor. Which one do you like best or
find the most interesting? Why?
Which ones do you like least? Why?
If you are already acquainted with Canarian artists, do you recognise
any of the people in the four images?
3. Choosing and judging images
Look at images on the next page from A to D
Which one do you like best? Why?
Which one do you like least? Why?
4. Matching paintings and artists
Images A to D correspond to different places that coincide with these
artists. Match the picture with the artist. What’s it called?
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A

B

C

D
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5. Creative writing: “Me in the museum”.
Choose an artist and do an internet search on the artist and their
work. Write a letter to a friend and tell them waht you‘ve found most
interesting about the artist and their work. Use the following points
as a guide:
•
•
•
•
•
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What is there to see in the museum?
Was the visit fun or not?
What do you know about the artist?
What themes and colours are typical of their work?
What do they have in common with other artists from Las Palmas?
What is different

Circles

Level:
B1 / B2 / C1

Time: 120 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
To practise vocabulary related to “circles”, to paint a mandala and to
talk about it.
Suggested material
A picture or a gif of a circle, e.g. https://www.google.es/search?q=cir-

cles gif&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiCgKb9uKvUAhXIL8AKHfmSDVgQ_AUICigB&biw=1600&bih=770#imgrc=OnIquGOtjLz-2M:

A set of twelve or so question cards related to circles
Mandala grids and coloured pencils, felt-tip pens and crayons
Song: Haris Alexiou - To tango tis Nefelis

Further activities
The first verse of the song “Windmills of your Mind” could be used
for a line grouping activity . Three or four sets of the verse’s 8 lines
are cut up and distributed among the students at random. When
the song is played (a slow version is recommended, e.g. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4kS9dDFwU8), the students hear their line,
stand up and form groups with other classmates who have the same
line.
Intercultural awareness
Students talk about and design mandalas which are of Sanskrit
origin, and reflect on their spiritual implications.
Activity
1. Introduction (10 minutes)
Students contemplate a GIF of some spinning circles accompanied
by music, take notes about what the image evokes in them and then
compare and contrast impressions. In the second stage, impressions
are exchanged as a class, and the word “circle” is elicited.
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2. Vocabulary exercise (15-20 minutes)
The teacher writes up “circle” on the board, and asks the students
to write down words associated with circles, and classify them
into nouns, verbs and adjectives. Students work individually and
exchange ideas in pairs or in small groups.
In the second stage, a selection of the students’ words are written on
the board under their grammatical category, meanings are discussed
and pronunciation of tricky words practiced.
3. Walkabout and question exchange
The students are each given a small piece of paper with a question
on it related to the theme of “the circle”: e.g. If you could travel
around the world in 80 days what places would you most like to
visit? How many CDs do you own? When was the last time you had
a pizza? What’s your favourite ball game? etc.
The students walk around the class while some appropriate music us
playing (e.g. “Round, round” by The Sugarbabes, “You spin me round”
by Dead or Alive, etc). The song is stopped, and the students get
into pairs using their questions as prompts to have a conversation.
When the music starts again, the students exchange pieces of paper
(so that they have a new question), and the procedure is repeated
five or six times.
At the end of the activity, the students sit back down in groups of
three or four, and report back to each other on the conversations
they’ve just had.
4. Drawing a mandala (30-40 minutes)
The concept of the mandala is introduced/discussed as a class
(showing some examples) before the students are given a mandala
grid to complete with coloured pencils and crayons. The activity
is supposedly contemplative so it is conducted in silence but
accompanied by some meditative instrumental music. At the end
of the activity the students are asked to sit in pairs or small groups
and talk through their work with their partners, prompted by the
following questions:
What title would you give your mandala? What do the patterns/
designs in the mandala evoke in you? How did you feel while you
were making the mandala?
5. Circle dance (5-10 minutes)
The students are asked to stand, form a circle, and join hands. The
song “To Tango Tis Nefelis” by the Greek singer Haris Alexiou is
played (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9dIWOYmtcQ), and the
students follow the simple dance steps led by the teacher.
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1. Look at a GIF of some spinning circles accompanied by music, take
notes about what the image evokes and then compare and contrast
impressions with your partner.

2. What words do you associate with the word “circle”? Classify your
words into nouns, verbs and adjec|@tives. Exchange your ideas with
your partner
3. You are going to be given a small card with a question on it related
to the theme of “the circle”: When the music starts walk around
the class. When the music stops, find a partner and ask them the
question on your card. When the music starts again, exchange your
card (so that you have a new question) and walk around the class
until the music stops again. You will repeat this sequence for the rest
of the activity. At the end of the activity, sit back down in groups of
three or four, and report back to each other on the conversations
you’ve just had.
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If you could travel
around the world in
80 days what places
would you most like
to visit?

When was the last
time you had a
pizza?

What’s your
favourite
round-shaped fruit?

Have you ever
When was the last
travelled right round
time you danced in a
Gran Canaria in one
circle?
day?

Where’s the best
Spanish omelette
you’ve ever eaten?

Did you ever chew
bubble gum as a
child?

What’s your
favourite
ball game (football,
basketball, etc.?)

Did you ever play
marbles as a child?

Have you ever
baked a round
cake?

Are you carrying any
coins with you?

How many CDs do
you own?

5. Discuss in your groups what a mandala is. Have you everdrawn
one?
A mandala is an abstract design which is nearly always circular in
shape. In fact, the word “Mandala” is Sanskrit and actually means
“circle”. Although designs are normally very personal, generally a
mandala has a central point from which a variety of shapes and
designs emerge. The painting of mandalas is often contemplative and
even therapeutic, as mandalas can be seen to represent a connection
between our inner world and the world outside.
6. You are going to be given a mandala grid to complete with coloured
pencils and crayons. The activity is supposedly contemplative so
it is conducted in silence but accompanied by some meditative
instrumental music. At the end of the activity you will sit in small
groups and talk through your work with your partners, answering
the following questions:
• What title would you give your mandala?
• What do the patterns/designs in the mandala evoke in you? How
did you feel while you were making the mandala?
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7. You are now going to do a dance from the Greek island of Kos,
called “Ena Mythos”. Stand, form a circle, and join hands with your
partners, and follow the dance steps described below in time with
music:
• Take one step into the circle with your left foot.
• Then bring your right foot next to it.
• Make two little bounces by bending your knees slightly.
• Now take one step backward with your right foot.
• Bring your left foot back to join it.
• Bounce twice again.
• Finally, take one step to the right (anti-clockwise) with your right
foot.
• Bring your left foot next to it.
• Bounce again twice.
• Then repeat this sequence for the rest of the dance.
One interpretation of this dance is: “As we step forward, we
acknowledge each other; as we step back, we give each other space;
as we step to the side, we all move onward together.”
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Ciudad Jardín and Miguel Martín

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 135 min

Author: Rosario Rosales Acosta

Objectives
To revise the vocabulary related to houses
To make deductions
To know Ciudad Jardín
To write a short composition
To record an audio
Suggested material
Mobile phones, soundcloud, photos, student’s worksheet
Activity
1. Student’s worksheet
2. Students visit the place to identify the elements used by the
architect and take with their mobiles a photo of the house they liked
the most (they send you the photos).
3. Students write a short composition about the house and record
themselves with their mobiles at home.
4. Students upload the audio with their names to “Soundcloud”
(deccaerasmus plus account)
5. Stick the photos onto the wall. In pairs, listen to the audios and
match them with the photos.
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1. In the classroom:
Work in pairs. Student A reads his/her part and prepares 10 questions
from the text to ask his/her partner. Student B does the same with
his/her text (find the texts on the next page). Swap texts and answer
your partner‘s questions.
2. In Ciudad Jardín.
After visiting the most representative houses of this part of the city
and recognizing the elements used by Miguel Martín, take a photo of
the house you liked the most. Send the photo to your teacher who
will display it on the board in class.
3. At home
Write a short composition (80-120 words) describing the house you
have taken the picture of and answering the following questions:
• What do you think the house is like inside?
• Who do you think lives there?
4. Record yourself and upload your recording to Decca Soundcloud
(https://soundcloud.com/user-171886915) writing your name.
5. In class. Work in pairs. Listen to your partner‘s recording and try
to identify the house he/she is talking about. Explain why you have
chosen that house.
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A At the turn of 20th century, Las Palmas experienced a moment
of great splendor that gave it a new face, changing the economic,
social, political and cultural life of the city. A big harbor, the Puerto
de la Luz, was built thanks to the engineer Fernando Leon y Castillo,
transforming the city into the most important mooring post between
Europe, Africa and America. During this period of change, the warm
climate and the mild temperatures of the island appealed to the
European middle class, especially from England and Germany, which
made Gran Canaria a favoured holiday destination. Contact with
Europe encouraged a notable cultural influence and changed all the
features of Canarian society, still deeply rooted in its traditions and
values.
The innovation in the field of Architecture came thanks to Miguel
Martín Fernández de la Torre who was the pioneer in this field in the
Canary Islands and a fundamental figure in the history of Spanish
Modern Architecture. He studied in Madrid and acquired direct
knowledge on his travels to the main European centers of Modern
Architecture, besides being influenced by international architecture
magazines.
In 1922 Miguel Martin was commissioned by the town administration
with the development of the sandy area connecting the urbanized
zones of the old city and the Puerto de La Luz, and he transformed
the previous English neighbourhood into the modern Ciudad Jardín
(Garden City) which we know today. This neighbourhood is, along
with the El Viso Estate in Madrid, one of the most important focuses
of modern Spanish architecture previous to the Second World War.
B In Ciudad Jardin we can see how semi-detached single-family units
have been joined and grouped in different and interesting ways and
how they have been adapted to their sites, like the Fuentes house
or the Alvarado estate. There are also in Ciudad Jardin groups of
residential buildings intended to constitute urban units. The largest
of them is the Colonia ICOT, a complex of 35 two-storey units that
include one isolated unit, several groups of two and three of semidetached houses and a block of nine, this last one being one of the
most interesting.
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They all have in common simplicity of form because each form belongs
to a function. They use highly industrialised materials, especially
concrete, as it is cheap, easy to adapt, incombustible, non-corrosive
and it can be combined with other materials such as steel, glass or
brick.
Decorative elements disappear in favour of straight and plain forms.
Nautical elements like tubular railings or bull’s eye windows are used.
Traditional materials like wood are mixed with new ones like steel. In
the bases and stairs of his buildings Miguel Martin uses basalt, the
blue stone of the island.
The gardens are decorated with flora endemic to the islands such as
cardons, dragon trees and palm trees.
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Colours

Level: any

Time: 30-40 min

Authors: Jenny Söderlund, Mats Eriksson

Objectives
Learning about vocabulary concerning colours and the way it is influenced by our culture
Suggested material
The teacher should provide colour samples to hand out to the students. Find where you can get free colour samples. In Sweden these
are given away for free and are printed in a convenient size that can
be handled easily at paint shops or similar shops.
Teacher’s preparation
The class is divided in groups of 3-5 people in each group. The group
makes up names for the colours they have been given. When they
all agree on the names the group switches colours, along with the
names they have made up, with another group.
With the new colours and list of names, the group will then have to
match the names to the coulour.
They should discuss the names you they got right – and the ones
they did not get right.
This could be the basis for a discussion about the names we give to
colours and if they are depending on our culture or our environment.
Intercultural awareness
A colour is often given a name that compares it to an object in our
environment. Think of “military green” for example - the shade of
green differs quite a lot from country to country!
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Activity
This is an exercise about colours and the names we use to call them
by. Why does a colour have the name it has and does every colour
have a name?
The exercise
Your teacher will hand out samples of colours and your job is to give
names to them. “Green“ may be the first you come to think of, but
what if you were to separate one green from another green.
What word would you use?
How to go about it
The class is divided in groups of 3-5 people in each group. The group
makes up names for the colours they have been given. When they
all agree on the names the group switches colours, along with the
names they have made up, with another group.
With the new colours and list of names the group will then have to
match the names to the coulour.
Discuss the names you got right – and the ones you did not get right.
Oftentimes the names we give to colours are depending on our culture or our environment. Did you come across any exemples of that?
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Cooking in paintings I

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 60 min

Author: Michael Witte

Objectives
Students are to reflect on eating habits and to discuss about those.
Suggested material
Handouts of this activity and an interactive whiteboard with access
to the Internet to show the first painting.
Teacher’s preparation
It is recommended to show the first painting on a whiteboard in a
high resolution to make sure everyone can see the details of the
painting.
Then follow the steps given in this activity.
Further activities
There are two more activities in this series that can be either done
before or after this activity.
You can also watch the documentary Fast Food Nation by Eric
Schlosser.
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Activity
1. What is happening in this painting?
Doris Lee - Thanksgiving (1935)
Due to copyrights, please refer to a digital version using the
world wide web.
To make sure you find the original, here is a link to the painting from the Art Institute Chicago:
http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork/21727

2. Draw a small mindmap that has the word ‚cooking‘ in its centre.
Add all words that come to your mind within two minutes.

COOKING
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3. The following is an excerpt of ‘The American Woman‘s Home‘ by
Catherine E. Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe, first published in
1869. Read the excerpt and use it as a basis to discuss with a partner,
if cooking is important in modern everyday life. Take some notes in
the table below.
XIII. GOOD COOKING
There are but a few things on which health, and happiness depend
more than on the manner in which food is cooked. You may make
houses enchantingly beautiful, hang them with pictures, have them
clean and airy and convenient; but if the stomach is fed with sour
bread and burnt meats, it will raise such rebellions that the eyes will
see no beauty anywhere. The abundance of splendid material we
have in America is in great contrast with the style of cooking most
prevalent in our country. How often, in journeys, do we sit down to
tables loaded with material, originally of the very best kind, winch
has been so spoiled in the treatment that there is really nothing to
eat! Green biscuits with acrid spots of alkali; sour yeast-bread; meat
slowly simmered in fat till it seemed like grease itself, and slowly
congealing in cold grease; and above all, that unpardonable enormity,
strong butter! How one longs to show people what might have been
done with the raw material out of which all these monstrosities were
concocted!
Cooking is important,
because...
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Cooking is unimportant, because...

4. As a lot of people do not think that cooking is important nowadays,
fast food has become more popular. Read the following excerpt of
Eric Schlosser‘s ‘Fast Food Nation‘ and try to answer why fast food
became so popular (the U.S. serves as a general example). Present
your answers in class.
The rapid growth of the fast-food industry has been driven by
fundamental changes in the U.S. economy. The hourly wage of the
average American worker peaked in 1973 and then steadily declined
until last year. Women entered the work force in record numbers,
often motivated less by feminism than by a need to help pay the
bills. In 1975, about a third of American mothers with young children
worked outside the home; today about two-thirds of such mothers
are employed. As the sociologists Cameron Lynne Macdonald and
Carmen Sirianni have noted, the entry of women into the nation‘s
work force has greatly increased demand for the types of services
that housewives traditionally performed: cooking, cleaning and child
care. The fastfood industry has benefited from these demographic
changes, supplying at low cost the meals no longer prepared in the
home and hiring at low wages millions of young women in need of
extra income.
The McDonald‘s Corp. has become a powerful symbol of America‘s
service economy, the sector now responsible for ninety percent of
the country‘s new jobs. In 1968, McDonald‘s operated about 1,000
restaurants. Today it has about 23,000 restaurants world-wide and
opens roughly 2,000 new ones each year. An estimated one of every
eight Americans has worked at McDonald‘s. The company annually
trains more new workers than the U.S. Army. McDonald‘s is the
nation‘s largest purchaser of beef and potatoes. It is the secondlargest purchaser of poultry. A whole new breed of chicken was
developed to facilitate the production of McNuggets. The McDonald‘s
Corp. is the largest owner of retail property in the world. Indeed, the
company earns the majority of its profits not from selling food but
from collecting rent. McDonald‘s spends more money on advertising
and marketing than does any other brand, much of it targeted at
children. A survey of American schoolchildren found that ninetysix
percent could identify Ronald McDonald. The only fictional character
with a higher degree of recognition was Santa Claus. The impact
of McDonald‘s on the nation‘s culture, economy and diet is hard to
overstate. Its corporate symbol – the Golden Arches – is now more
widely recognized than the Christian cross.
http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/
Excerpt
taken
from:
news/fast-food-nation-part-one-the-truecost-of-americasdiet-19980903
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5. Discuss in class what status fast-food has in your society. You
might want to use these two questions as a first impulse:
Is fast-food popular and if so why?
How do fast-food chains advertise in your country?
Which impact do fast-food chains have on daily nutrition?
Is fast-food always unhealthy?
Is everyday cooking so different from fast-food?
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Cooking in paintings II

Level: B2

Time: 60 min

Author: Michael Witte

Objectives
Students are introduced to new vocabulary around the semantic field
of cooking.
Suggested material
Handouts of this activity and an interactive whiteboard with access
to the Internet to show the first painting and videos.
Teacher’s preparation
It is recommended to show the first painting on a whiteboard in a
high resolution to make sure everyone can see the details of the
painting.
Then follow the steps given in this activity.
Hand out dictionaries to the students when it comes to vocabulary
task. If the students found new vocabulary themselves they are not
as likely to forget it as if the new vocabulary was just mentioned by
the teacher.
Further activities
In order to consolidate the newly acquired vocabularies, students
can play a little game like pictionary or miming different actions.
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Activity
1. What can you see in this painting?

‘Still life with kitchen utensils‘ by Cornelis Jacobsz Delff; early 17th century

2. Give some of the utensil a number and fill in the correct term for
the utensils in the table below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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3. Find one or several verbal expressions that describe the action
undertaken with each of the depicted utensils as precisely as possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

4. Online you find a lot of cooking recipes performed by professional
chefs. Go to YouTube, enter the name of a chef (e. g. Gordon Ramsay,
Jamie Oliver) and you will find a lot of clips in which these chefs
perform. Watch these clips and write down the English expressions
the chef uses for the actions he undertakes. If possible, try to find
their counterpart in your native language. Compare with task 3 and
edit if necessary.
5. Let‘s cook! Choose a recipe you like to cook on your own and write
it down as if it was for a cookbook. Try to use the vocabulary from
this excercise as well as the other two exercises about cooking. Make
sure to use the imperative form of each verb, do not use personal
pronouns and write short and comprehensive sentences. Example:
Chop the onion into small dices.
Whisk egg white until stiff.
Fry garlic until golden.
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Cooking in paintings III

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 60 min

Author: Michael Witte

Objectives
As a part of the cooking activity series, this activity is supposed to
help students improve their vocabulary in a semantic field. The visual
input connected to different activities helps students to remember
the newly learned vocabulary, as long as they have enough time to
study the paintings.
Suggested material
Handouts of this activity and an interactive whiteboard with access
to the Internet to show the first painting. You need some additional
paper or jotters for the students to take some notes and draw a still
life.
Teacher’s preparation
Follow the steps given in the activity. This task clearly focusses on
different objects in paintings, in this case ingredients. You can also
use other paintings or photographies to introduce other vocabulary.
Further activities
Additionally, teachers and students could together reflect which
effect an abundance of ingredients, as depicted in the paintings, had
on the viewers back then and nowadays. This reflection could also
lead to a discussion about modern ‘throw-away society‘.
Although this activity is number three in the series of activities
about cooking, you can also use it as a stand-alone activity or at the
beginning of the series.
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Cooking in paintings III
1. What is happening in this painting? What do you see that makes
you say so? What else can you see?

The fat kitchen – an allegory‘ by Pieter Aertsen

2. There are a lot of different types of ingredients depicted in this
painting. Find proper translations for them:
plaice					red cabbage
bread					apple
blue grapes				pork leg
cheese					chard
lemon					green cabbage
radish					suet
smoked fish				

grapes

carrot					liver
pear
cucumber
parsnip
plain tripe
bread roll
apricot
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3. Have a look at the following still lifes and find a category that
describes most of the ingredients depicted on each still life.

‘Cheeses, artichoke and cherries‘ by Clara Peeters

‘Lobster, fish and shell fish‘ by Giacomo Ceruti
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‘Fruit and wine on a table ‘ by Severin Roesen

‘Vegetable Seller‘ by Pieter Aertsen
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‘A meat stall with the holy family giving alms‘ by Pieter Aertsen

4. Gather in small groups. Then each group draws a mindmap using
vocabulary of one of the categories depicted in the still lifes of exercise
3. You can use your dictionaries, if you need them. Then change the
members in each group and present your mindmaps.
5. What are your favorite ingredients? Write down five that have not
been mentioned so far and find their English translation.
6. Mix your groups and start to play a game: ‘I spy with my little eye
something that is… (green, long, oval, sweet, sour, etc.)‘. Use the
paintings of task 3.
7. Take out your lunch box and arrange the content in an appealing
way. Draw your own still life of the composition.
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Creative Visualisation

Level:
B1 / B2 / C1

Time: 60 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
Students practise listening skills, their imagination is stimulated and
then write and talk about their experience.
Suggested material
Inspirational music, such as Mike Rowland’s “Mystic Angel”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDVjcVUEZQY

Further activities
You can ask the students to write up their experience for homework.
Intercultural awareness
By talking about their favourite pictures, the students students are
exchanging cultural information and stimulating each other’s (and
their own) curiosity about the chosen work of art.
Activity
Tell the students that they have had a long day and can do with
relaxing a little. Ask them to stretch a little and take a few deep
breaths.
Tell the students that they are going to do a creative visualisation
exercise.
Ask them to close their eyes or concentrate on a fixed point on the
wall in front of them, or the floor.
Play the relaxation music and begin the visualisation:
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a) I want you to choose your favourite picture, you may have seen
it in an art gallery, on a post card. A magazine, or it may be hanging
up at home. Have you found it yet? Yes? Good.
b) Look at it closely –- take it in all at once, look at the colours, the
shapes, patterns, use of light and shadow. Now with your hands,
trace the dimensions of the picture –- is it very big? If it is you’’re
going to really have to stretch.
c) Now trace those shapes and patterns with your fingers, imagine
you’re feeling the colours, the tones, the hues.
d) Imagine now that the painting is growing larger and larger and is
gaining depth: a third dimension.
e) Now imagine you are stepping inside the picture.
f) You are now inside it, exploring the shapes, the colours and the
patterns.
g) If there are animals or people inside the picture, imagine what
they’’re thinking, speak to them, play with them. If there are birds,
fly with them, dolphins, swim with them, etc. If there are trees in the
picture climb them, flowers, smell them, sea bathe in it, etc.
(Pause and turn the music up for a few minutes)
h) Now step outside of the painting and watch it returning to its
original size.
i) Take one long last look at it, thank it for being so special.
j) Now open your eyes
Students now jot down their experience on paper.
In groups of three or four the students now describe their paintings
to each other.
Tip: Switch your register at the beginning of the meditation by lowering
and softening your voice to help create a relaxing atmosphere
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You have had a long day and so I am going to help you to relax
a little. Sit down comfortably, with your legs uncrossed, and your
hands resting on your lap.
1. Stretch a little and take a few deep breaths, releasing tension on
each out breath.
2. You are going to do a creative visualisation exercise.
3. Close your eyes or concentrate on a fixed point on the wall in front
of you, or the floor.
a) I want you to choose your favourite picture, you may have seen
it in an art gallery, on a post card, a magazine, or it may be hanging
up at home. Have you found it yet? Yes? Good.
b) Look at it closely –- take it in all at once, look at the colours, the
shapes, patterns, use of light and shadow. Now with your hands,
trace the dimensions of the picture –- is it very big? If it is you’re
going to really have to stretch.
c) Now trace those shapes and patterns with your fingers, imagine
you’re feeling the colours, the tones, the hues.
d) Imagine now that the painting is growing larger and larger and is
gaining depth: a third dimension.
e) Now imagine you are stepping inside the picture.
f) You are now inside it, exploring the shapes, the colours and the
patterns.
g) If there are animals or people inside the picture, imagine what
they’re thinking, speak to them, play with them. If they’re birds, fly
with them, dolphins, swim with them, etc. If there are trees in the
picture; climb them, flowers; smell them, the sea; bathe in it, etc.
h) Now step outside of the painting and watch it returning to its
original size.
i) Take one long last look at it, thank it for being so special.
j) Now open your eyes
4. Now note down your experience on paper.
5. In small groups describe your paintings and experience to each
other.
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Deconstructing the
Epithalamium

Level: B1,B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Eugenia González Betancor

Objectives
To learn about Néstor, one of the most renowned Canarian painters.
To spot differences and similarities between paintings.
To describe a picture for the listener to get a mental image of it.
To describe people and background in detail.
To learn about and analyse symbols in the Epithalamium by Néstor.
Suggested material
-- student’s handout
-- printed copies of the Epithalamium cut out as puzzles (one per
pair of students)
-- Purcell’s Thrice Happy Lovers’ audio
-- Schubert’s Ave Maria’s audio
Teacher’s preparation
- Play Purcell and Schubert. Students let themselves flow and feel.
The idea is that they share in groups what the music makes them feel
so that a possible image of a wedding may arise. For some cultures
Schubert’s Ave Maria is very recognizable in a wedding context.
- Picture describing: Students in pairs get a picture each. They
are parts of larger paintings: The Epithalamium (Néstor) and The
Marriage of the Virgin (Raphael or Perugino). They describe their
pictures to find similarities and differences, but they still do not know
who the artists are, or at least the teacher will not let them know yet.
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- Picture analysis: Students in pairs look at two extracts and answer
the questions provided: Botticelli’s Three Graces (Spring) and another
section from the Epithalamium (Néstor).
- Puzzle: In pairs, students work out the puzzle to discover the
full painting by Néstor and analyse the symbols highlighted in the
handout.
- A close-up: Students have a closer look at one of the nymphs and
give their own interpretation of what its smile may represent.
The teacher may at this point sum up and help students understand
the rich influence Néstor received from Botticelli, Raphael, etc. to
create the Epithalamium.
Tip: This unit would be best finished with a visit to the museum
(Museo Néstor, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain) to do VTS in front
of the Epithalamium. If the visit is not possible, show the picture on
a large screen and do VTS in class.
Further activities
Students imagine the smiling nymph is the narrator of what is going
on in the painting and write the narrative (pair or groupwork) in
about 100-150 words.
They may even act out the narrative, so that a representative from
each group is the nymph telling the story behind the painting.
Intercultural awareness
Néstor was homosexual and showed it in a wide number of his
paintings, including this. The couple represents Néstor himself both
as a man and in women’s clothing, like marrying himself and the Arts
at the same time.
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Activity
1. Listen to Purcell and Schubert. Write down what the music makes
you feel and see.
Share in groups.
2. Wedding songs are traditionally called epithalamium.
◊ Can you guess the origin of the word?
◊ How do you think the word is pronounced?
3. Work in pairs. Look at your picture and describe it to your partner
(you can’t look at one another’s pictures) to spot the differences.
4. Then, look at both pictures together and add any other difference
you find. And then say what they have in common.
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(Picture 1: reference at the end
of the document)

(Picture 2: reference at the end
of the document)

Student A

Student B
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5. Now look at these two new pairs of pictures with your partner

(Picture 3: reference at
the end of the document)

•
•
•
•

(Picture 4: reference at
the end of the document)

What do they have in common?
Try to date the pictures.
Do you know the artists?
Who influenced who?

6. In pairs, work out the puzzle and say what the painting makes
you feel.
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(Picture 5: reference at the end of the document)

7. Have a closer look at the full painting: It is called Epithalamium or
Néstor’s wedding.
Néstor was a symbolist painter. What do you think the following items
symbolize? Talk in pairs or groups.
• banana
• apple
• quince
• grapes
• the woman’s clothes
• the woman’s ring
• the couple
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8. Pay attention to the nymph looking at “us” with a smile in his/her
face. What do you think this smile represents?

(Picture 6: reference at the end of the document)

Follow up:
Imagine he/she is the narrator of what’s going on in the painting.
Write the narrative (pair or groupwork) in about 100-150 words.
Act out the narrative, so that a representative from each group is the
nymph telling the story behind the painting.

Picture 1: Extract of Epitalamio o Las bodas del príncipe Néstor. Néstor Martín
Fernández de la Torre, 1909, oil on canvas, 220 x 220 cm. Museo Néstor, Gran
Canaria, Canary Islands.
Picture 2: Extract of Spozalizio (The Engagement of Virgin Mary). Raphael, 1504,
oil on roundheaded panel, 170 x 117 cm. Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan
Picture 3: Extract of Primavera. Sandro Botticelli, late 1470s or early 1480s,
tempera on panel, 202 x 314 cm. Uffizi Gallery, Florence.
Picture 4: Extract of Epitalamio o Las bodas del príncipe Néstor, Néstor Martín
Fernández de la Torre, 1909, oil on canvas, 220 x 220 cm. Museo Néstor, Gran
Canaria, Canary Islands.
Picture 5: Epitalamio o Las bodas del príncipe Néstor, Néstor Martín Fernández de
la Torre, 1909, oil on canvas, 220 x 220 cm. Museo Néstor, Gran Canaria, Canary
Islands.
Picture 6: Extract of Epitalamio o Las bodas del príncipe Néstor, Néstor Martín
Fernández de la Torre, 1909, oil on canvas, 220 x 220 cm. Museo Néstor, Gran
Canaria, Canary Islands.
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Der Stadt,
Néstor and César Manrique

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: José Luis García García

Objectives
Students widen their knowledge about art and urban planning in
Gran Canaria and the island capital, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria.
Suggested material
Pictures on paper of Néstor, César Manrique and J Luis García.
Teacher’s preparation
Art, urban planning and architecture to stimulate both discussion
and written work.
Tip: This activity can be used after the first one or make connections
between.
Further activities
Visit to the museum Néstor in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria.
Intercultural awareness
Learning about Canarian culture and art in the province of Las Palmas
and developing intercultural and linguistic aspects of the language.
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Activity
1.-Ideensammlung ,, Architektur und Stadtplanung”.
Was fällt Ihnen zu Gran Canaria und Lanzarote ein?
Wie gut kennen Sie die Sehenswürdigkeiten von Gran Canaria und
Lanzarote?
2.- Bilder beschreiben: Impresionistischer Text
Betrachten Sie bitte die Bilder A bis H.
Suchen Sie sich Ihr ,,Lieblingsbild” aus Schreiben Sie nun zu diesem
Bild ( allein oder zu zweit) einen ,,impresionistischen Text”
Was ist ein “impresionistischer Text”?
Ein solcher ,,Text” kann nur aus einzelnen Wörter, aus einen Satz
oder mehreren Sätzen bestehen. Er kann kurz oder länger, er kann
ein Gedicht, er kann assozitaiv oder beschreibend sein: Sie sind ganz
frei, was und wie Sie schreiben: Ihr Text soll Bezug nehmen auf das
Bild, zu dem er gehört. Man soll erkennen können, zu welchem Bild
er geschrieben ist.
• Lesen Sie Ihren Text vor. Ihre ZuhörerInnen sollen erraten, zu
welchen Bild Sie ihn geschrieben haben.
3.-Sprechen über die Bilder
Wählen Sie das Bild, das Ihnen am besten gefällt und erzählen Sie
der Gruppe, was Ihnen gefällt.
Welche Assoziationen finden Sie zwischen den Bildern? Welche
Stimmung vermitteln Sie?
4.-Fragen zu den Bildern
• Wie wirken die Bilder auf Sie?
Ordnen Sie den Bildern einige der folgenden Adjektive zu:
bedrückend, bewegt, düster, entspannt, freundlich friedlich, hell,
langweilig, laut, lustig, schwer, starr, still, unheimlich, unruhig...
• Welches der Bilder ist typisch “kanarisch”? Warum?
• Wo/ Wer sind die Menschen in den Bildern?
• Wie wäre Gran Canaria nach den Entwürfen von Néstor?
• Warum sind die Projekte von C. Manrique auf Lanzarote wahr und
die von Néstor auf Gran Canaria nicht?
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5.- Projekte hörbar machen
Stellen Sie sich vor, wie das Leben auf der von Néstor projektierten
Stadt wäre und schreiben Sie erzählend von dem Erlebnis dem
Rathaus und Cabildo de Gran Canaria einen Brief. Schreiben Sie
etwas zu folgenden Punkten.
• Wie lebe ich in der Stadt?
• Wie finden die Touristen die Insel und ihre Hauptstadt?
• Wie geht es der Stadt wirtschaftlich?-Und den Bewohnern?
• Welche Aromas und Farben sind typisch für die Stadt?

A

B
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C

D
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E

F
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G

H
Bilder
A,B,C: rincones del atlántico (Néstor, Museum Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria)
Foto D Parador de turismo de la Cruz de Tejeda ( Néstor Museo, Las
Palmas de Gran Canaria)
Fotos E und F Gran Canaria (San Cristóbal-Stadtviertel)
Fotos G und H: Jameos del Agua und César Manrique Stiftung,
Lanzarote.
Fotos von Luis García
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Explore an exhibition

Level: B1+

Time: 90 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist

Objectives
Three activities that help students to explore an exhibition and look
more thoroughly at the pieces of art.
Suggested material
Notes with phrases useful when describing art from http://www.
words-to-use.com/words/art/
The worksheet
Teacher’s preparation
Choose three exhibitions at a museum.
Print the phrases from the link above and cut it up into notes.
Bring the worksheets and the notes to the museum.
Further activities
Let the students find out more about a piece of art and write about
it and the author.
Intercultural awareness
You may choose an exhibition that awakes intercultural questions
that you may discuss.
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Activites
Activity one – exhibition 1
Individually - have a thorough look at the exhibition and find:
- one picture that you like.
- one picture that you dislike.
Find 2-3 classmates and in the group – go to ”your“ pictures and
explain what you liked and disliked (in English of course).
Activity two – exhibition 2
Individually – find a piece of art that you would like to have in your
home.
In groups of 2-3; show your mates the piece of art, tell them where
you would put it in your home, and explain why.
Activity three – exhibition 3
Get a note with a phrase that describe a piece of art. Put the note
next to a suitable painting. Be prepared to explain your choice in
class.
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Family portrait

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Karsten Bremke

Objectives
Making students speak and write about the topic of family by having
them look at a family portrait and connecting this with their own
families
Suggested material
Handouts of the activity
A picture of the students own family
Paper to draw and a jotter to take notes
Further activities
A group of students could mime family portraits according to different
tasks (happy family, sad family, successful family, poor family,
Spanish /Swedish /German family, 18th-c./modern family, etc.)
Students could also compare traditional with modern families by
looking at a 2013 online photo exhibition at the Weatherspoon Art
Museum in Greensboro, NC (see blibliography).
Bibliography
Website of the above mentioned exhibition:

http://weatherspoon.uncg.edu/exhibitions/show/?title=the-kidsare-all-right-an-exhibition-about-family-and-photography-
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Activity
1. Describe a typical day in your family in as much detail as possible.
2. What’s life in the Copley family like? Are they happy? What might
be the relationship between the family members? Discuss with your
partner.

‘The Copley Family‘ by John Singleton Copley

3. Pick one (adult) person and speculate what they did before this
scene and what they will do after it.
4. Draw a sketch or find a photo that represents the character of life
in your family.
5. Look at the setting of Copley’s painting. Where and how would
you place a portrait of your own family? Which details, objects and
symbols would be important for you to have in the painting?
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Famous painters

Level: B2 / C1

Time: 45 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
To generate discussion about art and artists.
Suggested material
Artworks:
‘The Creation of the birds’ by artist: Remedios Varo to be found
on
http://marisawandaringer.com/wp-content/uploads/remedios_
varo_388484001.jpg

‘Self-portrait’ by artist: Francisco de Goya to be found on https://
www.wikiart.org/en/francisco-goya/self-portrait-1815

‘andy beat you up (andy vs. atm): divisadero, san francisco (2012)’
by torbakhopper to be found on www.photosforclass.com
‘Frida Kahlo, Rue de l’Ourcq, Paris. (2016)’ by Jeanne Menjoulet
Seguir to be found on www.photosforclass.com
‘Self-portrait’ by Leonardo da Vinci to be found on http://www.

theartwolf.com/leonardo_es.htm

‘Salvador Dalí (2017)’ by Gerrit de Boorder to be found on www.
photosforclass.com

‘Pablo Picasso’ by Jen’s Art & Soul - A tribute to his self portrait in
charcoal to be found on www.photosforclass.com
Three or four sets of cards with the following artists’ names printed
on them:
• PABLO PICASSO
• SALVADOR Dalí
• FRANCISCO DE GOYA
• LEONARDO DA VINCI
• ANDY WARHOL
• FRIDA KAHLO
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Further activities
Students can research the painter they’ve been assigned (or a
different one if they prefer) and prepare a 10 minute presentation
for a subsequent class. These presentations could be done in small
groups if the students bring their own materials (smartphones,
tablets, etc), or could be done as individual or class presentations
over the academic year.
Intercultural awareness
Students generate and exchange information to such an extent that
their knowledge of the assigned painters can potentially increase
considerably.
Activity
1. Ask the students to come towards the front of the classroom and
ask them the following questions:
a) What’s going on in the picture?
b) What do you see that makes you say that?
c) What else can we find?
2. Ask the students what themes are represented in the picture (e.g.
science, creativity, nature, art, etc).
3. Tell the students that they are going to be exploring the world of
art during today’s session.
4. Show a selection of famous paintings on the board, in pairs students
identify the artists, what do all the pictures have in common? (They’re
all self-portraits or portraits of famous artists).
5. Distribute the cards among the students so that each one is given
the name of a painter.
6. Ask the students to re-arrange themselves into groups of three or
four according to their name cards (e.g, all the Picassos together, the
Kahlos together, etc)
7. In their groups ask the students to brainstorm as much information
that they know about their assigned artist.
8. Rearrange the students into new groups of three or four so that
each student is now going to inform his/her new partners about the
painter they’ve been assigned. Encourage the students to ask each
other questions, comment and add any new information.
9. The students now return to their original group and exchange
information from the partners they’ve just been working with.
Encourage the students to exchange views and comments.
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1. Come towards the front of the classroom and answer the following
questions:
• What’s going on in the picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What else can we find?

2. What themes are represented in the picture (e.g. science, creativity,
nature, art, etc)?
3. Look at the following pictures, can you identify the painters? What
do all these pictures have in common?
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5. You are going to be given a secret card with the name of one of
the famous painters on it.
6. Now stand up and find other people in the classroom with the
same card as yours, by repeating the painter’s name.
7. Sit down in your group and brainstorm as much information that
you all know about your assigned artist.
8. Now get into new groups of three or four. You are now going to
inform your new partners about the painter you have been assigned.
Ask each other questions, comment and add any new information.
9. Now return to your original group and exchange information from
the partners you were working with in stage 8. Exchange views and
comments.
HOMEWORK:
Do some research on the painter you’ve been assigned (or a
different one if you like) and prepare a ten-minute presentation for
a subsequent class.
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Famous painters and
their paintings

Level: B2-C1

Time: 120 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist

Objectives
To become more familiar with some of the most famous painters and
their paintings.
Suggested material
Cards or sheet of papers with famous paintings.
Notes with the names of the painters as well as the paintings
Sheets of papers with the painters’ name on.
Suggestion of paintings: Mona Lisa - Da Vinci, The Night Watch Rembrandt, Guernica - Picasso, Girl with a Pearl Earring - Vermeer,
The Birth of Venus - Boticelli, The Dance - Matisse, The Persistence
of Memory - Dalí, The Third of May - Goya, Las Meninas - Velázquez,
The Scream - Munch, Starry Night - Van Gogh, Water Lilies - Monet,
The Creation of Adam - Michelangelo, School of Atens - Raphael
They can all be found on : http://wisetoast.com/35-most-famouspaintings-of-all-times/
Teacher’s preparation
Put the paintings visible on a table (without titles).
• Let the students find one that they like and that they also should
be prepared to explain their choice to the class.
• After all the students have given their explanation - hand out the
notes with the names of the painters and paintings at random. Let
the students mingle and find the title of their painting.
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•

Give some time and maybe homework to find brief information
about the artist and the painting.

•

Let them present the information for the class.

Further activities
As a repitition:
“Who am I?” As a repetition of the new knowledge, take sheets of
paper with a name of one of the artists written on it. For example
“Van Gogh” written on it, put it on the back or forehead of a student
who cannot see what is written on it. After all the students have
become a famous painter - let them find out who they are by asking
yes/no questions.
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Activity

Step 1: Among the paintings that your teacher has put on a table,
find one that appeals to you.
Step 2: Explain your choice to the class.
Step 3: Your teacher will give you a note with a name of a painter
and a painting. Mingle around in the classroom, compare with your
classmates and find the name of your painting.
Step 4: Find information about the painter and the painting:

About the painter:
• What is the painter famous for?
• Painting style?
• The painter’s biography (brief)
About the painting:
• The story behind the painting.
• Where can you see it?
• Your opinion of the painting
Step 5: Present your information in class.
Step 6: Be prepared for a repetition
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Feast Day

Level: B1

Time: 120 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To describe a picture and to understand what’s being described.
To talk about cultural diversity and social gatherings.
Suggested material
Images:
- David Bradley. Pueblo Feast Day, 2005.
- James Abbott McNeill Whistler. Whistler’s Mother, 1871.
- Grant Wood. American Gothic, 1930.
- Rene Magritte. Man in a Bowler Hat, 1964.
- Frida Kahlo. Viva la Vida, Watermelons, 1954.
- Diego Rivera. Nude with Calla Lilies, 1944.
- Leonardo da Vinci. La Gioconda, 1503.
A projector
A computer or tablet
Role cards (provided)
Intercultural awareness
Multi-racial societies.
Bibliography

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Bradley_(Native_American_
artist)
https://s3.amazonaws.com/PEM_artscape/pdf/e301824_painting_
documentation-02.pdf. (The specific description of the painting is

about another version)

http://www.cowboysindians.com/2015/08/david-bradleys-indiancountry

Activity
See teacher’s notes on the next page.
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TEACHER’S NOTES
1. Picture description: Project on the board the painting Pueblo Feast
Day, (Bradley, David. 2005). Students sit in pairs face to face, one of
them facing half the painting, while the other student can’t see the
painting. The student facing the painting takes 5 minutes to look at
half of the painting and describes it to his/her partner in detail.
2. When they have finished, it’s the other student’s turn to describe
the other half of the painting.
3. Vocabulary: In pairs, students make sure they know the vocabulary
related to the people and objects shown in the picture.
4. Whole class: Ask the questions: What’s going on in this picture?
What do you see that makes you say that? What more can you find?
5. Groupwork: Divide the class into groups of up to 12 people. Each
student plays the role of one person at the table (assign one each).
Individually they prepare a short presentation for the others to
guess who they are. This presentation should include the following
information for each character:
YOU ARE THE WOMAN IN
THE YELLOW DRESS

YOU ARE THE LONE RANGER
•
•

•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your invitation:
I’ve organised this gathering
to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.

•
•
•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.
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YOU ARE THE OLD LADY

YOU ARE THE PRIEST
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.
YOU ARE THE WOMAN IN
RED
Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.
YOU ARE THE MAN IN THE
BOWLER HAT
Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.

•
•
•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.
YOU ARE THE BANDIT

•
•
•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.
YOU ARE THE NATIVE
AMERICAN

•
•
•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.

YOU ARE THE MAN WITH
GLASSES IN THE
CORNER
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.
YOU ARE THE WOMAN IN
THE PURPLE DRESS
Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.

YOU ARE THE WOMAN WITH
THE CAKE
•
•
•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.
YOU ARE THE PERSON IN
THE JACKET

•
•
•
•
•

Your relationship with the
other people.
The purpose of your visit: I’ve
come to this gathering to…
How you are feeling at this
moment and why.
What you think about the
other people at the table.
What you are going to do after
the meeting.

6. Ask students if they can identify different scenes from famous
paintings in Pueblo Feast Day. Show these paintings to students and
ask them to spot them in Pueblo Feast Day:
•
•
•
•
•
•

James Abbott McNeill Whistler. Whistler’s Mother, 1871.
Grant Wood. American Gothic, 1930.
Rene Magritte. Man in a Bowler Hat, 1964.
Frida Kahlo. Viva la Vida, Watermelons, 1954.
Diego Rivera. Nude with Calla Lilies, 1944.
Leonardo da Vinci. La Gioconda, 1503.
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7. In groups, students discuss the cultural diversity depicted in the
painting.
8. Follow-up: Social gatherings. In groups, students talk about
social gatherings. Give them these questions to help them with the
discussion. Feedback.
• Do you like family/friends gatherings?
• How often do you meet? When did you last meet your friends or
family? What was it like?
• Sometimes social gatherings are difficult. What do you do in order
to avoid arguments?
• Do you find it difficult to start a conversation? What do you do to
overcome this problem?
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Find someone who...

Level:
B2 / C1 / C2

Time: 30 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
To mingle with other students, to stimulate thought and generate
conversation around the topic of art. A great deal of collective
knowledge can be created this way.
Suggested material
A “Find Someone Who“ worksheet
Teacher’s preparation
1. Ask the students to stand, and then hand out to each of them a
copy of the „Find Someone Who“ worksheet.
2. Explain the procedure to the students: they need to find people who
respond to the questions in the grid. Once they have found someone
who responds to their question, they move on to somebody else until
they have twelve different respondents in the „name“ column.
3.The column entitled „further info“ is there to create a little more
conversation between the students, e.g „So, where was the last
exhibition you went to?“ „What did you think of it?“ „What‘s the
museum like?“ etc.
4. If nobody finishes after about 15 minutes, interrupt the activity
and ask everyone to sit down again.
Add some background music to the activity to spice it up!
Further activities
Once the students have sat down, open the questions up to a class
discussion, e.g. „Who found somebody who can name a painter who
isn‘t European or American?“ „Nobody? Why do you think that might
be?“, etc.
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Activity
1. Go round the class interviewing different classmates until you
complete the “name” column with a list of different people who
have fulfillled the requirements for each question. If you‘re really
interested in what your partners have to say, don‘t forget to complete
the Further info column.
Find someone
who...
... has been to an art
exhibition recently
... is an artist
... can tell you what
art they have on
their walls at home
... has got a favourite work of art
... prefers photographs to paintings
... has drawn or
painted a picture
recently
... hates drawing or
painting
... is planning to take
up painting as a hobby later in life
... can name three
famous women artists
... knows of an artist
who isn‘t European
or American
... used to paint a
lot when they were a
child
... can give a definition of abstract art
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Name

Further info

Freeze Frame

Level:
B1 / B2 / C1

Time: 45 - 60 min

Author: Karsten Bremke

Objectives
With the help of a freeze frame feeling into and understanding
persons who have portrayed themselves.
Suggested material
Handouts of the activity and digital versions of different paintings.
Choose paintings you like best.
Further activities
Have each group write about their freeze frame from the perspective
of the portrayed person, then compile all the reports for coherent
text work.
Bibliography
Self-portraits can be created in various ways, as the exhibition in
Frankfurt, Germany, called “I”, shows: http://www.schirn.de/

ausstellungen/2016/ich/

Activity
1. Create a freeze frame based on having thought about the portrayed
person, her background, job, family, etc.
2. Present this freeze frame and explain it to the group.
3. Hold a debate related to questions that arise from the painting.
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Freeze Frame
1. Take a close look at a portrait, e.g. Paula Modersohn-Becker’s selfportrait of 1905.

2. Split up into groups and create a freeze frame on a chosen task.
You can choose from the following options:
•
•
•
•
•

Mime the person’s profession
Illustrate life in his family
Show the person and his friends
Depict one of his passions / hobbies / dislikes, etc.
Feature the best and the worst moment in his life

3. Display your freeze frame in front of the group. You may choose
one member of the group who can explain the freeze frame to
everybody else.
4. Hold a final debate about a topic in connection with the painting,
e.g. the given artist in his time / the given painting in the context of
its era, its time / the given painting in its historical context.
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Getting to know Antonio Padrón

Level: B1,B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To get to know the life and work of Antonio Padrón.
To interact with other students.
To expand students’ vocabulary.
To correct one’s mistakes by self-assessment.
To teach students to self assess and help them grow as learners.
Suggested material
1 set of “Getting to know Antonio Padrón” cards.
1 copy of “Antonio Padrón: his life and work”.
1 copy of “At the Museum”.
1 Crossword activity.
Mobile phones or voice recorder to be use at the museum.
Bibliography

http://www.antonioPadrón.com/
https://sites.google.com/site/Padróngaldar/biografia
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casa-Museo_Antonio_Padr%C3%B3n
http://www.antonioPadrón.com/documents/252906/252990/Cueva.
pdf/0ee4773a-caf4-4431-8459-98cde040b0a7

Teacher’s preparation
Tell students this activity is divided into three parts:
Part 1: At school.
1)
Tell students they are going to know about the Canarian artist
Antonio Padrón. For this, each one is going to have a card with
some information about his life and work.
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2)
3)

4)
5)

Allow them some time to read the given text and memorize
as much information as possible and to be ready to tell their
partners their information, if possible, using the words in bold.
Once students are ready, give them a hand-out of “Antonio
Padrón: his life and work” and encourage them to move around
the class to find as much information as possible for each of the
categories.
When finished, feedback with the whole class.
Let students express what has impressed them the most about
Antonio Padrón’s life and work.

Part 2: At the museum
1)
Book the museum visit in advance. It is very advisable to do
this visit after the activity done in class, if possible. Remember
you are not the only teacher who goes to visit the museum and
School bookings may be restricted to a certain hours or days.
2)
Once at the museum, let students explore the artworks and
encourage them to find one they like.
3)
Follow the instructions in “At the Museum” activity.
4)
Tell students they are going to have the opportunity to express
what they think about Padrón’s paintings by recording their
voices.
5)
Explain what the benefits are of doing this: fluency, pronunciation
and grammar correction, etc.
Part 3
1)
Ask students to listen to the recording at home and write down
the transcription of it. Then read the transcription and ask them
to write possible mistakes.
2)
The transcription may be given to the teacher for final correction
and comments.
3)
Give students a copy of “Antonio Padrón Crossword” to help
them consolidate and check new vocabulary.
Part 3 is an excellent activity to help students build their English
language confidence and develop their autonomous learning.
Tip:
Some students may be shy about recording themselves but this
should not be an excuse for not doing the activity. Just tell them this
is a wonderful opportunity to listen to themselves and see how they
“sound” in English. This is a very common exercise for people who
want to improve their pronunciation.
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Further activities
Recreate in a sheet of paper one of the paintings they have really
enjoyed.
Exhibit all drawings in class.
Intercultural awareness
This is an activity about a Canarian artist: Antonio Padrón (Gáldar,
Gran Canaria, Canary Islands, Spain) but the activity can be done
with any other artist.
Throughout the activities students are aware of what rural life was
in the Canary Islands at the time the artist was alive. Teachers may
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see this activity as a reference for other artists from their location.
Activity
Read the following text and memorise as much information as
possible. Be ready to tell your partners the information you have
memorised using the words in bold.
SOMETHING ABOUT HIS LIFE
Antonio Padrón was born in Gáldar on 22nd February 1920. He was
the seventh son of eight children from the marriage of José Padrón
and Joséfa Rodriguez. His father died in August 1929 and in December
1930, his mother. Then, he moved to live with his maternal aunts
and later in 1931 he was sent to a boarding School (Colegio La
Salle Arucas); some years later, he moved to Viera y Clavijo School
in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria and took drawing lessons with Nicolás
Massieu, a Canarian impressionist painter.
He studied at the Fine Arts School of San Fernando (Madrid) where
he got a drawing qualification and remained in Madrid until 1951:
when he returned to Gáldar for good.
In Gran Canaria he took part in some artistic movements and made
some collective and solo exhibitions but he refused to sell his pictures.
He did not need that for a living.
Antonio Padrón, who was a heavy smoker, died on 8th May, 1968.
He was 48 years old.
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Read the following text and memorise as much information as
possible. Be ready to tell your partners the information you have
memorised using the words in bold.
ARTISTIC ENVIRONMENT
Once Antonio Padrón came back to Gran Canaria in 1951, after
finishing his Fine Art studies in Madrid, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
was living a crucial moment concerning Art. The Luján Pérez School
had reopened after some years of total inactivity and the so-called
artistic movement LADAC group had just appeared pioneering their
vanguard work, anticipating the abstract art in Spain. Members of this
group were Manolo Millares, Plácido Fleitas, Felo Monzón and Juan
Ismael. However, artists such as César Manrique and Juan Guillermo
were living in Madrid and very much involved in contemporary art. But
all of them were contributing to a favourable artistic environment
for any young artist in the Canaries.
However, despite this favourable and positive artistic situation,
Padrón isolates himself in his home-town, Gáldar, having hardly
ever any contact with any artistic movement, remains unknown to
everybody.
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Read the following text and memorise as much information as
possible. Be ready to tell your partners the information you have
memorised using the words in bold.
THE PAINTED CAVE
When talking about Antonio Padrón, we need to talk about “The
Painted Cave”. The cave was a continuous source of inspiration
and, together with his paintings, the cave was part of his life. Padrón
established a relationship between the native aboriginal art and his
own painting style. He continuously uses the three “mother” shapes:
the circle, the square and the triangle. His observation of the paintings
of the cave and the rural environment where he lived (the north
of Gran Canaria) were the ideal frame for his personal painting style.
As an artist, he explored the religion, the hidden mysteries of
witchcraft, superstitions, the world of the unknown, the ordinary
life of the farmers, the life of the people who lived around him and
farmed the land. He uses the idol of Tara to represent a woman or
the Virgin Mary, and the geometrical shapes of the cave to represent
animals, faces of different products from the land.
He discovered a poor society similar to the native inhabitants of
Agaldar, who had no money, no slavery and where all decisions
were taken in a general meeting in total contrast to the political and
social repression he was living under General Franco’s dictatorship.
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Read the following text and memorise as much information as
possible. Be ready to tell your partners the information you have
memorised using the words in bold.
A LONELY ARTIST
In 1954, Padrón shows his first individual exhibition at the Museo
Canario, consisting of 35 oils and drawings, painted between 1950
and 1954 but despite its success, he continued being the same
lonely person, secluded in Gáldar. What was wrong?
At first, it seems as if Padrón rejected other artists’ company or the
objection to the critics’ opinion to his work, as he considered that
people preferred best Néstor’s painting to his work. But later on, this
negative idea of his work was forgotten.
Padrón was a modest and humble man, who was not very interested
in the artistic repercussion of his work; he believed that fame was
something ephemeral , he disliked fame and money and he always
avoided having any artistic painting repercussion. Painting, far from
being a profession, was a devotion; it was a vital necessity. Art, for
him, was something genuine, and he did not want to be submitted
to others’ opinions or criticisms. He painted for himself and for a
reduced group of friends.
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Read the following text and memorise as much information as
possible. Be ready to tell your partners the information you have
memorised using the words in bold.
VILLAGE
Padrón was born and grew up in a Canarian well-off middle
class family, who owned some farms in Gáldar. He was sent to the
best schools on the island and studied in Madrid, something which
only very few people could afford at that time. However, strangely
enough Antonio Padrón was deeply rooted in Gran Canaria he
was not very different in character from a typical rural man, he was
quiet and reserved like a Canarian farmer but, at the same time, he
was also courteous with a sarcastic sense of humour. He liked
sharing the same tastes and he lived in an austere way like any of
the farmers around him. His paintings depict the people he loved
and the land he saw and, as an artist, he was the painter of the
peasants and farmers, the painter of the products of the land and
the market, the cereals, the cheese, the bread, the fish …
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Read the following text and memorise as much information as
possible. Be ready to tell your partners the information you have
memorised using the words in bold.
STYLE
Antonio Padrón was influenced by the Expressionist movement
but his work cannot be entirely classified as expressionist, such as
Munch, Kandinsky, Grosz,... His major characteristic is his taste
for the popular, the customs, the myths and the folk of the islands.
Padrón was a shy and nervous person and described his own
paintings as melancholic. Padrón shows in his paintings the rural area
where he lives and this gives a kind of harmony into his paintings:
people, landscapes, animals, …
The Escuela Luján Pérez was a crucial institution to make Canarian
artists aware of Canarian native art and made an approach to
indigenous art using the warm colours from the Canarian soil:
ochre, red, … Thus Padrón uses these colours in his paintings with
different shapes connected in simple ways to create a universe where
“the water” can be red and “a face” can be green.
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Antonio Padrón: His life and work.
Move around the classroom and find as much information
for each category, then check with your teacher and whole
class.

Personal details
about his life

Artistic
environment

A lonely artist

His village, the
rural area

His painting
style

The Painted
Cave and
superstitions

Is there anything that has made an impression on you about the
artist?
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ANTONIO PADRÓN MUSEUM

At the museum
Antonio Padrón was a Canarian painter who lived most of his life in
his home-town, Gáldar, in Gran Canaria, Spain. In his paintings he
showed the rural environment he admired so much. His painting style
can be described as Expressionist but with an indigenist influence.
His major characteristic is his taste for the popular, the customs,
the myths, the world of the unknown and the folk of the islands.
Task 1.
This activity will help you to understand Padrón’s painting style and
his way of seeing life:
1. Choose a picture you like...
 Think of Padrón painting characteristic elements and identify
them.
 Why have you chosen that particular painting? What has caught
your attention?
 Briefly, describe the painting.
 What kind of emotions does the painting evoke in you?
 Does the painting have a special meaning for you?
2. Write your notes here:
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3. Now, work with a partner and tell them about your painting. Give
them as much information as you can

Task 2:
Talking about a picture.
Be ready to use your mobile phone to record yourself. Follow these
instructions:
• Stand in front of a picture of your choice, any that has caught
your attention.
• Read again the questions from Task 1 and prepare (in your
mind) a short description of the painting: reasons for choosing it,
description, feelings, emotions, meaning, etc.
• You can write some notes to help you but do not write a full
description of the painting.
• When you feel ready, switch on your mobile and start recording
yourself.
Once at home, listen to your recording and write down the complete
transcription of it. Then, pay attention to the possible mistakes
(grammar constructions, pronunciation, vocabulary, …) and write
down your suggested corrected version. Then give it to your teacher
with your recorded file.

What are the benefits of doing this?
99 It forces you to speak more fluently.
99 It provides feedback.
99 Your mobile or recorder acts as a real person listening to you!
99 It helps you to correct your pronunciation.
99 It encourages autonomous learning!
99 If you do this exercise regularly, you can check your improvement
in English.
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RECORDING SHEET
Painting:
Recorded version

Corrected version

99 How did you feel listening to yourself?
99 How often do you record your voice and then listen to your voice
to check pronunciation, grammar, accent, …?
99 How effective is this exercise to improve your English?
99 How English do you sound?
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Across

Down

5. A STRUCTURE THAT GOES AROUND THE
EDGE OF SOMETHING, SUCH AS A PICTURE
OR WINDOW

2. HAVING SUFFICIENT MONEY FOR COMFORTABLE LIVING

3. HAVING OR SHOWING GOOD MANNERS; POLITE

6. TO INCREASE IN SIZE BY A NATURAL
PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT
9. A SCHOOL WHERE STUDENTS LIVE AND STUDY
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1. WHERE SOMETHING COMES FROM

4. ARTISTIC MOVEMENT THAT EMBRACES
THE COUNTRY’S CULTURAL HERITAGE AND
TRADITIONS, AS WELL AS THEIR SPIRITUAL
BELIEFS.

12. NOT SEEN OR VISITED BY MANY PEOPLE

7. POOR FARMER

13. SURROUNDING CONDITIONS, ESPECIALLY THOSE INFLUENCING DEVELOPMENT OR GROWTH

8. TO BE ABLE TO MEET THE EXPENSE OF
OR PAY FOR
10. NOT PROUD OR ARROGANT, MODEST.

14. ARTISTIC MOVEMENT WHICH TRIES
TO EXPRESS A FEELING WITH WHAT THEY
CREATE. COLOURS AND SHAPES ARE NOT
USED IN A WAY PEOPLE SEE THEM, BUT AS
THE ARTIST FEELS THEM.

11. LONELY; STANDING ALONE

Across
3. COURTEOUS
5. FRAME
6. GROW UP
9. BOARDING SCHOOL
12. SECLUDED
13. ENVIRONMENT
14. EXPRESSIONISM

Down
1. SOURCE
2. WELL-OFF
4. INDIGENISM
7. PEASANT
8. AFFORD
10. HUMBLE
11. ISOLATED
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Good Morning

Level: B2 / C1

Time: 90 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
Using the painter Arunodoy Ghosh Biswas’ “Good Morning” as
inspiration, the students will talk about the imaginary morning
routines, feelings and plans of the subject in the painting, as well as
their own.
Suggested material
Artwork: Good Morning by Arunodoy Ghosh Biswas (to be found on
https://www.celesteprize.com/artwork/ido:139272/)
Music: “Peer Gynt - Morning Mood” by Edvard Grieg
Further activities
Generate discussion in the classroom by organising students into
threes and ask them to read and talk about the quotes given in task
9.
Intercultural Awareness
The class are exposed to art created by a young contemporary artist
from Calcutta. Using their knowledge of the geographical area and
the sociocultural background, the students can speculate about
the subject of the painting’s life. Additionally, the students can be
encouraged to look on the internet for more information about the
artist .
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Activity
1. Gather the students towards the front of the classroom and answer
the following questions:
• What’s going on in the picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What else can we find?
• What time of day do you think it is? Why do you say so?
2. Ask the students to try and guess the title of the picture (“Good
Morning”).
3. The teacher asks the students to look again at the picture and to
imagine how the subject might be feeling physically and emotionally.
The teacher writes some of the answers on the board.
4. The teacher asks the students to jot down five things that the
subject might do in the next two or three hours, the students compare
their answers, and then the teacher elicits some of the answers on
to the board.
5 . The class is divided into two groups, those on the left are group A,
those on the right are group B. Group A take on the role of the subject
in the painting, and are asked to think a little about the subject’s life
and personality, encouraging them to take notes. The teacher asks
Group B to write down three or four questions on individual cards
that they would like to ask the subject of the painting (Students A)
on thoughts and feelings about the morning, their morning routine
and their plans for the rest of the morning.
6. Students are put into pairs A + B . The interview lasts for about 5
minutes, while the teacher monitors the students.
7.When the interview has finished, the teacher collects the question
cards from students B and redistributes them around the class so
that every student gets a question.
8. Inform the students that they’re now going to be talking about
themselves. With question cards in hand, the students stand and
walk around the classroom as some appropriate “morning” music
is playing (e.g. “Peer Gynt - Morning Mood” by Edvard Grieg), the
teacher stops the music and the students get into pairs at random and
interview each other with their questions until the music restarts, the
students then swap question cards and walk around until the music
stops again and the process is repeated a number of times.
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Good morning

1. Come towards the front of the classroom and answer the following
questions:
• What’s going on in the picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What else can we find?
• What time of day do you think it is? Why do you say so?
• What do you think the title of the picture might be?
2. Look again at the picture. Imagine how the subject might be
feeling physically and emotionally.
3. Note down five things that the subject might do in the next two or
three hours. Compare your answers with a partner.
4. Your teacher is now going to put you into a group: if you are
sitting on the left of the room you are in group A, if you are on the
right you are in group B.
5. If you are in group A you should take on the role of the subject in
the painting. Take notes thinking a little about the subject’s life and
personality. If you are in group B write down three or four questions
on individual cards that you would like to ask the subject of the
painting (Students A) on thoughts and feelings about the morning,
their morning routine and their plans for the rest of the morning.
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6. Now A + B get into pairs. B should interview A for about 5 minutes.
7. Your teacher is now going to collect students B’s question cards
and is going to redistribute them around the class.
8. You are now going to be talking about yourselves. With your
question card in hand, stand and walk around the classroom while
some music is playing, when the music stops get into pairs at random
and interview each other with your questions until the music restarts,
and swap question
cards. You shall repeat this sequence a number of times.
9. Read the following quotes about the morning:
• The early bird catches the worm. ~ English Proverb
• Early to bed and early to rise, Makes a man healthy, wealthy and
wise. ~ English Proverb
• The breeze at dawn has secrets to tell you. Don’t go back to
sleep. ~ Rumi
• Not the day only, but all things have their morning. ~ French
Proverb
• No human being believes that any other human being has a right
to be in bed when he himself is up. ~ Robert Lynd
• Early morning cheerfulness can be extremely obnoxious. ~ William
Feather
• I used to love night best but the older I get the more treasures
and hope and joy I find in mornings. ~ Terri Guillemets
• “Morning is wonderful. Its only drawback is that it comes at such
an inconvenient time of day.” ~ Glen Coo
• Each day is a little life: every waking and rising a little birth, every
fresh morning a little youth, every going to rest and sleep a little
death. ~ Arthur Schopenhauer
• Those 7 extra minutes of sleep in the morning do really matter. ~
Author Unknown
10. Get into groups of three and talk about the quotes and sayings,
selecting your favourites and explaining why you chose them.
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Guess the -ism

Level: B1+

Time: 30 min

Author: Jaana Plate

Objectives
Learning more about ten different “isms” within art.
Suggested material
Paintings representating following isms:
Fauvism: Henri Matisse - Dance
Surrealism: Salvador Dalí - The persistence of memory
Expressionism: Vincent van Gogh - Starry Night
Neoplasticism: Piet Composition in colour
Futurism: Umberto Buccioni - The city rises
Social realism: Grant Wood - American Gothic
Cubism: Pablo Picasso - Weeping woman
Dadaism: Marchel Duchamp - Fountain
Postmodernism: Andy Warhol - Marilyn Monroe
Impressionism: Claude Monet - Water Lilies
You can find the paintings on

http://arthistoryresources.net/ARTHLinks.html
http://besthistorysites.net/art-history

Teacher’s preparation
1. Print the suggested paintings and put them up on the wall.
2. Divide the students into groups in order to promote oral
communication. Or let them work individually.
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3. Hand out the worksheets to the students and give them sme time
to read it through.
4. Ask them to match the paintings with an ism.
5. Give the answers in class or let the students hand in the worksheets.
Or let the students present one painting each with their choice of ism.
Further activities
Work more thoroughly with the isms before this exercise and use it
as a repetition or test.
Use the exercise as an introduction to the isms and let the students
choose one and learn more about it and present it orally or written.
Compare artists from different countries within one of the isms and
see if there are any intercultural similarities or differences.
Intercultural awareness
Comparing artists from different countries opens up for finding
intercultural similarities or differences.
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Activity
Fauvism
• Emphasizes on the pure colors decorative values
• Form subordinated to the color and rhythm
• Stresses surface, central perspective is of secondary importance
Surrealism
• Was a Movement that sought “pure psychic automatism” and
“thought dictation in the absence of any control of reason, without
anything of aesthetics and morality whatsoever”
• Wanted to convey the human subconscious
• Dreams, fantasies and repressed performances were important
to liberate the human inner self from the social ego of “tyranny”
Expressionism
• Art where reality is distorted in order to express the artist’s feelings
or inner world of conceptions
• Often with a deliberate use of strong colors and distortions in the
shapes
Neoplasticism
• Abstract and geometric Art Movement mainly represented by Piet
Mondrian, who was also the creator of the term
• Elementary basic forms and verticals and horizontals
• Characterized by a very limited palette of primary colors: red,
blue and yellow as well as white, gray and black
Futurism
• Motion
• Emphasized speed, technology, youth and violence, and was
intensely patriotic.
• Publishing manifestos was a feature of Futurism
• Adopted the methods of the Cubists.
Social Realism
• Picturing art suited for propaganda.
• Focused on the ugly realities of contemporary life and sympathized
with working-class people, particularly the poor.
• Critical of the social structures.
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• Became an important art movement during the Great Depression
in the United States.
Cubism
• Geometric forms
• Often monochromatic
• Rejected the inherited concept that art should copy nature
• Wanted to emphasize the two-dimensionality of the canvas
Dadaism
• Expression that reject logic and embrace chaos and irrationality
• They created anti-art e. g. nonsense poems and use of readymades
• Dada ignored aesthetics.
• If art was to appeal to sensibilities, Dada was intended to offend.
Postmodernism
• There is no originality, only copies
• Can be described as a reaction to modernism and modernity
• Was critical of the idea of objectivity and absolute truths
• They borrowed from art history and worked with low culture as
pornography and fashion/design
Impressionism
• It is an art of immediacy and movement
• The play of light expressed in a bright and varied use of colour.
• They painted realistic scenes of modern life, and often painted
outdoors.
• Impressionists sought a deeper reality representation beyond the
photograph - like production methods
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In the nudity

Level: B1/B2

Time: 120 min- 160 min

Author: Carolina Castellano Ortega

Objectives
Analyze the presence of male and female nude paintings in western
art history, reflect on the role of women in art, and overtly talk about
nude paintings.
Suggested material
Beamer, printed paintings, blank paper and felt-tips.
Teacher’s preparation
Step 1. Ask students as an open class if they know the difference
between nude and naked. See what they come up with and explain
the difference or give more details about it.
Step 2. Ask students if they remember any famous nude paintings
and whether they are male or female nudes. If they have remembered
any nude paintings, ask them if they can roughly date the paintings.
Step 3. Write/Show on the board these different age periods in
Western art history:
–– Ancient Greece.
–– Ancient Rome.
–– Middle Ages.
–– Renaissance.
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–– Baroque.
–– 18th & 19th centuries.
Ask them to guess in groups what was more common for each age
period, a male or female nude.
Show them some examples of paintings/sculptures for each age
period and see if they named any of these. Find here some examples:
–– Ancient Greece: Discobolus (Discus Thrower).
–– Ancient Rome: Heroic statue of a Roman general with the head of
Augustus.
–– Middle Ages: Rare in medieval art.
–– Renaissance: The Venus of Urbino, David (The statue of David by
Michelangelo).
–– Baroque: The Rokeby Venus also known as Venus at her Mirror.
–– 18th & 19th centuries: (Neoclassicism) Grande Odalisque, The
Naked Maja.
In groups, students say what they think has been more common in
contemporary art, male or female nudes. And what they think could
be the reason for that. Collect ideas for the different age periods
from each group.
Step 4. Show the students some nude paintings and carry out a
Virtual Thinking Strategy discussion. Ask the following questions:
–– What’s going on?
–– What do you see that makes you say that?
–– What more can you find?
Here is an example of one male and one female nude painting:
–– Two Female Nudes in a Landscape by Otto Mueller.
–– Bathing Men by Edvard Munch.

Female nude

Male nude
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Step 5. Ask students what their feeling is, in general, about a male
nude in a work of art (if they find it beautiful, natural, obscene,
disturbing... or any other adjective they might come up with). In
pairs, they give their opinion and justify their answer. Then do the
same with a female nude.
Step 6. As an open class, collect ideas from the different groups.
Step 7. Next, we are going to find out some information about a
group of radical female artists who fight against sexism within the
art world. The group is called Guerrilla Girls. The teacher should get
some background information about the Guerrilla Girls. Find some
information here:
https://www.guerrillagirls.com/#open
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/apr/29/theguerrilla-girls-interview-art-world-sexism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guerrilla_Girls

Ask students if they have ever heard of the Guerilla Girls. If they
have, ask them what they know about them.
Next, show students a Guerilla Girls’ poster protesting about women’s
discrimination in the art world (They claim that female artists are
discriminated in museums but, on the contrary, female nudes greatly
outnumber male nudes in museums). You can find the poster here:
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/guerrilla-girls-do-womenhave-to-be-naked-to-get-into-the-met-museum-p78793

Ask students what they think the poster’s message is (have a short
discussion).
Step 8. Make pairs or groups of 4 students. Take the text ‘GUERRILLA
GIRLS REINVENTING THE ‘F’ WORD: FEMINISM’ (you can find it here:
https://www.guerrillagirls.com/#open) and cut up the information
into 2 or 4 pieces (depending on whether you have a pair or a group
of 4 students), so that you give each student 1-2 paragraphs to read
on his/her own. Then students tell their partners in their own words
the information they have just read about the Guerrilla Girls (in the
end they will complete the information together).
Step 9. Jigsaw reading. Students swap partners. Now they work with
a different partner/pair who has the other half of the text. Students
exchange texts, read their partner’s text and prepare one or two
questions from the text for their partner to answer. Then they ask
and answer the questions in turn.
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Step 10. In groups they have to say if they agree with the Guerrilla
Girls’ stance and if they would support this movement. Say why/why
not. Collect ideas from the groups and have an open-class discussion.
Step 11. Pin up a selection of nude paintings (both male and female nudes).
Ask students to walk around the ‘art gallery’ together with a partner. They
look at each nude painting and tell their partner thevir impression/opinion
about it (whether they like it or not and why/why not).
Find here my selection for the ‘art gallery’:
–– Luncheon on the Grass by Édouard Manet.
–– Woman with a Parrot by Gustave Courbet.
–– Naked men on bed by Ora Ruven.
–– Nu (1914) by Carl Larsson.
–– Athletes by Eugène Jansson.
–– Naked Maja by Goya.
–– The Ladies of Avignon by Picasso.
–– Olympia by Édouard Manet.
Find here the paintings above mentioned, except for those paintings
with no licence granted:
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Step 12. Prepare some descriptive adjectives on colour cards (see
adjectives below).

Also, have that complete list of adjectives shown on the board to
make sure everybody understands the meaning (eliciting their
meaning). Then have the adjectives on colour cards displayed under
each painting.
Have the students walk around the ‘art gallery’ again. This time they
have to decide which adjective/s they would use for each painting
sticking them with Blu-Tack under each painting.
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Step 13. Students now work with a new partner. They have to choose
together one painting from the exhibition (each pair should choose a
different painting). They look at the painting and read the adjectives
given by everybody. Using some (or all) of those adjectives, students
make a haiku for that painting with that partner. (Let’s see how to
make a haiku first).
Step 14. Show them how to make a haiku (see below to illustrate
an explanation). Then, students should be ready to make their own
haiku. Help students out with the pronunciation of syllables to make
sure they have the right number of syllables required for each line
of the haiku (Make emphasis on the stressed syllables). Give them
some paper and felt-tips to write the haiku out. When they finish,
they should show and read their haiku aloud to the rest of the class.
Pin the haikus up on the wall when they finish.
Haiku explanation
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Step 15. (See further activities below).
Tip: This activity was devised for a group of 15 students. Should
you have a larger group, you may want to divide the class into two
groups for step 4 and have a good learner acting as the teacher
assistant. The teacher can go from one group to another supervising
the activity.
This activity can be done in March to work on the topic of International
Women’s Day.
If you need different days for the activities detailed here, you can
start your next session with a VTS on a nude painting or by revising
the hardest descriptive adjectives for students to remember provided
you have reached that step. For revising the adjectives you can use
any game such as ‘back writing’.
The haiku activity is good to work on word stress. You might want to
change the haiku example (even make your own one!). I chose one
which has no copyright licence.
Further activities
Follow-up: In groups each student will choose a different painting
each (you can have as many students per group as paintings displayed
in class). They will have to make some research about the chosen
painting for homework. In the next session they will give a short
presentation telling their group about what they found out about
the painting. Encourage the other students in the group to ask some
questions.
Intercultural awareness
Evolution of nude paintings in Europe. Political and religious influence
in Europe over ethics and aesthetics. Women artists’ presence in art
today.
Bibliography
Paintings:
Two Female Nudes in a Landscape by Otto Mueller - scan from a
book, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=11533571

Bathing Men by Edvard Munch - The Athenaeum: Home - info - pic,
Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=37904972
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The Naked Maja by Francisco José de Goya y Lucientes
Follower of Francisco de Goya - Sotheby’s, Sale N08952 (New York,
2013-01-31–2013-02-01), Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24349674

Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe by Édouard Manet
The Yorck Project: 10.000 Meisterwerke der Malerei. DVD-ROM,
2002. ISBN3936122202. Distributed by DIRECTMEDIA Publishing
GmbH., Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=103584

Woman with a Parrot by Gustave Courbet
By Gustave Courbet - Metropolitan Museum of Art, online collection
(accession number 29.100.57), Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=35907502

Nu (1914) HST by Carl Larsson - Internet, Public Domain,

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=52766524

Athletes by Eugène Jansson - Internet, Public Domain,

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=52311864

Olympia by Édouard Manet Unknown, Public Domain,

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=103581

Guerrilla Girls:

https://www.guerrillagirls.com/#open
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/apr/29/theguerrilla-girls-interview-art-world-sexism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guerrilla_Girls
https://www.guerrillagirls.com/#open

Other:

http://busyteacher.org/5718-haiku-closer.html
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Activity
Introduction: What’s the difference between nude and naked? Can
you give any examples?
1. Can you remember any famous nude paintings? Are they male or
female nudes?
2. If you have remembered any nude paintings, can you roughly
date the paintings?
3. Look at these different age periods in Western Art history:
–– Greek times
–– Roman times
–– Middle Ages
–– Renaissance
–– Baroque
–– 18th & 19th centuries
¾¾ What was more common for each age period, a male or a female nude?
¾¾ And now, in contemporary art, what would you say we can find
more often, male or female nudes? Why do you think that is?
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4. Now let’s have a look at some nude paintings:
Male nude

Female nude

What’s going on?
What do you see that makes you say that?
What more can you find?
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5. What is your feeling about a male nude in a work of art? In
general, do you find it beautiful, natural, obscene, disturbing…?
Talk to your partner and justify your answer. And about a female
nude? Tell your partner and justify your answer.
Guerrilla Girls.
6. Have you heard of the ‘Guerilla Girls’? Do you know anything
about them? Tell the group.
7. Now look at the ‘Guerilla Girls’ poster. What do you think their
message is?
8. In pairs or groups of 4, read some information about the Guerrilla
Girls and tell that information to your partner/s in your own words.
9. Swap partner. Read your partner‘s text (it should be different to
yours) and ask your partner 1-2 questions about the text.
10. Work in groups to give your opinion about this movement. Do
you agree with the Guerrilla Girls‘ stance? Would you support this
movement? Why/Why not.
Gallery Walk.
11.
Walk around the gallery together with a partner. Have
a look at each nude painting
and
tell
your
partner
your
impression/opinion
about
it.
Work
in
pairs.
12. Once you finish your gallery walk with your partner, decide
which adjectives from the list given you would use for each painting
and stick the adjective under each painting (you can use as many
adjectives as you like for each painting).
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Find the list of adjectives also here:

Angelic
Celestial
Disagreeable
Erotic
Indolent
Repulsive
Splendid

Awful
Coarse
Disconcerting
Fragile
Innocent
Ridiculous
Sweet

Beautiful
Dazzling
Distressing
Grotesque
Morbid
Sensuous
Vulgar

Bold
Delicate
Disturbing
Indecent
Natural
Splendid
Voluptuous

Haiku.
13. Now choose a painting with your partner (each pair should choose
a different painting). Look at the painting and read the adjectives
given by everybody. Using some (or all) of those adjectives, make
a haiku for that painting with your partner (Let’s see how to make
a haiku first).
Write out your haiku on a paper sheet, hold it so that everyone can
see it and then read it aloud.
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Isolation

Level: B1

Time: 110 min

Author: Charo González Martín

Objectives
Make students aware of the importance of family relationships.
Suggested material
Photocopies of the activity
Painting by Degas: The Bellelli Family
Pencils and pieces of paper.
Further activities
Students can answer Giulia back.
Intercultural awareness
Students talk about families in different cultures.
Bibliography

http://the-spiritualist.com/2017/02/08/sitting-position-reveals-lot-personality/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bellelli_Family
https://www.google.es/search?q=creative+commons+the+bellelli+family&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjlkKa11JDUAhXGPhQKHViYB0UQsAQIOA&biw=1280&bih=894

Edgar Degas (1834-1917) The Bellelli Family (ca. 1858-67)
Oil on canvas H. 200; W. 250 cm

Activity
1. Students are shown 5 sitting positions and they choose the one
that suits them most, then they walk around the class trying to find
a group of students with the same choice. They sit together and do
a matching exercise.
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2. Students are given a piece of paper with half of a painting (you
have to cut the page with both parts of the painting in half), they
draw the other half and tell their partner about it.
3. Students show their partner their original half and look at their
partner’s half, they belong to the same painting:The Bellelli Family.
4. Once they have seen the original painting they do an exercise
related to the characters’ family relationships.
5. Students put themselves in Giulia’s shoes and write a paragraph
telling Degas how they feel as well as their relationship with their
family.
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Isolation
1. Does our sitting behaviour reveal our character?

Here we have five positions, choose the way you usually sit and try to
find a group of students in class with the same choice. Sit with them
and match the following meanings with a suitable sitting position:
1. They are smart, sensitive. They are always late. Their house
is a kind of a shelter
2. They never rush. Appeareance is important. They are
persistent.
3. They are capricious and choosy. They live in a tidy chaos.
4. Easy going, creative and charming people. They are a little
childish
5. They want to travel and make new friends.They are really
changeable.
Check with your teacher.
2. Let’s work with the following paintings:
You can see half of the painting, draw the other half and tell your
partner about it.
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A- These are:
Giovanna
and
Gennaro

A- These are:
Giulia
and
Laura
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3. Now show your partner your half and look at your partner’s half,
they belong to the same painting: The Bellelli Family.
4. Look at the whole painting by Degas. Work in pairs

‘The Bellelli Family‘ by Edgar Degas

A. Giovanna and Gennaro are sitting and Laura and Giulia are
standing, if they were sitting, how and where would they sit? Tell
your partner.
B. There are four people in the painting but nobody is looking at
anybody, their looks are averted. Their names are: Laura, Giulia,
Giovanna, Gennaro.
There is a list of words or phrases related to the four characters,
work with a partner and write them on the corresponding chart
(see next page).
Check with your teacher afterwards.
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GIULIA

LAURA

GIOVANNA

GENNARO

WORDS
TYRANT, INDEPENDENT, IMPOSSIBLE, HALF-SITTING, UPRIGHT,
SHOW-OFF, HANDS ON HIPS, PEERING, IN HER MOTHER’S SHADOW,
HEAD HIGH, LOOKS AT THE PAINTER, DOMINANT, RETIRED,
BARRICADED, A WEAK PERSON, DAD’S DAUGHTER
5. There are two clearly divided groups in the family:
The father, Gennaro and the oldest daughter, Giulia are similar, they
are weak. The mother, Laura, and the youngest child, Giovanna, with
the same face shape, are strong.
Nevertheless, there are two more people in the painting: the painter
(Degas) and Laura’s father (Hilaire) just behind her.
Hilaire is in the background but he leads the group. His face, his
daughter and granddaughter’s face, Giovanna, go in the same
direction, they belong to the same family group; the other two,
Gennaro and Giulia, seem as if they weren’t part of the family.
Cousin Edgar, the painter
He was staying with his aunt’s family in Naples and started painting
The Bellelli family.
If you look closely at the picture, we can observe that every character
seems isolated, but Giulia, the only one looking at the painter, tries
to say something.
Imagine you are Giulia. Write a paragraph telling Degas how you feel
as well as your relationship with the family. Share your writing with
a group of students.
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ANSWER KEY
1. Now match the following sentences with the corresponding sitting
position:
A.-1.- Easy going, creative and charming people.They are a little
childish
B.-2.-They want to travel and make new friends.They are really
changeable.
C.- 3.- They are capricious and choosy.They live in a tidy chaos.
D.- 4.- They are smart, sensitive. They are always late.Their house
is a kind of a shelter
E.- 5.-They never rush. Appeareance is important. They are persistent.
4.b Fill in the corresponding chart:
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GIULIA

LAURA

GIOVANNA

GENNARO

LOOKS AT THE
PAINTER

TYRANT

HANDS ON HIP

RETIRED

DAD’S
DAUGHTER

UPRIGHT

SHOW-OFF

PEERING

IN HER
MOTHER’S
SHADOW

HEAD HIGH

HALF-SITTING

IMPOSSIBLE

A WEAP
PERSON

DOMINANT

INDEPENDENT

BARRICADED

Kandinsky: From Expressionism to
Abstract Art

Level: B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Karsten Bremke

Objectives
Getting to know about the concept of Abstract Art with the help of
first a fable, and then second with a collection of Kandinsky paintings.
Suggested material
Handouts of the activity
Further activities
Look at abstract artists from the Zero Movement, e.g. Günter
Uecker, Otto Pience, etc.
Intercultural awareness
Compare abstract art from different countries/cultures (e.g.
Algerian female artist Zoulikha Bouabdellah, cf. her exhibition
“Inverted” at the Centro Atlantico de Arte Moderno at Las Palmas
de Gran Canaria (http://www.caam.net/es/expos_int.php?n=3800)
Activity
1. abstracting character traits from a fable
2. putting Kandinsky paintings in the order of increasing degree of
abstraction
3. relating geometrical shapes and music to abstract art
4. writing about one’s most emotional/decisive moment in their
lives
5. transforming this detailed report into a piece of abstract art
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1. Read the following fable by James Thurber and summarize it in
2-3 sentences.
The Bears and the Monkeys In a deep forest there lived many bears.
They spent the winter sleeping, and the summer playing leap-bear
and stealing honey and buns from nearby cottages. One day a fasttalking monkey named Glib showed up and told them that their way
of life was bad for bears. ‘You are prisoners of pastime,’ he said,
‘addicted to leap-bear, and slaves of honey and buns.’ The bears were
impressed and frightened as Glib went on talking. ‘Your forebears
have done this to you,’ he said. Glib was so glib, glibber than the
glibbest monkey they had ever seen before, that the bears believed
he must know more than they knew, or than everybody else. But
when he left, to tell other species what was the matter with them,
the bears reverted to their fun and games and their theft of buns
and honey. Their decadence made them bright of eye, light of heart,
and quick of paw, and they had a wonderful time, living as bears had
always lived, until one day two of Glib’s successors appeared, named
Monkey Say and Monkey Do. They were even glibber than Glib, and
they brought many presents and smiled all the time. ‘We have come
to liberate you from freedom,’ they said. ‘This is the New Liberation,
twice as good as the old, since there are two of us.’ So each bear
was made to wear a collar, and the collars were linked together with
chains, and Monkey Do put a ring in the lead bear’s nose, and a chain
on the lead bear’s ring. ‘Now you are free to do what I tell you to do,
‘ said Monkey Do. ‘Now you are free to say what I want you to say,’
said Monkey Say. ‘By sparing you the burden of electing you leaders,
we save you from the dangers of choice. No more secret ballots,
everything open and aboveboard.’ For a long time the bears submitted
to their New Liberation, and chanted the slogan the monkeys had
taught them: ‘Why stand on your own two feet when you can stand
on ours?’ Then one day they broke the chains of their new freedom
and found their way back to the deep forest and began playing leapbear again and stealing honey and buns from the nearby cottages.
And their laughter and gaiety rang through the forest, birds that had
ceased singing began singing again, and all the sounds of the earth
were like music. Moral: It is better to have the ring of freedom in
your ears than in your nose.
Source: James Thurber, Stories and Fables - Hueber Verlag 1978
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2. Characterize bears resp. monkeys with one or more traits each.
3. Wassily Kandinsky, Russian painter, 1866-1944, was an
expressionist and a pioneer of abstract art. Abstract painting
describes the movement away from creating realistic images towards
a composition of colors, geometrical forms, contrasts, and lines
without the intentional depiction of things. Put the following paintings
into the right order in relation to its degree of abstract elements and
find a title for each painting.
#

Rank according to the degree of abstraction

Title of the painting

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
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2

3

258

4

5

259

6

7

260

8

9
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4. Take a few minutes and look at the paintings again closely. Which
of them do you like best? Why? Discuss your choice with a partner.
5. Kandinsky was also convinced that colors have a close relationship
to (geometrical) forms and music. In the following table note down
your associations of geometrical forms and music with different
colors.
Color

Geometrical
form

Music

other
associations

yellow
blue
red
orange
green
black
white
purple
brown
6. What would an abstract painting have to look like when you were
asked to create one in order to illustrate the most fascinating /
impressive / decisive moment in your life? Write about this moment
in as much detail and with as many emotions as possible!
7. Draw an abstract painting using your notes from tasks no. 5 and
no. 6!
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KEY TO THE PAINTINGS AND TASK NO. 3
All paintings have been painted by Wassily Kandinsky.
#

Rank according to the
degree of abstraction

Order as given
in this activity

1

Gabriele Münter Painting,
1903

Improvisation 9, 1910

2

View from the window of
Griesbrau, 1908

Improvisation 26, 1912

3

Improvisation 26, 1912

View from the window of
Griesbrau, 1908

4

Improvisation 9, 1910

Color Study. Squares with
Concentric Circles, 1913

5

Improvisation 12 (Rider),
1910

The Last Jugdement/
Composition V, 1912

6

The Cow, 1910

Untitled, 1921

7

The Last Jugdement/
Composition V, 1912

Improvisation 12 (Rider),
1910

8

Color Study. Squares with
Concentric Circles, 1913

Gabriele Münter Painting,
1903

9

Untitled, 1921

The Cow, 1910
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Let the music play

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 100 - 120 min

Author: Carolina Castellano Ortega

Objectives
To talk about music and musical instruments.
To listen to some music so as to identify the instruments playing.
To draw whatever comes to mind inspired by the music playing and
then share it with a partner.
Suggested material
Beamer, computer, speaker, a painting showing musical instruments,
crayons and paper.
Intercultural awareness
To learn that the lute was widely used in the Baroque period in
western Europe.
Bibliography
Painting:
Theodoor Rombouts The Concert, circa 1620. The Cummer Museum
of Art & Gardens.
Audios:

http://bit.ly/2s5ZztE
http://bit.ly/2sLL2kF
http://bit.ly/2rKgDou
http://bit.ly/2rK2xDs
http://bit.ly/2sLXvoN
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Activity
Step 1. Ask learners the questions in Activity 1 in the handout as an
open class and invite as many students as possible to participate.
Step 2. Now focus on music, emotions and a personal experience. Ask
learners to work in groups of 3 and answer the questions in Activity
2 in the handout. When they finish, get ideas from the different
groups.
Step 3. Turn to Activity 3 in the handout and check that learners
know the name of all the musical instruments on the painting
(Answer: a recorder, a lute, a guitar, and a violin). As they might not
be familiar with the word ‘lute’, refer learners to the vocabulary list
in the handout. Also, highlight the difference between a recorder and
a flute.
Step 4. Learners will now listen to two different audios so as to
identify the instruments that are being played (Answers: lute and
recorder respectively).
Audio suggestions for the painting used here:
Lute sound:

https://soundcloud.com/search?q=baroque%20lute (Sylvious Leopold
Weiss: Trio in D minor (baroque lute)) or https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SyEGKANa990 (Bach - Bourée E minor, played on a lute guitar

by Tom Janes).

Recorder sound:

https://soundcloud.com/search?q=recorder%20instrument

My choice for the recorder: Titanic (recorder instrument) (nyobain)
Step 5. Play the two audios again in turn allowing some time for
learners to picture any situation/scene produced in their minds by
the music. They share it with one partner.
Step 6. Distribute some crayons and paper. Tell learners that they
are going to listen to a piece of classical music and that you would
like them to just let their feelings and imagination go and draw what
they can feel/see inspired by the music they hear.
Suggested music:
Johann Pachelbel - Canon in D Major
You can find it here: https://soundcloud.com/search?q=Johann%20
Pachelbel or here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Af372EQLck
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Activity

‘The Concert’ by Theodoor Rembouts

Activity 1
• What is going on in this painting?
• What can you see in the picture that makes you say that?/ What
can you see that makes you have that idea?
• What else can we find?
Activity 2
Talking about the music in the scene:
• What type of music would you expect to hear in such a scene?
Why?
• What other sounds do you think you could hear in this scene? Can
you describe them?
• What emotions would you describe in the characters produced by
the music they can hear/play?
Think about the music in the scene. Does the imaginary musical
scene remind you of a particular experience of your own? Have you
ever had a get-together to play a musical instrument or to sing? Or
have you ever ended up playing instruments and singing along with
some friends? If so, when? (Tell your partner about it).
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Activity 3
• Have we mentioned all the musical instruments that appear in the
painting? Let’s check.
• Now let’s listen to two of them. Which ones are they?
• Listen again to the first musical instrument. What scenes/ pictures
/situations… come to your mind when you hear the sound of it?
Share it with your partner/group.
• Now listen to the second musical instrument. What scenes/
pictures/ situations… come to your mind when you hear the sound
of it? Share it with a different partner/group.
• Now we are going to listen to a piece of classical music. Let your
feelings and imagination go and draw what you can feel/see
inspired by the music you hear.
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Looking at “Scapes“

Level: B1/B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Carolina Castellano Ortega

Objectives
• To learn/review vocabulary in order to talk about the different
planes in a painting.
• To see different kinds of scenery: landscape, seascape and
townscape/cityscape.
• To picture themselves in the painting.
• To talk about some architectural elements and their suitability for
modern life.
Suggested material
• Students’ handout.
• A computer and a projector.
• Paintings.
Teacher’s preparation
1. Ask students to close their eyes and think about an outdoor space
they have been to recently. It can be a place in a city/town, in the
countryside or by the coast. Ask them to think of as many details as
they can remember about that place, such as the time of day, the
weather, who they were with and what they were doing. Ask them to
hold that moment in their mind and tell their partner about it.
2. Give students the vocabulary handout. Introduce/revise the
vocabulary and show the different paintings to understand the
different sceneries.
Paintings used:
- Tahitian Landscape by Paul Gauguin.
- Townscape by Jan van der Heyden.
- Praia da Boa Viagem by Hipólito Boaventura Caron.
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Show the paintings on the board for students to choose one and
briefly describe it in pairs in order to put the vocabulary into practice.
Elicit some sentences.
3. Show the painting Vision of Gran Canaria on the board and have
students look at the painting and the definition of townscape on the
second page of the handout. Invite students to close their eyes again
and guide them through the questions in the handout (1. Picture
yourself in the painting.) Allow students some time to get the feel of
the place. Then ask them to share it with their partner.
4. Ask them the questions in number 2 (You, yourself) and let them
share their answers in pairs.
5. Continue with the questions in number 3 (The painting itself) and
then students have to share their answers again in pairs.
6. Now show them two paintings: Vision of Gran Canaria (seen
before) and El Risco de San Nicolás, Las Palmas by José Pérez Gil,
1974 (google it). Students work now in groups of 3 and answer the
questions in 4 (Neighbourhood layout) in the handout.
The painting entitled Vision of Gran Canaria was painted by Néstor
Martín Fernández de la Torre, born in the Canary Islands, Spain.
This painting is part of a series (painted 1928-1934) that the artist
portrayed to highlight the Canarian spirit with future tourist prospects.
The other painting, entitled El Risco de San Nicolás, Las Palmas, was
painted by José Pérez Gil. Born in Castile-La Mancha, Spain.
Tip: For step 4 and 5 have students work with a different pair each time.
Intercultural awareness
Similarities in architectural elements across some countries.
Bibliography
Activity inspired by “Looking at Landscapes” Lesson 1: Finding
Yourself in a Landscape
Author: Getty Museum Education Staff
Permissions: Creative Commons License
The lesson plan and downloadable materials on this page are licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

http://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/classroom_resources/
curricula/esl/esl_lesson05.html
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Paul Gauguin. Tahitian Landscape (1891, Minneapolis Institute of
Arts). https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=29674247
Van der Heyden, Jan . Townscape. c. 1670, Norton Simon Museum.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=40108756

Caron, H. Praia da Boa Viagem. 1884. National Museum of Fine Arts
of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=12382907
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seascape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cityscape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Landscape
http://www.learnersdictionary.com/definition/townscape

http://www.artnet.com/artists/José-perez-gil/el-risco-de-sannicol%C3%A1s-las-palmas-7PP3BBNxC5bjs-9OxWQ42g2
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Activity

Looking at ‘Scapes’– seascapes, landscapes,
cityscapes / townscapes

Vocabulary
Landscape

a painting of a view of the countryside; paintings
of inland natural or rural scenery.

Cityscape
(urban landscape) an artistic representation,
(also townscape) such as a painting, drawing, print or photograph
of the physical aspects of a city or urban area.
Seascape

a photograph, painting, or other work of art
which depicts the sea.

Foreground

the part of a view, picture, etc. that is nearest to
you when you look at it

Background

the part of a picture, photograph or view behind
the main objects, people, etc.

Middleground

the visual plane located between both the
foreground and background.

Vocabulary in use
‘In the foreground/background/middleground I can see…’
‘In the foreground/background/middleground there is/there are…’
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Looking at ‘Scapes’

Townscapes

Definition of TOWNSCAPE
• : the area where a town is and the way it looks.
• : a picture that shows part or all of a town.
1. Picture yourself in the painting.
• What sounds can you hear?
• What can you smell?
• What is the atmosphere like?/How do you feel?
-> Share it with your partner.
2. You, yourself.
• What kind of shoes would you wear to walk around a place like
this? And what kind of clothes? Explain why.
• Would you rather be on your own in that place or with somebody
else? Why?
-> Share it with your partner.
3. The painting itself.
• Do you know any place on this island that can have some
resemblance to the place in the painting? If so, describe the
place and its main features and let your partner guess.
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Alternatively, any other place in the world that might remind you
of the one in the painting? If so, describe the place and its main
features.
-> Share it with your partner.
4. Neighbourhood layout.
• Look at the two paintings shown on the board. Compare them
and tell your partners whether you can find any similarities or
differences in both architectural styles. Give as many details as
possible. (Work in groups of 3).
• Do you find this kind of neighbourhood layout convenient for our
modern lifestyle? Why/Why not?
• One of the two paintings was painted by a Canarian artist. Guess
which one.
• Do you have any idea about the artist’s name or the period it
was painted?
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Male and Female

Level: B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Karsten Bremke

Objectives
Making students speak, read, and write about the relationship
between the sexes over time and the current situation of men and
women in society.
Suggested material
Handouts of the activity and digital versions of the paintings for the
interactive whiteboard (hyperlinks are given in each task).
Further activities
Students could put themselves in the shoes of the other sex and
write a diary entry from this perspective. A mixed gender group of
students could draw a joint picture illustrating their perspective on
current gender roles (topics could be family, friendship, wedding,
marriage, fashion, etc.).
Intercultural awareness
Students reflect on different perspectives on gender roles in different
countries/cultures and find out about similiarities and differences.
Bibliography
Digitorial of the exhibition “Battle of the Sexes” at the Städel Museum,
Frankfurt.
http://geschlechterkampf.staedelmuseum.de/en (11/06/2017)
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Activity
1. Approach the topic by reflecting on own position towards
stereotypes around the sexes.
2. Start an in-depth treatment of the theme by thinking about own
role as female / male
3. Decode various paintings according to the question of female
position in society
4. Compare illustrations in art with today’s gender roles
5. Depict male or female perspective in society with a creative
activity.
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1. Who is more powerful in your opinion, women or men? To start off
with make a list of attributes that are typical for each sex.
•
•
•

attractive
strong
empathic

•
•
•

ruthless

•
•
•

2. Do you feel comfortable in your role as a man or a woman? Why
or why not? Write down a few sentences whichcould relate to your
own identity, the way you see the other sex, and/or what you would
like to change in the relation between males and females.
3. The following picture by Gustav Adolf Mossa is called “Elle” and
was painted in 1906. You and your partner describe elements of the
way this woman here is illustrated. Talk about your feelings when
looking at Mossa’s work of art. Include the following information in
your thoughts:
In the second half of the 19th c. women in Western Europe started
to protest against their minor position towards men by claiming
equal voting rights, equal pay and social emancipation. In France
(1863) and in England (1870s) women were granted access to
universities.
“She” by Gusta Adolf Mossa

4. Look at the following painting called “The Dreamer” by Heinrich
Maria Davringhausen and figure out male reaction at the time.
Include the following information:
After WWI men came back traumatized, their self-confidence
shattered, losers. They encountered women who were working,
supporting their families, and at the same time embodying a new
female image by smoking, wearing trousers, short hair. What
added to male frustration was their sex drive which wasn’t going
to be satisfied by women any longer.
“The Dreamer” by Heinrich Maria Davringhausen
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5. Two different perspectives are opened with the following two works
of art. Compare both with each other and say which of the two better
represent female role in (Western European) society today. Include
the following information:
However, it was too late for destroying women because in
1919 they received voting rights in Germany. 10 per cent of all
representatives in the German parliament were female, a number
that was only again reached in 1983! In the middle of the 1920s
women were allowed to work as lawyers and judges, prostitutes
went unpunished and more than one third of all married women
had a job.
Nevertheless, female role as mother and housewife remained the
ideal in society: Only in 1927 women were given six weeks before
and after childbearing where they couldn’t be dismissed from their
jobs. From 1958 on women were allowed to open a bank account
and get their driving license without the consent of their husbands!
1961 was the introduction of the anti-baby pill, in the beginning
only for married women. And it took until 1977 before a wife could
take on a job without having to ask her husband. Last but not least
only 20 years ago marital rape became punishable.
“Representing” by Jeanne Mammen
“My Nurse” by Meret Oppenheim
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Market day in Guernica

Level:
B1 / B2 / C1

Time: 120 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To infer information from sounds.
To develop market vocabulary.
To read and summarize certain information from a given text.
To write a report based on group-work information received.
Suggested material
Students’ copies.
A copy of Guernica to be projected at the end of the activities.
A copy of the bombed ruins of Guernica.
Photocopiable material.
Pieces of paper.
Street market sounds.
Further activities
At the end of the lesson you can invite students to listen to the song
by Katie Melua. “Market day in Guernica”, which can be found at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjEFYymMEIw

Intercultural awareness
This activity is a good example to reflect on different countries in war
conflict.
Supremacy of some cultures, religions, nations... are to dominate
over others.
Bibliography
Although on the Internet you may find different market or street
market atmosphere sounds, the one we have used in this activity
is at http://other-atmospheres.ambient-mixer.com/a-market-place.
It is a good example of what a rural market might sound: children
playing, dogs barking, cows mooing, horses whinnying, people
chatting, vendors shouting, ...
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Guernica by Picasso, la exposición del Reina-Prado. Guernica is in
the collection of Museo Reina Sofia, Madrid. Source page: http://

www.picassotradicionyvanguardia.com/08R.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1683114
Guernica Ruins, photo: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-H25224,_Guernica,_Ruinen.jpg
http://www.museoreinasofia.es/coleccion/obra/guernica
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OiX1VbzorU
http://poieinkaiprattein.org/kids-guernica/picasso-s-guernica/
news-report-by-george-steer-for-the-times-about-guernica-1937/

Activity
This is an activity to explore Picasso’s Guernica and to have an
approach of all the elements that contributed to what the painting
means today.
The main objective of the activity is to present the painting of Guernica
starting with a “market day activity in class” (Remember that the
town of Guernica was bombed on a market day), The activity will
allow students to report a market day experience through a sound
inferring exercise and by carrying out different learning vocabulary
builder activities.
Throughout this first part of the activity it is very important not to
reveal the name of the painting or any other information about the
artist. The idea behind this is to work with the students feelings to
create an emotional impact.
This lesson is divided into different parts but each one contributes
to create the whole of it.
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Activity
Part 1: PREVIEWING THE PAINTING
1. Encourage students to listen to a sequence of sounds from a
market (see Teacher’s instructions) and let them guess what it might
be. Ask them these questions:
• What’s going on?
• Where is it? Is it indoors or outdoors?
• What’s taking place?
• What do you think people are doing?
• Are there any animals?
2. Elicit students’ responses. Surely most of them have noticed the
sound corresponds to a Street Market.
3. Brainstorming. Ask them to say what words come to their minds
when they listened to the market scene.
• What adjectives would you use to describe this scene?
• What nouns…?
• What verbs…?
• How do people feel walking around a market place on?
Divide the board into different categories and complete with students
answers: adjectives / nouns / verbs / feelings
4. Ask students to give answers to these questions:
• What’s Market day like in your town/village?
• Does your village/town/city have a Market day?
• What day is it on?
• If your area doesn’t have any Market Day, is there any Market
Day nearby?
Tell students that in many places, especially in Spain, every village
has a fixed market day in the week (e.g. Monday, Tuesday,...) and the
whole location is transformed into a bustling street market. Vendors
usually rotate from village to village.
5. Once students have finished telling each other about their market
day experiences, encourage them to work on a Vocabulary matching
exercise: Match the words from the two columns to make correct
phrases . Use your dictionairies if you need it. Find the exercise and
the key to the exercise at the end of the whole activity.
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6. Now, imagine you are a journalist who has been sent to cover a
market day in a small town, how would you report the atmosphere
of this place? Take a moment to prepare your report. Start like this:
“It is market day in ...“
7. Ask students to share their reports by reading them loud. This
moment of the activity is crucial as all reports will describe a lively
market day atmosphere which will contrast with the image they
are going to see afterwards. Once reports have been shared, tell
students they are going to view a photo from the original market
taken about 80 years ago. Encourage them to say how they imagine
it, colours, what might it look like, etc.
8. Show the photo from Guernica after the bombing. Ask them:
“What has happened?”

Guernica after the bombing. Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-H25224

If you like you can show two or three more pictures from:
https://www.clarin.com/mundo/anos-bombardeo-guernica-recuerdahorror_0_BklPT2N3Pmx.html
http://www.abc.es/media/historia/2017/04/26/bombardeoguernica-abc-k1zC--510x286@abc.jpg
http://www.abc.es/Media/201204/25/guernica-5--644x362.jpg
http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/227802/0/aniversario/
bombardeo/gernika/

Notice their reaction. Explain the photos are from the town of
Guernica, the town that inspired Picasso to paint his most famous
painting.
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Part 2: DISCOVERING THE FACTS
1. Discovering the facts. This part of the activity will help SS to work
with their previous ideas and knowledge about “Guernica” painting.
Ask them these questions:
• What do you remember about the painting?
• What’s going on in the painting?
• What elements can you remember?
• How many people are there?
• Are there any animals?
• What are they doing?
• What is there in the centre / left / right of the painting?
• How big is the painting?
2. Group-work. Give students a copy of Group-work Activity and split
the class according to the letter they have in their hand-out. All SS
with the same letter, for example letter “A” or “B” are going to work
together. If desired, make colour copies from the different texts with
the same letters to help students to work together.
Ask students to read their texts and comment on the possible
important elements to be reported to the rest of the class. Once
finished, ask them to meet in a different group of four formed by a
student with a different letter: A, B, C & D and encourage them to
exchange as much information as possible so everybody may have a
clear idea of the facts.
3. Once all information has been exchanged, students with the same
letter meet again and answer the questionnaire to see how much
they remember. Once finished, feedback with
whole class.
4. Show Picasso’s Guernica. Tell SS you are going to view the painting
at this moment. Encourage them to look at it with different eyes,
with all the information they have learned.
Finally, ask them the following questions:
• What is there in the painting that has the greatest impact on you?
Why?
• How is the painting relevant to the information you have?
• How effective is the work of Picasso to illustrate what happened
in Guernica?
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‘Guernica‘ by Pablo Picasso

5. Pair-work. Again, invite SS to imagine they are reporters covering
the 1937 Paris Exhibition at the Spanish Pavilion. Allow the some
time to write the report and then read and share it with the rest of
the class.
Imagine you were one of the journalists covering the 1937 Paris
Exhibition and you visit the Spanish Pavilion and see Picasso’s
Guernica.
• How would you report this?
• What information would you include in your report?
• How would you start?
• What important facts would you mention?
6. When finished, ask students to look at the painting and response
to these questions:
• What is there in the painting that has the greatest impact on you?
Why?
• How is the painting relevant to the information you have got?
• How effective is Picasso’s artwork to illustrate what happened in
Guernica (26th April 1937)?
Part 3:
1. Give students a piece of paper and ask them to write ONE word to
describe “Guernica”. Display all cards around so everybody can see
them.
2. Encourage students to listen to the song: “Market day in Guernica”
by Katie Melua.
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1) Artisans congregate around a) their goods at the top of their
selling
voices
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2) Buyers quarrel

b) a skipping game

3) Carts

c) of chickens and ducks

4) Children are lining up

d) are displayed

5) Children playing

e) atmosphere

6) Colourful and deafening

f) barking

7) Cows

g) bustle

8) Cries

h) laugh and chatter

9) Dogs

i) mooing

10) Food and vegetable

j) over quality and quantity and
price

11) Fresh goods

k) piled with baskets

12) Horses

l) pulled by horses

13) Hustle and

m) stalls

14) Peasants with their heads

n) the fresh fruit

15) Rural old town

o) their handicrafts

16) Sellers invite customers

p) their stalls

17) Sellers shout

q) to buy the goodies

18) Stalls classified according

r) to look at their products

19) The aroma of

s) to the goods they deal in

20) Vendors preparing

t) neigh

21) Women

u) with narrow streets

KEY TO VOCABULARY EXERCISE
Artisans congregate around selling their handicrafts
Buyers quarrel over quality and quantity and price
Carts pulled by horses
Children are lining up to buy the goodies
Children playing a skipping game
Colourful AND deafening atmosphere
Cows mooing
Cries of chickens and ducks
Dogs Barking
Food and vegetable stalls
Fresh goods are displayed
Horse neigh
Hustle and bustle
Peasants with their heads piled with baskets
Rural old town with narrow streets
Sellers invite customers to look at their products
Sellers shout their goods at the top of their voices
Stalls classified according to the goods they deal in
The aroma of the fresh fruit
Vendors preparing their stalls
Women laugh and chatter
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STUDENT A
Guernica is perhaps one of the paintings from the XXth Century with
an enormous emotional power. Its size is 3.49 ×7.76 m. , and the
effect, as many other huge paintings, is to engulf you and to draw
you in it. This time, into a world of horror. Its large size, different
from other European war paintings where we see the notion of
war as something heroic, Guernica’s painting is, on the contrary,
challenging. It was made to impact and to portray the horror of war.
Picasso only used black, white and grey in the painting as a way to
reflect and show the moment he was aware of the terrible news when
he read the original newspaper reports and saw the photographs
in black and white. Picasso was so shocked by the report that the
painting seems as if he were a real eye-witness of the attack, who is
taking a photograph of what he is witnessing.
Guernica has become a well-known symbol of the peace movement,
an anti-war icon .
There is a copy of the painting at the entrance to the Security Council
room at the United Nations building in New York.
Unfamiliar words:
to engulf: to swallow
to be aware of: having knowledge or perception of a situation or fact
eyewitness: a person who has seen something happen and can give
a first-hand description of it.
Note down any other important relevant details about the
painting.
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STUDENT B
“Guernica, the most ancient town of the Basques and the centre
of their cultural tradition, was completely destroyed yesterday by
insurgent air raiders”. Thus started the report written by the war
correspondent George L. Steer and published by the Times of London
on April 28, 1937.
Monday was the customary market day in Guernica, a small,
undefended and strategically unimportant town in the Basque
Country and with no military interest. At 4:30 p.m. on the 26th April
1937, when the market was full of people and the peasants from all
the villages around were still coming in and out with their animals:
cows, bulls, horses, sheep,... the church bell rang the alarm for
approaching aeroplanes. For three hours, Hitler’s German air force,
acting in support of General Franco, bombed Guernica, making the
population
seek refuge wherever they could.
It was the first time in aerial history that a civilian population was
bombed in cold-blood. It was a secret mission designed by the
German Army to test new explosives and incendiary bombs which
ended with the destruction of the whole village and the death of
more than
1,000 people.
Unfamiliar words:
customary: usual practices associated with a particular place.
Peasants: agricultural labourer
air-raider: a war plane that drops bombs
Note down any other important relevant details about the
painting.
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STUDENT C
In 1936 the Spanish Republican Government commissioned Pablo
Picasso to paint a large mural for the 1937 Paris World’s Fair Exhibition.
At the time, Picasso was living in Paris and was a very well reputed
painter and his art had been essentially until now something
personal and intimate. The official theme of the Exhibition was the
celebration of modern technology but Picasso, far from painting
something related to technology, wanted to express his outrage
against war with Guernica. Picasso started to paint Guernica just 10
days after hearing about the terrible news of the bombing.
The painting was strongly criticised at the Exhibition both in style and
in political aspects but nobody was left unmoved. It was definitely a
painting that depicted a protest against war.
After the 1937 Paris Fair, the painting travelled to different countries,
where it was exhibited: The United Kingdom, Germany, Sweden…
and later when General Franco had won the Spanish Civil War, the
painting was kept in the USA until 1981, when it was moved to Spain.
Nowadays it can be seen at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofía in Madrid. Incidentally, as a result of having been moved around
so often, “Guernica” has been folded and unfolded over 100 times
which means that the painting is under constant care and restoration.
Unfamiliar words:
to commission: to order something, especially a work of art, to be
produced specially
well reputed: having a good reputation
outrage: an extremely strong reaction of anger, shock, or indignation
Note down any other important relevant details about the
painting.
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STUDENT D
When we see Guernica for the very first time, the painting seems
confusing and chaotic. Everything appears to be mixed up together as
we can not distinguish what is what and who is who. This is because
the painting shows Picasso’s Cubist style: its perspectives and the
different viewpoints. In Cubism, instead of depicting objects from
a single viewpoint, the artist depicts the subject from a multitude
of viewpoints to represent the subject in a greater context. So, in
Guernica, images overlap and intersect making them sometimes
difficult to distinguish. However, there is a visual order. The figures
are grouped into three vertical parts, with a huge triangle in the
middle.
The setting is simultaneously both indoors and outdoors and the
painting has attracted a number of controversial interpretations,
doubtless due in part to the deliberate use in the painting of only
white, black and grey colours.
The painting’s images are enigmatic. There are nine figures, which
seem to be placed independently from each other: a wailing woman
holding a dead child, a soldier clutching a broken sword with flowers
around the handle, a pigeon on a table, a horse, a woman carrying
a torch, a woman coming from below with her hands stretched out,
a woman caught in the middle of a fire, and a bull. All of the figures,
except the child, are openmouthed.
Unfamiliar words:
overlap: cover part of the same area
setting: place
wailing: a prolonged high-pitched cry of pain, grief, or anger
clutching: grasping tightly.
torch: a light, made of a stick of wood or some other substance,
lighted at the upper end.
depict: show
Note down any other important relevant details about the
painting.
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DISCOVERING THE FACTS ABOUT GUERNICA:
I REMEMBER...
Now work with your partners. How much do you remember?
What makes Guernica different from other European war murals?
What is it said about using black and white colours in this painting?
Where can we find a copy of Guernica?
The small town of Guernica is very important to the Basques, but
Why?
Who was the person who cabled what had happened in Guernica?
Why did the bombing take place on a Monday in Guernica?
Where was Guernica painted? Where was Picasso when he was
commissioned to paint the mural?
What was being held in Paris in 1937?
When did Picasso start to paint Guernica?
Where has the painting being exhibited?
How could you describe Cubism?
Is the painting outdoors or indoors?
Why is it said that the images overlap?
How many figures are there in the painting?
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Meeting an artist

Level: B1-C1

Time: 90 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To read and find out specific information about an artist.
To get familiar with different painting styles and paintings.
To get to know people in class.
Suggested material
–– Photocopied material.
–– Copies of famous paintings.
–– List of famous artists and two artworks per artist. You need one
artist per student. Example of artists: Picasso, Monet, Caravaggio,
Jackson Pollock, Gauguin, Goya, Matisse, Manet, Van Gogh,
Munch, Rubens, etc.
–– Internet access.
Teacher’s preparation
This activity needs to be prepared by students beforehand. This
means students have to prepare and find some information before
the real activity takes place.
Instructions to be done beforehand:
-Tell students that you are going to give them a questionnaire to
be completed with information about a famous artist. Remind them
the importance of doing this at home. Otherwise, the activity will
not work properly. Give students this website www.biography.com to
help them find the information.
-Prepare a list of important and well-known artists and write the
names of the artists in different cards. One on each card. You need
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one different artist per student. (Note: you need two sets of cards,
one for now and another set for the day of activity).
Once each student has their own card with the artist, tell them to
find and choose one or two artworks from the artist given and also
encourage them to find information not only about the artist but also
about the paintings.
Activity day:
Part one:
-Tell students you are going to give them a piece of paper with a
question on it. Remark that each one is going to have a different
question.
- Since students have already prepared their information about their
artists, it will be easy for them to answer other students’ questions.
So, give students a “Find out Questionnaire” copy and ask them to
go around the class and ask the same question to as many students
as possible.
-Allow them some time to ask as many students as possible.
Example : Who is your artist? (and they write the name of the
artist), and then ask his question: “What can you tell me about their
childhood?” or “ What was their economic situation like?” and the
students write the given information on their sheet.
Part two:
-Once students have completed their questionnaires, tell them they
are going to find information about another artist, different from the
one they have studied at home.
-For this, use the second set of artist cards and give one card to
each student. Make sure the cards coincide with the same number
of students.
-Then give them the “Meeting an Artist Questionnaire”. Now,
students have to complete their new questionnaires and find as much
information about their new artist. Make sure students go around the
class trying to find the required information and do not sit nest to the
student who had studied that particular artist at home.
-It will take some time to complete the new questionnaire.
-Once finished, they will know:
1) Information about the artist studied at home and two of their
artworks.
2) Information about a second artist and two of their artworks.
3) Some information about the other different artists, depending on
the questions they had.
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Final activity: Ask students to share what they have found out
about their artists: what they have in common in their lives, ...
Tip: Teachers need to select and have beforehand the list of artists
and paintings. This site www.biography.com can be very useful for
students to find their biodata.
Intercultural awareness
Artists’ lives.
Bibliography

http://www.biography.com/
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Activity
Meeting an artist
(To be done at home before class)
Find out as much information about the following artist:____________
1.

Date and place of birth and death

2.

Their childhood.

3.

Age they started painting.

4.

Important facts about their life.

5.

Where they lived, places or countries they visited. Why they
traveled.

6.

Interesting anecdotes about their life.

7.

Problems they might have had or suffered.

8.

Love affairs.

9.

Economic situation.

10. Painting style. Did they have more than one style? What
are the main characteristics? How can you explain it in the
pictures?
11. Friends and enemies.
12. Information about two paintings: main characteristics
13. Why these pictures are really important.
14. Museums where you can see the paintings
15. Something that has impressed or surprised you about their
life.
16. Other interesting information.
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Meeting an artist:
FIND OUT QUESTIONNAIRE
Find out information about: Date of birth/death and early childhood
ARTIST‘S NAME

INFORMATION
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Note: Using the FIND OUT QUESTIONNAIRE model, make other
questionnaires with the following information. Every student needs
to have a different questionnaire with a different “Find out...“ For
larger classes you may repeat some of the questions.
Find out information about... Date of birth/death and early childhood
Find out information about... Age they started painting.
Find out information about... Important facts about their life.
Find out information about...Where they lived, places or countries
the visited. Why they travelled to those places.
Find out information about... Problems they might have suffered.
Find out information about... Love affairs. Were they married? Did
they have any lover?
Find out information about... What was their economic situation?
Find out information about... What was their painting style? What are
the main characteristics? How can you explain this in the paintings?
Find out information about... Did they have many friends or enemies?
Find out information about...What information can you say about the
two paintings? Why are they so important?
Find out information about... What‘s the most interesting thing about
this artist? What has impressed you the most?
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MEETING AN ARTIST QUESTIONNAIRE
ARTIST_______________

INFORMATION

Date of birth/death and early
childhood
Age they started painting.

Important facts about their life.
Where they lived, places or
countries he visited. Why they
traveled to those places.
Problems
suffered.

they

might

have

Love affairs. Were they married?
Did they have any lover?
What was their economical
situation?
Did they have many friends or
enemies?
What
was
their
painting
style? What are the main
characteristics? How can you
explain this in the paintings?
What information can you say
about the two paintings? Why
are they so important?
What’s the most interesting
thing about this artist? What
has impressed you the most?
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Meeting an artist: Suggested artists and artworks
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Andrea Mantegna

The Lamentation over
the Dead Christ

Judith and Holofernes

Caravaggio (Michelangelo
Merisi)

Narcissus

The Musicians

Caspar David Friedrich

The Sea of Ice

Wanderer above the Sea
of Fog

Claude Monet

Water Lilies

Grainstack in the Morning, Snow Effect

Diego Velázquez

Las Meninas

Rokeby Venus

Edouard Manet

Olympia, Musee d’Orsay,
Paris

A Bar at the Folies-Bergere

Edvard Munch

Melancholy

Madonna

Francisco De Goya

Saturn Devouring His
Son

The Third of May 1808
(Execution of the Defenders of Madrid)

Frida Kahlo

Self-Portrait with Monkeys

Roots

Georges Pierre Seurat

A Sunday Afternoon on
the Island of La Grande
Jatte

Bathers at Asnières

Grant Wood

American Gothic

Daughters of Revolution

Gustav Klimt

The Kiss (Bacio)

Bildnis Fritza Riedler,
1906 - Österreichische
Galerie, Vienna

Gustave Caillebotte

Paris street, Rainy Day
Paris street, Rainy Day

Les raboutours de parquet

Henri Matisse

Harmony in Red

La danse

Jackson Pollock

Number 1, 1949

Mural

James Abbott Mcneill
Whistler

Arrangement in Grey
and Black. Portrait of the
Painter’s Mother

Symphony

Jan Vermeer

The Astronomer

The Girl with a Pearl
Earring

Joan Miro

Ciphers and Constellations, in Love with a
Woman

Joan Miró-Catalan Landscape (The Hunter)

Leonardo Da Vinci

Mona Lisa (La Gioconda)

The Last Supper

Marc Chagall

I and the Village

The Madonna of the
Village

Michelangelo Buonarroti

Creation of Adam

David

Pablo Picasso

Weeping Woman

Les Demoiselles d’Avignon

Paul Cezanne

The Card Players

The Overture to Tannhäuser: The Artist’s
Mother and Sister

Paul Gauguin

Nafeaffaa Ipolpo (also
known as When Will You
Marry?)

Where Do We Come
From? What Are We?
Where Are We Going?

Pierre-Auguste Renoir

Dance at Moulin de la
Galette

The Great Bathers (The
Nymphs)

Rembrandt Van Rijn

Night Watch

Anatomy Lesson of Dr.
Nicolaes Tulp
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Rene Magritte

The Son of Man

Time transfixed

Sandro Botticelli

The Birth of Venus

Primavera

Vincent Van Gogh

Starry-Night

Café Terrace at Night

Wassily Kandinsky

Composition VII

Improvisation. Gorge

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec

Au Moulin Rouge

Divan Japonais

Meeting the artist inside you

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 135 min

Authors: María Mercedes Hernández Rey and Rosario Rosales Acosta

Objectives
To write a short biography (50 words).
To record a 2 minute long video describing a painting.
To use IT: QR codes, Augmented Reality and Chroma Key effect.
Suggested material
Painting material.
QR code generator.
Augmented Reality application (Aurasma).
Teacher’s preparation
If you don’t know how to use Aurasma or create QR codes, it’s a
good idea to watch tutorials on the Internet to become familiar with
them before you start the activity.
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TEACHER’S NOTES
After having worked on an art movement in class for some days, this
activity will help students show how much they have learnt about the
main characteristics of the movement, techniques, colours, textures,
kinds of brushstrokes, etc. Through a painting, they are going to
express their feelings or emotions regarding what that art movement
has meant to them, trying to imitate what the artists depicted using
different colours and textures.
All the works will be displayed at a school exhibition together with
a QR code with the artists’ biography and an explanatory video
attached to the painting through Augmented Reality.
PROCEDURE
1. Explain to your students what the activity is about.
2. Students paint their artwork at home.
3. Students write a short text with their biography (50 words: title
of the painting, personal information, level of the language they are
learning, where they are studying).
4. Students record a 2 minute long video explaining the painting:
emotion depicted, what’s going on, influences, etc.
5. They send you the texts and the videos.
6. Using a QR generator (for example ‘Unitag’), create a code for
each biography.
7. Using an Augmented Reality application (for example ‘Aurasma’)
create an aura for each student’s painting and their video.
8. Set up the exhibition. Stick the paintings on the wall together
with the QR codes next to each painting. Also, you should provide
the viewers of the exhibition with some instructions on how to use
Aurasma.
If you are interested in our Aurasma channel, follow us and enjoy our
works: deccaerasmusplus
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Midwinter sacrifice

Level: B2,C1

Time: 200 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist

Objectives
To learn more about a specific painting; Carl Larsson´s
Midwintersacrifice as well as getting familiar with Norse mythology
and the Swedish original inhabitants - the Sami people
Suggested material
The enclosed worksheets with True or False-statements.
Cardboard and pens if you choose to let the presentation be made
by posters.
Teacher’s preparation
step 1 - Study the painting thoroughly and discuss it by using the
method - Visual thinking strategies . This means that you use the
following questions:
What is going on in this picture?
What is that you see that makes you say that?
What else can you see?
step 2 - true or false sheet about the painting
step 3- getting deeper - the students choose a subject from the
given list with topics from the painting, Norse mythology or the Sami
people. Choose the way of presenting it: orally, written or by posters.
If posters are chosen - make a vernissage and let the students share
their new knowledge. If you let the students write three questions to
their poster for the others to answer, you make sure that they look
carefully at the posters.
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Further activities
Learn more about Carl Larsson and the story of the painting; e.g. the
competition and the rejection.
Learn more about how midwintersacrifice was performed.
Study other paintings by Carl Larsson that depict domestic and rural
Swedish life.
Intercultural awareness
Students from other countries than Sweden get to learn a lot more
about the mythology. They also become familiar with Carl Larsson,
who painted typical Swedish images.
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Activity

Carl Larsson - FgHwZjBuY9GDjA at Google Cultural Institute maximum
zoom level, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=22007153

• The painter´s home, Sundborn, is a museum located in Stockholm.
• The painting is huge, 6,5 * 13, 5 meters.
• The painting can be seen in the Swedish parliament building.
• The painting is a result of a competition that the museum
announced in 1888 supposed to depict some part of the history
of Sweden.
• The dancing people to the left in the painting look like the Swedish
aborigines, the Sami.
• The horns they are blowing in the picture inspired French musicians
at the turn of the 19th century to make the modern day trombone.
• The man on the sledge is soon going to die.
• The man on the sledge was king of the Swedes.
• Helmets just like the ones the soldiers to the right are wearing
had just been found outside of Uppsala, when Carl Larsson made
the painting.
• Identical helmets have also been found on the west coast of the
USA.
The Midwinter sacrifice – getting deeper
Choose one of the topics beneath and present it orally, written or
make a poster.
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• The Sami people.
• The musical instruments.
• The symbols in the painting.
• Choose one group of people or a person in the painting and tell
about your idea of their function.
• The story of the creation in Norse Mythology.
• The animals in Norse Mythology.
• Focus on one of the major gods.
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Moving forward

Level: B1,B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Rosario Rosales Acosta

Objectives
To know about students’ childhood
Revise vocabulary related to family and childhood
Use the third conditional
Suggested material
–– A projector
–– Student’s worksheet
–– Antonio Padrón’s painting “Las Tuneras”
–– Students’ photographs (photocopies)
–– Crayons
–– Magazines
Teacher’s preparation
1. In the previous class tell students to bring photocopies of some
relevant photos of their childhood .
2. Students do a guided visualization related to their childhood.
3. In pairs they talk about the visualization.
4. Virtual Thinking Strategies session with “Las Tuneras” (Antonio
Padrón).
5. They create a collage with their photos and magazines and/or
crayons.
6. In pairs students talk about their work.
7. Students write a letter to themselves using the third conditional
and their achievements in life.
Tip: The letter might be very personal so I asked them to share it if
they felt like it.
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Activity
Moving forward
1. You are going back to your childhoood with a guided fantasy.
Follow the intructions.
Sit comfortably with your arms and legs uncrossed. Close your eyes
and breathe deeply in and out. Imagine each inhalationas a white
light of peace, of love energy that comes into yourself, when you
exhale imagine that all your problems and anxieties leave your body.
So breathe in deeply filling you with love and peace and breathe
out getting rid of all your problems. Notice how you get relaxed by
breathing in and out.
Now think about a special time in your childhood when you were
really happy. (pause)
*What is the day like? Is it sunny or cloudy? Is it cold?
*Now, imagine yourself in detail.
*Observe how old you are, how tall you are.
*What colour is your hair? Is it long or short?
*What are you wearing? Are you wearing anything special today?
What colour are your clothes?
*Where are you?
*What are you doing? Are you alone? If you are with other people….
what are they doing?
*What sounds can you hear?
*Any special smells?
*How are you feeling? Why?
*Enjoy that moment
Is there anything you’d like to tell that little girl or boy? What?
It’s time to thank her/him for sharing this lovely moment of you
and say goodbye. Let both yourself and your boy or girl leave that
beautiful place with a smile and whenever you are ready, take a deep
breath and open your eyes. Shake your hands and feet and smile.
I hope you have had a nice time talking to your inner self.
2. After this guided fantasy, take a piece of paper and write down all
the words that come to your mind.
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Using this vocabulary as a reference, work with a partner and tell
him or her about your guided visualization and how you feel now.
3. Look at this picture and answer the following questions:
What‘s going on in this painting?
What do you see that makes you say that?
What else can you see?
Can you identify yourself with the children in the painting?

“Las tuneras“ Antonio Padrón
Museo Antonio Padrón
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4. Make a collage with the photos you have brought and with the
material we have here (crayons, magazines, newspapers). Use your
imagination.
5. Hang your collage on the board and work with a different partner.
Tell him/her what you have tried to depict. Swap roles.
6. Place yourself in front of your collage, and explore your feelings.
Write a letter (80-150 words) to that little boy or girl and tell him/
her the important things that you have achieved in life. Tell him/her
how your life would have been different if you had taken different
decisions (examples: having a child/children, getting divorce, having
a different job, dropping out of university….)
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Narrating: The Ransom

Level: B1,B2

Time: 60-120 min

Activity can be adapted

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To help students develop communication skills using past tenses.
To build up a story through an image.
To help students improve their writing skill and technique.
To develop the ability to understand and use accurately narrative
tenses.
Suggested material
A copy of The Ransom by J.E, Millais to be projected.
Hand-out “Story Map”
Teacher’s preparation
Tell students they are going to work on building up a story through
a painting.
1) Show the painting and ask students these questions:
-What is going on in this painting?
-What do you see that makes you say so?
-What more can we find?
The idea is to hold a small debate about the painting and see what
students think/predict about it.
2) Divide students in groups of 3 and hand-out a copy of “ The story
map activity”and encourage them to answer the questions so as to
have a clear idea of what the story might be about.
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3) Allow the necessary time for students to make up their stories.
4) Once finished, encourage them to write their stories using the
“narrative guide”. Help students, if necessary, with vocabulary and
use of connectors.
5) Allow time to contrast their stories with other groups. Students
can read their stories aloud and then vote for the most convincing
one.
Tip: Do not reveal the title of the painting until the end of activity.
Further activities
Debate:
–– Is it right to pay ransoms?
–– Should governments pay ransoms?
–– Should governments pay terrorists ransoms or stick to their
principles?
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Activity

NARRATING

Look at this painting and answer these questions:
• What’s going on in this picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What more can we find?

Digital image courtesy of the Getty‘s Open Content Program.
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TASK 1. STORY MAP
This is a painting by an English and it depicts a story. Work in a group of 3-4 and discuss these questions with
your partners to guess what the painting‘ s story might be? You need to have a clear answer per group.

Who?

What?

When?

Who are the main characters? What are they like?

What is the story about?
What is the problem?

When does the story take
place? When did it happen?

Where?

Title?

Why?

Where does the story take
place?

What title could you give
this painting?

Why is there a problem?

How?

Did...?

What questions would you
ask the artist who made
this picture to find out more
about the story he was trying to portray?

How did the problem happen?
How is the problem solved?

TASK 2. Now it‘ s time to write down your story...
•
•
•
•

As a group you are going to write down what the story is about.
Who the people in the painting are.
What do you think the ending of the story would be?
Make one story per group
At the end of the activity, your teacher will tell you what the painting
depicts.

Follow these simple instructions:
• If you want to express the chronological sequence of events:
First of all,
Secondly, I ….
Previously...
Then…
Later (on)… When ...
But before all that…
Finally…
• If you want to express addtion:
And
In addition
As well as
Also
Too
Moreover
Apart from
In addition to /Besides
• If you want to express a reason
Due to / due to the fact that
Owing to / owing to the fact that
Because
Because of
Since / as
• Vocabulary
When writing, make sure you use a wide range of words. Do not be
afraid to “exaggerate“.
Use “beautiful“ instead of “nice“ or use “awful“ instead of “bad“.
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Task 3.
Contrast your story with other groups.
Do you have the same? What‘ s different?
Which story is more convincing?

Notes for teachers:
Final activities
• Millais depicted in this painting the dramatic scene of a
father paying a ransom to free his two daughters from the
kidnappers.
• The anecdote about this painting is that Millais‘ mother made
and designed all the costumes for the models. Millais‘ friends
posed as models for the painting but once the painting was
finished, the artist was not very pleased with the result.
Possible further questions to debate:
• Is it right to pay ransoms?
• Should governments pay ransoms?
• Should governments pay terrorist ransoms or stick to their
principles?

Credits:
Digital image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Program.
John Everett Millais (English, 1829 - 1896)
The Ransom, 1860 - 1862, Oil on canvas
129.5 × 114.3 cm (51 × 45 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles

http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/616/john-everettmillais-the-ransom-english-1860-1862/
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Néstor and the environment

Level: B1

Time: 120 min

Authors: Eugenia María González Betancor, Rosario Rosales Acosta

Objectives
To learn about Néstor Martín Fernández de la Torre (biography, main
works)
To make an oral presentation of a set of works.
Suggested material
–– photos of The Poem of the Atlantic, The Poem ot the Earth,
Adagio, Epithalamium and The Sister of the Roses
–– students’ handouts
–– list of websites with information on Néstor and his works.
Teacher’s preparation
Activity 1
Students read about Néstor and his paintings for homework. The
long list of websites includes information in Spanish, which they may
just google translate to get the meaning.
Activity 2
In class, students get into groups to discuss about the set of paintings
they are given to find out the connection between the paintings and
their titles.
Activity 3
Students prepare an oral presentation about their paintings, which
they will later give in front of their classmates, as shown in the
student’s worksheet.
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Tip: We did activity 4 in the student’s worksheet inside the museum,
which increased motivation enormously. Outside Gran Canaria, you
could organize a “temporary exhibition” with the selection of Néstor’s
works in your school. Prepare your own “Art Gallery” with large prints
of the paintings and try doing activity 4 in that special room. It is a
quick way to get students switch to their role as museum guides.
Intercultural awareness
Néstor is probably the most important Canarian modernist painter.
This activity helps to make Néstor more known outside the Canaries.
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Activity
You are going to learn about Néstor Martín Fernández de la Torre,
a Canarian painter, and some of his works of art on display inside
Néstor Museum in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain.
ACTIVITY 1
Find information about Néstor, to know about him and his time as
well as Modernism. Then, read about the works you are going to
work on next day in class.
The following websites will help you. If the information is in Spanish,
google translate it:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://thebiography.us/en/martin-fernandez-de-la-torreNéstor
https://www.spain-holiday.com/Las-Palmas-de-Gran-Canaria/
articles/museo-Néstor-laspalmas-de-gran-canarias-midgetgem-museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Néstor_Mart%C3%ADn-Fernández_
de_la_Torre
http://www.spanish-art.org/spanish-painting-martinez-de-latorre.html
https://prezi.com/2u0nygle2jz1/Néstor-martin-fernandez-dela-torre/
http://lalineadelhorizonte.com/revista/el-museo-Néstor-martin-fernandez-de-la-torre/
http://www.cromacultura.com/museo-Néstor-las-palmas/
http://coloquioscanariasamerica.casadecolon.com/index.php/
CHCA/article/view/9491
https://acceda.ulpgc.es/handle/10553/5226?type=null&sort_
by=null&order=ASC&rpp=20&etal=null&start=null&anterior=10553/5222&siguiente=

ACTIVITY 2
In groups, look at the paintings, discuss what is going on and answer
the questions:
1. What does each painting say to you?
2. What elements can you see in each painting, which justify the
painting‘s title?
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Group 1
Poema del Atlántico (Poem of the Atlantic)
El Amanecer (Dawn), 1912-13, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
El Mediodía (Noon), 1917-18, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
La Tarde (Evening), 1917-18, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
La Noche (Night), 1917-18, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
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Group 2
Poema del Atlántico (Poem of the Atlantic)
Bajamar (Low tide), 1921-23, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
Pleamar (High tide), 1921-23, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
Borrasca (Storm), 1921-23, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
Mar en reposo (Calm sea), 1921-23, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
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Group 3
Poema de la Tierra (Poem of the Earth)
El Amanecer (Dawn), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
El Mediodía (Noon), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
La Tarde (Evening), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
La Noche (Night), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm

Primavera (Spring), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
Verano (Summer), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
Otoño (Autumn), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
Invierno (Winter), 1934-38, oil on canvas, 126 x 126 cm
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Group 4

La hermana de las rosas (The sister of the roses), 1908, oil on
canvas, 195 x 130 cm

Epitalamio o las bodas del príncipe Néstor (Epithalamium or the
wedding of prince Néstor), 1909, oil on canvas, 220 x 200 cm

Adagio, 1903, oil on canvas, 109 x 103 cm
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ACTIVITY 3
After all the discussion and everything you have learnt with the
information you have read, prepare a presentation about your set of
paintings.
ACTIVITY 4
Stand next to your set of paintings and give your presentation to the
rest of the class. At the end of your presentation, you may have a
short discussion about the paintings with your listeners.
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Nuances

Level: C1, C2

Time: 30 min

Author: Mats Eriksson

Objectives
Learning about nuances - in colours, and in language.
Suggested material
16 prepared small square slips of papers in different nuances of a
colour e.g. yellow.
Webpage with a photo of one of Van Goghs Sunflowers.
A good picture can be found at:
http://www.vangoghgallery.com/catalog/Painting/586/StillLife:-Vase-with-Fifteen-Sunflowers.html

Teacher’s preparation
Look at van Gogh’s painting “Sunflower” and make a
“Visual
thinking
strategies”
session
focusing
on
the
different shades and nuances of yellow that he uses.
Vocabulary - words for different nuances of a colour.
Hand out little slips of papers with different nuances of yellow. Ask
the students to arrange them from light to dark or yellow to red or
in some other fashion.
Hand out 16 names of colours and ask the students to match the
name with the colour. Discuss when it is important to have a name
for a nuance of a colour.
Tip - Names of colours can be found at:
http://digitalsynopsis.com/design/color-thesaurus-correctnames-of-shades/
or http://www.words-to-use.com/words/colors-names/

I used these colours from http://digitalsynopsis.com/design/
color-thesaurus-correct-names-of-shades/
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Intercultural awareness
Some of the English names of colours are taken from nature. What
is the equivalent in your language?

Further activities
The exercise could be taken one step further and ask the students
to find 5-10 words for anger, and arrange them in some order, and
discuss the order. Are nuances important when it comes to expressing
feelings as well as when it comes to colours?
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Activity
We are going to have a look at van Gogh’s painting “Sunflower”.
What is going on in the picture?
Work in a small group of 3-5
students.
It is a painting of yellow flowers –
right? But what is going
on in the picture? Anything at all?
Try to imagine the painter at work,
why did he paint the
flowers like that? Give evidence
for what you say!

for nearly $40 million).

Have a look at this page
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Sunflowers_(Van_Gogh_series) )
and you will find some background
information on the painting, (which
is in fact just one in a series of
paintings, one of which was sold

If you look closely you will notice that the flowers are not just yellow
– they are several different nuances of yellow. Is it even possible to
say how many?
In the table on the next page there are 16 different shades, or
nuances, of yellow.
Your teacher will have cut out these coloured squares and handed
them out to you. If not you can just do so yourselves! It is your job
to sort them in some kind of order. There is no right answer so you
can use any order you like.
These nuances of yellow all have different names. Choose from the
list below and try to match the right colour with the right name.
Banana , bumblebee, butter, butterscotch,
canary, corn, daffodil, dandelion,
dijon, fire, flaxen, gold,
lemon, medallion, mustard, yellow
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Your teacher will have a list with the right names so check with him/
her when you think you are ready. Discuss the names in a small
group. Have you heard them all before? The ones you had not heard
before – could you understand them? Why? Do you think someone
who has grown up in a culture much different from yours would have
understood them the same way you did? Why?
Can you think of situations when it is important to have a word for
the nuance of a colour rather than just saying “dark yellow”?
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You will now have learnt something about nuances, and that a colour
like yellow, is rarely just one colour. It is made up of a number of
nuances.
In some situations it is important to know the nuances of words, so
that you can express yourself adequately. The more synonyms you
learn – the more nuances you are able to express!
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Of conversations

Level: B1

Time: 135 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To talk about relationships.
Suggested material
-- Images: Conversation, Sophie Matisse, 2001. Conversation, Henri
Matisse, 1908-1912.
-- Coloured pencils.
-- Video camera (a mobile phone with a camera).
-- Video editing programme (for the Chroma Key effect).
-- QR reader (on smartphones or tablets).
Teacher’s preparation
Students look at a painting by Sophie Matisse (Henri Matisse’s greatgranddaughter). This picture is a reinterpretation of Conversation by
Henri Matisse, 1908-1912. In the new version of the painting the two
people have been removed, leaving the chair in the corner.
Ask the questions: What’s going on in this painting? What do you see
that makes you say that?
Continue doing the activities as described on the students’ handout.
Optional: After exercise 5, record each couple’s performance in
front of a green wall. After class, edit the video with the chroma key
effect, remove the green background and insert Sophie Matisse’s
Conversation. Watch the videos in the following class.
You should become familiar with video editing for the Chroma Key
effect and scanning QR codes before you do the activity in class.
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Intercultural awareness
Men and women.
Bibliography
Francoise Barbe-Gall, How to Talk to Children about Modern Art,
Frances Lincoln Limited, 2012.
Spurling, Hilary. August 11, 2005 Issue.

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2005/08/11/matisses-pajamas/
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Activity
Of conversations
1. Look at this painting by Sophie Matisse. It is a reinterpretation
of another painting by Henri Matisse and the people depicted in
the original version have been removed. Now draw the people
you think are missing. Who are they and what are they doing?
2. Stand in front of your classmates and explain to them what’s
going on in your picture. What’s its title? What made you draw
those people?
Write your notes here:
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
3. Take a look at the painting by Henri Matisse. Compare. What’s
going on in the picture? What do you see that makes you say
that? What more can you find?
4. What’s the title of the painting? What are they talking about? In
pairs, write down the topics they might be speaking about:
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
5. Choose
one
topic
and
work
on
Act
it
out
in
front
of

the
your

conversation.
classmates.

6. Discuss in groups of three. What kind of relationship does the artist
want to depict in this painting?
What do the colours tell you?
What’s Sophie Matisse’s intention with her interpretation of this
painting?
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7. Scan the QR codes displayed on the walls and find out information
about these words in relation to this artwork. Then discuss with
the other students in your group.
MASKS:

STRIPEY PYJAMAS:

WINDOWS:

RELATIONSHIP:

RAILINGS:

STUDIO:
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TEACHER’S: QR CODES
RELATIONSHIP: The artist wants to highlight the importance of the
relationship between two people. The contrast between the colours
(blue and green), the lines (straight and curved) and the characters
(man, woman) converge in order to make the whole scene a
convincing interpretation of reality.
WINDOWS: Matisse loved painting windows, aiming at linking what
we can touch and what we can see. Also he brings together contrasts:
tension inside and a relaxed atmosphere outside, in company and
alone, near and far. They may also represent the artist’s eye: inside
what he thinks, outside reality.
RAILINGS: Notice that the railings are painted in minute detail. The
man and the woman are linked by the word ‘non’. The curved lines of
the railings dilute the tension between the two people, giving them
the opportunity to express themselves through the word ‘non’.
STRIPEY PYJAMAS: Some theories state that Matisse’s stripey
pyjamas are a symbol of rebellion (in his case against conventions)
as this pattern was typical of revolutionaries’ clothing at the end of
the 18th century.
Some other theories say that Matisse used to wear this comfortable
outfit at work as it was fashionable in France as leisurewear at the
beginning of the 20th century, influenced by Indian tea planters’
attire.
MASKS: They look as if they’re wearing African masks but they are
not. Like other artists, Matisse was often inspired by these African
masks, whose geometric lines transformed the perception of a real
scene into one reminiscent of the solemnity of African rituals.
STUDIO: The pink wall with a window in the background is the studio
where Matisse would paint every day. It’s opposite his house, just
crossing the garden, which could be related to the Garden of Eden.
Notice it’s painted just at the same height as his head.
All this may imply Matisse’s conflict between life (and love) and work,
which led to the end of his marriage.
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OF CONVERSATIONS
QR CODE 1
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QR CODE 2
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QR CODE 3
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QR CODE 4
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QR CODE 5
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OF CONVERSATIONS
QR CODE 6
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One

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Charo González Martín

Objectives
To make students aware of the steps artists follow to create a piece
of art
Suggested material
Photocopies of the activity
Pictures showed online from the websites mentioned
Coloured pencils and pieces of paper
Teacher’s preparation
1. Students guess what the missing part of the painting is and draw
whatever they think could be behind the woman.
2. Students share their opinions about their drawings.
3. After having seen three different paintings by three different
authors, students have to decide which facts correspond to which
painter.
4. Students complete a chart about the paintings, where they are
and when they were painted.
5. Students work in groups of 5 , each one reads an excerpt from a
text and separates words to make appropriate sentences. Then they
read the text aloud.
6. At the museum. Speaking activity: Students look at the painting
`La siesta‘ by Santiago Santana and answer some questions about
it. They work in pairs
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7. Why is the activity called ONE?
Students have to choose the best answer to the question.
Further activities
Ask students to write a dialogue between the woman and the man in
`La siesta´ once they both wake up.
Bibliography

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pablo_Picasso
https://www.moma.org/artists/4609?locale=es

Pablo Picasso, 1919, Sleeping Peasants, gouache, watercolor and
pencil on paper, 31.1 x 48.9 cm, Museum of Modern Art, New York.
http://www.musee-orsay.fr/en/collections/works-in-focus/
painting/commentaire_id/the-siesta-7155.html?cHash=f327833f98
http://documentacionpaisaje.org/en/content/la-siesta

Excerpt from “TuesdaySiesta” by Gabriel García Márquez, 1962
(translated by Gregory Rabassa and J.S. Bernstein)
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Activity
1. Look at the following painting, as you can see the painter didn‘t
finish it. What‘s missing? Paint whatever you think could be behind
the woman. In groups of four show your painting to your partners
and talk about what you have drawn. Afterwards, have a look at the
painting on the board.

2. The following three paintings all have something in common. What
is it? Do you know the painters?
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pablo_Picasso,_1919,_
Sleeping_Peasants,_gouache,_watercolor_and_pencil_on_paper,_31.1_x_48.9_cm,_Museum_of_Modern_Art,_New_York.jpg

3. There is some information below about the painters‘ lives, put the
facts under the corresponding author (there are seven facts for each
one):
- He was born in 1881
- He died when he was 37.
- At the age of eight he created his first oil painting.
- He was a potter, a model maker and a stage designer.
- He married a Russian dancer.
- He was a soldier when he was 27 years old.
- His first word was ‚lápiz‘
- He is known as the co-founder of cubism.
- He was born in 1853.
- His paintings had a great influence on modern art because of their
striking colours and emotional power.
- He pays tribute to his fiancee on one of his paintings.
- In 1932 he travelled to Paris and got interested in painting the
nude.
- He had more than 3000 drawings.
- He worked as an art salesman and a preacher.
- He had a versatile personality: he contributed to urban design.
- He didn‘t begin painting until he was almost 30.
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- He was 90 years old when some of his works were shown in an
exhibition at the Louvre in Paris.
- During his career he only sold 1 painting.
- He was born in 1909.
- His mother was an artist.
- He had to burn his paintings to keep himself warm.
PICASSO

VAN GOGH

SANTIAGO SANTANA

4. Have a look at the information below and guess when the paintings
had been painted, in which museum they can be found and where
these museums are!

Date: 1919
Museum: M.O.M.A
Location:

Gáldar

Picasso
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1939			
D‘Orsay

1890
Antonio Padrón

New York

Paris

Van Gogh

Santiago Santana

5. Work in groups of 5. Read the text individually and separate words
to make appropriate sentences. Once you have done the exercise,
read the text to your group in order, according to the letter you have
on your piece of paper.

A

I t w a s a l m o s t t w o . A t t h a t h o u r, w e i g h t e d d o w n b y d r o w s iness,thetownwastakingasiesta.Thestores,thetownoffices,thepublicschoolwereclosedateleven,andd i d n ’ t r e o p e n u n t i l a l i t t l e b e f o r e f o u r, w h e n t h e t ra i nw e n t b a c k .
Onlythehotelacrossfromthestation,withitsbarandpoolhall,andthetelegraphofficeatonesideoftheplazastayedopen.
Thehouses,builtonthebananacompany’smodel,hadtheirdoorslockedfrominsideandtheirblindsdrawn.Insomeofthemitwassohotthattheresidentsatelunchinthepatio.Othersleanedachairagainstthewall,intheshadeofthealmondtrees,andtooktheirsiestarightoutinthestreet.

B

Keepingtotheprotectiveshadeofthealmondtrees,thewomanandthegirlenteredthetownwithoutdisturbingthesiesta.Theywentdirectlytotheparishhouse.Thewomanscratchedthemetalgratingonthedoorwithherfingernail,waitedamoment,andscratchedagain.
A n e l e c t r i c f a nwa s h u m m i n g i n s i d e . T h e yd i d n o t h e a r t h e s t e p s .
Theyhardlyheardtheslightcreakingofadoor,andimmediatelyacautiousvoice,rightnexttothemetalgrating:“Whoisit?” Thewoma n t r i e d t o s e e t h r o u g h t h e g r a t i n g . “ I n e e d t h e p r i e s t ,” s h e said.“He’ssleepingnow.”“It’sanemergency,”thewomaninsisted.
Hervoiceshowedacalmdetermination.

C

ThedoorwasopeneDalíttleway,noiselessly,andaplump,olde r w o m a n a p p e a r e d , w i t hv e r y p a l e s k i n a n d h a i r t h e c o l o r o firon.Hereyesseemedtoosmallbehindherthickeyeglasse s . “ C o m e i n ,” s h e s a i d , a n d o p e n e d t h e d o o r a l l t h e w a y.
Theyenteredaroompermeatedwithanoldsmellofflowers.Thewomanofthehouseledthemtoawoodenbenchandsignaledthemtositdown.
Thegirldidso,buthermotherremainedstanding,absentmindedly,withbothhandsclutchingthehandbag.Nonoisecouldbeheardabovetheelectricfan.Thewomanofthehousereappearedatthedooratthefarendoftheroom.
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D

Hesay syo usho uldcomebackafterthree,”shesaidinaveryl o w v o i c e . “ H e j u s t l a y d o w n f i v e m i n u t e s a g o .” “ T h e t r a i n l e a v e s a t t h r e e t h i r t y,”s a i d t h e w o m a n . I t w a s a b r i e f a n d s e l a s suredreply,buthervoiceremainedpleasant,fullofundertones.
Thewomanofthehousesmiledforthefirsttime.“Allright,”shesaid.
Whenthefardoorclosedagain,thewomansatdownnexttoherdaughter.
Thenarrowwaitingroomwaspoor,neat,andclean.Ontheothersideofthewoodenrailingwhichdividedtheroom,therewasaworktable,aplainonewithanoilclothcover,andontopofthetableaprimitivetypewriternexttoavaseofflowers.Theparishrecordswerebeyond.

E

Youcouldseethatitwasanofficekeptinorderbyaspinster.Thefardooropenedandthistimethepriestappeared,cleaninghisglasseswithahandkerchief.Onlywhenheputthemonwasitevidentthathewasthebrotherofthewomanwhohadopenedthedoor.“HowcanIhelpyou?”heasked.“Thekestothecemetery,”saidthewoman.
Thegirlwasseatedwiththeflowersinherlapandherfeetcrossedunderthebench.Thepriestlookedather,thenlookedatthewoman,andthenthroughthewiremeshofthewindowatthebright,cloudlesssky.“Inthisheat,”hesaid.“Youcouldhavewaiteduntilthesunwentdown.”
Excerpt from “Tuesday Siesta” by Gabriel García Márquez, 1962
(translated by Gregory Rabassa and J.S. Bernstein)
6. At the museum. Speaking activity. Talk about what‘s going on
in this picture, what you think the woman might be thinking. Additionally, imagine you were IN the painting. Tell your partner where
you would be in the painting, what you would be doing and why you
chose that place.
7. Why is the activity called ONE?
Take a strip of paper with a sentence written on it, walk around the
room saying the sentence to your classmates. Listen to all of them
carefully and choose the sentence you think is the right answer to
the question.
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There is one pitcher

There is a piece of fruit

There is a woman

There is a man

The woman feels alone

The man is her only relative alive

The woman is his only relative alive

The woman is an only child

The man is an only child

The painter was a solitary man

There was only a man in the first drawing

There was only a woman in the first drawing
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KEY TO ACTIVITY 3
PICASSO
-He was born in 1881
-He is known as the co-founder of cubism.
-His first word was ‚lápiz‘
-He was 90 years old when a number of his works were shown in an
exhibition at the Louvre in Paris.
-At the age of eight he created his first oil painting.
-He had to burn his paintings to keep himself warm.
-He married a Russian dancer.
VAN GOGH
- He was born in 1853.
- His paintings had a great influence on modern art because of their
striking colours and emotional power.
- He died when he was 37.
- His mother was an artist.
- He worked as an art salesman and a preacher.
- During his career he only sold 1 painting.
- He didn‘t begin painting until he was almost 30.
SANTIAGO SANTANA
- He was born in 1909.
- He was a potter, a model maker and a stage designer.
- He had more than 3000 drawings.
- He was a soldier when he was 27 years old.
- He had a versatile personality: he contributed to urban design.
- In 1932 he travelled to Paris and got interested in painting the
nude.
- He pays tribute to his fiancee on one of his paintings.
KEY TO ACTIVITY 4
VAN GOGH‘S PAINTING: 1890 D‘Orsay Paris
PICASSO‘S PAINTING: 1919 M.O.M.A New York
SANTIAGO SANTANA‘S PAINTING: 1939 Antonio Padrón Gáldar
KEY TO ACTIVITY 7
There was only a woman in the first drawing.
Santiago Santana started `La siesta´ in Barcelona in 1933 ,and
there was only a naked woman in his first painting. It‘s said that the
woman looked like his fiancée, Isabel Quevedo. In 1936 he moved
to Las Palmas and finished the painting, adding the man behind her.
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Paintings and prepositions

Level: B1

Time: 120 min

Author: Michael Witte

Objectives
Using different paintings, students are to reactivate and consolidate
their knowledge about prepositions of place and direction.
Suggested material
A printed handout for the students and if possible: digital files of the
paintings to be shown on an interactive whiteboard
Teacher’s preparation
After a short warm-up task, students are implicitly introduced to
some prepositions. A next step gives the whole group of learners a
common base of prepositions and helps them to connect lexical input
with visual input. The following step helps the students to consolidate
the prepositions. This task is to be done at the individual student‘s
pace. Quick students can afterwards form pairs of two to conclude
the whole activity with either the game or a creative task.
Further activities
Basically any painting that depicts a lively scene can be used for
similar activities.
Bibliography
Eugène Galien-Laloue was a French painter who lived from 1854 until
1941. He is well known for his street scenes of France, especially
Paris, during the Belle Epoque.
You may also have a look at this.
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Activity
1. What is happening in this painting?

‘Paris Boulevard Bonne Nouvelle 2‘ by Eugène Galien-Laloue

2. Try to find the described scenes in the painting and draw a circle
around them.
A man in greenish clothes is walking across the street.
A lot of flowers are a on top of a cart.
Lights are burning inside a building.
A man is standing at a small street painter‘s stall.
A woman is carrying a white hat box in front of her.
A lot of people seem to be walking up / down a ramp.
A small painter‘s stall is in front of an advertising pillar.
Some people are sitting inside a blue car.
A man with a grey hat and cloak is standing between people passing
by.
There is a sign with an ‘N‘ below the street lamp.
A tram is driving on the opposite side of the street.
A child with a light blue dress is among the whole crowd of people.
A car is parking near the tree.
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3. Visualize the following local prepositions with little sketches. Try to
use simple objects and, if necessary, different colours.

inside

outside

at

on

under

over

below

above

around

among

between

behind

in front of

up

down

along

across

onto

off

into

out of

opposite

past

over

from ... to

towards

next to

near
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4. Have a look at the following of Eugène Galien-Laloue‘s paintings,
choose three objects and explain their location as precisely as possible
with the help of the local prepositions visualized in the previous.
Write down your explanations in the boxes below.

‘Paris Eglise de St. Germain des Prés‘ by Eugène Galien-Laloue
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5. As you have now grown accustomed to the use of local prepositions,
let‘s practise our speaking skills. You can choose between two
different activities:
a) Play a little game of ‘I spy with my little eye...‘. Check out the
painting below, choose an element and describe its position to a
classmate. As soon as he or she has guessed correctly which one
your element is, it‘s time to change roles.
b) Get a print of a painting from your teacher and describe it to a
classmate. While you describe it, he or she has to draw it according
to your descriptions. When you have finished, changed roles.

‘Le marché aux fleurs 3‘ by Eugène Galien-Laloue

Some further paintings to practise the prepositions can be found on
the next page!
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‘Paris Notre vue du quai Saint-Michel‘ by Eugène Galien-Laloue

‘Paris Les Halles‘ by Eugène Galien-Laloue
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Painting from Scratch

Level: B1

Time: 80 - 90 min

Author: Carolina Castellano Ortega

Objectives
To give and exchange opinion on paintings.
To get to know local painters and museums.
To sketch a painting.
Suggested material
Printed paintings, blank paper, pencils, Blu-tack, paper slips.
Teacher’s preparation
I displayed 8 different paintings and gave each one a number:
Francisco de Goya y Lucientes. Saturn Devouring One of his Children,
(1819-1823). Oil on canvas. The Prado Museum.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=15495922

Néstor Martín-Fernández de la Torre. Night, Poem of the Sea, circa
1913-1924. Néstor Museum, The Canary Islands, Spain.
https://es.pinterest.com/pin/556476097682863882/

Paul Gauguin. The Market (Ta Matete), 1892. Oil on canvas.
Kunstsammlung, Basel.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=151281

Antonio Padrón. Human Figures and Butterflies/Figuras y mariposas,
1957. Oil on cardboard, unfinished.
Antonio Padrón House Museum, The Canary Islands, Spain.

http://nortedegrancanaria.es/la-pintura-de-antonio-Padrón-2/aPadrón-figuras-mariposas/

Find an example at the end of this activity of some of these paintings
and the students’ sketches.
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Part 1
Have an array of paintings pinned up on the classroom walls. Some of the
paintings should be ideally from local painters.
Tell students that they are now in an art gallery and that they should walk
around and look at all the paintings in detail so that when the tour is finished
they must have chosen two paintings: one that they like most and one they
like least, and think about why.
As they are walking around the exhibition, whenever there is a partner
standing and looking at the same painting, they should exchange comments
and impressions between each other about the painting (they should use
some of the descriptive adjectives and useful expressions to give opinions on
the paintings in the handout).
When students finish their gallery tour, they sit with a partner and share
their opinion about their most/least favourite painting. They also talk briefly
about one or two other paintings they did not choose and exchange ideas.
As an open class, the teacher points to each painting getting the students’
opinion. Students have to justify their opinion. Everyone listens to each
other paying attention (they can agree/ disagree/ add a further opinion
about that painting). Continue doing the same with the other paintings in
the order they are displayed. The teacher reports some of the students’
ideas in improved English when they make mistakes.
Part 2
Give out paper slips with the name of the painting and painters and have
students stick the names next to the corresponding painting. Check and see
together if they have guessed correctly.
You can consider having a survey of how many students have ever visited
the local museum/s hosting some of the paintings exhibited in class. Ask
them what they know about those local museums and briefly complete the
information.
Part 3
Students have to choose one of the exhibited paintings and make a sketch out
of it. Now they have to imagine that they are the artist developing the idea
of the painting in its early stage. Thus, students have to sketch just the main
idea/s of the painting. That is, they should think what the artist had in mind
at the beginning of the painting process before developing the whole painting.
When they finish the sketch, students sit with a different partner from the
previous stage and show each other their ‘artwork’. Each partner has to identify
which painting it is and what elements/ details/ main ideas in the sketch gave
them the hint to recognize the painting.
Lastly, all sketches are pinned up on the wall next to each corresponding
original painting. Students walk around to see the different sketches and
vote for the best one.
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When they finish the sketch, students sit with a different partner from
the previous stage and show each other their ‘artwork’. Each partner
has to identify which painting it is and what elements/ details/ main
ideas in the sketch gave them the hint to recognize the painting.
Lastly, all sketches are pinned up on the wall next to each corresponding
original painting. Students walk around to see the different sketches
and vote for the best one.
Examples of paintings and the students’ scratches:

Francisco de Goya y Lucientes. Saturn Devouring One of his
Children, (1819-1823). Oil on canvas. The Prado Museum.

Néstor Martín-Fernández de la Torre. Night, Poem of the Sea,
circa 1913-1924. Néstor Museum, The Canary Islands, Spain.

Paul Gauguin. The Market (Ta Matete), 1892 Kunstsammlung, Basel.

Antonio Padrón. Human Figures and Butterflies/Figuras y mariposas,
1957. Antonio Padrón House Museum, The Canary Islands, Spain.
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Activity
Part 1
1. You are now in an art gallery exhibition. Walk around the exhibition
and look at all the paintings in detail. Think about which one you like
most and which one you like least and why.
2. As you are walking around the exhibition, when you find another
partner standing and looking at the same painting, make comments
about the painting and exchange impressions.
Find here some descriptive adjectives that you may use:
aggressive
controversial
enigmatic
fascinating
lyrical
peaceful

appealing
delicate
exotic
impassioned
moving
symbolic

balanced
distressing
expressive
intense
mysterious
touching

Useful language to give your opinion:
•
•
•
•
•

I think this painting is quite (+ adj) because …
What strikes / shocks / surprises me about this painting is …
Personally, I think this painting is (+ adj) …
I like/don’t like it because …
I think the artist wanted to show …

3. When you finish your gallery walk, sit with a partner and share
your opinion about your most/least favourite painting (remember
to use the descriptive adjectives and the useful language on this
handout). Then, briefly talk about one or two other paintings in the
exhibition you did not choose and exchange ideas.
Part 2
4. In pairs, match the name of the painting and painter with the
corresponding painting. (Stick it next to it).
5. Have you ever visited any local museum? What do you know about
it/ them?
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Part 3
6. Now choose one painting in the exhibition and make a sketch
out of it. Imagine that you are the artist developing the idea of
the painting in its early stage. Sketch just the main idea(s) of the
painting to show what the artist had in mind at the beginning of the
painting process before developing the whole painting.
7. When you finish your sketch, sit with a different partner from the
previous stage and show each other your ‘artwork’. Let your partner
identify which painting it is and tell you what elements/ details/ main
ideas in the sketch gave him/her the hint to recognize the painting.
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Poetry and art

Level: B1+

Time: 40 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist

Objectives
Talking about art and express it in specific words. Learn about word
classes as well as syllables. Getting closer to Japanese methods for
creating poetry.
Suggested material
Paintings or photographies, half as many as there are students.
The enclosed sheet for poetry writing
Teacher’s preparation
Tip: Use small notes in different colours for the word class writing
which engage more senses and helps the students to get an overview.
Further activities
Let the poem be elaborated to a short story.
Work with different types of methods of writing poetry; tanka sinquain
etc.
Intercultural awareness
Getting closer to Japanese culture by informing about haiku.
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Activity
step 1 - Let the students have a look at all the paintings spread on a
table. Ask them to stand next to their favourite, but there can only
be two students at each painting.
step 2 - In pairs ask them to write 5 verbs, 5 adjectives and 5 nouns
connected to the painting.
step 3 - Ask students to create a poem or a haiku by using at least
three of the written words and write the final product on the poetry
work sheet.
step 4 - Put all the poems on the wall and give the students time to
walk around and read them all.
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Riddles

Level: B1

Time: n/a

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To understand general and specific information from a given text.
To report information by asking and answering questions from a
given text
To study riddles in English as a way to improve Vocabulary.
Suggested material
An image of Ingres’ Oedipus and the Sphinx (see link in bibliography),
photocopies of the activity sheets and the cut out riddle game.
Bibliography

h t t p s : / / c o m m o n s . w i k i m e d i a . o r g / w i k i /
File%3AIngresOdipusAndSphinx.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oedipus_and_the_Sphinx_(Ingres)

Intercultural Awareness
English riddles
Activity
Previewing activity
1. Tell your students you are going to show them a painting containing
a man without clothes. Ask students what sort of painting it might
be. Where they can find a picture like this, for example.
2. Then, tell them that there is a creature in the painting: half a
woman, half an animal. Ask students if they can guess what the
picture is. Possible answers: A mermaid, a minotaur, a unicorn, ...
3. Then, explain that the creature is a mythological being who tells
riddles to be answered. Answer: A Sphinx.
4. Once students have an idea of the painting or perhaps they might
have guessed what the picture is about, show the painting to the
class.
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While viewing activity
Ask students
b) What’s going on in this picture?
c) What do you see in the picture that makes you say that?
d) What more can you find in the picture?
Post viewing activities
Activity 1: The story of Oedipus and the Sphinx
Tell your students they are going to know the story of Oedipus and
the Sphinx.
Split class in groups of 5 and give each member of the group a part
of the story.
Encourage them to read their part and memorize as much information
as possible from the part given. Allow them some time to be familiar
with unknown vocabulary. Help if necessary.
Once they are ready, SS share their part with rest of group to get the
whole story.
Encourage SS to tell the whole story in class.
When finished, ask students if they know any of the riddles the
Sphinx would ask. Copy on the board the riddles from at the end of
the activity for students to guess them.
Activity 2: Getting more information from the painting
Divide class in pairs and give each couple a copy of student 1 and
student 2. Allow some time to read the text and get familiar with
new vocabulary.
Whole class: Feedback answers.
Activity 3: The Riddle Game
Ask students if they know any English riddles.
Divide class in groups. Give each group a set of Riddle cards
Shuffle cards and and match each riddle with its answer.
In turns, students match a riddle with its correct answer.
The student with more riddles and correct answers wins the game.
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Activity

‘Oedipus and the Sphinx’ by Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres

1.
•
•
•

While viewing activity: Ask students...
What’s going on in this picture?
What do you see in the picture that makes you say that?
What more can you find in the picture?

2. The story of Oedipus and the Sphinx
Student 1. Read the information and be prepared to memorise it:
Oedipus was the son of Laius and Jocasta, the king and queen of
Thebes. One day the oracle of Delphi gave Laius terrible news: then
Oedipus grows he would kill his father and marry his mother, Jocasta.
Terrified, Laius ordered to kill his son but the soldier in charged
of killing him, believing that the boy was dead, abandoned him by
the side of a road.
Surprisingly Oedipus was still alive and was rescued by a family with
no children who adopted and took care of him.
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Student 2. Read the information and be prepared to memorise it:
When Oedipus was an adult, he decided to visit the Oracle to be told
who his biological parents were but the Oracle never revealed the
secret. Unfortunately, one day, in his way to Thebes Oedipus had an
incident at a crossroads with a carriage driver, which finished in a
quarrel and a fight and with the death of the driver and the person
inside the carriage.
Oedipus killed the person inside the carriage. This person was King
Laeius, his biological father.
Student 3. Read the information and be prepared to memorise it:
The Sphinx, a terrible monster with the body of a lion, wings of an
eagle and head of a woman had been sent by the gods to terrorize
Thebes. The Sphinx would ask any passing traveller her riddle, and if
they could not answer correctly, she would devour them. As nobody
had been able to guess the correct answer, Thebes was effectively
cut off from the outside world. When Oedipus came to Thebes, the
Sphinx asked him her riddle and Oedipus successfully solve it.
Student 4. Read the information and be prepared to memorise it:
The story tells that Sphinx threw herself off a cliff and with her death
Thebes was free from her terror. The people of Thebes were so
grateful to Oedipus that they proclaimed him their king, since Laius
had been mysteriously killed on the road. They also suggested that
he should marry his widow, Jocasta, to solidify his position as ruler of
the city. Thus the prophecy of the Delphic oracle became true.
Student 5. Read the information and be prepared to memorise it:
Thanks to psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud, the story of Oedipus has
been very widely spread nowadays. However, because of Freud’s
‘Oedipus Complex’, many modern readers focus on his apparent love
of his mother and hatred for his father; but this is not in fact in
keeping with the Greek mythological tradition of Oedipus.
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3. The painting: Oedipus and the Sphinx
Pair work: Read the following text and be ready to answer some
questions from your partner.
Oedipus and the Sphinx is a painting by the French Neoclassical
artist Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres. The painting was started in
1808 when Ingres was just a student and it was completed almost
20 years later. However, the painting is signed and dated 1808 at the
lower left corner. It shows the famous conversation Oedipus has with
the Sphinx, revealing the riddle. The painting can be seen at Louvre
Museum.
There is a sketch of Oedipus and the Sphinx in the National Gallery,
London, which was first owned by Edgar Degas, who purchased it in
1897.
The painting was begun in Rome, where Ingres was studying in 1806.
At first, the French academicians did not like the painting who criticise
the treatment of light and considered the figures to be insufficiently
idealized. As a revenge, Ingres retained the Figure of Oedipus in his
studio for years.
Around 1825 Ingres decided to work again on Oedipus’ painting.
He enlarged the canvas, so as to create a more dramatic contrast
between the characters and the landscape. Ingres changed the pose
of the Sphinx and added the human remains seen in the lower left
corner. The fleeing man seen on the right was not painted in the
first version of the picture but added later. The finished painting
was finally exhibited in November 1827 in Paris, where it was well
received.
In 1864 Ingres painted a third version of Oedipus and the Sphinx,
but this version is smaller than the first one and varies in many
details. It can be seen at Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Maryland.
Adapted excerpt from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oedipus_

and_the_Sphinx_(Ingres)
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Student A
You want to know…
1. What happened in 1825?
2. Why did he enlarge the canvas?
3. What do we know of the figure of the fleeing man on the right
side?
4. When was the painting finally exhibited and what were the critics
reaction now?
5. Is there any other version of Oedipus?
Once you have finished, tell your partner what has impressed from
the painting’s story.
Student B
You want to know…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where was Ingres when he painted the Figure of Oedipus?
Why was he there?
What did the critics thought of the painting?
Is there any sketch of the painting? If so, where is it?
Where is the painting being exhibited nowadays?

Once you have finished, tell your partner what has impressed you
from the painting’s story
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These two riddles were supposed to be told by the Sphinx:
Riddle:
Which creature has one voice and yet becomes fourfooted
and two-footed and three-footed?”
Answer:
Man - who crawls on all fours as a baby, then walks on two feet as
an adult, and then uses a walking stick in old age.
Riddle:
There are two sisters: one gives birth to the other and she, in turn,
gives birth to the first. Who are the two sisters?
Answer:
Day and Night
Riddle card game:
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What has a face and two hands
but no arms or legs?

A clock

What is the easiest way
to double your money?

Put it in front of your mirror, of
course!

What has a thumb and
four fingers but is not alive?

A glove

What has to be broken
before you can use it?

An egg

What has a neck but no head?

A bottle

What goes up and
doesn’t come back down?

Your age

What can run but can’t walk?

A drop of water

The more you take, the more
you leave behind. What are
they?

The footprints of your steps.

Everyone has it and
no one can lose it, what is it?
It’s been around for millions of
years, but it’s no more than a
month old. What is it?
I’m tall when I’m young
and I’m short when I’m old.
What am I?

A shadow
The moon
A candle

What has a head,
a tail and has no legs?

A coin

What is at the end of a rainbow?

The letter “W”

What starts with the letter “t”, is
filled with “t” and ends in “t”?
What has many keys,
but can’t even open
a single door?

A teapot
A piano

What gets wetter and wetter
the more it dries?

A towel

What’s full of holes but
still holds water?

A sponge

What belongs to you but other
people use it more than you?

Your name

What can you catch but not
throw?

A cold
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Seasons

Level: B1, B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To identify the four different seasons and state facts about each
season.
To associate pictures with the four different seasons.
To brainstorm the different characteristics and related vocabulary of
each season.
To express what different pieces of music may evoke
To relate music and images, especially paintings about the four
seasons.
To express their opinion through music and visuals.
To express/contrast what people do in different parts of Europe in
the different seasons.
To write about past events.
Suggested material
1) Extracts from Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. Take a 30 second- extract
from Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. One extract for each season.
2) Copies of different suggested paintings related to the four seasons.
See material provided.
3) Set of photocopies.
4) Copies from the images can be downloaded from http://www.
museothyssen.org/en/thyssen/home

Teacher’s preparation
1) Tell your students you are going to play 4 different pieces of
music. Do not tell them at this moment what pieces they are
going to listen to.
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2) Hand out a copy of the “Listening to music” activity and encourage
students to write down as much information as they can in the
spaces provided. Tell them to write what those pieces of music
make them think of or feel.
3) Once the four pieces have been played, elicit the composer and
the pieces: Vivaldi’s Four Seasons.
4) Give them time to contrast with other partners, preferably in
small groups of 3-4, their ideas and feelings about the pieces
heard.
5) Feedback whole group, noticing the similarities and differences
between groups and individual students.
6) Do not reveal what season corresponds to each piece of music.
7) Now give to each group a set of copies from the suggested
paintings and encourage them to match the paintings with the
pieces of music and the notes they have written. Tell them to
give clear reasons for their matching. Feedback whole group.
Tell them that all those paintings can be seen at the ThyssenBornemisza Museum in Madrid
8) Reveal now Vivaldi’s pieces and contrast their answers.
9) Hand out a copy of “Vocabulary builder” and encourage them to
match each card with the corresponding painting, then tell them
to make a brief description of the paintings using the vocabulary
provided.
10) Whole class: Feedback. Project the paintings on a screen and
encourage students to describe them using the new words
without using the cards.
11) Extended activity: Game Four Seasons poster.
12) Four Seasons Crossword.
Tip: Vivaldi’s Four Seasons
Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum (Madrid) http://www.museothyssen.

org/en/thyssen/home

Further activities
1)
2)
3)

Ask learners what their favorite season is and why.
Make a poster per group with activities you can do in every
season.
Use paintings to talk about “Celebrations and Feasts”.
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4)
5)

Students write a paragraph of what they did during their last
summer.
Encourage learners to draw a picture of one of the activities they
usually do in one of the seasons. The other students guess and
interpret.

Intercultural awareness
Make students aware of the things people do in every season.
Contrast countries. E.g. Do people do the same in winter time in
Spain and in Sweden?
Weather in Europe.
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Activity
1)Group work. Vocabulary builder cards
Be prepared to look at some cards. Each of these cards corresponds
to one of the pictures shown. Match the appropriate one with
the corresponding painting and make some sentences using the
suggested vocabulary.
Contrast your sentences with your partners.
2) Group work. Game: What can you do in Spring?
Your teacher is going to ask you to get into four different groups.
Each group needs to have the name of one of the seasons: SPRING,
SUMMER, AUTUMN and WINTER.
Things you need:
1) One big poster on the wall for each group
2) 4 different coloured felt-pens. Each group needs a different colour
to write with.
Instructions:
Each poster is given the name of a season.
Every group of students stands before each poster.
Each group has one minute to write on the posters the things you
usually do in that particular season. Once the minute is over, the
teacher says: “CHANGE” and this means that you have to move one
season onwards. You continue writing on the list for that new season
BUT using your colour felt-pen.
So, if your season was first SPRING, you move to SUMMER and so
on until you have finished with all the seasons and finally you come
to your original season again.
Once you have finished with all the seasons, all posters need to have
different written lists of words in 4 different colours.
The winning group is the one with more words on all SEASON
POSTERS.
3) Four Season Crossword
Check your new vocabulary. Enjoy doing a crossword.
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VOCABULARY BUILDER
Each of these cards corresponds with one of the pictures shown. Match the appropriate one with the
corresponding painting and make some sentences using the suggested vocabulary.
2
BATHING
1

MYTHOLOGICAL THEME

WATER-MILL
MILLER
FARMHOUSE
FREEZING DAY

CHARMING
LANDSCAPE
STRETCHES OF WATER
BANK

3
DESERTED
LANDSCAPE
DRY
REMAINS

6
BRIDGE

7

8

ABSENCE OF LEAVES

COUNTRY FAMILY

SOWER

WATER MILL

WINE

PLOUGHMAN

EVENING

GESTURES

HAY

4
VASE
WITHERED FLOWERS
FLOWER BUD

9
PARCHED LANDSCAPE
EVAPORATING
WATERCOLOUR
BLAZE

5
INTENSE COLOURS
FLUCTUATING FORMS

10
FROZEN RIVER
MEANDER
ICE-SKATE

Now, look at the pictures and make different sentences BUT this time do not look at the cards. How many
words could you use?

THE FOUR SEASONS CROSSWORD
Complete the crossword using the words from the cards as a reference

Across

3. FARMER, MAN WHO PLOUGHS USING ANIMALS.
4. A PERSON OR MACHINE THAT PUTS
SEEDS IN THE GROUND
7. A BRIGHT FLAME OR FIRE OR TO
SHINE LIKE FLAME
9. A PLACE WHERE A ROAD OR RIVER CURVES RATHER THAN BEING IN A
STRAIGHT LINE.
10. A SHOE FITTED WITH A METAL
BLADE FOR SKATING ON ICE

D

o

w

n

1. PERSON WHO OWNS OR OPERATES A
MILL IN WHICH GRAIN IS CRUSHED TO
MAKE FLOUR.
2. VERY DRY, ESPECIALLY BECAUSE THE
WEATHER IS HOT
4. AN EXTENSION OF WATER
5. GRASS THAT HAS BEEN CUT AND DRIED
AND IS USED AS FOOD FOR ANIMALS
6. REFERRING TO PLANTS: DRIED UP AND
DEAD
7. THE SIDE OF A RIVER, CANAL, ETC. AND
THE LAND NEAR IT
8. A FLOWER OR LEAF THAT IS NOT FULLY
OPEN
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THE FOUR SEASONS CROSSWORD SOLUTION

Across

3. PLOUGHMAN
4. SOWER
7. BLAZE
9. MEANDER
10. ICE-SKATE
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Down
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MILLER
PARCHED
STRETCHES OF WATER
HAY
WITHERED
BANK
BUD

The Four Seasons: Suggested paintings
Source: Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Madrid. Spain.
Painting

Artist, Title and
suggested season
Vincent van Gogh, Watermill at Gennep, 1884.
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/goghvincent-van/watermill-gennep
Winter

Pierre-Antoine Quillard, The Four Seasons:
Summer, 1725-1729
https://www.museothyssen.org/coleccion/artistas/
quillard-pierreantoine/cuatro-estaciones-verano
Summer

Zoran Music, Paysage Vide , 1960
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/musiczoran/paysage-vide
All seasons?

Note: The artist refers to this painting as a rocky deserted landscape in Switzerland, which always remains the
same through the year.

Ambrosius Bosschaert , Chinese Vase with
Flowers, Shells and Insects, 1628
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/astbalthasar-van-der/chinese-vase-flowersshells-and-insects
Spring
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Wassily Kandinsky, Picture with Three Spots,
No. 196, 1914
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/kandinskywassily/picture-three-spots-no-196
Spring (Possibly)

Alfred Sisley, Evening in Moret, End of
October, 1888
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/sisleyalfred/evening-moret-end-october
Autumn

Henri Martin, The Sower, ca. 1914-1920
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/martinhenri/sower
Summer

Charles Ephraim Burchfield, July Drought Sun,
1949-1960
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/burchfieldcharles-ephraim/july-drought-sun
Summer
Jacob Grimmer, A Winter Landscape with a
Village, Skaters on a Frozen River, and Hunters in the Foreground, s.f
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/
a r t i s t s / g r i m m e r j a c o b / w i n t e r- l a n d s c a p e -v i l lage-and-skaters-frozen-river-hunters
Winter
Jan Joséphsz van Goyen, Winter Landscape
with Figureson the Ice. 1643
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/goyen-janJoséphsz-van/winter-landscape-figures-ice
Winter
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Pierre-Antoine Quillard, The Four Seasons:
Autum, 1725-1729
https://www.museothyssen.org /en/collection/artists/quillardpierre-antoine/four-seasons-autumn
Autumn

Credits: All images © Fundación Colección Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid
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Listening to music
You are going to listen to four different pieces of music. Write down in the spaces provided what every piece
of music evokes
Piece

1

What do you see in your mind?

What does it make you feel?

What do you imagine doing ?

2
3
4

Now contrast your notes with your partnes. Do they have the same? What images do they see? What feelings
do they have?
What’s different?

Selling my Artworks

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 135 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To talk about artists and their work.
To take part in an interview and record a podcast.
Suggested material
An audio recorder (a mobile phone, for example).
An audio editor (Audacity, for example).
Music.
Students‘ handouts.
Intercultural awareness
Artists around the world.
Teacher’s preparation
Students have to prepare the information about the artist at home
and must bring into class a copy of the work they want to sell.
Tell your students that they are a group of artists who want to be
known all over the world so that they can sell their artworks. For this
reason, they are going to produce and record podcasts (a podcast
is an audio file which can be downloaded and listened to whenever,
wherever and as many times as the listener wants to) to be uploaded
onto the school website so that the art critics and general public can
get to know them.
The format of the podcast is going to be an advertorial (an advertorial
is an advertisement written in the form of an objective opinion
editorial).
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PROCEDURE:
1. Divide your class into groups of 3 students and tell them to choose
an art movement: Impressionism, Surrealism, Pop Art, etc.
2. Tell them to distribute their roles: one student is going to be the
presenter and the other two the artists. They have to choose which
artist they want to be (an artist that belongs to that movement).
They prepare this information at home.
3. Back in class, in the same group, students brainstorm the things
they are going to deal with in the interview: biography, work, relevant
information about their life, etc. and complete the chart given on the
next pages.
4. Students rehearse the programme until they think they are ready
to record it. Then they must take a mobile phone and record the
programme for 7 minutes. The podcast should be 8 minutes long and
they need music before and after the programme.
5. To edit the audio and add the music at the beginning and at the
end of the recording, you can use Audacity, for example.
6. Students send the audio file to their teacher, who will upload it
onto the school website or blog.
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Activity

Developing English Communicative Competence Through Art

PODCASTS: PRODUCING PODCASTS TO SELL YOUR PAINTING

Johann Zoffany.Tribuna of the Uffizi, 1772-1777. Royal Collection of the United Kingdom

Johan Zoffany. Tribuna of the Uffizi, 1772 – 1777. Royal Collection of the United Kingdom

1. Complete this chart:
1. Complete this chart:
GROUP (Movement and artists):
Music
Presenter
Introduction to the programme.

Interviewees 1+2

Good afternoon, …

Presenter

Question about the movement: main characteristics
the artists share.

Interviewees 1+2

Answer

Presenter

Question about biography: relevant information.

1
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Developing English Communicative Competence Through Art

Interviewees 1+2

Answer

Presenter

Question about the work they want to sell:
characteristics and why it is valuable.

Interviewees 1+2

Answer

Presenter

Question: What's going on in this painting?

Interviewees 1+2

Answer

Presenter

1. Summary of the content of the interview.
2. Slogan encouraging listeners to buy the
artworks.

Music

2. Rehearse
the
youyou
think
you toare
ready
to arecord
2. Rehearse
the programme
programme untiluntil
you think
are ready
record
it. Take
mobile
phone
and
record
the
programme
for
7
minutes.
The
podcast
should
be
8
minutes
it. Take a mobile phone and record the programme for 7 minutes.
long and should
you need music
and after
the and
programme.
The podcast
be 8 before
minutes
long
you need music before
and after the programme.
3. Send the audio file to your teacher, who will upload it onto the school website or

blog.
3. Send
the audio file to your teacher, who will upload it onto the
school website or blog.
TIPS:
Tips
for students:
1. Organise
your ideas.
1. Organise
your
ideas.
2. Revise
useful
expressions
youusemay
use politely,
to interrupt
politely,
2. Revise
useful expressions
you may
to interrupt
to agree and
disagree,to
to
sound
convincing,
to
suggest
and
to
react
naturally,
etc.
agree and disagree, to sound convincing, to suggest and to react
naturally,
3. Try toetc.
keep a lively interaction, so that the listeners are engaged all the time.
3. Try
to
keep
a livelyareinteraction,
so that keeps
the listeners
are engaged
4. While the students
speaking, the presenter
the conversation
going with
all the expressions
time.
like, oh I see, how interesting, etc.
4. While the students are speaking, the presenter keeps the
5. Finish thegoing
programme
a catchy slogan.
conversation
withwith
expressions
like: ‘Oh I see‘, ‘How interesting‘,
etc.
5. Finish the programme with a catchy slogan.
2
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Snakes and ladders

Level: A2+

Time: 30 min

Authors: Åsa Holmqvist, Mats Eriksson

Objectives
Learning about famous artists, museums and paintings while having
fun and talking English. Awake the students’ interest in art by playing
games and answering questions.
Suggested material
The enclosed board. The enclosed questions.
Dice, one for each group.
Teacher’s preparation
• Print one board and one set of questions for each group. Cut the
question sheet into small cards.
• Form groups of 3-4 students
• Give each of the groups one dice, one board and one pack question
cards
• Playing procedure:
All students need a jack to move around on the board e.g. a paperclip.
Put the card in a heap, upside down.
Every time a student is about to roll the dice, a question is asked
before by some of the competitors who has the answer at the bottom
of the card. If answering correctly, the student may roll the dice and
move forward.
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Further activities
Let the students make new questions.
Let the students pick one question that made them curious and find
out more about it, ending up with a short presentation for the other
students.
Activity
Form groups of 3-4 students
• Give each of the students a list of adjectives connected with art.
Give them time to translate new words.
• Give the group blank sheets of paper.
• Tell them to go through the exhibition and find a piece of art that
they find interesting. Next step will be to write down five suitable
adjectives from the list and, if possible, put the sheet of paper
next to the painting.
• When time is up – let the groups explain their choices of adjectives
in front of the class.
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Forty questions that can be used in the game.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
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Who painted “Mona Lisa”?
Where can you find Michelangello’s “The birth of Adam?”
Where can you find Boticello’s “The birth of Venus”?
Who painted “The birth of Venus”?
What part of his body did Vincent van Gogh not bring
to his grave?
What flower did van Gogh paint numerous times?
On what does Banksy often paint?
What does Mona Lisa do on her painting?
What special square style is Picasso famous for?
Where can you find the famous art museum Prado?
In what counrty was van Gogh born?
In what country was Leonardo da Vinci born?
A famous book written by Dan Brown is named after what
famous painter?
Monet is famous for painting a flower, which one?
Edward Munch came from which Scandinavian country?
Munch made a famous paining of a person screaming.
Where is this the person standing?
What is the predominant colour of Picasso’s Guernica?
Vermeer made a famous painting called:
“Girl with a … earring”?
Pieter Bruegel’s paintings of crowds are from the 19th
century
The French painter who made the famous Bible illustrations is
called Munch.
Leonardo da Vinci’s “The last supper” can be found at the
Louvre in Paris
How many people are to be found in “The last supper”?
How many people are to be found in “Mona Lisa”?
Magdalena Carmen Frida Kahlo y Calderón, was a Spanish
artist
What part of his face is Salvador Dalí famous for?
A famous statue outside the UN head quarters is made by a
Swedish artist. What is it?
The little mermaid is in this Scandinavian capital.
The bust of Nefertiti can be found in Berlin. She was a greek
godess. True or false?
David by Michellangeli is a famous painting. True or false?
Modernism was an art movement in the 20th century
“Still life” is a painting of the countryside
Van Gogh only sold one painting during his lifetime.
Marc Chagall was born in Belarus

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

The Guggenheim museum is in London
Surrealism is a way of painting realistically
What way of smoking did Magritte often paint?
Andy Warhol painted a famous film star. Who?
The Ninja Turles are Michelangelo, Leonardo, Donatello and…
Cave paintings can be found in Lascaux. What have they
painted?
What is Banksy’s style of painting on walls called?
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Key to the forty questions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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Who painted “Mona Lisa”?
Leonardo da Vinci
Where can you find Michelangello’s “The birth of Adam?”
Sixtine chapel Rome
Where can you find Boticello’s “The birth of Venus”? Florence
Who painted “The birth of Venus”?
Boticcelli
What part of his body did Vincent van Gogh not bring to his grave? Ear
What flower did van Gogh paint numerous times?
Sun flower
On what does Banksy often paint?
Wall
What does Mona Lisa do on her painting?
Smiles
What special square style is Picasso famous for?
Cubism
Where can you find the famous art museum Prado? Madrid, Spain
In what counrty was van Gogh born? The Netherlands
In what country was Leonardo da Vinci born? Italy
A famous book written by Dan Brown is named after which famous painter?
Leonardo da Vinci
Monet is famous for painting a flower, which one?
Water lilly
Edward Munch came from which Scandinavian country?
Norway
Munch made a famous paining of a person screaming. Where is this the
person standing? On a bridge
What is the predominant colour of Picasso’s Guernica?
Grey
Vermeer made a famous painting called: “Girl with a … earring”? Pearl
Pieter Bruegel’s paintings of crowds are from the 19th century
No, 16th
The French painter who made the famous Bible illustrations is called Munch.
No, Gustave Doré
Leonardo da Vinci’s “The last supper” can be found at the Louvre in Paris
No, it is on a wall of a church: Santa Maria delle Grazie, Milan, Italy
How many people are to be found in “The last supper”?
Thirteen
How many people are to be found in “Mona Lisa”?
One
Magdalena Carmen Frida Kahlo y Calderón, was a Spanish artist
No, Mexican
What part of his face is Salvador Dalí famous for?
His mustache
A famous statue outside the UN head quarters is made by a Swedish artist.
What is it?
A revolver, its barrel tied to a knot
The little mermaid is in this Scandinavian capital.
Copenhagen
The bust of Nefertiti can be found in Berlin. She was a greek godess. True or
false?
False
David by Michellangeli is a famous painting. True or false? False
Modernism was an art movement in the 20th century
True
“Still life” is a painting of the countryside
False, it is a painting of dead objects on a table
Van Gogh only sold one painting during his lifetime. True
Marc Chagall was born in Belarus
True
The Guggenheim museum is in London
False, it is in New York
Surrealism is a way of painting realistically
False, it is a way of panting the surreal
What way of smoking did Magritte often paint?
Smoking a pipe
Andy Warhol painted a famous film star. Who?
Marilyn Monroe
The Ninja Turles are Michelangelo, Leonardo, Donatello and…
Rafael
Cave paintings can be found in Lascaux. What have they painted? Animals
What is Banksy’s style of painting on walls called?
Graffiti

Spanish art past and present

Level: B1+

Time: 120-180 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist, Mats Eriksson

Objectives
The intention is to improve the students’ language skills. At the same
time they will become aware of how art is a part of its contemporary
time. Furthermore they will learn some Spanish history, by learning
more about the Spanish painters Miro, Picasso, Dalí, Goya and
Velázquez and their works, it will make the students getting closer
to art and arouse an interest for art.
Finally, the activity makes the students reflect on the present time
and challenges them to use their creativity.
Suggested material
Suggested paintings:
1. Goya, The third of May 1808;see KahnAcademy https://www.

khanacademy.org/humanities/becoming-modern/romanticism/
romanticism-in-spain/a/goya-third-of-may-1808

2. Miro, The Smile of the Flamboyant Wings, Figures and dog in front
of the sun;http://www.joan-miro.net/
3. Dalí, The persistence of memory;https://www.flickr.com/photos/

torley/5408279834

see

Authentic

society

http://www.authenticsociety.com/about/
thepersistenceofmemory_Dalí
4. Picasso, Guernica; http://www.pablopicasso.org/guernica.jsp
5. Velázquez, Las meninias (Ladies in waiting);http://www.
Velázquezlasmeninas.com/

Teacher’s preparation
Step 1
Let the students form a team of two to three students.
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Step 2
Let the groups choose one of the suggested paintings or, if they find
a more interesting piece of art, some other work of the artist may do.
Tell them to find information about the artist, and his contemporary
time.
Step 3
Tell them to print the painting and put it on a piece of cardboard and
then write some notes about the author, the time, the painting as
well as the evidence they have found of the contemporary time. Tell
them not to just copy a text from Wikipedia but spend some time
working on it. The text should be shown in a vernissage so it should
be brief and easily readable, i.e. not too many words and readable
letters.
Step 4
Tell them to find some characteristics of our time and make a
paraphrase by making a collage of the original painting or using
Photoshop. The completed work should say something about our
time. They are free to choose a specific part of the painting if it suits
their ideas.
Step 5
Tell them to give their masterpiece a new name and put them up on
the wall in school and arrange a vernissage.
Further activities
Let the students write a paper about the painter as well as the
painting.
Let the students write an evaluation on the groupwork.
Intercultural awareness
Learning about Spanish artists from different times opens up for
finding intercultural similarities or differences.
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Activity
Step 1
Form a team of two to three students.
Step 2
Choose one of the suggested paintings or, if you find a more interesting
piece of art, some other work of the artist. Find information about
the artist, and his/her contemporary time.
Step 3
Print the painting and put it on a piece of cardboard. Write some
notes about the author, the time, the painting as well as the evidence
you have found of the contemporary time. Do not just copy a text
from Wikipedia but spend some time working on it. The text should
be shown in a vernissage so make it brief and easily readable, i.e.
not too many words and use readable letters. Imagine that you are
in a museum and look at your work – how much text do you read
before getting tired?
How should a text be written to hook you?
Step 4
Find out some characteristic of our time and make a paraphrase by
making a collage of the original painting or using Photoshop. The
completed work should say something about our time. Feel free to
choose a specific part of the painting if it suits your ideas.
Step 5
Give your masterpiece a new name and be prepared to show your
creations in a vernissage for the whole school!
Suggested paintings:
1. Goya, The third of May 1808; see KahnAcademy
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/becoming-modern/
romanticism/romanticism-inspain/a/goya-third-of-may-1808

2. Miro, The Smile of the Flamboyant Wings, Figures and dog in front
of the sun;
http://www.joan-miro.net/
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3. Dalí, The persistence of memory;
https://www.flickr.com/photos/torley/5408279834

see Authentic society

http://www.authenticsociety.com/about/thepersistenceofmemory_
Dalí

4. Picasso, Guernica;
http://www.pablopicasso.org/guernica.jsp

5. Velázquez, Las meninias (Ladies in waiting);
http://www.Velázquezlasmeninas.com/

You can find the above paintings using a search engine like Google.
Take advantage of the possibility to search pictures and choose size!
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Speech bubbles

Level: any

Time: 20 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist

Objectives
Fill in speech bubbles to some famous portraits
Suggested material
Portrait of Mona Lisa with inserted speech bubble.
Teacher’s preparation
Get a photo of Mona Lisa or some other suitable picture. Tip: You can
insert speech bubbles in word or Photoshop.
Further activities
Use other portraits and insert speech bubbles.
Decide (teacher and/or class may decide) what happened before the
portrait was painted and the mode the person in the portrait is in and
let the students write from that point of view.
Intercultural awareness
Change the nationality of the project to another country and adapt
the text in the speech bubble to that country.
Activity
Let the student form pairs and hand out the portrait of Mona Lisa
with the inserted speech bubble, one set for each pair.
When finished, put them up on a wall and let the students read them.
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Swedish painters and
their paintings

Level: B2-C1

Time: 60 min

Authors: Åsa Holmqvist, Mats Eriksson

Objectives
To learn something about famous Swedish artists and their paintings.
Suggested material
The enclosed worksheets with half a painting/sculpture.
The enclosed worksheet with titles.
The enclosed worksheets with facts about the artists.
Teacher’s preparation
Form groups of 3-4 students
• Give each of the students a list of adjectives connected with art.
Give them time to translate new words.
• Give the group blank sheets of paper.
• Tell them to go through the exhibition and find a piece of art that
they find interesting. Next step will be to write down five suitable
adjectives from the list and, if possible, put the sheet of paper
next to the painting.
• When time is up – let the groups explain their choices of adjectives
in front of the class.
Further activities
Let the students find more information about the artists and present
it in class.
Intercultural awareness
Students will learn more about Swedish artists and Swedish culture.
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Activity
Step 1 - Cut up the divided paintings provided on the next pages.
Hand out half a painting to each student. Ask them to draw he other
half. When all students are finished - let the student mingle and find
the correct other half.
Step 2 - Hand out the paper with titles, one to each pair and let
them choose a suitable title.
Step 3 - Read from the list and let the students show their painting
when the title they have chosen comes up.
Step 4 - Let the students chose one of the paintings they would
like to have in their home and tell the others which one and also tell
where they would put it.
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Isaac Grünewald
Isaac Grünewald (1889-1946) was a SwedishJewish Expressionist painter born in Stockholm.
He was the leading and central name in the first
generation of Swedish modernists from 1910 up
until his death in 1946.
Having studied at an influential Swedish art school
for three years, at age 19 Grünewald travelled
to Paris where he soon began studies at Henri
Matisse’s academy. In 1909 he gained recognition
in his homeland when he exhibited his work with a
group of Scandinavian artists known as The Young
Ones.
He met his future wife Sigrid Hjertén in 1909 and encouraged
her to study painting with him in Paris. Having married in 1911,
Grünewald and Hjertén from 1912 on regularly exhibited together
at home and abroad. Art historians nowadays often cite them as
being responsible for introducing modernism to Sweden. At a time
in history when anti-Semitism was both widespread and politically
correct and women artists were frowned upon, their works were
often the subject of ridicule in the press. In fact, recent research has
shown that Grünewald who became the centre of public controversy
numerous times was the number one target of anti-Semitism in the
Swedish press between 1910 and 1926.
In the 1920s, Grünewald began reaping major commercial successes. He
created stage designs for the Royal Swedish Opera and other theatres.
In 1925-26, he decorated the walls and ceiling in the minor hall (since
renamed Grünewald Hall) at the Stockholm Concert Hall, site of the
Nobel Prize ceremony, and in 1928 the walls of the Matchstick Palace.
Grünewald was a professor at the Royal Swedish Academy of Arts
between 1932 and 1942 and in 1941 he opened his own art school.
Bruno Liljefors
Bruno Andreas Liljefors (1860–1939) was a Swedish
artist, the most important and probably the most
influential wildlife painter of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century. He also drew some
sequential picture stories, making him one of the
early Swedish comic creators.
Liljefors is held in high esteem by painters of wildlife
and is acknowledged as an influence, for example,
by American wildlife artist Michael Coleman. All his life Liljefors
was a hunter, and he often painted predator-prey action, the hunts
engaged between fox and hare, sea eagle and eider, and goshawk
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and black grouse serving as prime examples. However, he never
exaggerated the ferocity of the predator or the pathos of the prey,
and his pictures are devoid of sentimentality.
Bruno was fascinated by the patterns to be found in nature, and he
often made art out of the camouflage patterns of animals and birds.
During the last years of the nineteenth century, a brooding element
entered his work, perhaps the result of turmoil in his private life, as
he left his wife, Anna, and took up with her younger sister, Signe,
and was often short of money. This darker quality in his paintings
gradually began to attract interest and he had paintings exhibited at
the Paris Salon.
However, Liljefors was a pioneer at a time when wildlife art was still
emerging from its association with scientific depiction and taxidermy.
And he set a standard of identification with the landscape which
substantially influenced the subsequent development of wildlife art
in the twentieth century.
Carl Milles
During the first half of the 20th century,
sculptor Carl Milles (1875-1955) dominated
the Swedish art world. He received many
public commissions in Sweden and abroad.
He was a monumental sculptor who received
many public art commissions at a time when
many cities expanded and were modernised.
Carl Milles may be described as a traditional as well as an innovative
artist. In his choice of motifs he was traditional. Ancient Greek,
Roman and Christian mythology as well as Swedish history were
often his sources of inspiration. His art was always figurative and
often narrative.
He sculpted in heavy, hard materials such as granite and
bronze and paired the sculptures with the lightest of materials,
water and air, by placing them in fountains and raising
them up in the air so that they interacted with the sky.
Although inspired by the art of antiquity and mythology, Carl Milles‘
own pictorial language was often not classical. He happily borrowed
stylistic features from Greek and Etruscan art and non-European
cultures. Carl Milles was a very productive artist. His greatest creation
was Millesgården, his life‘s achievement that he worked on for 50
years.
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Carl Fredrik Reuterswärd
Carl Fredrik Reuterswärd (4 June 1934 – 3 May 2016) was
a Swedish painter and sculptor. He studied with Fernand
Léger in Paris 1951 and was a professor of painting at
The Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm 1965-1969. In
1974 he was a guest professor at Minneapolis School of
Art, Minneapolis, Minnesota. In 1986 he was awarded
the Prince Eugen Medal for painting. Reuterswärd is
known for his sculpture showing a revolver tied in a
knot, called “Non violence2, on display outside the Headquarters of
the United Nations in New York City. Versions of the work are also on
view in Berlin, Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö, Lund, Borås, Caen and
Kirchberg. Reuterswärd died of pneumonia at a hospital in Landskrona,
Sweden on 3 May 2016, aged 81.
Reuterswärd was not true to any movement, medium, or style.
He created geometric abstract paintings, conceptual works, and
sculpture. He is perhaps most well-known for a sculpture of a pistol
with a knotted barrel that has become a symbol of anti-violence.

Hilma af Klint
Hilma af Klint was a Swedish artist and mystic whose
paintings were amongst the first abstract art. She
belonged to a group called ‚The Five‘ and the paintings
or diagrams were a visual representation of complex
philosophical ideas.
She showed an early ability in visual art and after the
family had moved to Stockholm she studied at the
Academy of Fine Arts for five years during which time
she learned portraiture and landscape painting . Here she met Anna
Cassel, the first of the four women with whom she later worked in
‚The Five‘ (de fem), a group of artists who shared her ideas. Her
more conventional painting became the source of her financial
income while the ‚life‘s work‘ remained a quite separate practice.
The project on which „the Five“ were engaged involved, in 1892,
recording in a book a completely new system of mystical thought in
the form of messages from higher spirits. One, Gregor, spoke thus:
„all the knowledge that is not of the senses, not of the intellect,
not of the heart but is the property that exclusively belongs to
the deepest aspect of your being...the knowledge of your spirit“.
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It is interesting to note that af Klint‘s work ran parallel to the
development of abstract art by other artists such as Mondrian,
Malevich and Kandinsky who were, like af Klint, inspired by
the Theosophical Movement founded by Madame Blavatsky.
Af Klint‘s work can also be seen in the wider context of the
modernist search for new forms in artistic, spiritual, political
and scientific systems in the beginnings of the 20th century.
Sigrid Hjertén
Sigrid Hjertén [27 October
1885 - 24 March 1948] was
a Swedish modernist painter.
Hjertén is considered a major
figure in Swedish modernism.
Periodically she was highly
productive and participated in
106 exhibitions. Sigrid Hjertén‘s
total production amounted to slightly more than 500 paintings,
together with sketches, watercolors and drawings. Hjertén had to
fight the prejudices of her time throughout her career. Her paintings
seem extremely personal for the era in which they were made,
when issues of colour and form were uppermost in artists‘ minds.
Her interest in humankind was often manifested in dramatic, even
theatrical compositions, while her approach to colour was emotional
as well as theoretical. She worked as an artist for 30 years before
succumbing to complications from a lobotomy for schizophrenia.
Anders Zorn
Anders Zorn (1860–1920) has often been called the
painters’ painter. A virtuoso artist in everything he did,
Zorn created art that is simultaneously earnest and
sensuous, everyday and exclusive. No one painted
water like Zorn or created portraits with the same
bravura or depicted women as sensually. Visit Zorn in
his own hometown and be seduced by his art
Nils Dardel
Nils Elias Kristofer von Dardel— who signed Nils Dardel — is a postimpressionist Swedish painter. He tries several techniques of fellow
painters: cubism (only briefly, see the Senlis „rue de Paris“ below),
fauvism with pure colours (see the „Black Diana“), surrealism.
However, he is basically a figurative painter and produces numerous
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portraits, and — in the 1920s — burlesque scenes with multiple
characters. In later years, he will return to a more traditional realism
(see the Mexican portraits).
Nils Dardel‘s paintings are shown in various museums in Stockholm,
Göteborg, Malmö, Oslo and Hamburg. His most famous work, „The
Dying Dandy“ was sold in 1984 for the sum of 3.4 million Swedish
crowns, at the time the highest price paid for a painting by a Swedish
artist. The record was broken in October 2012, when the painting
„Waterfall“ was sold for 25 million crowns (2.9 M€ or 3.7 M$).
John Bauer
John Albert Bauer (4 June 1882 – 20 November
1918) was a Swedish painter and illustrator. His work
is concerned with landscape and mythology, but he
also composed portraits. He is best known for his
illustrations of early editions of Bland tomtar och troll
(Among Gnomes and Trolls), an anthology of Swedish
folklore and fairy tales.
Bauer was born and raised in Jönköping. He painted
and illustrated in a romantic nationalistic style, in part influenced
by the Italian Renaissance and Samicultures. Most of his works are
watercolors or prints in monochrome or muted colours; he also
produced oil paintings and frescos. His illustrations and paintings
broadened the understanding and appreciation of Swedish folklore,
fairy tales and landscape.
When Bauer was 36, he, Ester and their son, Bengt, drowned in a
shipwreck on Lake Vättern.
Carl Larsson
Carl Larsson (28 May 1853 – 22 January 1919) was
a Swedish painter representative of the Arts and Crafts
Movement. His many paintings include oils, watercolors,
and frescoes. He considered his finest work to
be Midvinterblot (Midwinter Sacrifice), a large painting
now displayed inside the Swedish National Museum of
Fine Arts.
Through his paintings and books, Little Hyttnäs
has become one of the most famous artist‘s homes in the world,
transmitting the artistic taste of its creators and making it a major
line in Swedish interior design.
Which title belongs to your painting?
NON VIOLENCE
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THE SINGING TREE
EUROPA AND THE BULL
HARE IN WINTER LANDSCAPE
THE SWAN
THE DYING DANDY
MOTHER’S AND THE SMALL GIRLS´ ROOM
IVAN IN THE GREEN SOFA
SUMMER FUN
THE TROLL’S HERB

Key:
Title
The swan
Iván and the green sofa
The dying Dandy
The troll’s herb
Summer fun
Mother’s and the small girls’ room
The singing tree
Europa and the bull
Hare in winter landscape
Non-violence

Painter
Hilma af Klint
Sigrid Hjertén
Nils Dardel
John Bauer
Anders Zorn
Carl Larsson
Isaac Grünewald
Carl Milles
Bruno Liljefors
Carl Fredrik Reuterswärd
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Talk to me

Level: B1+

Time: 40 min

Author: Mats Eriksson

Objectives
Writing a dialogue and speaking.
Suggested material
I have used five paintings that depicts people and where you could
imagine a dialogue going on. Any five could be used, but I have
chosen German artists from different centuries to get at wide spread
of motifs, styles and themes.
Sources (feb 2017):
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lucas_Cranach_the_Elder#/media/
File:Lucas_Cranach_d.%C3%84.__Die_Bezahlung_(1532,_Nationalmuseum_Stockholm).jpg

2

http://www.the-athenaeum.org/art/detail.php?ID=72140

3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Ludwig_Kirchner#/media/
File:The_Visit_-_Couple_and_Newcomer.JPG

4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Joséph_Begas,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_art#/media/File:Ritratto_
della_famiglia_Begas.jpg

5

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/19/Johann_
Zoffany_%28German_-_John%2C_Fourteenth_Lord_Willoughby_de_
Broke%2C_and_his_Family_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg
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Teacher’s preparation
The procedure is explained in the work sheet.
The activity could be done alone or in pairs.
A class about writing dialogue would be a good preparation. For the
lower grades maybe a vocabulary list would be helpful.
Tip: The Purdue writing lab has lots of information on writing English.
General information on writing can be found in numerous places on
the internet.
On how to write dialogue: https://www.autocrit.com/editing/

library/writing-dialogue-that-speaks-volumes/

or

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/577/04/

General information on writing fiction:

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/1/

and from the BBC:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zgj72hv/revision/1

Further activities
This activity could be used as part of teaching to write fiction. Or it
could be expanded to writing fiction.
Some useful links can be found in the Bibliography area. one of which
turning the back towards the whiteboard.
Intercultural awareness
In this exercise people from different centuries meet each other.
Further emphasis could be put on this: “How do you think a person in
the 17th century addressed an unknown stranger”. Examples could
be given from litterature.
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Activity

Look at these five pictures. They are all painted by German painters
from different centuries.
Take a good look at the people in the pictures.

1
Lucas Cranach, The Ill-Matched Couple, 1532.
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2
The Preserve Makers, Max Liebermann - 1879

3
The Visit–Couple and Newcomer, 1922, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
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4
The family of the painter Carl Begas, 1808, celebrating domesticity in
Biedermeier style

5
John, Fourteenth Lord Willoughby de Broke, and his Family Johann Zoffany
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The following could be done in pairs or alone.
Now that you have had a good look at the paintings, pick two of the paintings and
lay the others aside.
Imagine that you could swap two of the characters in the paintings. In other
words: move a character from painting one to painting two, and from painting two
put the exchanged character in the place where number one was.
One of the characters in your chosen picture now has been exchanged for a person
from the other painting. A dialogue takes place between the original characters in
the painting and the newcomer.
Write down the dialogue! If you work in a pair – act it out.
If you think the dialogue was too short, do the same thing with the other painting
you chose!
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Tenses in paintings I

Level: B1

Time: 90 min

Author: Michael Witte

Objectives
By connecting various elements of a series of paintings, the students
practise their language production with focus on tenses.
Suggested material
Handouts of this activity and an interactive whiteboard with access
to the Internet to show some paintings.
Teacher’s preparation
It is recommended to show the initial painting on a whiteboard in
a high resolution to make sure everyone can see the details of the
painting.
Find the paintings for task no. 3 on the web. The names of the artists,
the paintings‘ names and the date they were painted are given.
It is up to the teacher to decide to what extent a revision of the
tenses should be performed during this task.
Further activities
Basically any painting that depicts some kind of action can be
used for this activity. A series of paintings with a similar theme is
recommended (e. g. paintings of the Odyseey).
Bibliography
The passages of the Bible are from the Common English Bible.
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Activity
1. What is happening in this painting?

‘Healing of the Blind Man of Jericho‘ by Lucas von Leyden

2. The painting refers to the miracles Jesus Christ performed. Here is
what happend according to the Bible (Luke 18, 35-43):
35

As Jesus came to Jericho, a certain blind man was sitting beside

the road begging.

36

When the man heard the crowd passing by, he

asked what was happening.
passing by.”
me mercy.”

38

39

37

They told him, “Jesus the Nazarene is

The blind man shouted, “Jesus, Son of David, show

Those leading the procession scolded him, telling him

to be quiet, but he shouted even louder, “Son of David, show me
mercy.” 40 Jesus stopped and called for the man to be brought to him.
When he was present Jesus asked, 41 “What do you want me to do for
you?” He said, “Lord, I want to see.”
your sight! Your faith has healed you.”

42
43

Jesus said to him, “Receive
At once he was able to see,

and he began to follow Jesus, praising God. When all the people saw
it, they praised God too.
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3. Have a look at the following four paintings. They depict other
situations in the life of Christ. What is happening in them?

The Mystical Nativity
by Sandro Boticelli (1501)

The Baptism of Christ
by Leonardo Da Vinci (1475)

The Crucifixion
by Gerard David (1495)

The Ressurrection of Christ by
Raphael (1502)

4. Read the following parts of the Bible that account the depicted
parts of the life of Jesus Christ and decide, to which painting each
passage belongs and in which order the events happened.
Passage A fits the painting...
Passage B fits the painting...
Passage

C

fits

the

painting...

Passage D fits the painting...

A

Two other men, both criminals, were also led out with him
to be executed. 33 When they came to the place called the
Skull, they crucified him there, along with the criminals—one on his
right, the other on his left. 34 Jesus said, “Father, forgive them, for
they do not know what they are doing.” And they divided up his
clothes by casting lots. 35 The people stood watching, and the rulers
even sneered at him. They said, “He saved others; let him save
himself if he is God’s Messiah, the Chosen One.” 36 The soldiers also
came up and mocked him. They offered him wine vinegar 37 and
said, “If you are the king of the Jews, save yourself.” 38 There was
a written notice above him, which read: this is the king of the jews.
39
One of the criminals who hung there hurled insults at him: “Aren’t
you the Messiah? Save yourself and us!” 40 But the other criminal
rebuked him. “Don’t you fear God,” he said, “since you are under the
same sentence? 41 We are punished justly, for we are getting what
our deeds deserve. But this man has done nothing wrong.” 42 Then
he said, “Jesus, remember me when you come into your kingdom.”
43
Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you, today you will be with me in
paradise.”
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32

B

On the first day of the week, very early in the morning, the
women took the spices they had prepared and went to the
tomb. 2 They found the stone rolled away from the tomb, 3 but when
they entered, they did not find the body of the Lord Jesus. 4 While
they were wondering about this, suddenly two men in clothes that
gleamed like lightning stood beside them. 5 In their fright the women
bowed down with their faces to the ground, but the men said to
them, “Why do you look for the living among the dead? 6 He is not
here; he has risen! Remember how he told you, while he was still
with you in Galilee: 7 ‘The Son of Man must be delivered over to the
hands of sinners, be crucified and on the third day be raised again.’ ”
8
Then they remembered his words. 9 When they came back from the
tomb, they told all these things to the Eleven and to all the others.
10
It was Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the mother of James, and
the others with them who told this to the apostles. 11 But they did
not believe the women, because their words seemed to them like
nonsense. 12 Peter, however, got up and ran to the tomb. Bending
over, he saw the strips of linen lying by themselves, and he went
away, wondering to himself what had happened.

C

1

The people were waiting expectantly and were all wondering
in their hearts if John might possibly be the Messiah. 16 John
answered them all, “I baptize you with water. But one who is more
powerful than I will come, the straps of whose sandals I am not
worthy to untie. He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire.
17
His winnowing fork is in his hand to clear his threshing floor and
to gather the wheat into his barn, but he will burn up the chaff with
unquenchable fire.” 18 And with many other words John exhorted the
people and proclaimed the good news to them. 19 But when John
rebuked Herod the tetrarch because of his marriage to Herodias, his
brother’s wife, and all the other evil things he had done, 20 Herod
added this to them all: He locked John up in prison. 21 When all the
people were being baptized, Jesus was baptized too. And as he was
praying, heaven was opened 22 and the Holy Spirit descended on him
in bodily form like a dove. And a voice came from heaven: “You are
my Son, whom I love; with you I am well pleased.”

D

15

In those days Caesar Augustus issued a decree that a census
should be taken of the entire Roman world. 2 This was the first
census that took place while Quirinius was governor of Syria. 3 And
everyone went to their own town to register. 4 So Joséph also went
up from the town of Nazareth in Galilee to Judea, to Bethlehem the
town of David, because he belonged to the house and line of David.
5
He went there to register with Mary, who was pledged to be married
to him and was expecting a child. 6 While they were there, the time
came for the baby to be born, 7 and she gave birth to her firstborn, a
son. She wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a manger, because
there was no guest room available for them.
1
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5. Now that the basics of the narrative are clear, let‘s think back to
some signal words that help us later to write our own version of the
narrative. Connect the adverbs of time according to their function as
signal words for specific tenses.
for
past perfect

yesterday
never
every ... day/week/month
before

present perfect

always
just
ever
after

simple past

last ... week/month/year
so far
usually
since

simple present

sometimes
some ... days/weeks ... ago
recently

If you remember any other signal words, write them down in the
provided space below.
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6. Pick two events of the given biblical verses and connect those
with the adverbs of time and the correct tenses. Make at least eight
sentences this way. Example:
After Jesus had been born in Nazareth, he was baptised by John.

7. Now have a look at the five paintings of this exercise again and
rewrite the life of Jesus Christ in your own words. Try not to have a
look at the given verses from the Bible and include the tenses.
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Tenses in paintings II

Level: B2

Time: 60 min

Author: Michael Witte

Objectives
By connecting various elements of a series of paintings, the students
practise their language production with focus on tenses.
Suggested material
Handouts of this activity and an interactive whiteboard with access
to the Internet to show some paintings.
Teacher’s preparation
It is recommended to show the initial painting on a whiteboard in
a high resolution to make sure everyone can see the details of the
painting.
It is recommended to do the activity Tenses in paintings I prior to
this activity.
It is up to the teacher to decide to what extent a revision of the
tenses should be performed during this task.
Further activities
Basically any painting that depicts some kind of action can be
used for this activity. A series of paintings with a similar theme is
recommended (e. g. paintings of the Odyseey).
Bibliography
The passages of the Bible are from the Common English Bible.
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Tenses in paintings II
1. What is happening in this painting?

‘Healing of the Blind Man of Jericho‘ by Lucas von Leyden

2. Divide the painting into 16 squares of roughly the same size (like
a chess board). Try to find the following descriptions of the painting
and write down in which square/squares you found them.
A man is pointing at Jesus Christ.
Jesus is healing a blind beggar.
A town is enlighted by the sunlight.
Two people are talking to each other.
People are walking towards the happening.
A woman is carrying a child.
A mountain rises towards the sky.
A group of people is watching the situation.
A river leads to a town
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3. Discuss about the importance of the different elements described
in task 2. Take some notes that might help you to underline your line
of thoughts.

4. Now read the depicted situation as it happened according to Luke
18:35-43 (Common English Bible). Underline the simple tenses and
the continuous tenses.
35

As Jesus came to Jericho, a certain blind man was sitting beside

the road begging.

36

When the man heard the crowd passing by, he

asked what was happening. 37 They told him, “Jesus the Nazarene
is passing by.” 38 The blind man shouted, “Jesus, Son of David, show
me mercy.” 39 Those leading the procession scolded him, telling him
to be quiet, but he shouted even louder, “Son of David, show me
mercy.” 40 Jesus stopped and called for the man to be brought to
him. When he was present Jesus asked, 41 “What do you want me
to do for you?” He said, “Lord, I want to see.” 42 Jesus said to him,
“Receive your sight! Your faith has healed you.” 43 At once he was
able to see, and he began to follow Jesus, praising God. When all the
people saw it, they praised God too.

5. You know that in paintings and pictures important actions are
often in the foreground or the centre. With reference to task 4, why
do authors use simple and continuous tenses in a narration? Try to
give evidence from the text.
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6. Read the following extracts of the Bible (John 2:14-15, Mark
11:15-16, Luke 19:45-46) and try to draw a painting. Try to arrange
the elements according to your results of task 5.
He found in the temple those who were selling cattle, sheep, and
doves, as well as those involved in exchanging currency sitting there.
15
He made a whip from ropes and chased them all out of the temple,
including the cattle and the sheep, while scattering the coins and
overturning the tables of those who exchanged currency.
14

They came into Jerusalem. After entering the temple, he threw out
those who were selling and buying there. He pushed over the tables
of those exchanging currency and the chairs of those selling doves.
16
He didn’t allow anyone to carry anything through the temple.
15

When Jesus entered the temple, he threw out those who were
selling things there. 46 He said to them, “It’s written, My house will
be a house of prayer, but you have made it a hideout for crooks.”
45
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7. Write a story that describes the painting ‚The Wedding at Cana‘
by Paolo Veronese (1563). Use the simple and continuous tenses
priorize the happenings. If you need some inspiration, here is the
extract of the Bible to make you acquainted with the subject:
On the third day there was a wedding in Cana of Galilee. Jesus’

1

mother was there, and
the celebration.

3

2

Jesus and his disciples were also invited to

When the wine ran out, Jesus’ mother said to him,

“They don’t have any wine.” 4 Jesus replied, “Woman, what does that
have to do with me? My time hasn’t come yet.”
servants, “Do whatever he tells you.”

6

5

His mother told the

Nearby were six stone water

jars used for the Jewish cleansing ritual, each able to hold about
twenty or thirty gallons. 7 Jesus said to the servants, “Fill the jars with
water,” and they filled them to the brim.

8

Then he told them, “Now

draw some from them and take it to the headwaiter,” and they did.
9

The headwaiter tasted the water that had become wine. He didn’t

know where it came from, though the servants who had drawn the
water knew. The headwaiter called the groom

10

and said, “Everyone

serves the good wine first. They bring out the secondrate wine only
when the guests are drinking freely. You kept the good wine until
now.”

11

This was the first miraculous sign that Jesus did in Cana of

Galilee. He revealed his glory, and his disciples believed in him.

12

After this, Jesus and his mother, his brothers, and his disciples went
down to Capernaum and stayed there for a few days.
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‘The Wedding at Cana‘ by Paolo Veronese
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The Army Hospital

Level: B1

Time: 30 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
To revise and generate vocabulary regarding health and medicine.
Comparing the past and present.
Suggested material
Artwork: B Ward, 64th British General Hospital, Second World War
by Bruno Frankewitz

http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/paintings/b-ward-64thbritish-general-hospital-second-world-war-13313

Teacher’s preparation
Students will need help with specific vocabulary. Monitor them for
use of comparative structures and past verb forms.
Further activities
Students can write an account of what they discussed in the
classroom, and should be encouraged to include as much new and
relevant vocabulary as possible.
Intercultural awareness
Students are shown a picture of a British Second World War hospital
ward in the subtropics which was painted by a German lieutenant
general. Students can speculate how the picture came about.
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Activity
1. Gather the students towards the front of the classroom and ask
them the following questions:
a) What’s going on in the picture?
b) What do you see that makes you say that?
c) What else can we find?
2. Unless already made apparent in the previous point, elicit the time
and place represented in the picture.
2. The students arrange themselves into groups of three. Ask them
to jot down as many words as possible related to health and medicine
that they can see in the picture in three-minutes. The students then
compare their lists: Help them with any unknown vocabulary and
pronunciation of difficult words.
Nurse, unifiorm , doctor, patient, wound, wounded, crutches,
bandages, ward, trolley, curtains, bed, medicines
3.In their groups the students now compare a typical contemporary
hospital with the one that they see in the picture, and talk about how
things have changed since then.
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Activity

1. Come towards the front of the classroom and answer the following
questions:
• What’s going on in the picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What else can we find?
2. Arrange yourselves into groups of three, and answer the following
questions:
• Where do you think the picture was painted?
• When do you think the picture was painted?
3. Note down as many words as possible related to health and
medicine that you can see in the picture in three minutes. Can you
think of any others? Compare your lists in your groups.
4. In your groups compare a typical contemporary hospital with the
one that you see in the picture, and talk about how things have
changed since then.
5. Now write an account of about 150 words on what you have
discussed, and include as much new and relevant vocabulary as
possible.
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The artist inside me

Level: B1

Time: 120 min

Author: Rosario Rosales Acosta

Objectives
Get to know Antonio Padrón’s life and work.
Suggested material
-Highlighters
-Crayons
-Colored pencils
Teacher’s preparation
1. In the classroom. Students complete a quiz about Antonio
Padrón’s life and work
2. At the museum. Students check what they have learnt at the
artist’s gallery with a questionnaire
3. They are asked to place in front of the painting that has impressed
them the most and answer some questions related to their emotions.
4. Students are asked to draw and paint the emotions they have
had in a collective painting using crayons, colored pencils and
highlighters. Their murals will be exhibited at the school.
Resources:
-https://sites.google.com/site/Padróngaldar/biografia
-http://www.antonioPadrón.com/el-artista

- Escritos a Padrón : catálogo de textos (ULPGC)
Further activities
-At the school they work together and explain what they wanted to
express.
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Activity
Activity 1.
In the classroom@|
Part 1 . Try to complete this quiz . (Appendix 1)
Part 2: You are given a slip of paper with some information about the
artist. Try to memorize it and share it with your classmates. At the
end of the activity you will be able to solve the quiz.
(Appendix 2)
Activity 2.
At the museum: The artist’s gallery
We are going to check what you have learnt by doing the following
questionnaire in pairs.
Questionnaire
a. Who is the most representative character in his painting? How
does the painter depict that character?
b. Many of Padrón’s paintings show children. What are they doing?
Why do you think children are so important in his work?
c. Name the animals you can see. Who are they with? Can you
explain why?
d. Which paintings in this room show the influence of the Painted
Cave? What do you see that makes you say so?
e. Can you notice different materials and reliefs in his paintings?
f. Do you think he used colour to create specific moods in his work?
g. Would you say his work is related to the islands? If so, explain
why.
Activity 3.
At the museum: The artist’s gallery
In this activity you are asked to place yourself in front of the painting
that has impressed you the most and answer the following questions
related to your emotions. Share answers with a partner.
1. What have you seen, heard or sensed that has made you choose
this work of art?
2. How does this painting make you feel? Why?
3. Does anything in this painting remind you of somebody or
something? Please explain why.
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4. Does this work of art relate to you ?
5. Which element/s in this painting has/have grabbed your attention?
Why?
Activity 4.
At the museum. The patio
Everyone of us has got a child a child artist inside. Researches have
shown that we can express our feelings by means of drawings,
paintings, collages, clay, music, movement, writing and dramatic
dialogues.
Now you have to draw and paint your emotions today in a collective
painting using crayons, colored pencils and highlighters. Your murals
will be exhibited at the school.
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APPENDIX 1
ANTONIO PADRÓN QUIZ
1. Antonio Padrón
was born in ….
a) Guía 1921
b) Galdar 1920
c) Agaete 1922
2. He lived most of
his late childhood …...
a) with his parents
b) with his aunts
c) in a boarding school
3. He studied Fine Art in..
a) Las Palmas
b) The army
c) Madrid
4 His first exhibition was..
a) at The Canarian Museum
b) at The Caam Museum
c) at his own house
5. He never sold a painting.
a) TRUE
b) FALSE
6. Antonio Padrón was also
a) a sculptor
b) a composer
c) both are correct
7. Antonio Padrón was a very
sociable and extrovert person.
a) TRUE
b) FALSE

9. His work can be divided into...
a) one period
b) two periods
c) three periods
10) Some of the animals depicted
in his painting are...
a) camels and goats
b) roosters and birds
c) Both a and b are correct
11. In his paintings he mixed
different pigments and materials.
a) TRUE
b) FALSE
12. The main characters in his
paintings are....
a) children
b) women
c) Both are correct
13. Most of his paintings are
related to...
a) the sea
b) rural scenes
c) still lifes
14. He is considered to be a/n....
a) expressionist
b) impressionist
c) cubist
15. He studied the plastic elements
of the aboriginal culture.
a) TRUE
b) FALSE

16. It was in the 60s when the
artist….
8. The idea of creating a museum a) consolidated his style.
came from....
b) died
a) his aunts
c) Both are correct
b) Galdar Council
c) Cabildo de Gran
Canaria
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APPENDIX 2
1. Antonio Padrón was born in Galdar on 22nd February 1920. He
was the seventh son of eight children from the marriage of José
Padrón and Antonia Rodríguez.
____________________________________________________
2. His father died in 1929 and his mother in 1930 and he went to
live with his maternal aunts. He studied at La Salle school in Arucas
where he was a boarding student until 1934.
____________________________________________________
3. After finishing his secondary school education in Las Palmas in 1938
he was called for military service. While in the army he developed his
passion for painting and music. In 1945 he began to study Fine Arts
in Madrid and graduated 5 years later as a qualified art teacher.
____________________________________________________
4. In 1954 the Museo Canario held Padrón’s first individual exhibition,
consisting of 35 oils and drawings, painted between 1950 and 1954.
____________________________________________________
5. Despite having numerous individual and group exhibitions, he
never sold a painting. He said he didn’t need it for a living. He disliked
fame and money.
____________________________________________________
6. Apart from being a painter, Antonio Padrón was also a sculptor, a
ceramist and a composer. Some of his sculptures can be seen at the
museum that bears his name.
____________________________________________________
7. Despite his favourable and positive artistic situation, Padrón had
a very shy, introverted personality which led him to live in isolation
surrounded by solitude and silence.
____________________________________________________
8. The idea of creating a museum came from his family. His work
remains there where his workshop was. The museum opened in 1971
and ten years later was bought by the island council - El Cabildo de
Gran Canaria.
____________________________________________________
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9. His paintings can be divided into three periods. In the first one
he applied the techniques learned in his years as a student (rural
scenes, still lifes). The second one is a period of experimentation,
mixing colours, materials, creating geometrical figures. And in the
third one he finally found his style, deeper, more expressive and
convincing.
____________________________________________________
10. Roosters (cockerels) and lizards coexist with “santiguadoras”
and fortune tellers, while goats and camels fill the landscapes. Birds
such as pigeons, seagulls and hoopoes also feature in his artwork.
____________________________________________________
11. In his period of experimentation he started mixing pigments with
earth, sand and other materials using them in different layers which
give relief to his paintings.
____________________________________________________
12. Women, children and animals are the main characters in his
compositions. The male adult doesn’t have a relevant role in his
paintings.
____________________________________________________
13. Even though Padrón painted still lifes in his first period, most of
his pictures depict the people he loved and the land he saw, he was
the painter of peasants and farmers, of the products of the land and
the market, cereals, cheese, dried fish.
____________________________________________________
14. His art can be described as expressionist, as he tried to depict not
the reality but the emotions and responses that the people, objects
and events produced in him.
____________________________________________________
15. His curiosity for the ancient inhabitants of the islands made him
explore the plastic elements of the aboriginal culture incorporating
them in his artworks (e.g. geometrical forms, the idol “Tara”)
____________________________________________________
16. The sixties were decisive in the consolidation of the painter, he
finally happened to find the forms, the colour and the contents that
were going to create his own style when suddenly he died in 1968.
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The Bedroom

Level:
B1 / B2 / C1

Time: 75 - 90 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
To jog memory and to develop language of the senses, vocabulary
related to furniture, and prepositions of place.
Suggested material
Artwork: Bedroom in Arles (3rd version)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Oil on canvas, 57.5 x 74 cm, Musée d’Orsay, Paris
Artwork: Bedroom in Arles (1st version)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Oil on canvas, 72 x 90cm, Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
Sketch of an empty room
Pencils and pens
Meditative music
Further activities
The students can write up their account in the form of a short story
for homework.
Activity
Activity One:
1. Show students the Bedroom in Arles (third version) by Vincent
Van Gogh. Ask the students to identify the picture and ask them
what they know about the picture (time and place), without getting
into too much biographical detail.
2. Now ask the students to contemplate the picture in silence for a
few seconds.
3. Remove the picture and replace it with a sketch of the empty
room.
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4. Hand out a copy of the sketch to each pair of students
5. Ask the students to try and remember what was in the picture
in as much detail as possible. This should be done as a speaking
exercise.
6. Now ask the students in pairs to complete the picture with pencils
and pens. One student gives verbal instructions, while the other
draws. The roles could be reversed half-way through the exercise.
7. Tell the students that they will now be able to check what they’ve
drawn against Van Gogh’s original. This time project Version 1 of the
painting.
8. If the students haven’t noticed the change in picture, ask them
some leading questions.
9. Show both versions side by side. Students now pick out the
differences
Activity Two:
1. Project the 3rd version of the Bedroom in Arles on the board.
2. Ask your students to focus on the painting while you play some
inspirational instrumental music.
3. Ask students to sit comfortably, with their backs straight, legs
uncrossed and palms resting on their lap. Tell them to focus on their
breathing and lead them into a relaxation exercise.
4. Gradually fade out the picture and ask the students to close their
eyes.
5. Tell the students to imagine themselves inside the room.
Ask them the following questions:
a) What are you doing in the room? Why are you there?
b) I want you to walk around the room, opening the windows, the
door, etc. and answer the questions:
i) What can you see? ii) What can you hear?
iii) What can you feel? iv) What can you smell?
c) In the corner of the room there is a little brown wooden table with
a small drawer.
d) Go over to the table and open the drawer. What’s inside? Put your
hand in and take something out. What is it?
e) Gently lead the students out of the visualisation.
f) Ask them to write down their experience in their notebooks,
using the questions they were asked as prompts and which are now
projected on the board.
g) Students now exchange their experiences verbally in pairs or in
threes.
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Activity 1
1. Look at the picture projected on the board. Do you recognise it?
Tell your partner what you know about it.
2. Now contemplate the picture in silence for a few moments
3. Below is a sketch of the same room, but it’s now empty. With your
partner try and remember what was in the room in as much detail as
possible. This should be done as a speaking exercise.

4. Now in pairs complete the picture with pencils and pens. One
student gives verbal instructions, while the other draws. You can
reverse the roles half-way through the exercise.
5. When you have finished you will be able to check what you have
drawn against Van Gogh’s original.
6. Have you noticed anything strange about the picture? (It is a
different version.)
7. Look at both pictures, what would you say is the greatest difference?
Can you notice anything else?
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Activity 2

1. Please focus on the picture projected on the board.
2. Sit comfortably, with your back straight, legs uncrossed and palms
resting on your lap. Focus on your breathing, releasing all tension on
your out breath.
3. Close your eyes or concentrate on a fixed point on the wall in front
of you, or the floor.
4. Imagine yourselves inside the room.
• What are you doing in the room?
• Why are you there?
5. I want you to walk around the room, opening the windows, the
door, looking at the pictures, etc.:
• What can you see?
• What can you hear?
• What can you feel?
• What can you smell?
6. In the corner of the room there is a little brown wooden table with
a small drawer. Go over to the table and open the drawer. What’s
inside? Put your hand in and take something out. What is it?
7. Write down your experience in your notebook, using the questions
you were asked as prompts.
8. Exchange your experiences verbally in pairs or in threes.
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The Christmas Card

Level:
B1 / B2 / C1

Time: 60 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
To review vocabulary related to Christmas.
Suggested material
Artwork: Silent Night by Viggo Johansen
Colour magazines, glue, scissors and cardboard
Teacher’s preparation
Monitor the timing for the collage activity, as students often lose
track of time in this type of creative exercise.
Further activities
Students could be encouraged to write a Christmas message on the
back of their collage and send it to one of their classmates.
Intercultural awareness
Students are stimulated to question the stereotyped idea of
Christmas, and how far it strays from their own personal celebration
of the festivity.
Activity
1. Gather the students towards the front of the classroom and ask
them the following questions:
a) What’s going on in the picture?
b) What do you see that makes you say that?
c) What else can we find?
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2. The students arrange themselves into groups of three. Ask them
to jot down as many words as possible related to Christmas that
they can see in the picture in three-minutes. The students then
compare their lists, and help them with any unknown vocabulary
and pronunciation of difficult words.
Possible words:
tree, decorations, candles, tinsel, ribbons, star, baubles, angels,
presents, singing, carols, dancing, magic
3. In their groups, students discuss how typical the picture is of their
own Christmas celebration.
4. Elicit from the class where they might find this picture represented;
on the front of a Christmas card.
5. In their groups the students discuss what elements they would
include on a Christmas card from Gran Canaria (or elsewhere).
6. Hand out some colour magazines, glue, scissors and cardboard to
each student.
7. Students now leaf through their magazines and cut out pictures,
shapes, colours that they want to use and then design their own
Christmas cards.
8. Rearrange students into different groups of three, or pairs.
Students now comment freely on their own and each other’s designs.
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Activity

1. Come towards the front of the classroom and answer the following
questions:
• What’s going on in the picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What else can we find?
2. Arrange yourselves into groups of three. Note down as many words
as possible related to Christmas that you can see in the picture in
three-minutes. Now compare your lists.
3. In your groups, discuss how typical the picture is of your own
Christmas. Talk about how you celebrate Christmas.
4. Where might you find this picture represented? On the front of a
Christmas card?
5. Discuss what elements you would include on a Christmas card
from Gran Canaria (or wherever you might be in the world).
6. You are going to be given some colour magazines, glue, scissors,
crayons, and a piece of card.
7. Now leaf through your magazines and cut out pictures, shapes,
colours that you want to use and then design your own (Canarian)
Christmas cards.
8. Rearrange yourselves into different groups of three, or pairs.
Comment on your own card as well as those of your partners.
9. Think of who you would like to give the card to and write them a
personal message inside your card.
Merry Christmas!
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The Christmas Story

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 120 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To talk about Christmas and traditions.
To compare students’ Christmas memories and nowadays.
Suggested material
Pictures (links provided at the end of the activity).
Smartphones or tablets to scan the QR code.
Blu-Tack.
Teacher’s preparation
Arrange your students in groups of 3.
Give each group a picture representing the Christmas story (see
teacher’s notes at the end of the activity). Give them a number
(from 1-10 for their picture).
At home, students do some research on the Internet into that picture
and write a text about what it represents and what’s going on there).
Tell each group which letter is going to identify their text (A-J).
In class, tell your students on which wall they will display the pictures
(and numbers next to them) and on which wall the texts. They stick
both the picture (with the number) and the text (with a letter written
on it) on the corresponding wall.
Gallery walk: In groups, students look at the pictures and discuss what’s going
on. They have to order them chronologically according to the Bible storyline.
Then they read the texts and do the matching exercise, numbers and letters
(pictures and texts). Continue as described on the students’ handout.
Intercultural awareness
Christmas
Bibliography

https://www.whychristmas.com/customs/colors-of-christmas.shtml
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Activity

Fra Angelico. The Annunciation, between 1442 and 1443. Convent of San Marco, Florence

At home:
1. In groups of 3, do some research on the Internet into the picture
you’ve been given. You can use the Google Goggles app to help you
identify the image.
2. Write a text explaining what’s going on and the story the picture
depicts.
In class:
3. Stick the picture on one wall of the classroom and the text on
another wall (your teacher will tell you where).
4. You can see each picture has a number. Order them chronologically
according to the Bible storyline.
5. Go to the text wall and read the texts. Match the texts with the
pictures.
6. With the help the texts provide about what’s going on in the
pictures, check your answers for step 4. Were you right?
7. What colours do you associate with Christmas? What’s
the origin of these traditional colours for this festivity? Find
out.
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8. What’s going on in these pictures? Ask your partner if they can
describe their childhood memories as regards Christmas.

Viggo Johansen. Happy Christmas, 1891
Viggo Johansen. Happy Christmas, 1891

Carl Larsson. Christmas Morning, 1894

Carl Larsson Christmas Morning, 1894
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9. In groups, answer the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Do you enjoy Christmas?
What do you usually do at Christmas time?
What do you think of Christmas traditions? Talk about decoration,
gatherings, food, presents, shopping, atmosphere, Christmas
cards. Anything else?
Have you ever celebrated Christmas in a foreign country? What
was it like?
What role does religion play in this festivity?
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TEACHER’S NOTES:
PICTURES FOR EXERCISE 1
The Annunciation. Fra Angelico, Convent of San Marco, Florence
The Dream of St Joséph Philippe de Champaigne, National Gallery, London
Mary and Joséph on the Way to Bethlehem (Portinari Altarpiece)
Hugo van der Goes, Uffizi Gallery, Florence
The Census at Bethlehem Peter Bruegel the Elder, Royal Museums
of Fine Arts of Belgium,Brussels
The Nativity Federico Barrocci, Prado museum, Madrid
Annunciation to the Shepherds Taddeo Gaddi, Church of Santa
Croce, Florence
The Procession of the Magi Benozo Gozzoli, Medici Riccardi
palace, Florence
Adoration of the Magi Botticelli, Uffizi Gallery, Florence
The Adoration of the Shepherds Giorgione, National Gallery of
Art, Washington
Rest on the Flight to Egypt Orazio Gentileschi, Birmingham Art
Gallery
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The city,
Néstor and César Manrique

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: José Luis García García

Objectives
Students widen their knowledge about art and urban planning in
Gran Canaria and the island capital, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria.
Suggested material
Pictures on paper of Néstor, César Manrique and J Luis García.
Teacher’s preparation
Art, urban planning and architecture to stimulate both discussion
and written work.
Tip: This activity can be used after the first one or make connections
between.
Further activities
Visit to the museum Néstor in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria.
Intercultural awareness
Learning about Canarian culture and art in the province of Las Palmas
and developing intercu@ltural and linguistic aspects of the language.
Activity
1. Introduction
• What do you think of the architecture and urban planning in Gran
Canaria?
• What buildings do you consider to be emblematic in the province
of Las Palmas?
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2. Describing an image. “Impressionist descriptions”
Look at images A to H
• What’s your favourite picture?
• Write an “impressionist account” of your favourite image (work on
your own or with a partner).
What is an impressionist account?
This type of text can consist of random words, a sentence or various
sentences. It could be long or short, a poem, word association or
any form of description. Feel free to explore and write what you feel.
Your text should only be directed at the image you have chosen, so
that it can then be recognised.
• Read your account out loud to your partners for them to guess
which image you are describing.
3. Talking about the images
Choose the image you like best and tell your classmates what it is
you like about it.
What similarities do you find with the rest of the images? What
feelings do they convey?
4. Questions about the images
• What effect do the pictures have on you?
• Choose adjectives that you could apply to the images:
oppresive, moving, gloomy, relaxing, cosy, calm, clear, boring, noisy,
fun, stifling, warm, restful, sinister, troubling...
Which image would you say was typically Canarian? Why?
• Who do you think the people that appear in the images are? Where
might they be from?
• What would Gran Canaria be like if Néstor’s ideas had been put
into effect?
• Why do you think that projects by other artists such as César
Manrique in Lanzarote materialised, but not Néstor’s in Gran
Canaria?
5. Giving voice to the project
Imagine what life would be like in a city designed by Néstor. Write a
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letter to the local authorities about the experience. You can use the
following points as a guide:
• What’s life like in Néstor’s city?
• How to visitors and tourists react to the city?
• What economic impact has the project had on the city and its
inhabitants?
• What colours and smells are typical of the city?

A

B
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C

D
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E

F
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G

H
Images
A,B,C: rincones del atlántico (Museo Néstor, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria)
Photo D Parador de turismo de la Cruz de Tejeda (Museo Néstor, Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria)
Photos E and F Gran Canaria (San Cristóbal)
Photos G and H: Jameos del Agua and César Manrique foundation,Lanzarote.
Photos by Luis García
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The fountain children

Level: A2,B1

Time: 120 min

Author: Eugenia María González Betancor

Objectives
To speak about regional and international games.
To know about a local sculptor.
Suggested material
–– photos of “The fountain children” sculpted by Ana Luisa Benítez,
located in Farray Square, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain:
photo of the full sculpture, photo of the back of the girl, photo of
the back of the boy
–– “Children’s Games”, by Pieter Bruegel the Elder
–– students’ handouts
Teacher’s preparation
Activity 1
Students work on a sculpture of two children in a fountain. But at this
stage, divide them into Students A and Students B. Small groups of
students A go together, and small groups of students B go together.
Each group gets a picture of part of the sculpture to guess what is
going on in it. Students A get the picture of the girl, students B get
the picture of the boy. They answer the questions on their handouts.
Student A: Look at the sculpture in the photo. Think for a while and
then share your thoughts with a partner.
How old is she?
What’s she wearing?
Where is she?
What’s she doing?
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Why is she touching her hair?
Is she smiling/sad/talking/…?
Student B: Look at the sculpture in the photo. Think for a while and
then share your thoughts with a partner.
How old is he?
What’s he wearing?
Where is he?
What’s he doing?
Activity 2
Students get into pairs, one student A with one student B. They
describe the full sculpture and answer these questions:
Both sculptures belong to the same composition. Does this change
your answers in Activity 1? Answer the following questions:
How old are they?
What are they wearing?
What are they doing?
Activity 3
In pairs or threes students invent a story about the characters. Why
are they there? Are they friends, family? Do they know each other?
Where were they before coming to the fountain? Where are they
going after?
Up to this point, the activities are valid for A2 or B1 students. The
following are for B1 (or higher) students
Activity 4
Students answer these questions:
When you were a child…
Did you play in the street?
Have you ever played around or in a fountain?
How long did you play during the week and at weekends?
Who did you play with? (parents, friends, brothers and sisters,
grandparents, …)
What games did you play? Describe the game. Do you know the
name in English? If you don’t, look it up.
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Activity 5
Students watch “Children’s Games” by Bruegel and describe the
games they can recognize..
Further activities
You may want to play some games at this point, for example tic-tactoe, Chinese whispers, Hot Potatoes, ... to revise class structures.
Decide (teacher and/or class may decide) what happened before
the Cadillac was painted and the mode the person is in and let the
students write from that point of view.
Intercultural awareness
Games can be a very cultural thing. This is a great chance for
students to get aware of the amount of games they used to play in
their childhood, some of which are probably international, but some
of which, however, may just be present in their home towns, or
countries.
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Activity
[The photos in activities 1 and 2 were taken by José Luis García García.]

Activity 1
Students A
Look at the sculpture in the photo.
Think for a while and then share your
thoughts with a partner.
• How old is she?
• What’s she wearing?
• Where is she?
• What’s she doing?
• Why is she touching her hair?
• Is she smiling/sad/talking/…?

Activity 1
Students B
Look at the sculpture in the photo.
Think for a while and then share your
thoughts with a partner.
• How old is he?
• What’s he wearing?
• Where is he?
• What’s he doing?
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Activity 2
Student A+B
Get into new pairs (one student A with one student B).
1. Describe the sculpture and your thoughts about it to your partner.
2. Both sculptures belong to the same composition. Does this change
your answers in Activity 1?

The Fountain Children, sculpted by Ana Luisa Benítez, Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria, Spain

3. Answer the following questions:
• How old are they?
• What are they wearing?
• What are they doing?
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Activity 3
Pairs or threes
1. Invent a story about the characters. Why are they there? Are they
friends, family? Do they know each other? Where were they before coming to the fountain? Where are they going after?
2. Tell your story to another group.

[The next activities are adequate for B1 students.]

Activity 4
Talk in pairs or groups.
When you were a child…
• Did you play in the street?
• Have you ever played around or in a fountain?
• How long did you play during the week and at weekends?
• Who did you play with? (parents, friends, brothers and sisters,
grandparents, …)
• What games did you play? Describe the game. Do you know the
name in English? If you don’t, look it up!
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Activity 5
Find Wally. Find the actual scene in the following painting by Bruegel
and explain it.

Children‘s Games, Pieter Bruegel the Elder, 1560. Oil on panel,
118 cm x 161 cm, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.
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The Great War in paintings and poetry

Level: C1

Time: 180 min

Author: Michael Witte

Objectives
Students should become familiar with the different views on the First
World War in different European countires. Methodically, there is a
chance to practice analysis of poetry and wrting an essay.
Suggested material
A handout of the activity.
Teacher’s preparation
Because the work of Otto Dix that serves as an initial impulse is
under copyright, please show a digital version on an interactive
whiteboard. It can be easily found with the help of common search
engines. This is also recommended to make sure everyone can see
the details of the painting.
After an initial warm-up step, students will examine two paintings
and finally compare them to each other. A next tawill include poetry
to raise awareness of how different cultural backgrounds influence
the view on paintings.
In most cases, students have some space to write down their ideas
or note down some words that might help them express themselves
in a conversation in the classroom.
Intercultural awareness
This activity offers the learners an first insight into the cultural
understanding of the perception of the Great War in modern United
Kingdom and hence supports the development of intercultural
competences.
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Activity
1. What is happening in this painting?
Otto Dix - Flanders (1934-1936)
Due to copyrights, please refer to a digital version using the
world wide web.
To make sure you find the original, here is the link of the agency that holds the copyrights:
http://www.bpk-images.de/shop-seite?LCID=2

Just enter ’Otto Dix Flandern‘ in the search bar.

2. Focus on three aspects of the picture (e.g. colours, arrangement,
background, certain elements, etc.). Which ideas and feelings does
the painter want to evoke? Prepare a short talk and present your
ideas. Use the lines below to write down phrases or keywords that
help you.
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3. The painting is named ‚‘Flanders‘‘, according to a region in Belgium
where, during the Great War, fierce battles were fought. Read the
small paragraph about the painter and study his picture carefully
afterwards. Do you think Otto Dix conveys his intentions successfully?
Prepare a pro and contra list and discuss with a partner.
The artist Otto Dix (1891-1969) was 23 years old when he volunteered
for military service in 1914. He served first in the field artillery and
later in a machine-gun unit. In the fall of 1915, he saw combat
in Champagne. In 1916, he fought at the Battle of the Somme.
One year later, he was sent to the Eastern Front. Among artists,
Dix was virtually unmatched in the intensity of his commitment
to depicting the horrors of war – or, subsequently, the numerous
cruelties of modern society. Dix worked on this large-format (200cm
x 250cm) painting from 1934 to 1936. The painting shows a field in
Flanders where three devastating battles were fought. In contrast
to war-time propaganda images, Dix‘s canvas introduces war in the
form of a battlefield where corpses and mud predominate, the one
rotting and merging into the other. With this nightmarish tableau,
Dix commemorated the victims of one World War in the hopes of
preventing another.
successful
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unsuccessful

4. What comes to your mind when you have a look at this painting
by Claude Monet?

‘Poppy field near Argenteuil‘ by Claude Monet

5. Compare Claude Monet‘s painting with the painting by Otto Dix.
Write a paragraph about their differences, their similarities and the
different effects they have on you as the observer.
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6. Read the poem ‘In Flanders Fields‘ by John McCrae from 1915 and
complete the following tasks in a written form in your jotters:
a) What is each of these three stanzas about?
b) Who is the lyrical I and to whom is the lyrical I speaking?
c) Explain the metaphor ‚‘torch‘‘ and the processes it is involved in.
In Flanders Fields
In Flanders fields the poppies grow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.
7. Have a look at Claude Monet‘s painting again. Would you now
change your mind or stick to your ideas as depicted in task 5? Explain.
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8. Do some research and find out what the poppy symbolises in
modern Britain. Write an essay and take into account the British view
on the Great War, its impact on society, the remembrance traditions
and the role of the British Army.
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The Green Ray

Level: B1 / B2

Time: 120 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To help students practice their oral.
To motivate students to get into the world of Antonio Padrón, a
Canarian painter.
To explore students’ emotions and learn related vocabulary.
To talk about family or personal migration experiences
To talk about past and future experiences.
Suggested material
Photocopiable material and a copy of “The green Ray”
http://www.antonioPadrón.com/

Intercultural awareness
Emigration / Immigration today. One world, one country?
Bibliography

http://www.antonioPadrón.com

Activity
Follow instructions in the Student’s sheet.
Parts 1 and 2:
Encourage students to answer the questions
from different exercises. Emphasise the use of colour in Antonio
Padrón’s painting. Once students have debated about the possible
interpretations of the painting, ask them to read the text from the
photocopiable material or, you may also, record the text and and
invite the students to listen to the recording.
Parts 3 and 4: Encourage students to think about people they know
or heard about who have emigrated/immigrated to/from another
country. A Venn Diagram will help students to work and build up new
vocabulary related to emotions.
Part 5 and 6: Invite students to write a short text using the vocabulary
about “emotions”.
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Look at this picture for a while, then work with a partner and answer
these questions:
Part 1
• What’s going on in this picture?
• Who can you see in the picture?
• What is this person doing? Why is he/she doing that?
Part 2
• The painting seems to be divided in two different coloured parts:
a greenish part with a person in it and a bigger blue part. In your
opinion, what do these colours mean or represent?
• Why has the painter decided to have that person painted on the
green side of the painting?
• Are there any animals in the painting? What sort of animals are
they? Do they mean anything to you?
• Now listen to a person commenting on Padrón’s painting or read
the text and contrast your opinion. What do you think? Do you
agree?
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The Green Ray
The green lightning or the green ray is a very strange optical
phenomenon that occurs mainly at sunrise or sunset in the sea
horizon. Those who have seen it say that it is a sort of green light
that lasts for about a few seconds.
As a matter of fact, the so-called “green ray” is not really a ray, as we
are used to seeing them in storms in the sky; however, the phenomenon
has been called like this because of its fugacity and the green colour
that can be seen, as a flash. The legend says that only those people
who are truly in love can really see it and if two real lovers see the
green ray together, they immediately fall in love with each other.
The famous writer Jules Verne, author of the famous adventure novels:
Journey to the Centre of the Earth, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea and Around the World in Eighty Days was inspired by an ancient
Scottish legend to write one of his novels and entitled it “The Green
Ray”, which tells the story of a girl who refuses to marry until she sees
the light as those who see it never go wrong in love matters. The book
describes the adventures across Scotland in search of the green ray.
We do not know whether the Canarian painter Antonio Padrón was
inspired by Jules Verne’s book to paint this picture or he had actually
seen the green ray, as Padrón’s relatives say, on the north coast of
Gran Canaria
In this picture, “The Green Ray”, we see a woman, waving, possibly
in a nearby harbour, saying goodbye to someone she loves, perhaps
her husband, who has to emigrate to another country looking for a
better life. She is entirely marked by a green stripe, which possibly
symbolizes the hope of meeting him again. On the other side of the
picture, there is a bigger blue part, which represents the sea.
Traditionally the sea symbolizes insecurity, the unsafe, everything
flows from the sea and everything goes back to it. It is again the idea
of life and death. There are also six seagulls flying towards us: the
viewers, and they fly as if they want to abandon the painting but,
however, we know that seagulls are birds that leave the shore but
always return to it. This idea of leaving and coming back has a very
strong presence in the painting. So, surely the woman in the picture
is saying goodbye to that loved person and possibly with this hope
and desire of a short return.
During the first half of the XXth century many people –even
whole families- from Gran Canaria emigrated mainly to Cuba and
Venezuela, leaving the island in search of a better life, escaping from
the devastating drought that the Canaries were suffering at that
time. Antonio Padrón was not indifferent to this very sad moment
and as a result, he paints “The Green Ray”.
Here, Padrón is evoking a paradox of an emigrant, who looks ahead
but at the same time longs to return home, but sadly he knows
very well that his return will only occur after many years of distance
solitude being away from homeland.
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Part 3
• Why do you think Padrón wanted to express his thoughts and
emotions about emigration with this painting?
• Although ‘El Rayo Verde’ was painted in 1967, what was life in
Gran Canaria in the first half of the XXth Century?

Part 4
• Think of a person who might have emigrated to another country.
How do you think he/she might feel? What emotions would you
use to describe him/her?
• Choose some emotions from the grid below to describe how he/
she might feel before travelling.
• What emotions would you use to describe him/her after having
lived some months in his/her new country?
• Use a Venn diagram to express your thoughts (see next page for
the diagram and the page thereafter for a list of emotions).
Part 5
• Is there any emigrant in your family? Where and when did they
go?
• Did they come back?
• Did they find a better life? Did they make any money?
• What is your opinion of immigration in your country?
• How do you think they might feel?
Part 6
Imagine you are a person who has immigrated from another country.
After three months there you decide to write a short letter/email
to your family telling them some aspects about your life. Consider
including the following points:
• How you feel
• Where you are living
• Whether you are working or not
• What life is like there
• Problems with the language and culture
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List of emotions for the Venn diagram

HAPPY

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Glad
Contented
Tender
Pleased
Relaxed

Cheerful
Gratified
Good
Relieved
Satisfied
Heartbroken
Lost
Distressed
Let down
Melancholic
Upset

Excited
Overjoyed
Thrilled
Exuberant
Passionate

SAD

Bad
Lost
Sorry

ANGRY

Perturbed
Annoyed
Uptight
Resistant
Irritated
Touchy

AFRAID

ASHAMED

Cautious
Nervous
Worried
Timid
Unsure
Anxious
Ridiculous
Regretful
Uncomfortable
Pitied
Silly

Depressed
Alone
Hurt
Hopeless
Miserable

Upset
Mad
Frustrated
Disgusted

Furious
Enraged
Boiling
Betrayed
Abused
Exploited
Used
Humiliated

Apprehensive
Frightened
Threatened
Insecure
Intimidated

Terrified
Horrified
Scared
Fearful
Shocked

Guilty
Embarrassed

Remorseful
Dishonoured
Disgraced
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The hidden secrets in old art

Level: B1+

Time: 30 min

Author: Mats Eriksson

Objectives
Learning about the hidden secrets of old art
Suggested material
Any painting from the 17th century with some common symbols in.
Colud be a “Vanitas”. For this activity I use the painting “Magnus
Gabriel De la Gardie med makan Maria Eufrosyne av Pfalz”. Painted
by Hendrik Münnichhoven in 1653.
The painting can be found at: https://commons.wikimedia.org/

wiki/File:Magnus_Gabriel_De_la_Gardie_med_makan_Maria_
Eufrosyne,_m%C3%A5lning_av_Hendrik_M%C3%BCnnichhoven_
fr%C3%A5n_1653.jpg

Teacher’s preparation
Pair work. Both try to work out the answers together. One student
then gets the “key” to the hidden meaning of symbols in the painting.
The other student then gets some help and clues and has to guess
the meaning.
Further activities
Find out more about symbols in old paintings e.g. “vanitas”.
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Activity
The hidden secrets in old art
1. The picture below shows the wedding of two people in
1653. Who are they and what clues does the artist give us?

2. The woman is Maria Eufrosyne von Pfalz. She was
sister to the Swedish king and of royal descent.
The man is count Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie. He was not of royal
descent. How does the artist show this?
3. Their marriage was arranged by the Swedish queen Kristina,
whom Maria had grown up together with. What is your opinion of
the fashion of their day? Are his clothes masculine in your eyes?
Why or why not? He is dressed up to the fashion of his day. Pay
particular attention to his legs. People in their time did!
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4. In spite of his dress he is in fact a warrior. What signs point in this
direction?
5. She is not wearing a top fashion dress (for the time) Instead
her waist line is a little loose. This might indicate that Maria is
pregnant. One more item might reveal that she is expecting a child.
Can you guess what?
6. They are holding hands, but what else in the picture talks of love?
7. The little dog in the corner is there for a reason. What could be
the message of having a dog in the picture?

Key to the questions:
2 - He stands one step down from her. This shows that he is below
her in social status.
3 - The fact about fashion is that it has changed a lot over the years.
The upside of this is it makes it possible for us to date paintings like
this one. You might think his laces are a bit too much. But this was
exactly the point - the more lace you could afford, the more money
you were showing off and that meant more social status.
4 - Her side of the sky is blue but his side shows dark clouds which
symbolise war.
5 - In her hand Maria is holding a bean pod, which suggests she is
carrying a baby.
6 - The artist has chosen to paint roses - what other flower speaks
more of love than a rose?
7 - The dog symbolises faithfulness. The dog that always listens to
his master’s voice. The dog is also showing a submissive posture. It
expresses the hope that their marriage will be a happy one.
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Follow up work
Now that you have had an introduction to symbols in art – look up
the 17th century concept of “Vanitas” on the internet and look at a
painting like this one:

Maybe you will understand why they painted so many skulls too!
A good link to understanding “vanitas” can be found here:
https://www.britannica.com/art/vanitas-art
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The indigenous room

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: Charo González Martín

Objectives
To show students Antonio Padrón’s friends’ paintings.
To help students create their own Canarian composition.
Suggested material
Photocopies of the activity.
Post-It notes.
Coloured pencils and pieces of paper.
Further activities
Ask students to write a short story that share a common thread: the
three elements they have chosen.
Intercultural awareness
Influence among painters.
Bibliography

http://www.antonioPadrón.com/sala-indigenista

Activity
1. The teacher will cover the titles and names of artists with post-it
notes with numbers on them, in order to make students guess them.
Students write a number next to the artists’ names.
2. Students work in groups and talk about what they think paintings
have in common, writing some of the ideas on the piece of paper.
3. They choose three or four elements from different paintings and
make their own composition, either painting or drawing them.
4. Students stick their compositions on the board and explain to
their classmates why they picked up those elements.
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Activity
1. At the Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.
Walk around the room and look at the paintings. Titles and names of
artists have been covered so you can not read them. Write a number
next to each painting.
Jorge Oramas			
Jorge Oramas			
Jorge Oramas			
Paco Sánchez			
Santiago Santana			
César Manrique			
Felo Monzón			
Pepe Dámaso			

Pita y Roque Nublo
El Risco
Aguadoras
Danza de alegría
La siesta
Barca, Peces y Erizos
Composición Canaria
7 Héroes Atlánticos

Check with a partner and see if you have the same numbers.
2. Work in groups of three and talk about what the paintings have in
common. Write some of your ideas below.
3. Choose 3 or 4 elements from different paintings and make your
own Canarian composition. You can take some pictures to help you
remember. Use any material you like to draw or paint.
4. Group work. In class show your pictures to your group and tell
them why you chose those three elements.
5. Whole class. Stick your drawings on the walls and walk around,
listening to different classmates explaining their Canarian composition.
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Oramas , Jorge
Pita Y Roque Nublo. ca
1930-1932
Oil on canvas.
38‘5 x 36
Casa-museo Antonio
Padrón.

Oramas , Jorge
El Risco. Ca 1932-1933.
Oil on canvas.
41 x 34
Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.
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Oramas , Jorge. Aguadoras. Ca 1933-1935. Oil on canvas. 109 x 132. Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.

Sanchez , Paco.
Danza de alegría. Ca 1996 .
Acrylic on canvas.
200 x 300
Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.
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Santana , Santiago. La siesta. Ca 1934. Oil on canvas. 126 x 148. Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.

Manrique , César. Barca, Peces y Erizos. 1953. Monotype. 42 x 51. Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.
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Monzón, Felo. Composición Canaria. 1937. Oil and earth from El Teide on canvas. 156 x 302.
Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.

Dámaso, Pepe. 7 Héroes del Atlántico. 1983-1984. Acrylic on paper. 60 x 83. Casa-museo Antonio Padrón.
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The infidelity

Level: B1,B2

Time: 40 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To get to know more about women in Victorian Times.
To enlarge students vocabulary by listening to a video.
To develop students communicative competence by speculating
through a picture.
To check the use of modal verbs: “might” “could”.
Suggested material
Background information given at the beginning of the activity. This
information is not to give to students.
Copy of images from Past and Present, No. 1, 2 & 3 by Augustus Egg
(1858) @Tate Britain. Available under a CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 (Unported)
licence
Photocopied material.
Youtube video Source:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jb7x2AZQKjE

Teacher’s preparation
For this activity, the teacher needs to read the background information
given at the beginning of the activity. This information is not to be
given to students.
1)
We start the activity by speculating and guessing the whole
painting, just by showing fragments of it. Follow the instructions
given in the copies and allow students some time to contrast
their opinions and have class feedback.
2)
When finished with all fragments, encourage students to talk
about the hidden symbols in the painting:
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The paintings in the background and what they depict.
The game the girls are playing: House of cards.
A pair of scissors on the table.
The half apple on the floor
The other half apple on the table, stabbed by a small knife.
The reflection of the door open in the big mirror.

Please, read information at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Past_and_Present_(paintings)

3)

4)
5)
6)
7)

Encourage students to look at the other two paintings and allow
them time to
•
Discuss what‘s going on in the two paintings.
•
Discuss what the relationship is between these paintings
and the first one.
Continue with Activity: “Imagine a woman ...”. This activity helps
students to understand what a diary meant for many women in
Victorian Times.
Look at youtube video and do the listening comprehension in class.
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jb7x2AZQKjE
Reading. Allow students time to read the text and get familiar
with unknown vocabulary.
Set crossword for homework to consolidate vocabulary.

Intercultural awareness
Women’s Rights
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Activity
THE INFIDELITY
Victorian Era Women
TEACHER’S BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Introduction to Past and Present Nº1 paintings
These illustrations 1, 2 & 3 were painted by Augustus Egg in 1858
and were designed to be exhibited together as a triptych but when
they were first exhibited they had no title; however the following
words accompanied the paintings on a card, next to the pictures.
“August the 4th – Have just heard that B— has been dead more than
a fortnight, so his poor children have now lost both parents. I hear
she was seen on Friday last near the Strand, evidently without a
place to lay her head. What a fall hers has been!”
The triptych depicts the discovery and disastrous consequences of a
wife’s adultery on a middle-class Victorian family and it seems to be
painted to show what might occur to a married woman in the case
of adultery.
Illustration 1 depicts the moment the husband discovers his wife’s
infidelity, perhaps through a love letter. The other illustrations 2 &
3 show what has happened 5 years later on the same night: the
husband has died and the girls are crying for their father‘ s death and
praying for their lost mother; on the other side, the mother, without
a place where to rest her head, is living under a vault on a river
shore, carrying a little child, perhaps the fruit of her secret love but
absolutely deprived of any status, position and family.
According to Victorian Laws, if a married woman was adulterous her
husband could divorce her. If this happened, she lost everything.
Since all the woman’s property and wealth was transferred to her
husband from the very moment she got married, she was left with
nothing, not even the custody of her children. Of course, there was
also a massive social stigma against female adultery and divorce, so
it’s likely she would lose everything – family, friends, children, home,
etc. She would be literally abandoned by everybody.
Remember that love was not an important element in marriage at
those times; the important things were wealth, status, position, etc.
A woman‘ s place was in the home, taking care of their children and
serving her husband, who in many cases had certain affairs with
mistresses. A woman however was supposed to be weak and fragile,
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and could not even go to university or possess anything. It was a
hypocritical period when relationships were quite artificial.
It is believed that the pictures were painted inspired in the true story
of Mrs Isabella Robinson, a married woman whose husband accused
her of committing adultery with a doctor, according to what she had
written in her secret personal diary
For more information:
Women in Victorian times: http://www.fashion-era.com/a_womans_

place.htm

A day in a Victorian family: http://logicmgmt.com/1876/day2.htm
Ms
Robinson’s
diary
:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/
article-2266296/Mrs-Robinsons-Disgrace-How-Victorian-wife-gotaway-adultery-saying-sexual-hallucination.html

Source: video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jb7x2AZQKjE

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Past_and_Present_(paintings)
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Task 1
Take a look at this picture. Discuss with your partner:

Illustration 1
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Task 2
Look at this picture. Discuss with your partner

Illustration 2
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Task 3
Look at this picture. Discuss with your partner

Illustration 3
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Task 4
Look at this picture. Discuss with your partner

Illustration 4
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Task 5
Look at the whole painting. Discuss with your partner.

Illustration 5
Image released under Creative Commons CC-BY-NC-ND (3.0 Unported)
Augustus Leopold Egg
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Illustration 6
Image released under Creative Commons CC-BY-NC-ND (3.0 Unported)
Augustus Leopold Egg
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Illustration 7
Image released under Creative Commons CC-BY-NC-ND (3.0 Unported)
Augustus Leopold Egg
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Task 1
Illustration 1
Take a look at this picture. Discuss with your partner.
1. What are the girls doing?
2. Where are they?
3. What do you call the game the girls are playing?
4. How would you describe her face?
5. What does she look like?
6. What do you think has happened?

Fold this part and do not read the questions until
your teacher tells you.

..............................................................................
Task 2
Illustration 2
Look at this picture. Discuss with your partner.
1. Who do you think this man is?
2. What‘ s the relationship with the girls?
3. What does he look like?
4. How would you describe his face?
5. What is he thinking of?
6. What do you think has happened?
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Task 3
Illustration 3
Look at this picture. Discuss with your partner.
1. Where is he?
2. What is he holding in his hand?
3. What do you think is the content of that piece of paper?
4. What do you think that piece of paper might be?
5. Do you think his face expression has to do with the content of
the piece of paper?
What might he be thinking of?

Fold this part and do not read the questions until
your teacher tells you.

..............................................................................
Task 4
Illustration 4
Look at this painting. Discuss with your partner.
1. Who do you think this woman is?
2. Why is she lying on the floor?
3. How would you describe her?
4. Why is she like that?
5. What do you think has happened to her?
6. Why does she have her fingers interlaced?
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Task 5
Illustration 5
Look at the whole painting. Discuss with your partner.
1. What‘ s going on in this painting?
2. What do you see that makes you say so?
3. Now that you have all the characters in the painting together,
what do you think might have happened?
4. When was this picture painted? Where?
5. What title would you give to this painting and why?
6. Look at the elements in the paintings, what can you find?
a) The paintings in the background? How many are there? What
do they depict?
b) The game the girls are playing: A house of cards.
c) A pair of scissors on the table.
d) The half apple on the floor
e) The other half apple on the table, stabbed by a small knife.
f) The reflection of the door open on the big mirror.
Fold this part and do not read the questions until
your teacher tells you.

..............................................................................
Task 6
Illustrations 6 & 7
Now look at these two paintings.
1. Discuss with your partner what‘ s going on in the two paintings.
2. What‘ s the relationship between these paintings and the first
one
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Image Credits:
Past and Present, No. 1, 2 & 3 by Augustus Egg (1858)
@Tate Britain
Available under a CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 (Unported) licence
By Augustus Egg - 1./2. Unknown3. Tate Britain, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1346613

By Augustus Egg - 1. Unknown2. Tate Britain, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1346616

By Augustus Egg - 1. Unknown2. Tate Britain, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1346618
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POST VIEWING ACTIVITIES
Activity: Imagine a woman ...
Imagine a woman in Victorian times, who had an arranged marriage,
a woman who does not love her husband, who has never loved him
and who, one day just by chance, meets a man who is caring and
gentle to her, a woman who is enchanted by this man.
Now imagine she cannot tell anybody her secret, and the only way
she has to express her feelings and emotions is through her diary,
which becomes her best friend, her everything, where she can keep
a record or her most inner thoughts.
Work in pairs or groups of 3. Ask these questions:
99

Why do people keep a diary? What sort of things do they write
in it?

99

Do you know anybody who keeps a diary?

99

Have you ever kept one?

99

How do you think this woman might feel?

99

What sort of things might she write on her diary?

99

What do you think of marriage by arrangement?
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Task 1
You are going to view a video about the British writer Kate
Summerscale, author of the book Mrs Robinsons Disgrace
and how she discovered the story of Isabella Robinson.
Say if the following statements are true
or false. Give reasons for your answers.

True

1. Isabella was spending some days in the south of
Britain with her family when everything happened.
2. When her diary was discovered, she was sick.
3. Her husband knew of the existence of another man
because she murmured her lover‘ s name while sleeping.
4. She kept her diary in her desk, closed with a key.
5. Her husband read that Isabella loved two men: her
husband and another man.
6. The diary says she had had lustful feelings just for
only one man.
7. When he went back to England, he planned secretly
to take revenge on his wife.
8. The speaker doesn‘ t believe that the moment of
taking Isabella‘ s diary by her husband was an invasion of intimacy.
9. The diary was a clear evidence for the divorce
10. According to Isabella, everything written in the
diary was the fruit of her imagination.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jb7x2AZQKjE
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False

Teacher‘ s Note
Say if the following statements are true
or false. Give reasons for your answers.

True

1. Isabella was spending some days in the south of
Britain with her family when everything happened.
False: She was in Boulogne-sur-Mer, France
2. When her diary was discovered, she was sick.

False
x

x

3. Her husband knew of the existence of another man
because she murmured her lover‘ s name while sleeping.
False: She was not exactly sleeping, she was in
a delirious fever

x

4. She kept her diary in her desk, closed with a key.
False: Her writing desk was unlocked

x

5. Her husband read that Isabella loved two men: her
husband and another man.
False: The diary said she hated him.

x

6. The diary says she had had lustful feelings just for
only one man.
False: She had those feelings for other men as
well.

x

7. When he went back to England, he planned secretly
to take revenge on his wife.

x

8. The speaker doesn‘ t believe that the moment of
taking Isabella‘ s diary by her husband was an invasion of intimacy.
False: The speaker believes the diary had been
her consolation and it turned into something
public.
9. The diary was a clear evidence for the divorce
10. According to Isabella, everything written in the
diary was the fruit of her imagination.

x

x
x
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Task 2
Working with a partner
Now, read the following text and in turns, retell the story to your
partner. Remember to use the words in bold.
Mrs Robinson’s Disgrace is a non-fictional story about a Victorian
woman’s diary and her secret love. Isabella Robinson was an upper
middle class woman married to a successful businessman with
whom she had three children. We could say that Isabella had
everything in her life: she was married to a wealthy man, wore
expensive clothes and had a family but she was terribly unhappy.
She did not love her husband, she was trapped in a marriage where
there was no love at all. Her husband was a cold and corrupt person
who had several lovers and some illegitimate children.
However, Isabella knew what love was like when she met young
doctor Edward Lane, falling lustfully in love with him. She used
to write down in her diary her innermost feelings, her passion
and secret desires, everything, ... However, when her infuriated
husband knew of the existence of the diary, he took her to court
for adultery, which was considered a big scandal in society. There,
at court, she had the choice to declare herself as sexually active
and immoral or insane. Eventually she chose to be labelled as inmoral and disgraced, saving the young doctor and his family from
any moral after-effects.
It is believed that whatever she wrote in her diary was the fruit of
her imagination. She never had a real affair with the young doctor.
It was just her invention.

“Mrs Robinson‘s disgrace: The Private Diary of a Victorian Lady“ is a
book written by Kate Summer scale
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CHECKING VOCABULARY

Across

Down

2. BORN TO PARENTS WHO ARE NOT
MARRIED TO EACH OTHER
5. A BOOK WHICH HAS A SEPARATE
SPACE FOR EACH DAY OF THE YEAR.
YOU USE IT TO WRITE DOWN THINGS
YOU PLAN TO DO, OR TO RECORD
WHAT HAPPENS IN YOUR LIFE DAY BY
DAY.  
6. TO PLAN SECRETLY TO DO SOMETHING
8. EXTREMELY ANGRY
9. HAVING A LOT OF MONEY, POSSESSIONS, ETC.
10. MOST PRIVATE, PERSONAL AND
SECRET

1. YOU START A LEGAL CASE AGAINST
SOMEONE, USUALLY IN ORDER TO
CLAIM MONEY, BECAUSE A PERSON
HAS HARMED YOU IN SOME WAY.  
3. FEELING OR EXPRESSING STRONG
SEXUAL DESIRE.  
4. YOU SAY SOMETHING VERY QUIETLY, SO THAT NOT MANY PEOPLE CAN
HEAR WHAT YOU ARE SAYING.  
5. SOMEONE WHO IS UNABLE TO
THINK OR SPEAK IN A SENSIBLE AND
REASONABLE WAY, USUALLY BECAUSE
THEY ARE VERY ILL AND HAVE A FEVER.
7. TO IDENTIFY OR DESIGNATE WITH
A DESCRIPTIVE TERM; DESCRIBE OR
CLASSIFY
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CROSSWORD KEY
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Across

Down

2. ILLEGITIMATE
5. DIARY
6. TO-PLOT
8. INFURIATED
9. WEALTHY
10. INNERMOST

1.
3.
4.
5.
7.

SUE
LUSTFUL
MURMUR
DELIRIOUS
LABELLED

The last supper

Level: B2+

Time: 80 min

Author: Åsa Holmqvist, Mats Eriksson

Objectives
To look closer at one of the most famous art works in the world “The Last Supper” by Leonardo da Vinci and see how it has been
used as a role model.
Suggested material
Use the follwing links, print the paraphrases
Original:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_Supper_
(Leonardo_da_Vinci)#/media/File:%C3%9Altima_Cena_-_Da_Vinci_5.
jpg

Paraphrases:

http://www.susandwhite.com.au/images/Susan-Dorothea-White-TheFirst-Supper.jpg
http://blackartblog.blackartdepot.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/05/last-supper-aaron-and-alan-hicks2.jpg
http://www.bitrebels.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/The-LastSupper-Parodies-11.jpg
http://www.mybridgeradio.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/lastsupper.jpg
h t t p s : / / s t a t i c 1 . s q u a r e s p a c e . c o m /
static/55896578e4b04baa0313b6c9/t/567825c92399a3a13ccc17
fc/1450714574864/
h t t p s : / / s - m e d i a - c a c h e - a k 0 . p i n i m g . c o m /
originals/0b/80/89/0b808957cebfcdd98d42cda752305ddf.jpg
h t t p s : / / s - m e d i a - c a c h e - a k 0 . p i n i m g . c o m /
originals/8f/3d/98/8f3d988967a0d8bedd698a1fc946ab18.jpg
http://img03.deviantart.net/902c/i/2012/109/3/b/the_muppet__s_
last_supper_by_millieliane-d4wxk6n.jpg

or search on Google for “the last supper versions”.
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Teacher’s preparation
Find the pictures on internet or look up your own. Beware, there
is an abundance of information about “The Last Supper” and all the
different versions on the Internet.
True or False -Key
1. The painting is huge; 460 x 880 cm.
True
2. The painting can be seen in S:t Peters church in Rome.
False - it is in a convent in Milan.
3. It is one of the first frescos ever painted.
False, it is not a fresco
4. The allied bombings during World War II almost destroyed the
painting.
True
5. The painting is from 1295.
False – it is from 1495-1498
6. The painting captures the moment after Jesus reveals that one of
the disciples will betray him.
True
7. In 1652 the doorway in front of the painting was built and a large
part of the painting was destroyed.
True
8. The painting is remarkably well preserved considering it is centuries
old.
False – very little of the original painting is preserved. What we see
is restoration upon restoration.
Further activities
Work on Leonardo da Vinci, his life and his work. Find out about
myths and secret messages in the painting.
Intercultural awareness
The paraphrases represent different
historically as well as sociologically.
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cultures;

geografically,

Activity
1. In class
Take a close look at the painting – what is going on?
What about the perspective? There is a great depth in the painting
how is it created?
What is on the table?
2. Pair work
The faces have different expressions can you find at least seven
words to describe them?
The four conversations – what are they saying? Make a dialogue.
When done, perform the dialogue to another pair.
3. True or false
True or False?
1. The painting is huge; 460 x 880 cm.
2. The painting can be seen in S:t Peters church in Rome.
3. It is one of the first frescos ever painted.
4. The allied bombings during World War II almost destroyed the
painting.
5. The painting is from 1295.
6. The painting captures the moment after Jesus reveals that his
disciples will betray him.
7. In 1652 the doorway in front of the painting was built and a large
part of the painting was destroyed.
8. The painting is remarkably well preserved considering it is centuries
old.
4. Paraphrases
Your teacher will give you prints of paraphrases of The last super. Put
them on a table and choose one paraphrase and explain their choice
and why you think the painter made it.
Look for similarities and differences between the original and the
paraphrase. Discuss why your paraphrase was made!
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5. Writing task
Pretend that you are one of the people in the picture (original or
paraphrase). What has his day been like before you came to this
supper? What are you going to do afterwards?
Write it down in the form of a diary.
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The Lovers of Teruel

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: Eugenia María González Betancor

Objectives
To learn about the legend behind the sculpture “The Lovers of Teruel”.
To write a love poem.
Suggested material
–– picture of the sculpture “The Lovers of Teruel”
–– close-up of the two lovers’ faces
–– close-up of the two lovers’ holding hands
–– coloured paper / coloured pens
–– students’ handouts
Teacher’s preparation
The present lesson plan was originally designed to celebrate the 800th
anniversary of The Lovers of Teruel in Spain, in 2017. However, the
activities are not exclusively linked to the anniversary, and are valid
for any moment of the year, for instance St. Valentine’s Day.
1. Play Mikis Theodorakis “The Honeymoon song” and ask students
where they think the story is set. Then, say it has to do with the
picture you are going to show next.
2. Show the close-up of the two lovers’ faces of the sculpture “The
Lovers of Teruel” by Juan de Ávalos. Ask students: “What’s going on
in the picture?”
3. Do the same with the close-up of the lovers’ holding hands.
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4. Say both details, faces and hands, go together in the same
sculpture. Ask students to say what they think the whole sculpture
looks like. Ask them to describe it. (Spanish adult students may
recognize the full sculpture when they see the close-up of the faces.)
5. Show the whole picture of the tombs. Ask: “What may have
happened?”
6. Jigsaw reading of the story of the Lovers of Teruel in groups of 5.
7. Say the music they heard at the beginning is the soundtrack of the
film about the story (Les amants de Teruel, 1962) Note: Les amants
de Teruel has two connections: There’s a Spanish silent black and
white film by Ricardo de Baños and J.E. Hartzenbusch from 1912,
and a film called Luna de Miel (1959), Honeymoon in the UK (1962)
partly based on El Amor Brujo. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_
amor_brujo The theme song, by Mikis Theodorakis, was covered by
The Beatles in 1963 as part of their “Pop Go The Beatles” series for
BBC Radio, with Paul McCartney on vocals.
8. Show the painting “The Lovers of Teruel” by Antonio Muñoz
Degrain and mention the 800th anniversary of the legend in 2017.
Ask students to comment on the painting, now they know the legend.
9. Group speaking: Do you know similar stories? Talk about love
stories where the lovers found obstacles to be together for any reason.
(Romeo and Juliet, the king and queen of Spain, Pretty Woman, West
Side Story, personal stories or stories of friends, …)
On St. Valentine’s Day we celebrate love. There are love songs, love
poems, …all over. (Note: The Beatles recorded the theme tune to the
1959 film Luna De Miel (Honeymoon) for the BBC radio show Pop Go
The Beatles. You may want to play that song for students to listen to
the lyrics.)
10. Students write a 17-line love poem using the title of the story as
the secret crossword message: THE LOVERS OF TERUEL. The love
poem can be romantic, ironic, a parody, ...
11. Display the poems on the walls for students to stand up and read.
Further activities
Students may record their poems, to practice pronunciation and
intonation.
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Intercultural awareness
Students will come across a Spanish example of the universal topic of
impossible love, which is also present in other cultures (Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet, for instance).
Bibliography
“The lovers of Teruel”, by Antonio Muñoz Degrain, Prado Museum,
Madrid, Spain.
Date 1884
Medium oil on canvas
Dimensions Height: 330 cm (129.9 in). Width: 516 cm (203.1 in).
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Activity
Jigsaw reading
Student 1
The Lovers of Teruel is a love story that people think took place in
1217 in Teruel (Aragón, Spain). The legend grew when two mummies were found in San Peter’s Church in Teruel in 1555; and people believed that they were Diego Marcilla and Isabel Segura, the
lovers.
Student 2
In the city there were two important and wealthy families, Marcilla
and Segura. Juan Martinez (also known as Diego) was a Marcilla
and Isabel a Segura. They had been in love since they were children, and when they were old enough to get married, Diego’s family was not so rich any more. Isabel’s father was the richest man
in Teruel, and prohibited the marriage. Diego, however, made an
agreement with the father. He promised to go away for six years to
try to build his fortune. If Diego could make a fortune in those six
years, he would be able to marry his love, Isabel.
Student 3
During six years Isabel’s father wanted her to marry someone. But
she said that God wanted her to be a virgin until she was twenty,
because women should learn how to do the housework before getting married. Her father agreed because he loved her, and for five
years they waited for Diego’s return.
But nobody heard from Diego in those five years and so when the
five years passed Isabel’s father married her to another man. Right
after the wedding ceremony there was some excitement in the
place. Diego Marcilla had returned with a great fortune and with
the intention of marrying Isabel.
Student 4
That night, Diego went into the bedroom of Isabel and her husband
and woke her up. He said to her, “Kiss me because I am dying” but
she refused, saying “I can’t deceive my husband. Please, find another woman, and forget me.”
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He insisted saying that he was dying and wanted a final kiss. But
she refused. Diego could not bear the separation between himself
and his love, and he died in front of Isabel.
The next day, during the funeral for Diego Marcilla, Isabel appeared
dressed in her wedding dress. She walked to the front of the
church, kissed Diego and died, and fell on his body.
Student 5
The two deaths caused by love inspired the citizens of Teruel and
they buried the two lovers side by side so that at least in death
they could be together. The church agreed. The fame of the couple
spread in Spain, and in 1560 their mummies were placed in the
tombs where they now rest. The tombs were sculpted by Juan de
Ávalos.
The tombs are carved out of marble and show the family shields of
Marcilla and Segura, but the most attractive part of the tombs are
the lids. One shows Diego with one arm reaching for his love Isabel. His hand comes close, but they do not touch because Isabel
was married.
Taken and adapted from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lovers_

of_Teruel
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The meaning of the cards

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: Norberto Ojeda Zamora

Objectives
To practice oral skills using new vocabulary related to card reading.
To learn more about some rural customs and superstitions in Gran
Canaria, Canary Islands, Spain
To get to know the grammar expression “Have something done”
To practice the idea of prediction: “will” / “going to + infinitive”
Suggested material
Photocopiable material
Image from Antonio Padrón’s “The card reader”.
Teacher’s preparation
1. Ask students why some people are so interested in getting to
know their future. Write answers on the board.
2. Ask students again what they know about certain people who can
guess the future by reading the palm of the hand, the Spanish
cards, Tarot, etc, ..
3. Now, tell your students you are going to show the a painting
by Antonio Padrón about the card reading and ask them these
questions.
–– What’s going on in this picture ?
–– What can you see in the painting that makes you say so?
–– What more can you find? Then proceed with rest of questions
from the students’ sheet.
4.
Divide students in groups of 3 and give them a copy of “The
meaning of the cards”. Encourage students to look at the painting
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and identify the possible meaning of the cards with the interpretation
they have in their copies. Once they have finished, ask students to
share their interpretations with whole class.
Tell students that Antonio Padrón was an artist who was not only very
interested in showing the rural customs from Gáldar. His hometown,
but also he was especially interested in the world of the supernatural.
That’s why he painted fortune tellers, witches, and different magical
rituals. He knew the meaning of the kabbalah and the meaning of
the Spanish cards. The people from Antonio Padrón Museum have
made an accurate interpretation of his paintings with the help of
professional card reader specialists.
This is the suggested interpretation for this painting:
The woman in the red dress (passion) is questioning herself about
her future life and that’s why she goes to a card reader (woman
with blue dress, which means security and certainty). The young one
wants to know about her future husband. We have to contextualize
the painting in the historical moment of emigration to South America.
Many Canarian men had to emigrate to Argentina, Venezuela, Cuba...
in search of a better life and opportunities to bring money to their
homelands. In this case, her husband has emigrated to South
America to work and she doesn’t know anything about his return.
The card reader gives an answer to this desperate woman, whose
skin has been painted in green (meaning hope). The woman is going
to meet her husband again, he’s coming from a voyage , he’s coming
with money but there will be a family conflict, possibly about the
acceptance of an inheritance. Eventually there will be a wedding
celebration but she won’’t be a happy woman.
The rooster has a double meaning: a) it is an animal related to the
world of magical rituals and to the world of the unknown and b) it
is the payment the card reader, the witch (the clairvoyant), receives
in exchange for her services. This was a popular custom at the time.
Further activities
Superstitions today
Intercultural awareness
Superstitions in different countries
Tips
Just for fun, bring some packs of cards to class and let students
predict other partners’ futures. It is also an excellent exercise to
practice the uses of “will /going to”.
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Bibliography

www.antonioPadrón.com/
https://cronicasdesanborondon.es/antonio-Padrón-pintando-lamagia/
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Activity

Echadora de cartas. (Card reader), Antonio Padrón (1962)
©Courtesy by Museo Antonio Padrón, Gáldar, Gran Canaria, Spain.

Look at this picture for a while.
1. What’s going on in this picture?
2. Who are those people?
3. What are they doing?
4. What do you know about fortune tellers or card readers?
5. Why do people go to fortune tellers?
6. Work with a group of three. Find out what the fortune teller is
saying to this person by interpreting the cards. Use the “Meaning
of the Clue” sheet to help you.
7. Contrast your interpretation with another group. Do you have the
same interpretation?
8. Why do you think Antonio Padrón was so interested in this world
of magic and superstition?
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Meaning of the cards clue
Here you have some interpretations from the classic Spanish Cards.
Work with two other partners and see if you can decipher what the
old woman is reading in the cards:
These are the card suits and their meanings:
Cups:
Three : Pleasant surprise. Relationship or partnership between two
people. Engagement or marriage proposal. Happy event.
Spades:
Four: Laid up in bed. Isolation. Loneliness. Small suffering. Someone
or something nearby. Person in need. Person who does not know
where to go or do in life.
Coins:
Two: Obstacles, difficulties, postponements, delays. Choice of two
different paths.
Jack : Blonde or grey-haired woman. Professional woman. Medical
woman or lawyer. Nun. Businesswoman. A rich woman. Professional
goals and achievements
Clubs:
Six:
Long
or
short
voyage.
Victorious
moments.
Everything

General
changes.
is
going
well.

Grammar notes
Expressing prediction: In English, when we want to express a future
prediction, we can either use:
will +infinitive or going to + infinitive
Examples:
“What do you think will happen with my husband?”
“He is going to come back very soon.”
“He isn’t going to come back soon.”
“There won’t be any future for you two together.”
Passive construction: “Have/had something done”
This is a special passive construction: have + something (the object)
+ past participle
Examples:
• I had my hair cut yesterday (Somebody cut my hair)
• I had the cards read (I visited a clairvoyant and she/he interpreted
the cards)
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The story behind a photo

Level: B1

Time: 135 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
To speculate about pictures.
To write a story.
To talk about past habits.
To get to know Vivian Maier.
Suggested material
• Tablet or smartphone in class for students to browse the official
website of Vivian Maier. (The photographs may not be reproduced
in any form, stored or manipulated without prior written permission
from the Maloof Collection).
• QR reader.
Teacher’s preparation
To arouse students’ interest, take a folder and pretend you have a
picture inside (taken by Vivian Maier). Start:
I’ve got a picture in my folder (to introduce the topic).
a.
It shows an adult and a child. (Students are expected to say
things like who they are, their relationship, etc.)
b.
It’s grey, there are no colours. (Students are expected to say:
day/night, winter, black and white…)
c.
They’re outdoors. (in the street, on the beach, where?).
d.
The adult is taking a picture but s/he is not a photographer.
(Students are expected to say what s/he does, what kind of
photo s/he is taking and so on).
Continue as described in the students’ activity.
Link for exercise 1:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2o2nBhQ67Zc
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Further activities
Students write the story as homework to be marked.
Intercultural awareness
The USA in the 50s.
Bibliography

http://www.vivianmaier.com
http://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/vivian-maierand-the-problem-of-difficult-women
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Activity
1. Learn more about this mysterious woman:

2. Answer the following questions about the video:
Who was Vivian Maier? What was she like?
What did she do for a living?
How was her work discovered?
Why do you think she wanted to hide her passion?
Why are her photos so original?
3. Read this text:
Often described as ‘Mary-Poppins’, Vivian Maier had eccentricity on her
side as a nanny for three boys who she raised like a mother. Starting
in 1956, working for a family in an upper-class suburb of Chicago
along Lake Michigan’s shore, Vivian had a taste of motherhood. She’d
take the boys on trips to strawberry fields to pick berries. She’d find
a dead snake on the curb and bring it home to show off to the boys
or organize plays with all of the children on the block. (http://www.

vivianmaier.com/about-vivian-maier/)

‘Would’ (‘d) is used to talk about repeated past actions (like ‘used
to’). When we are telling a story and recollecting an event from long
ago, we often prefer to use would to describe repeated behaviour in
the past, although both would and used to are possible.
Talk to your partner. Do you remember your childhood? What did you
use to do every day?
E.g. ‘Lots of fun things. Sometimes my friends and I would make up
a dance group and pretend we were superstars and even make up
stage names for ourselves. ‘
E.g. ‘My sisters and I used to play schools. My younger sister and I
were the students and one of my older sisters was the teacher, while
my other older sister was the principal’.
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4. Browse http://www.vivianmaier.com and choose 4 pictures (and a
self-portrait) to create a story ending with this sentence ‘… and there
she was, holding her camera’. To tell a good story, bear in mind these
tips and use this chart for your notes:
INTRODUCTION

EVENTS

SOLUTION

- Use a catchy sentence to
grab the reader‘s/listener‘s
attention.
- Describe the setting: where
and when?
- Introduce the characters
(with physical description
and personality).
- Explain the situation.

- Describe what happened.
- Use words and expressions
that show order and time:
suddenly, after that, as soon
as, before, etc.).

- Explain how the story ends
and what happens to the
characters.
- Provide a final thought or
message, food for thought.

- Use linking words: however, so, although, etc. Also, relative clauses.
- Use intermediate level vocabulary (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.) and
expressions.
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5. In groups of 3, work on your story.
6. Tell the story to the whole class.
7. You have already seen lots of photos taken by Vivian Maier on the
website.
What kind of society did she photograph? What did she focus on?
8. Here are some commentaries on Vivian Maier. How would you
describe her? Use adjectives.
‘The story of this nanny who has now wowed the world with her
photography, and who incidentally recorded some of the most
interesting marvels and peculiarities of Urban America in the
second half of the twentieth century is seemingly beyond belief.’
(http://www.vivianmaier.com/about-vivian-maier/ )

‘Why would a nanny be taking all these pictures? ‘
‘She didn’t mention family or old friends. She lied about where she
was born, claiming France as her homeland (she was born in New
York City in 1926), and spoke with a contrived Continental accent
that no one could place. She dressed in an outdated style, or, as one
interviewee put it, “like a Soviet factory worker from the nineteenfifties.” In the film, an acquaintance recalls asking her what she did
for a living. Her response: “I’m a sort of spy.”’
Rose Lichter-Marck, May 9, 2014 http://www.newyorker.com/culture/
culture-desk/vivian-maier-and-the-problem-of-difficult-women.
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Through my Window

Level: B1

Time: 110 min

Author: Charo González Martín

Objectives
To make students realize that our life is full of open windows and
creativity is out there.
Suggested material
Photocopies of the activity (window frames..)
Painting by Marc Chagall: ‘Paris through my window’
Pencils and pieces of paper.
Further activities
Ask students to write a short paragraph about the painting and creativity.
Intercultural awareness
Encourage students to compare their culture and French culture.
Bibliography

http://weclipart.com/window+looking+outside+clipart
https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/windows/
http://designformankind.com/2014/04/on-windows-and-doors/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Chagall
http://www.biography.com/people/marc-chagall-9243488
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/793
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Activity
1. Students read a quotation and listen to a poem called ‘windows’
by Charles Baudelaire.
2. Students read the transcript of the poem aloud and ask for the
meaning of the words they don’t know.
3. Students create an ‘Exquisite corpse’ with the words: ‘Through
my window’.
4. Each student writes a sentence or a phrase on a strip of paper
with one letter from the title of the poem. Students stick the
strips of paper on the wall and two students read them out loud.
5. Students close their eyes and imagine what they see through one
of their windows at home. Write words to describe what they see,
how they feel..
6. Students draw what they’d like to see through one of their windows
at home.
7. In groups of three students share their ideas about their imaginary
view at home and pin both window frames on the wall.
8. Students work on Marc Chagall’s : “Paris through the window”.
• What’s going on in this picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What else do you see?
9. Students work in pairs and write any ideas that come to their
minds when they see some drawings and what they represent.
In pairs they match the drawings to their meanings.
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Activity
1. Quotation
‘Our windows become doors to walk into - to sit down at the kitchen
table, read the paper and grab a muffin, (.…) other times, our
windows become doors to walk out of...’
By Erin Loechner (blog: Design for mankind)

2. Listen to a poem by Charles Baudelaire called ‘Windows’
https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/windows/

Transcript:
Looking from outside into an open window one never sees as much
as when one looks through a closed window. There is nothing more
profound, more mysterious, more pregnant, more insidious, more
dazzling than a window lighted by a single candle. What one can
see out in the sunlight is always less interesting than what goes on
behind a windowpane. In that black or luminous square life lives, life
dreams, life suffers.
Across the oceans of roofs I can see a middle - aged woman, her
face already lined, who is forever bending over something and who
never goes out. Out of her face, her dress and her gestures, our
of practically nothing at all I have made up this woman’s story, or
rather legend, and sometimes I tell it to myself and weep.
If it had been an old man I could have made up his just as well.
And I go to bed proud to have lived and to have suffered in someone
besides myself. Perhaps you will say ‘ Are you sure that your story is
the really one?’
But what does it matter what reality is outside myself, so long as it
has helped me to live, to feel that I am, and what I am?
3. Exquisite corpse, from the original French term cadavre exquis or
rotating corpse, is a method by which a collection of words or images
is collectively assembled. Each collaborator adds to a composition in
sequence. The technique was invented by surrealists. Let’s create an
exquisite corpse with the title of the activity (see next page). Each
student writes a sentence or a phrase on a strip of paper with one
letter from the title of the poem.
Students stick the strips of paper on the wall and, later on, two
students read them out loud.
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4. Two window frames wait for you on the next page.
• Close your eyes and imagine what you see through one of your
windows at home. Write words to describe what you see, how you
feel into the first frame.
• Draw what you’d like to see through one of your windows at home
in the second frame.
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5. Let’s work on this painter and his painting and answer the following
questions:
• What’s going on in this picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What else do you see?
Marc Chagall: “Paris through the window”, Guggenheim New York,
1913. Link: https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/793
6. Talk to your partner and write any ideas that come to your mind
when you see the following drawings. What do they represent?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A half open window
The Eiffel Tower
An inverted train
A two-faced man
A yellow cat
Flowers

7. In pairs match the drawings to their meanings:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

A guardian
Personal duality
Happiness
The underground
Modernity
Freedom
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ANSWER KEY
7. Match the drawings to their meanings:
a.- A guardian : A yellow cat with a human head is someone who
protects the inner from the outer. It’s a kind of sphinx.
b.- A personal duality: A two-faced man is someone who misses his
hometown (Vitebsk where his fiancee Bella Rosenfeld was living) and
Paris (his paradise, his beloved city).
c.- Happiness: Flowers, life at its best.
d.- The underground: The inverted train.
e.- Modernity: The Eiffel Tower.
f.- Freedom: A half open window.Paris represents freedom.
Some notes about the painter and the painting:
Marc Chagall was born in Russia. He felt like a foreigner impressed
by the light of this pretty city: Paris. Chagall describes a mysterious
Paris where nothing nor anybody is what we think it might be.
The painting is divided in two halves by a ray of light. Its basic and
warm colours help create a magic point of view. There are two levels,
one where the artist is and the other one what the artist sees. He
was fascinated by Paris and shows a fantastic atmosphere through
which he wants to show his vision of life.
It’s a painting made of memories and imagination.
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Times of day

Level: B1/B2

Time: 90 min

Author: Carolina Castellano Ortega

Objectives
- To get familiar with the painting series ‘the Poem of the Sea’ by
Néstor Martín Fernández de la Torre before visiting the museum.
- To talk about colours.
- To talk about the sea state and what it makes you feel.
- To practise the grammar structure ‘It makes me feel...’.
Suggested material
Beamer, computer, handout.
Procedure
1. Show the presentation on pdf file (see link http://www.
canariasebook.com/librosqr/eoi/times-of-day.pdf) ―everything is
explained there. When you get to slide 12, give students the handout
so that they can better associate each fragment with the different
times of day. Students share their ideas in pairs.
2. In pairs, they talk about how each time of day makes them feel.
Focus on the structure on slides 15-17 in the presentation and elicit
some sentences from students (refer students to pages 2-3 in the
handout).
3. Show the next slides (18-23) for students to see the fragments
and the paintings for each time of day according to the artist.
4. Continue with the presentation on slides 24-25. There is a quiz
that students have to solve with their partner.
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5. Keep students in suspense and do not reveal the answer to the
quiz yet. Now show another painting series and ask students to find
a relationship between the previous painting series and this one.
Show the whole painting series on slide 34. Elicit answers and let
them work in groups. Get their opinion.
6. Turn to slide 35 and focus on the possible effect of the sea on our
emotions and mood. Students will discuss that in groups of three.
Turn to slide 35 (handout page 3) to use the ‘thermometer’ to talk
about the sea state and its potential effect on themselves. Students
keep page 3 of the handout in front of them and the teacher shows
them the painting series on slide 37 to talk about it.
7. Reveal the answers to the quiz and tell students the name of the
painting series (Slide 38). Now show slides 39 and 41 to learn the
name of each painting. It’s time to tell them the name of the painter
as well in case they don’t know (Slides 42-43).
8. Encourage students to come and visit the museum on a field trip
the next day.
Intercultural awareness
Some students might find it difficult to picture themselves at sea or
being affected by the sea state if they have never been by the sea
themselves. However, we experience the world through films. It can
be interesting to see what students come up with.
You might want to show students some videos to see the sea state if
they have never been by the sea.
Find here some links to videos:
-http://bit.ly/2sh03hy
-http://bit.ly/2sgWFDb

Tips for teachers
This activity was originally made on a slide presentation but it should
also work alright with the pdf file you can find here http://www.
canariasebook.com/librosqr/eoi/times-of-day.pdf.
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Activity
Handout 1
TIMES OF DAY
What colour do you associate with…?
Have a look at these fragments of paintings. What time of day would
you say it is for each fragment? Justify your answer.
Let’s have a look at this structure:
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Activity
Handout 2
TIMES OF DAY
Let’s have a look at this structure:

Write a sentence for each time of day following the given structure
and share it with your partner.
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Write a sentence for each time of day following the given structure
and share it with your partner.
MORNING (DAWN/SUNRISE) (…) in the morning/at dawn makes
me feel (…)
e.g: ‘Working out in the morning makes me feel unstoppable’
……………………………………………………………………………………

AFTERNOON (MIDDAY) (…) in the afternoon/at midday makes me feel
(…)
……………………………………………………………………………………

EVENING (DUSK/SUNSET) (…) in the evening/at dusk makes me feel
(…)
……………………………………………………………………………………

NIGHT (MIDNIGHT) (…) at night/at midnight makes me feel (…)
……………………………………………………………………………………
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Activity
Handout 2
TIMES OF DAY
The Sea
Use this thermometer to indicate what each sea state in the different
paintings makes you feel
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Vincent

Level:
B1 / B2 / C1

Time: 90 - 120 min

Author: Iñaki Iriondo

Objectives
For students to develop their descriptive vocabulary and speaking
skills.
Suggested material
1. Artwork: Self-portrait (Winter 1887/88)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Source: Belvedere Palace, Vienna
2. Artwork: The Starry Night (June 1889)
Vincent Van Gogh
Source: Museum of Modern Art (MOMA), New York City
3. Artwork: Still Life - Vase with Fourteen Sunflowers (August 1888)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Source: National Gallery, London
4. Artwork: Wheat Field with Cypresses (September 1889)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Source: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City
5. Artwork: The Potato Eaters (1885)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Source: Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
6. Artwork: Men Drinking (February 1890)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Source: The Art Institute of Chicago
7. Artwork: Wheatfield with Crows (July 1890)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Source: Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
8. Artwork: Undergrowth with Two Figures (July 1887)
Artist: Vincent Van Gogh
Source: Cincinnati Art Museum
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9.Vincent Van Gogh’s biography, cut up into three parts.
10. A grid with relevant vocabulary
11. Strips of paper with the titles of the featured paintings
Further activities
The pictures chosen match up beautifully with some of the lyrics of
a song entitled “Vincent” by Don McLean. The relevant lines could
be extracted from the song, printed on individual cards and matched
with the pictures. The subsequent spaces in the lyric sheet would
make a great gap-fill exercise for the students to complete.
Intercultural awareness
The students get to delve deeper into the life and work of a legendary
painter.
Activity
1. Arrange the students into groups of three, project the picture of
Van Gogh’s self-portrait on the whiteboard, and ask the students
who he is and how much they know about him.
2. Distribute the cut-up written biography among each group (A,B
and C). The students are given a couple of minutes to read their
texts before reporting their information back to their group mates this should be done in sequence, starting with student A.
3. Each group is now distributed a set of cards of some of Van Gogh’s
famous paintings. They are also given a grid with relevant vocabulary
for them to match with the pictures. Monitor students closely for
tricky pronunciation. Feedback together as a class.
4. Each student now chooses one or two pictures at random, and
answers the following questions (which should lead to a group
discussion):
a) What ‘s going on in the picture? b) What do you see that makes
you say that?
5. The students invent a title for each picture before being given the
set of titles for them to match.
6. The set of dates can also be given for the students to guess when
each picture was painted. This can generate discussion about the
painter’s development and character.
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Activity

1. Look at the picture, do you recognise the subject?
2. Arrange yourselves into groups of three, how much do you know
about the life of Vincent Van Gogh, the man in the picture?
3. You are going to be given a piece of text with biographical details
of the artist. You have three minutes to read and learn the facts in
your text.
A) Born into an upper-middle-class family, Van Gogh drew as a
child and was serious, quiet and thoughtful. As a young man he
worked as an art dealer, often travelling, but became depressed
after he was transferred to London. He turned to religion, and
spent time as a Protestant missionary in Borinage in southern
Belgium. It was here, that Vincent began to experiment and draw
the miners and their families.
B) In 1886, he moved to Paris where he lived with his brother
Theo who was an art dealer. It was through Theo that Vincent
met members of the avant-garde, including Émile Bernard and
Paul Gaugin with whom he developed a close friendship. As Van
Gogh’s work evolved, he created a new approach to still lifes
and local landscapes. His paintings grew brighter in colour as
he developed a style that became fully realised during his stay
in Arles in the south of France in 1888. During this period he
extended his subject matter to include olive trees, cypresses,
wheat fields and sunflowers.
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C) While in the south of France, Van Gogh suffered from psychotic
episodes and delusions and though he worried about his mental
stability, he often neglected his physical health, did not eat
properly and drank heavily. His friendship with Gauguin ended
after a confrontation with a razor, when in a rage, he cut off
part of his own left ear. He spent time in Saint-Rémy psychiatric
hospital, where his painting style continued to develop. In 1890,
he discharged himself from Saint-Rémy and decided to move back
to be close to where his brother Theo lived near Paris. However,
his depression continued and on 27 July 1890, Van Gogh shot
himself in the chest with a revolver. He died from his injuries two
days later. During his lifetime he only sold one work.
5. You are now going to be given a set of cards with some of Van
Gogh’s famous paintings. Look through them with your group mates
and match the vocabulary below with the pictures (each word can be
associated with more than one picture). Use your dictionaries/google
if necessary.
wheat fields
swirling
amber
crows
golden

hue/tone
shadows
hazy
courting couple
gas light

sombre/dull
ragged
daffodils
sunflowers
breeze

blazing
brushstrokes
church steeple
top hat
cypress

6. Now choose one or two cards at random, and answer the following
questions:
a) What ‘s going on in the picture?
b) What do you see that makes you say that?
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6. The first picture is called “The Starry Night“, what titles would you
give the rest? Think of something imaginative and poetic.
7. You are now going match the original titles with the pictures.
8. Now in your groups put the pictures in chronological order, justifying
your decisions as you go along:
The Potato Eaters (1885)
Undergrowth with Two Figures (July 1887)
Still Life - Vase with Fourteen Sunflowers (August 1888)
The Starry Night (June 1889)
Wheat Field with Cypresses (September 1889)
Men Drinking (February 1890)
Wheatfield with Crows (July 1890)
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What transport

Level: B1

Time: 60 min

Author: Carolina Castellano Ortega

Objectives
To talk about different means of transport.
To create a story from a painting collaboratively.
Suggested material
Beamer.
Computer.
Painting.
Pen and paper.
Procedure
1. Show a painting with people travelling by bus/train /underground...
and ask the questions in the handout.
2. Ask students to discuss advantages and disadvantages between
different means of transport.
3. Consider the most unusual means of transport among your
students and ask them to find classmates who have ever used that
kind of transport (Find someone who...).
4. Ask them if they would like to use that kind of transport more
often and think how it would change the city life/ their lifestyle.
(Questions in the handout) (Discussion in groups of 3).
5. Look back at the painting and focus on each character so as to
create a little story in groups. Students now make new groups of 4
to create a collaborative story by using the questions in the handout
as a guideline to develop the story.
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6. Regroup students into new groups so that no one is in a group
with anyone they have been with before. Now each student will tell
their story to the new group. They have to listen and pay attention
to see if there was anything in common with their own story. They
report back to the teacher.
Further activities
Students can write out the stories at home to bring it to class next
day and peer edit their writings.
Tips for teachers
I focused the activity on the underground as there is no underground
where I live, but you might want to adapt it to your real situation.
Artist Ewing Paddock has a lot of paintings of people on the London
Underground that can give way to a lot of talking.
Bibliography

http://bit.ly/2sPfxpS
http://redbirdreview.com/exhibitions-1-1/
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Activity
1. Have a look at the painting and answer the following questions:
Where are they going?
Are they travelling together?
Why do you think they chose this means of transport?
2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages between travelling by
bus and travelling by underground. (Work in pairs).
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages between travelling by
boat and by plane. (Work with a different partner).
3. Have you ever travelled by underground? Find as many classmates
as you can who have. Ask them if they like it or not and why. (10
minutes).
4. Would you like to have an underground in your city? How do you
think it would make a change to the city life? Would it make a
change to traffic in the city? (Discuss in a group of 3).
5. Now focus on each person in the painting and create a little story
in groups:
Use the following questions to develop your story.
1. Where are they coming from? (Place/ district/ neighbourhood,
kind of family…)
2. What do they do? (occupation) Do they like it or not? Why?
3. Do they usually take this means of transport? Why?/Why not?
4. What is their final destination? Say what you think they will be
doing when they arrive.
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When postcards speak

Level: B1/B2

Time: 120 min

Author: María Mercedes Hernández Rey

Objectives
- To talk about artwork using short presentations and dialogues.
- To speak about current and personal issues.
Suggested material
- Postcards of artworks.
- Instructions for each postcard.
Teacher’s preparation
1.- Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4.
2.- Hand out one postcard to each student, facing down.
3.- Hand out the instructions for each postcard, stripped of the artist’s
name and title.
4.- Allow some time for students to look at the postcards and read
the instructions.
5.- In turns, students talk and ask the people in their groups, for
about 7-10 minutes each student until they complete the task.
6.- When they finish, they leave the postcards and instructions on
the table and change tables with another group.
7.- Start again (from number 4).
Further activities
Feedback on the postcard they liked best.
Bibliography

https://www.museothyssen.org/
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Activity
POSTCARDS
1.- August Macke. Circus, 1913. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? What has happened to the woman?
Where is she being taken to?
Ask your group: Have you ever been to a circus? When? How did
you like it? Would you like to have a nomadic lifestyle? What are the
advantages and disadvantages?
2.- Richard Estes. Telephone booths, 1967. Museo ThyssenBornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? What are these people talking about
on the phone? Where are they?
Ask your group about the last time they used a telephone booth and
if they they think they are useful now.
3.- Edgar Degas. At the Milliner’s. 1882. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza,
Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? Tell the people in your group what
the woman with her back towards you is saying to the other woman.
What’s the relationship between them? Where are they going after
shopping?
Ask in your group if they’ve ever bought a hat for a special occasion,
what it was like and if they still have it. Are hats fashionable nowadays?
4.- François Clouet. The Love Letter, ca. 1570. Museo ThyssenBornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? What’s the letter about? Who are
these people? What does the young woman want to tell us with her
look?
Ask your group if they’ve ever written or got a love letter. Do they still
keep them? Do people write letters or just text messages nowadays?
Would you like this tradition to come back?
5.- Vincent van Gogh. ‘Les Vessenots’ in Auvers, 1890. Museo
Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? Use these words: old country houses/
thatched roofs / vast cornfields / swaying trees and talk about the
people who live in this place. Where are they now?
Ask your group if they prefer living in the country to living in the city
or by the sea and why. Would they spend their holidays in a place
like this one?
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6.- Edward Hopper . Hotel Room, 1931. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza,
Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? Make up a story about this woman.
Who is she? What’s she doing in that hotel room? What’s she reading?
How is she feeling? Has she just come in or is she getting ready to
leave? What makes you say that?
Ask your group where they usually stay when they go on holiday and
if they prefer staying in a hotel or somewhere else. Do they prefer
travelling alone or having a travelling companion?
7.- Paul Gauguin. Mata Mua (In Olden Times), 1892. Museo ThyssenBornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? Where are these women? Tell the
people in your group what you think the women in the background
are doing.
Notice that there are no men in the picture. Ask your group where
they think they are and why the artist wanted to depict only women
(even the stone idol!)
8.- Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Young girls looking at an album, ca.1892.
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
What’s going on in this picture? Describe the two girls: physical
appearance and personality. What are they doing? How are they
feeling? What’s the relationship between them? What kind of families
do they have?
Ask your group if they have an album where they keep their photos
and how often they look at them. Is it important for them to take
photos of their special moments / holidays? Do they show them to
their friends?
9.- Richard Lindner. Thank You , 1971. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
DON’T SHOW THE POSTCARD! Ask the people in your group to guess
what you are doing by miming the action. Remember you can’t speak!
When you finish, your classmates should have a clear idea of what’s
in the picture.
Then ask them what the meaning of ‘Thank you’ is in this context.
Also ask them if they have a pet and if they talk to it. Would you have
a parrot as a pet? Why? Why not?
10.- Henri Manguin. The Prints, 1905. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? What’s the central focus? What’s
the relationship between the two women? Where are they? What
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are they looking at? Why is one of them naked and the other one
dressed? Notice the colours. What do they tell you?
Ask your group if they like colourful ambiances. What colour is their
house / rooms? What made them choose those colours?
11.- Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Claude Monet reading, 1872. Musée
Marmottan Monet, Paris.
DON’T SHOW THE POSTCARD! Ask the people in your group to guess
what you are doing by miming the action. Remember you can’t speak!
When you finish, your classmates should have a clear idea of what’s
in the picture. Then ask them what they think this man is reading on
the paper and where he is. It’s a portrait. Ask them if they like taking
photos, if they usually take selfies and why. Why do you think taking
selfies is so common among young people?
12.- Georgia O’Keeffe. New York Street with Moon. 1925. Museo
Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? What do the colours tell you? What’s
the central focus? Can you hear anything? What are the people
doing? Imagine you took the picture. Where were you when you took
it? What were you doing when you saw the moon?
Ask your group if they like walking at night and why. What do they
do on starry summer nights?
The artist once admitted: “One can’t paint New York as it is, but
rather as it is felt.” Do you agree?
13.- Roy Lichtenstein . Woman in bath, 1963. Museo ThyssenBornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? Why is she smiling? Imagine what
the woman is like. What does she do for a living? Does she have a
family? Could she represent a woman of your country? Why?
Imagine this is an advertisement and ask the people in your group.
What product is she advertising? What’s the target audience? What
is she saying? Choose a slogan for the product.
14.- László Moholy-Nagy. Large Railway Painting. 1920. Museo
Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? What do the geometric shapes and
colours tell you about the meaning of the painting? What do the
number and the letters stand for? Do you like abstract art?
Would you have this artwork in your living room?
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“The reality of our century is technology: the invention, construction
and maintenance of machines, ” the painter wrote. This work was
painted in 1920.
Ask your group: What was last century’s greatest invention? Do you
agree?
15.- Franz Marc. The Dream, 1912. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza,
Madrid.
DON’T SHOW YOUR PICTURE TO ANYONE! Tell your classmates that
they are going to draw as you are describing the picture. Remember
to give an accurate description so that they can get all the details
right.
When you finish, show the postcard and compare with the drawings.
Ask the people in your group what they think is going on in the
picture, what the meaning of the colours is and why they think the
artist ( Franz Marc) entitled it The Dream.
16.- Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Fränzi in front of Carved Chair, 1910.
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
Ask the people in your group: What’s going on in this picture? Don’t
stop the debate until you think they have nothing else to say. When
they finish, explain to them what the painting is about, using your
own words.
Fränzi, aged about twelve when she sat for the painting, belonged
to the group of young girls from the Friedrichstadt working-class
district frequented by the Expressionists and who posed for them
as models. She is often linked to Marcella, another model who also
features in many of the works dating from those years and is some
times said to be her sister and sometimes a friend. Kirchner portrays
Fränzi half length in a subjective rending that is far removed from
the traditional examples of the genre. Fränzi’s hair is neatly combed
and she has dressed for the occasion in a patterned dress and huge
blue bead necklace. The model leans against the back of a roughly
carved chair (most likely made by Kirchner himself) which takes on
a woman’s silhouette in the manner of a phantasmagorical shadow.
Unlike Fränzi, this figure is nude and is intentionally painted in a very
life-like flesh colour.
Our attention is immediately drawn to the girl’s face and her fixed
stare. Her face is the most elaborately rendered part of the body; her
features are concealed in an anti-naturalistic manner using a yellowish
green colour with a few touches of pink and blue applied with thicker
brushstrokes than in the rest of the painting. Her voluminous, slightly
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parted lips painted deep red are particularly striking and convert the
portrait as a whole into the symbol of an awakening sexuality.
http://www.museothyssen.org/en/thyssen/ficha_obra/1004

Ask the people in your group: Do you approve of this young girl
posing for artists? What do you think about child labour?
17.- Hendrick ter Brugghen. Esau Selling His Birthright, ca.1627.
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.
What’s going on in this picture? Focus on the colour range, the light
and the men’s hands. If you had to give a title to this work, what
would it be?
Ask the people in your group if they have siblings. If they do, are
they the oldest in the family?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of being the oldest?
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Women in art

Level: B1,B2

Time: 180 min

Author: Charo González Martín

Objectives
To make students aware of women’s role in the Canaries last century
Suggested material
- Photocopies of the activity
- Pictures showed online from the websites mentioned
- Coloured pencils and pieces of paper.
1.http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1512135/Movers-andshakers-sit-for-artist-in-a-study-of-21st-century-femininity.
html
2.-http://culture.pl/en/article/10-rising-stars-of-21stcentury-painting
3.-http://www.lavaderospublicos.net/2015/01/lavanderas-dejorge-oramas.html
4.-http://www.gobiernodecanarias.org/cultura/arte/santiago/
pagina7.html
5.-http://www.rinconesdelatlantico.com/num5/7_representacion.
html?iframe=true&width=80%&height=80%
6.-Jorge Oramas. Las Lavanderas, ca 1931-35. Oil on canvas.
50,5x65 cm.Casa Museo Antonio Padrón
7.-Santiago Santana. Mujeres, 1955.Oil on canvas.43x35 cm. Gran
Canaria
8.-Felo Monzón,Composición con tres mujeres.1954. Oil on board,
140x110 cm. Private collection. Gran Canaria
9.-Ewa Juszkiewicz, Matka, na podstawie Dürera(Mother based on
Dürer), oil on canvas, 120x90 cm, 2012, photo:courtesy of the
artist and the lokal_30 gallery.
9.-Andrew Sendor, A view of the installation:(left)Performance
with The Grand Master
Cryptologist(right) Onora Afua UN-thinkable, 2033, video
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projections, 52:55, 2012, oil on linen, 53.3x58.4 cm photo:
courtesy of cAndrew Sendor/Collection of Sheri and Paul Siegel,
San Francisco, California/Courtesy Sperone Westwater.

Teacher’s preparation
1.- Ask students to decide the kind of pictures they would see on
paintings depicting 20th century women in their daily life scenes.
Let students give as many answers as possible and write them on
the board.
2.- Whole class: show students different 21st century paintings and
describe what they see, tell a message or feeling they get from the
painting and choose a title.
3.- Students do a matching exercise with new vocabulary that can
be useful for activity number 4 and check answers with the whole
class.
4.- Show the paintings on the board.
Pair work: student A looks at the board, describes a painting to
student B, and writes a short text about it. Student B paints and
chooses a suitable title for it Then swap roles with the second picture.
5.- Project the third picture and ask students to answer the following
questions: What’s going on in this picture?,What do you see that
makes you say that?, What more can you find?
6.- Pre-teach unknown vocabulary using the glossary.
7.- Divide learners in groups of 3 and ask them to read the text
through and discuss about it. Students do the last activity.
8.- Whole class: Elicit answers from whole class and check them.
Tip: I did exercises 1 to 7 in class. Exercise 8 was assigned as
homework and corrected the following lesson. The last exercise is a
bit difficult for B1, it might be used for B2.
Further activities
1. Ask students to write a paragraph about women depicted in the
21st century paintings.
Intercultural awareness
Women in art according to countries and centuries.
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Activity
Women in Art
1.- If you were asked to depict 20th century women in their daily life
scenes, what kind of scenes would they be?
2.-Let’s look at these 21st century paintings and share the following
ideas with the whole class
- describe what you see,
- tell the class the message or feeling you get from the picture and
- choose a suitable title for each one
A
.
Andrew Sendor, A view of the installation:(left)Performance with
The Grand Master Cryptologist(right) Onora Afua UN-thinkable,
2033, video projections, 52:55, 2012, oil on linen, 53.3x58.4 cm
photo:courtesy of cAndrew Sendor/Collection of Sheri and Paul
Siegel, San Francisco, California/Courtesy Sperone Westwater
B
.
Ewa Juszkiewicz, Matka, na podstawie Dürera (Mother, based on
Dürer), oil on canvas, 120 x 90 cm, 2012, photo: courtesy of the
artist and the lokal_30 gallery
How are they different from the ones you thought were depicted last
century?
Pictures taken from this website:
http://culture.pl/en/article/10-rising-stars-of-21st-centurypainting
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3.- Match the following words with their definitions. Write a letter
next to the word.
1.- Agave: F
2.- Apron:
3.- Background:
4.- Basket:
5.- Barefoot:
6.- Elbow:
7.- Kerb:
8.- Plait:
9.- Profile:
10.-Stream:
11.-Scarf:
12.-Soap:
13.-To comb:
14.-To do the laundry:
15.-To hang up:
A -the part in the middle of your arm, where it bends.
B -the shape of someone’s face when you look at them from the side.
A face that is seen in profile is seen from the side.
C -the process of making your hair tidy with a comb.
D -without any shoes or socks on.
E -a small narrow river.
F -a plant with leaves with sharp points and flowers on a long stem
that grows in the southern part of the US and in Central America.
G -wash clothes.
H -to hang a piece of clothing on something.
I -a substance that you use with water to wash your body or an
object. It can be a liquid, but is usually a solid piece called a bar of
soap.
J -a piece of cloth that you wear round your neck or head to keep
warm or to make yourself look nice.
K -something that you wear to protect the front of your clothes,
especially when you are cooking.
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L -a container for carrying or keeping things in, made from thin
pieces of plastic, wire, or wood woven together, and sometimes with
a handle.
M -a length of hair formed by twisting three separate lengths over
each other, worn especially by women and girls. The usual American
word is braid.
N -the part of a picture or pattern that is behind the main people or
things in it. The main person or thing is in the foreground.
O -the edge of a pavement (=path built beside a road) that is nearest
to the road.
4.- Students sit in pairs facing each other.
Student A looks at the board, describes the painting to the other
student and writes a text /feeling about the picture on a piece of
paper.
Student B paints what he/ she hears, later this student can look at
the board and finish the drawing. This student chooses a suitable
title for the painting and writes it down on a piece of paper.

‘Las lavanderas‘ by Jorge Oramas
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5.- Swap roles and students do the activity with the painting below.

‘Mujeres’ by Santiago Santana

6.- Once students have written a title and a short text about their
painting, they stick them on the notice board.
7.- After looking closely at the image below, think about these three
questions:
What is going on in this picture?
What do you see that makes you say that?
What more can you find?

‘Composición con tres mujeres’
by Felo Monzón
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Key
3.- Match the following words with their definitions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Agave: F
Apron: K
Background: N
Basket: L
Barefoot: D
Elbow: A
Kerb: O
Plait: M
Profile: B
Stream: E
Scarf: J
Soap: I
To comb: C
To do the laundry: G
To hang up: H
Las lavanderas. Jorge Oramas (Laundry women)
Mujeres. Santiago Santana (Women)
Composición con tres mujeres. Felo Monzón. (Composition with
three women)

8.- Read the text, look at the glossary and do the exercise.
That our welcome will be at least courteous, possibly warm, and
certainly hospitable, we have no doubt. For one contingency we were
not prepared, and it was that which awaited for us - the absence of
our host.
Reaching Betancuria, we stopped our camel at a long, low,
whitewashed house, the residence of Don Rafael Mota. One of the
womenfolk of the establishment opened a venetian shutter, and
resting her arms on the window-sill, surveyed us. We learned from
her that Don Rafael was attending the festivities in Oliva. A somewhat
tardy and hesitating invitation to us to “stay there if we pleased” we
declined with thanks.
The men are always warmer in their invitations than the women, which
may be accounted for in two ways. Upon the latter falls the trouble
of providing for the newly arrived travellers, and owing, I should
think, to the want of education on the part of women, the advantage
of conversation with people from other countries is not appreciated,
and the trouble alone is thought of. The men, on the other hand, are
so accustomed to be waited upon, that the extra trouble for women
of providing and attending upon wayfarers is a thought which never
crosses their minds. They are generally thoughtful, self-educated
men, anxious for the welfare of their island, and particularly desirous
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that we should be pleased with it and its inhabitants. I speak of
course of the small shopkeeper and farmer class.
A Spanish gentleman is the most perfect gentleman in the civilized
world, only to be equalled by that rara avis an educated Spanish lady.
It is curious and noteworthy fact that there is nothing in the language
to correspond to caballero (gentleman), mujer (woman) being used
for all classes. As long as a girl is a maiden she is somebody, but
once married, she sinks to mujer, and as such stays at home and
is the household drudge. Although staying in many houses of all
classes of the community, we never, save in two or three notable
instances, had any conversation with the women. They waited upon
us, made us comfortable and welcome, but, except in the houses
of those of gentle blood, never sat at table with us. This seemed
to me the more remarkable in as much as I, being a woman, did
not expect them to shun my society, but they always left the entire
conversation to the men. Often I tried to win them and talk, and could
only succeed in doing so by stating facts about myself personally.
They were pardonably curious, and much interested in details of a
private nature. Frequently there would be a tertulla, at which none
but men would be present. I fancy I must have been looked upon as
something between a man and a woman! It is so unusual for their
women to travel and ride about, to read and talk to men, much less
to write, that at last I used to feel I must be very unwomanly. Once
or twice we never even caught a glimpse of the women-folk until
retiring for the night. Fairy hands prepared our rooms, and fairylike
our table was spread, the agents remaining invisible, so much so
indeed that we did not hear their voices.
Glossary of words in order of appearance:
Survey: view in detail.
attend: be present at.
tardy: late.
decline: to express courteous refusal.
to be accounted for: justified.
latter: being the second mentioned of two.
provide: supply means of support.
wayfarers: travellers.
noteworthy: notable.
drudge: a person who works in a routine way.
Remarkable: extraordinary.
inasmuch: in view of the fact that.
shun: keep away from..
caught a glimpse: looked briefly at
fairy: an imaginary being, generally thought of as having a tiny
human form and possessing magical powers.
A.- Who do these expressions refer to: men or women?
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Upon the latter falls the trouble of providing for the newly arrived
travellers.
They are generally thoughtful, self-educated.
They waited upon us, made us comfortable and welcome, but, except in the houses of those of gentle blood, never say at table with
us.
But they always left the entire conversation to the men.
They were pardonably curious, and much interested in details of a
private nature.
Fairy hands prepared our rooms, and fairylike our table was spread,
the agents remaining invisible, so much so indeed that we did not
hear their voices.

Key
All of them refer to women except the second sentence.
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